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Introduction to Data Science and Digital
Business

Fausto Pedro García Márquez and Benjamin Lev

This book combines the analytic principles of digital business and data science with
business practice and big data. The interdisciplinary, contributed volume provides
an interface between the main disciplines of engineering and technology and busi-
ness administration. Written for managers, engineers and researchers who want to
understand big data and develop new skills that are necessary in the digital business,
it not only discusses the latest research, but also presents case studies demonstrating
the successful application of data in the digital business.

Today, the world is getting smarter with the use of computing and mathemati-
cal methodologies. Many of the domains are now based on intelligent analysis and
their interpretation as per the requirement of automation. For that purpose, many
methodologies are in practice, including the field of data science. Data science is
a multidisciplinary blend of data inference and algorithm designed to solve com-
plex problems analytically. The demand and importance of an analytic has increased
rapidly over the past few years ‘Science of Analysis’ is technically known as ana-
lytics; in other words, it is the analysis of information to provide timely valuable
decisions. For organizations that have policies or intend to spread and enhance their
business by means of data driven decision-making, data science is the secret ingre-
dient. Projects based on data sciences can redeem more returns and benefits from
development of data-based product as well as from providing guidance using data.
Chapter “Data Management and Visualization Using Big Data Analytics” discusses
themain concept of datamanagement by using the big data analytics. It also discusses
the methodologies used to manage the big data in different industries.
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Chapter “Data Science andDigital Business” applies data sciencemethods to ana-
lyze storm surge induced flood risks along the Mississippi Gulf Coast by presenting
the spatial risk distribution of the study area, using the Geographic Information Sys-
tem (GIS) based visualization andquantifying theflood risk in statistical relationships
with the risk related factors employing multiple linear regression analysis models.
The data are retrieved and visualized for the residential blocks. The maximum surge
elevation data are collected and validated against representative historical hurricane
wind and storm surge data recorded by the Federal EmergencyManagement Agency
and National Hurricane Center. The maximum surge height above the land surface is
calculated based on the elevations and tide level in the Mississippi Gulf Coast Basin.
The statistics models using the multiple regression analysis method characterize the
significant relationships among these risk related variables. The direct loss coverage
can be estimated using the models.

Recent advances in Artificial Intelligence, Semantic Web and intelligent inter-
action devices have made conversational interfaces increasingly popular. These
advances in technologies including automatic speech recognition and synthesis, nat-
ural language understanding, and generation are result of decades of work in these
areas to make possible a more natural and intuitive communication with machines.

Chapter “Data Science and Conversational Interfaces: A New Revolution in Dig-
ital Business” describes the potential of Data Science to improve the performance
of conversational interfaces and increase the number of users of these interfaces.
Following this cycle, the more people use these systems, more data is generated to
learn their models and improve their performance, thus increasing the number of
users and extending the possibilities for new applications in Digital Business.

Chapter “After 2017: Managers Exit and Banks Arise” describes how economic
models are changed by blockchain infrastructures. Managements of corporations are
debating whether to maximize profits or to minimize debt, and it represented in opti-
mization models. Since blockchain technologies can automatically fulfill business
contracts and achieve managements, managers will be treated as software. New eco-
nomic agent, called “banks”, is introduced in this chapter. The banks provide finance
service and financial intermediation to other economic agents, and other agents pro-
vide electricity and computing resources to the banks. Also, the chapter points out
that a new kind of corporations will arise. The corporations provide products whose
marginal cost is zero by replacing the cost to accounting subject to other corporations
and consumers.

Recommender system, famous for finding potential requirement of customers,
is widely applied in many domain, such as bank, mobile, music, book and so on.
Chapter “Synergies Between Association Rules and Collaborative Filtering in Rec-
ommender System: An Application to Auto Industry” proposes an integrated system
containing data-processing, recommendation and evaluation processed. Traditional
recommendation process aimed to recognize items that are more likely to be pre-
ferred by a specific user—however, it is expensive to recommend items to users who
have no buying intention. Therefore, the chapter proposes a two-stage recommen-
dation process by adopting advantages of many recommender technology. The first
stage uses association rules as a means of classifying customers and finding potential
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customers. In the second stage, collaborative filtering (CF) methods are applied to
realize recommendation. In experimental study, the auto industry database is used to
illustrate the proposed system. First, some implied information for the rules gener-
ated are set, which conforms to the observation. Second, CF method based on users’
implicit preference information is developed.

Business digitization has aggravated the existing security and privacy concerns
of customers, resulting in new challenges in organizational security and privacy
protection. However, the knowledge on whether information security (ISec) studies
respond in a timelymanner to the requirements of industry and the situational changes
in security and privacy brought about by digitizing business is limited.

Chapter “Information Security Research Challenges in the Process of Digitizing
Business: AReviewBased on the Information SecurityModel of IBM” compares the
match between ISec papers published in six leading information system (IS) journals
in the last four years and the themes of IBM ISec capability reference model. The
chapter evaluates the practical relevance of ISec research in the IS field. Furthermore,
four security objects (i.e., data, human behavior, IT/IS, and business processes) are
identified in organizations and each of the six papers is coded to one or more of these
security objects. By examining the interaction between security objects, it provides
some suggestions for the research and industry communities.

Within the Data Science stack, the infrastructure layer supporting the distributed
computing engine is a key part that plays an important role to obtain timely and
accurate insights in a digital business. However, sometimes the expense of using
such Data Science facilities in a commercial cloud infrastructure is not affordable to
everyone. In this sense, Chapter “Deploying a Scalable Data Science Environment
Using Docker” presents a computing environment based on free software tools over
commodity computers. Thus, the chapter shows how to deploy an easily scalable
Spark cluster using Docker including both Jupyter and RStudio that support Python
and R programming languages. Moreover, it presents a successful case study where
this computing framework has been used to analyze statistical results using data
collected from meteorological stations located in the Canary Islands (Spain).

The world of marketing is becoming increasingly complex day by day with new
channels and different ways of communication to interact with customers. The cre-
ativity in marketing and innovation in technology have pushed aside conventional
ways of doing marketing. Customers are becoming more demanding. Right now,
customers have the power and control to make their own decisions. There are three
important things from the perspective of current marketing: creativity (uniqueness),
strategy (game plan) and technology embedded with flexibility. Through these three
contents marketers personalized consumer experiences can be achieved. Marketers
should become aware of their customer’s demands, and according to the business
need, they adapt their e-CRM strategies to keep up with their concerned customers.
In Pakistan, various newmarkets open with new vision, a business model which inte-
grated with CRM technology optimizes the profitability and accessibility of physical
and virtual stores in a country. Chapter “Clean up CHAOS and Use E-CRM (A
Digital Concept) to Expand the Business: A Case of Pakistan” analyses the above
issues.
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In recent years, so-called “big data” has attracted the attention of companies and
researchers. Chapter “Furthering Big Data Utilization in Tourism” aims to identify
the number of visitors of each period and their characteristics based on the location
data ofmobile phone users collected by themobile phone company. The study sites of
this survey are tourist destinations in Ishikawa Prefecture and Toyama city, including
Kanazawa city, which became nationally popular after the Hokuriku Shinkansen
opened in 2015.

Generalized Additive logistic Regression model (GALRM) is a very important
nonparametric regressionmodel. It can be used for binary classification or for predict-
ing the certainty of a binary outcome by using generalized additive models, which
is known as a modern technique from statistical learning, and the penalized log-
likelihood criterion.Chapter “C-LASSOEstimator forGeneralizedAdditiveLogistic
Regression Based on B-Spline” develops an estimation problem for GALRM based
on B-spline and Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO). Unlike
the traditional solutions, it will express the LASSO problem as a conic quadratic
optimization problem, which is a well-structured convex optimization program, and
solve it very efficiently using interior points methods.

A data-driven multi-objective bi-level signal design for urban network with haz-
mat transportation is considered in Chapter “An Efficient Bundle-Like Algorithm
for Data-Driven Multi-objective Bi-level Signal Design for Traffic Networks with
Hazardous Material Transportation”. A bundle-like algorithm for a min-max model
is presented to determine generalized travel cost for hazmat carriers under uncertain
risk. A data-driven bi-level decision support system (DBSS) is developed for robust
signal control under risk uncertainty. Since this problem is generally non-convex,
a data-driven bounding strategy is developed to stabilize solutions and reduce rela-
tive gap between iterations. Numerical comparisons are made with other data-driven
risk-averse models. The trade-offs between maximum risk exposure and travel costs
are empirically investigated. As a result, the proposed model consistently exhibits
highly considerable advantage on mitigation of public risk exposure whilst incurring
less cost loss as compared to other data-driven risk models.

Analysis in data science and digital business requires analysis of the data, and in
many cases the use of regression techniques. Chapter “Advanced Regression Mod-
els: Least Squares, Nonlinear, Poisson and Binary Logistics Regression Using R”
discusses some simple regression and advanced regression techniques that have been
used often in the analysis of data for business, industry, and government. Regres-
sion is not a one method fits all approach. Regression takes good approaches and
common sense to complement the mathematical and statistical approaches used. It
is also discussed methods to check for model adequacy after the regression model
is found. The commands that were used in the examples are showed at the end of
this chapter. It provides insights into the adequacy of the model through various
approaches including regression ANOVA output, residual plots, and percent relative
error. The chapter presents several methods to check for model adequacy.

Student attrition is a voluntary/involuntary failure or early dropout to complete a
program in which an individual enrolled. For voluntary desertions, detection is more
complex due to a variety of factors related to the program and individual context.
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National academics have complained of a research shortage and desertion of student
investigations in the Chilean context. Chapter “Student Desertion: What Is and How
Can It Be Detected on Time?” applies data-mining techniques to reduce lack of
studies and identify key factors and predict desertions during the first 6 semesters
in a program of Business School at Universidad de Chile. 288 hybrid models were
built, and the 6 final best models are composed of techniques of clustering, optimal-
threshold classifiers, and SVM and Logistic Regression algorithms. In addition, the
chapter shows the most important variables were related to University Selection Test
(PSU in Spanish) score, followed by the educational level of parents and academic
performances. The second level of importance included the variables of funding and
family configuration.

In Japan, the aging society presents a significant problem. In 2014, a publication
of the aging society published by the Japanese cabinet office, announced in October
2010 and October 2013 that the elderly constituted 23 and 25.1% of the population
respectively. The average age is more than 65 years. This condition is the highest
proportion in the world. In Chapter “Bioelectric Potential Plant”, the condition of
the elderly is mapped into two groups: the elderly who live with their families and
who live alone. Based on data from samples taken in one of the major provinces
in Japan, Kyoto, the number of the second group in 1990 was 43.416 (13.3%) and
in 2010 the number increased to 110.366 (18.2%). These conditions lead to various
problems one of which is that death of individuals often remains unknown by others,
whether the death is caused by accidents in the home or other factors such as murder.
Based on the same research, the deaths caused by accidents in the home without
assistance was as much as 12.5%. This reality leads to the increasing demand for
indoor monitoring. One of the measures being initiated is to examine the installation
of closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras. This camera can monitor for accidents
and ensure immediate help is obtained from a neighbor or an authorized officer.
However, this solution is not well accepted due to privacy concerns. The use of
infrared sensors was also tested to solve this problem. Despite the good results,
costs are high because it requires many sensor cells. Then, other solutions have
been tried by using the sense of odor, but the results are not effective because there
is too much noise when the data records. Regarding this problem, Chapter “False
AlarmsManagement byData Science” proposes a solution through use of bioelectric
potential sensor. This can be used for detecting human behavior and is friendly for use
in private areas. In addition, the cost is reasonable. Therefore, this study outlines are
explained by various methods such as machine learning and deep learning. Finally,
the last chapter is the conclusion of discussion.

Due to the development of control system technology over the last years, the
number of sensors has increased dramatically and the configuration of alarms in
control systems has become easier. It leads to many alarms and increased operator
workload. Industrial plants are currently underperforming due to alarm flood, which
can cause minor, or even catastrophic, incidents. The businesses are demanding data
science to avoid this, it is necessary to use process and alarm data. The industrial
plants must understand the entire process and they rely on the experience of the
operator. It has been considered that collaborative research between academic world
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and industry should be undertaken to prevent flooding of alarms, both in normal and
transitory conditions. New guidelines, standards and scientific/academic research
should be developed. Nowadays new statistical, analytical and mathematical tools
are being implemented for alarm detection, and the role of the operator must also be
considered for correct alarm flood resolution. It will lead to a future with safer and
more cost-effective industrial systems.



Data Management and Visualization
Using Big Data Analytics

Muhammad Adeel Mannan, Saboohi Mehmood, Muhammad Shafiq
and Aqeel-ur-Rehman

1 Introduction to Data Sciences

Nowadays, the realm is getting smarter with using computing and mathematical
methodologies. Most of the domain names are now primarily based on smart evalu-
ation and their interpretation as in keeping with the requirement routinely. For that
purpose, among themethodologies are in practice that includes the sector of statistics
sciences.

Analytics has risen quickly in popular business lingo over the last numerous
years; the time period is used loosely, but usually intended to explain essential
questioning that is quantitative in nature. Technically, analytics is the “science
of analysis”—placed in other manner, the exercise of studying statistics to make
decisions.

Now as per market scenario, most of the organizations and industries had revised
their methodology and policies, and they rely on the changes which are statically
driven, information technological knowledge is the name of the game sauce. As
statically approach is more factual so any initiative will be more fruitful for both
from steer through data insight, and development of statistics product.

From half-century ago, John Tukey nominated as a reformer of academic statis-
tics. But in “The Future of Data Analysis” [1] he also pointed the data science as
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unrecognized science althoughhis area of interestwas learning fromdata or data anal-
ysis. Approximately, twenty years ago, three scientists Bill Cleveland, Leo Breiman
and John Chambers again works independently on academic statistics and expand
their branches beyond the classical domains of theoretical statistics, Chambers nom-
inated for preparation and presentation of data, Breiman called for predictions while
Cleveland specified for data science.

So, according to Provost Marthan Pollack [1], “data science becomes the fourth
approach in addition to experimentation modeling and computation”.

Now a day’s, context of information science has its multiple additives. Facts
technological knowledge is movement itself and it inherently has to deal with the
huge quantity of data. There are so many frameworks that are available that have
their very own plus, minus but all of the most of the popular framework is Hadoop.

One part is very clear it’s an extent massive quantity of the statistics which we are
talking approximately. The second one part its miles the facts itself is huge verity; it
is probably the information generated out of laws, out of sensors lets approximately
airplane sensors, temperature sensors, it might be the records audio hills would be
available.

The primary trouble is to keep the huge quantity of records and the second one is
analysis method of data. This is one component. This is inventory change example
and the opposite example speaks about jet flight. A half-hour flight generates 1 TB
of statistics. The other thing is the speed we are accumulating and processing the
records.

From time to time, the final deliverable is the kind of issue a statistician or commer-
cial enterprise analyst may provide, however attaining that intention needs software
competencies that an ordinary analyst surely doesn’t have. As an instance, a dataset
is probably so big that there is a need to apply allotted computing analysis on it or
so convoluted in its layout that many strains of code are required to parse.

Here, two aspects of data science are of interest:

(i) The management and processing of information and
(ii) The analytical strategies and theories for descriptive and predictive evaluation

and for prescriptive analysis and optimization.

The first issue entails statistics systems and their preparation, together with
databases and warehousing, information cleaning and engineering, and facts track-
ing, reporting, and visualization. The second one issue includes facts analytics and
consists of information mining, textual content analytics, device and statistical learn-
ing, possibility idea, mathematical optimization, and visualization [2].

This chapter discusses the primary concept of factsmanagement by using the huge
data analytics. It also discusses the methodology used to manage the massive records
in extraordinary industries. Section 3 presents few actual international case studies. In
segment four, some packages of facts sciences in the various area is beneath research
even as in section five, we discuss some famous tools used for the control of huge
records analytics. Later on, we have the conclusion of the chapter.
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Fig. 1 Foundational methodology of data science

2 Data Management Methodologies

A general strategy (refer to Fig. 1) that guides the processes and actions with a given
domain is called Methodology [3]. It does not base on particular tool/technology.
Therefore, methodology gives the directions to data scientist within specific bound-
aries for how to proceed with the problem, what types of methods or strategies will
be used that helps to reach on destination/results.

2.1 Business Understanding

The business level consists of placing objectives, generating assignment plans, and
creating enterprise success standards. Those business sponsors who have analytical
solutions play an important role at the time of the defining problem, its objectives,
and solutions [3]. What is the pillar of the success of the business problem? Success
for any project it is necessary for sponsors to take keen interest throughout the project
and provide the best expertise [4].
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2.2 Analytical Approach in Use

“The use of analysis to break down the problem into its components for their solution is
called analytical approach.” [4]

The data scientist firstly states the problem clearly than define the analytical
strategy to solving it. For expressing the problem in form of statistical and machine
learning techniques it is compulsory the data scientist can identify the strategy that
requires for achieving the suitable result.

2.2.1 Data Requirements

Data necessities are prescribed directives or consensual agreements that define the
content material and/or structure that represent high fine statistics times and values.
Data necessities can thereby be stated by using numerous exceptional individuals or
corporations of people.

2.2.2 Data Collection

“Data collection is the process of gathering and measuring information on targeted variables
in an established systematic fashion, which then enables want to answer relevant questions
and evaluate outcomes.” [5]

The data collection component of research is common to all fields of study. Huge
data permits series of statistics with high scope and granularity. Because of advances
in the era, statistics series techniques are more frequently limited by using the cre-
ativeness of the researcher than by using technological constraints [6]. In fact, one
of the key demanding situations is to “assume out of doors the field” on the way
to establish get entry to distinct facts for a huge variety of observations. Enormous
statistics collection strategies that help to overcome this assignment encompass sen-
sors, internet scraping, and internet visitors and communications tracking [7].

2.2.3 Data Understanding

The principal aim of information is to gain general insights approximately the infor-
mation that will probably be beneficial for the similar steps within the data analysis
technique; however, records knowledgemust now not be pushed completely by using
the goals and techniques to be applied in later steps. Despite the fact that those neces-
sities have to be saved in mind at some point of information knowledge, one needs
to approach the records from a neutral factor of view [8]. In no way trust any records
as long as you have not performed some easy plausibility checks.
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2.2.4 Modeling

Preliminary with the main type of the arranged data set, the demonstrating phase
focuses on developing predictive or descriptive models in keeping with the for-
merly described analytic method [8]. With predictive models, records scientists use
a schooling set (historic statistics wherein the outcome of the hobby is thought) to
build the model. The modeling system is generally particularly iterative as corpo-
rations gain intermediate insights, leading to refinements in statistics guidance and
version specification. For a given technique, information scientists can also endeavor
a couple of procedures with their own constraints to locate the exceptional version
for the variables.

2.2.5 Evaluation

The data scientist assesses the model to detain and make sure that it well and fully
addresses the enterprise trouble [8]. Model assessment involves computing diverse
diagnosticmeasures anddifferent outputswhich include tables andgraphs, permitting
the records scientist to interpret themodel’s great and its efficacy in solving the hassle.
For a predictive model, information scientists use a tryout set, that’s impartial of the
training set, however, follows the identical chance distribution and has a regarded
outcome. The testing set is used to evaluate the version so it can be difficult to detect
as needed. Occasionally the final model has carried out additionally to a validation
set for a very last assessment.

2.2.6 Deployment

The concept of deployment in facts science refers back to the utility of a model
for prediction using some new statistics. Building a version is typically no longer
the top of the task. Even if the reason for the model is to increase knowledge of
the information, the knowledge received will need to be prepared and supplied in a
manner that the consumer can use it. Relying on the requirements, the deployment
phase may be as easy as producing a file or as complicated as enforcing a repeatable
facts science process. In lots of cases, it is going to be the patron, not the statistics
analyst, who will perform the deployment steps [9].

2.2.7 Feedback

Feedback to assess version overall performance;

• Collecting and analysis of feedback for evaluation of the model’s overall perfor-
mance

• An iterative procedure for version refinement and redeployment
• Boost up via automatic procedures.
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2.3 Agile Kanban

Another methodology to work within data sciences is the integrated model of Agile
along with the Kanban (a lean manufacturing domain for process management) [10].
It best suits while developing software based on data management. The key factor
used here is the board named as “Kanban board”, where we can track the progressive
work easily.

This combined approach uses prioritized list of what to do? It means limit the task
in terms of user stories. For example; in weather forecasting, comparison between
new and previously formed data can limit the progressive work.

3 Real World Cases

Big data problems have diversified nature; let it be healthcare [11] or engineer-
ing problem, whether an insurance fraud discovery [12] or behavior analysis [13],
whenever data analytics is involved, big data analytics techniques and data mining
frameworks are used. In this section, Real world big data cases are covered in detail.

3.1 Case Study: Maritime Pattern Identification and Route
Reconstruction

This study has discussed the problem of the arrival of deep-sea containers at Dutch
terminals and proposed a solution to predict their arrival time with the publicly
available AIS data [14]. This study aims at maximizing the utilization of inland
water transportation resources (especially barges) and minimizing the waiting times
for those barges within Dutch logistics service providers (LSPs). The occurrence
of a terminal disturbance, a situation where the unscheduled arrivals of deep-sea
containers at terminals make the barges wait, and terminals become unavailable
for the barges. Hence predictions of these disturbances are favorable for efficient
utilization of resources.

To predict the arrival time of a deep-sea container, this study makes use of the AIS
data and with this data, sailing pattern extraction and transformation into a directed
graph with a genetic algorithm is done. Thus, the main contribution of this study is a
new approach on how to adopt a genetic algorithm to handle the real-life data mining
problem of pattern extraction. It is important to know that why the genetic algorithm
is used over other available techniques. First of all, data received in a sequential way
from the sensors incrementally and real-time data may not always be accurate as the
weather conditions are also affecting factor, therefore an algorithm which could give
good results in the presence of all the above-mentioned issues was needed.
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Fig. 2 Pictorial representation of the use of a genetic algorithm to identify routes of the vessels,
arbitrary waypoints are converged towards a dotted area. [14]

The problem calls for finding a way to identify waypoints in maritime trajectories,
i.e., special regions of interest where lanes intersect, as well as connecting them
in such a way that it allows to depict all possible routes between the points. An
illustration is shown in Fig. 2.

The steps needed to perform route extraction are depicted in Fig. 3. For route
extraction, a directed graph is drawn which is based on the waypoints discovered by
GA. Genetic algorithm finds the waypoints by first preprocessing available data with
a quad tree; as quad tree structure has the ability to effectively identify good sets of
clusters with varying data density, and also do it in only one pass. Once waypoints
are discovered, a directed graph is generated after graph pruning and handling of
missing data.

Once routes of deep-sea vessels are identified, their expected arrival time can be
calculated, that is required for this case study. The results obtained from this study
have shown that this approach is robust and lane identification even with the minimal
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Fig. 3 Steps in improving pattern extraction [14]

data. Finally, the proposed solution is tested on real-time data, and simulated data to
assess the extraction quality/accuracy and the execution speed.
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3.2 Case Study: Understanding Lifestyles in Distinct Cities
with Social Media Data Analysis

This study investigates the lifestyle behaviors of people living in different cities,
different in size but nearby in location. Instead of traditional survey methods such
as questionnaire or interviews, data from publicly available social media website is
mined to analyze the desired behavior. New York City is used as a representative
of large cities whereas the data from Rochester area is used as the representative of
the smaller cities in the United States. To mine the prominent mobility and work-
rest patterns from both the cities matrix factor analysis are used as an unsupervised
method. The identified patterns are then used to quantitatively compare lifestyles of
both cities.

In contrast to traditional research investigating lifestyle patterns, where data col-
lection methods include questionnaires and telephone interviewing, we leverage data
from social media to make inferences about people’s lifestyles.

Among all available Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs), Foursquare is
most popular. It holds around 5 billion check-in records of about 55 million users
across the world. This offers us a rich data source for conducting mobility, behavior
and lifestyle studies. The study works on time and space aspects of humans and
lifestyles are not assigned to any person rather non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) technique is used to discover time-based activity patterns. Time-based activ-
ities from any person’s lifestyle are assumed to be correlated with his daily work-rest
ratio.

To describe lifestyles according to locational behavior a spatial dimension is used.
Just for an example, a primitive lifestyle pattern is defined by frequent visits to Point
of Interests (POIs) such as Music venues, theaters and may be bars, while another is
defined by visits to museums, art galleries, and historical locations. The clustering
method is then applied to identify the behaviors of a group of individuals (e.g.,
Travelers or students). Additionally, third-order tensor decomposition is used to find
composite patterns across both spatial and temporal dimensions. This method is an
efficient way of extracting complicated patterns in multiple-dimensional spaces.

The stacked plot in Fig. 4a, b shows the check-in percentages in most popular cat-
egories (locations) during weekdays and weekends respectively in Rochester Area;
whereas Fig. 5a, b represents the same for New York City. The main contribution of
this study is:

• Social media data is mined as opposed to previous survey-based researches.
• Matrix Factor analysis is used to identify work-rest patterns of humans.
• Application of CP tensor decomposition to identify composite time and space
lifestyle patterns.

There are many studies conducted to confirm the common perceptions of life in
small cites and as well as in big cities. Just for example, life in small cities is peaceful
and home-oriented and in contract, big cities’ life is fast and work-oriented.
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Fig. 4 10 most popular categories in Rochester, weekdays and weekends [15]
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Fig. 5 10 most popular categories in New York City, weekdays and weekends [15]
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4 Applications of Big Data Analytics

Analytic is said to be a set of emerged and advanced techniques and available tech-
nologies that require evaluation in integration process to disclose any type of large
hidden values within any big datasets which might be specific from the standard
ones, more complicated, and of a big huge scale [16].

The essential purpose of the massive records analytic is to help the company to
make a higher business choice, destiny prediction; analysismassive numbers of trans-
actions that carried out in enterprise and update the form of statistics that organization
is used. Every arena of enterprise, fitness or fashionable dwelling requirements now
can put in force massive information analytics.

4.1 Big Data in Healthcare

Healthcare, it is a critical area in which massive statistics analysis imposes the max-
imum social effect. From the analysis of capacity fitness risks in each gender to
the most complex scientific analysis and calculation, massive records are present in
all components of it [17]. Devices together with the Fitbit [17], Jawbone [18] and
the Samsung tools match [19] permit the user to tune and upload statistics. Quickly
enough such statistics will be compiled and made to be had to medical doctors if you
want to aid them in the analysis.

4.2 Big Data and the World of Finance

Analyzing big data can be a very beneficial for fairly complicated inventory market-
place actions and useful resource in making worldwide economic decisions [19].

In general, as it is understood that Finance and financial system has a very large
scope so it needs to be revolutionized. Numerousmonetary establishments are adopt-
ing large information guidelines in order to benefit a competitive area. Complicated
algorithms are being evolved to execute trades via all of the dependent and unstruc-
tured statistics won from the assets.

4.3 Big Data in Social Media Analytics

The terminology of Social Media analytics is explicitly said for the gathering data
and other records form the blogs or social media websites. In this era Social Media
is considered as the golden platform to apprehend the online purchaser desire or
intentions and sentiments, the usage of commercial enterprise advertising over social
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sites, product advertising and marketing without difficulty. EBay.com makes use of
facts warehouses at 7.5 PB and as well as a 40 PB. They use a Hadoop cluster for
seeking, client recommendations, and vending. Amazon.com handles thousands and
thousands of back-stop operations on daily basis, as well as different queries from
extra than half of one million 0.33-birthday celebration sellers [19, 20].

4.4 Big Data for the Telecom Industry

Big statistics and device mastering ideas and techniques are implemented to achieve
customers’ satisfaction. Element records are called, internet and client carrier logs,
and emails to social media as nicely as geospatial and weather facts, there are the
only few examples of information being handy to telecom service providers [21].

5 Data Visualization Using Analytical Tools

There are various tools available those can be used in many forms of evaluation
techniques to maintain, control and discover meaningful inference from provided
facts sets. A few of them additionally provide higher visualization by generating
evaluation for summarization [22]. Records evaluation tools facilitates in deriving
accurate effects with minimal efforts. This section is going to present a number of the
top software suits used for facts assessment in extraordinary business organization
domain names.

5.1 Data Wrangler

Wrangler [22] is designed to speed up the facts manipulation process. It enables
users to spend much less time reworking on information, hence providing more
time learning from it. Wrangler provides interactive transformation of cluttered,
real-world data into the well-organized information tables which in turns permits
spending a lot much less time in formatting and more time for analysis. Stanford
University’s Visualization group introduced this as a web based service. The basic
idea behind its design is for cleaning and rearranging data to make it useful for other
tools like spreadsheet application.
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5.2 The R Project

For statistical computing and photos R programming environment [23] is available
which is pretty loose environment. It is a new statistical platform that runs and accepts
inputs using commands over command line. This platform has ability to provide var-
ious ways to obtain sizeable deviate, medians, correlate add-accessories and many
more which allows linear models, generalized linear models time collection eval-
uation, nonlinear regression models, nonparametric check and classical parametric
check as well as soothing and clustering. R platform can also plot charts and graphs
of results. R encompasses some excellent facilities of visualization accessories along
with spatial and numerical evaluation.

5.3 Tableau Plateau

Data visualization gear [23] enables absolutely everyone to put together and gift
statistics intuitively. It’s distinctly effective in the commercial enterprise due to it
communicates insights thru data visualization. This device will flip statistics into
any type of visualization accessories, from smooth to enhance.

The facility of calling bundle to counsel any visualization, drag and drop, cus-
tomization of every aspect from energy recommendations and labels to size, legend
display and interactive filters. It provides quite a number the way to expose interac-
tive statistics [23]. It can be used to blend multiple linked visualization add-ons onto
one dashboard, anyplace one seeks filter will act on various graphs, maps and charts;
underlying tables of will also be joined.

5.4 MINITAB Software

Majorly,Minitab is a tool for statistical use and is highly used in six sigma and quality
improvement of the rugged dataset. The dimensionality reduction technique used in
Minitab software was Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and a Multiple Linear
Regression model was fitted to see the dependency of the dependent variables on the
independent variables.

5.5 SPSS

The last software which was taken into consideration for the current research was
SPSS, statistical software developed by IBM. However, SPSS was not able to handle
the data used for this analysis as it can accept only a limited number of rows unless
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externalmemory is inserted for further analysis [24]. One of themajor reasons behind
IBM introducing new software such as IBM Watson analytics (discussed above) is
because its previous software such as SPSS is not able to handle big data with given
computer specification (IBM). To analyze huge amount of data the extra memory
needs to be installed in the computer.

6 Conclusion

Data technological know-how alludes to a developing region of work worried about
the accumulation, association, exam, perception, administration, and safeguarding of
huge accumulations of statistics. Google traits and other IT fever graphs charge statis-
tics technological know-how a number of the maximum fast growing and promising
fields that grow around software program engineering. notwithstanding the fact that
data technology attracts on content from set up fields like automatic reasoning, mea-
surements, databases, belief and some greater, industry is soliciting for prepared facts
researchers that no person appears to be equipped to convey.

On this chapter, wementioned thoughts likemassive statistics, information analyt-
ics, and a few fluctuated contraptions that perform statistics examination, cleansing
and introduction. Big records deliver limitlessly powerful supporting strategies to
the accumulation of informational indexes that’s excessively thoughts boggling and
considerable. The pondered contraptions spare the time spent on coding and testing
with the aid of giving changed and specific results. These contraptions can be uti-
lized as part of distinctive fields wherein facts research is needed. Statistics exam
contraptions anticipate a vital component in all enterprise areas. The phase might
make a contribution within the space of statistics Sciences, big statistics Analytics,
and smart packages in the city, Academia, and IoT.
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1 Introduction

Hurricanes are among the most catastrophic events resulting in severe consequences
including loss of lives and property damage. A hurricane produces storm surges,
tornadoes, and inland flooding, while storm surge is always a potential threat to the
coast area. TheMississippiGulfCoast area traditionally refers to the threeMississippi
coastal counties namely Hancock County, Harrison County, and Jackson County that
lie along theGulf ofMexico. The residential properties and road networks in this area
are constantly vulnerable to hurricanes as well as floods and severe thunderstorms.
The magnitude of devastation was quite evident in hurricanes Katrina and Rita in
the Mississippi Gulf Coast [1]. The destructive power of the 2005 Hurricane Katrina
overwhelmed the Mississippi coastline and the Gulf Coast of Mississippi which
suffered nearly total devastation with the strong hurricane winds, extreme storm
surge, and waves pushing casino barges, boats and debris into towns, and leaving
236 people dead, 67 missing, and an estimated $125 billion dollars in damages
[2]. Numerous streets and bridges were washed away, including the bridge sections
of highway US 90. In particular, the roadway/bridge portion of US 90 between Bay
St. Louis and Pass Christian was completely destroyed by the storm surge leaving
only the supporting structure [2].

In addition, the population is firmly increasing in coastal areas as over half of the
Nation’s economic productivity is located within a narrow coastal belt. From 1990
to 2008, the population density increased by 32% in the Gulf coastal counties [3, 4]
making them the most densely populated counties in the United States. It is also a
fact that the Gulf Coast coastlines lie less than 10 feet above NAVD83 datum (North
American Vertical Datum). Literally 72% of ports, 27% of major roads, and 9% of
rail lines within the Gulf Coast region are at or below 4 feet elevation. Consequently,
a storm surge of 23 feet has the ability to inundate 67%of interstates, 57%of arterials,
almost half of rail roads, 29 airports, and virtually all ports in the Gulf Coast area
[4]. Hence, it is necessary to analyze the risk of hurricane induced flooding in this
area.

This study aims to visualize and analyze the flooding risk of the infrastructure
and properties of the Mississippi Gulf Coast area due to storm surge of a potential
hurricane and to possibly provide more resiliency to the transportation system under
extreme weather conditions. Clearly it is not only necessary to develop a collection
of proprietary datasets for the flooding vulnerability characteristics of the area, but it
is also imperative to identify the critical risk related factors and quantify the vulnera-
bility risk for the emergencymanagement officials and planners to be proactive about
the risk and be prepared for deploying effective emergency management strategies
for the communities, residential properties, and public infrastructure including the
transportation systems of the area. The objectives of this study are: (1) to retrieve
and visualize the data items relevant to the storm surge induced flooding risk in the
Mississippi Gulf Coast area; and (2) to analyze the variables significantly related to
the storm surge induced flooding risk in the area.
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The book chapter is organized as follows: after the Introduction section, the Back-
ground section reviews various studies on flooding risks and related issues using anal-
ysis and visualization technologies, and storm surge models. The methods used for
this study are summarized in the Study Methodology section. In the Data Collection
and Retrieving section, the surge flooding related data are described and presented
for the study area. In the Risk Analysis and Prediction section the statistical analysis
results and regression models are presented. Finally, findings and observations of the
study are summarized in Conclusions.

2 Background

The characterization of the impacts of storm surge and inundation due to a hurri-
cane on the residential properties, traffic networks, and critical infrastructure, and
predictive risk analysis of the impacts of the storm surge induced flooding have been
a focus of the recent hurricane studies.

2.1 Modeling of Storm Surge and Inundation

Prior research has been conducted to describe how an extreme climate affects the
critical transportation infrastructure in storm surge and inundation using general cir-
culation models of the atmosphere and the Geographic Information System (GIS)
presentation tools. Bates et al. [5] in UK coded on the LISFLOOD-FP and GIS tools
to show a simplified two dimensional model for coastal flooding. In the study, Bates
et al. observed the maximum inundation extent for particular events and predicted
the coastal inundation using GIS data. In 2013 Bates released the 5.9.6 version
of the LISFLOOD-FP program which is a two-dimensional hydrodynamic model
specifically designed to simulate floodplain inundation in a computationally effi-
cient manner over complex topography [6]. In the U.S., the Sea, Lake and Overland
Surges fromHurricanes (SLOSH) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA) is capable of predicting future sea level rise and storm surge height
for a coastal area in the U.S. In developing the SLOSH, scatter plots and probabil-
ity density functions of average temperature and precipitation change were derived
from the general circulation model and the models used the historical tracking and
meteorological data of dated North Atlantic tropical storms from 1851 to present [7].
This study will collect storm surge data from NOAA SLOSH SDP based on NOAA
SLOSH model to determine the inundation height.

Hurricane surge threat under climate change was examined by Lin et al. [8] while
simulating cyclone surges for different climates. A practical approach was taken to
couple a simpler general circulation model such as a GCM-driven (Global Climate
model) statistical/deterministic hurricane model with hydrodynamic surge models.
The authors were able to identify that certain climate models increase storm surge
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flooding due to a change in storm sizes. Recently, GIS was applied by Dr. Kent [9]
to estimate the storm surge inundation affecting Louisiana. In the study, the author
synthesized the hazard data associated with flooding and found that the flood risk of a
roadway depends on the road class and the geographical and environment conditions.
GIS spatial statistics analysis methods will be used in this study to analyze traffic,
population, storm surge, inundation, and loss coverage.

Savonis et al. [10] studied the central Gulf Coast transportation network in rela-
tion to storm activity. Most of the spatial data was organized in GIS formats that
can be integrated to assess the vulnerability and risks of the transportation infras-
tructure in the study area and inform the development of adaptation strategies. In the
study, it indicated that Category 3 and higher intensity level storms may return more
frequently to the central Gulf Coast and thus cause more disruptions to the trans-
portation networks. Rising relative sea levels would also exacerbated exposure of the
area to storm surge and flooding. They also found that depending on the trajectory
and scale of individual storms, facilities at or below 9 m (30 feet) could be subject to
direct storm surge impacts. Hyman et al. [11] addressed the risk that a climate change
poses for the state, region, and the local planning of transportation organizations. To
summarize these researches, the Gulf Coast region had austere and realistic needs
for dealing with vulnerability risks of surge flooding due to climate change and the
invasion of a potential hurricane to better protect the very dense populations and the
social-economically important multi-modal transportation systems in the area.

2.2 Risk Analyses in Hurricane Studies

Since Baker [12] early studied the hurricane evacuation behavior in risk prone areas
along the gulf coast region. Five variables including action by public authorities,
housing, prior perception of personal risk, and storm-specific threat factors to iden-
tify evacuation rates risk level were used. Humphrey [13] identified climate change
factors that are particularly important to the transportation system in the United
States including rising sea levels, increases in intense precipitation, and increases
in hurricane intensity. Ayyub et al. [14] analyzed social vulnerability examined the
resulting surge, waves, and precipitation to calculate the performance of a hurricane
protection system. In that study the Hurricane Protection System was (HPS) such
as levees, floodwalls, pumping station, were considered. They later concluded their
findings by evaluating the usage of hurricane protection system and its contribution
towards the population and properties. Lu et al. [15] explored an accessibility-based
criticality prioritization methodology to identify and prioritize critical transportation
infrastructure. The methodology was applied to the road network of Hillsborough
County Florida, which was threatened by flood risk from storm surge, sea-level rise,
and intense precipitation. The vulnerability of population during hurricaneswas stud-
ied by Bian and Wilmot [16] by using the Geographic Information System. Six type
of population group were considered in order to capture the different effects to the
population during evacuation. Study found that the population, land elevation, and
traffic are key components when dealing with risk due to flooding.
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Myers et al. [17] investigated place-based social vulnerability and post-disaster
migration in the U.S. Gulf coast region. They analyzed the demographic, social, and
the economic data of places that were affected by hurricanes Katrina and Rita. A
regression analysis was made between migration and social vulnerability. Choate
et al. [18] discussed the methodology and results of a broad vulnerability assessment
of the highly critical transportation assets in Mobile in Gulf Coast. Key components
of vulnerability was analyzed and indicator-based vulnerability assessment was con-
ducted for representative highway segments, rail segments, and pipeline segments.

The methods presented in past studies such as GIS analysis, general circulation
method, factor analysis, and regression analysis especially in Gulf Coast are relevant
and helpful to the study. This study will address the analyses and prediction of storm
surge induced flood risk in Gulf Coast area of Mississippi.

3 Methodology

3.1 Study Area Description

Gulfport is located at the center of the Mississippi coast and it is the second largest
city in Mississippi after the state capital Jackson.

It is about 70 miles of highway distance from New Orleans, LA. High freight
traffic is generated due to the transshipping of freight from cargo vessels to trucks
and intermodal operations at Port of Gulfport, which is No. 19 in the U.S. in terms
of containership and is among the top 50 U.S. ports by port calls and vessel type
[3, 19]. The majority (88%) of the populations of Mississippi Gulf Coast are located
within the three coastal counties which are: Hancock County, Harrison County, and
Jackson County. These counties are included in the study.

The study area is shown in Fig. 1a [1]. According to U.S. census data for July 1,
2015 [3], the population in Hancock County, Harrison County and Jackson County is
46,420, 201,410 and 141,425 respectively. Global peak surgemap from SURGEDAT
[20] in Fig. 1b shows that the peak surge along the Gulf Coast is equal to or larger
than 4.5 m (15ft) which represents severe flooding.

3.2 Datasets

In this study data preparation, spatial analysis method using GIS, and statistical anal-
ysismethod using SASwere used to show the flooding risk along theGulf Coast area.
Data of population census, average daily traffic, elevation of the land surface, and
direct loss coverage were collected from U.S. Census Bureau, Mississippi Depart-
ment of Transportation, USGS, and Mississippi Insurance Department, respectively.
Storm surge height above the NAVD88 datum was collected from NOAA the Sea,
Lake and Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) Display Program (SDP) and
historical hurricane storm surge data collected by FEMA [21] and National Hur-
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(a) Map of Gulf Coast area

(b) Global peak surge map 

Fig. 1 Maps of the study area

ricane Center (NHC) [22]. Hurricane inundation level above the land surface was
calculated by the formula proposed considering the method form NOAA. GIS tech-
nology was used to conduct data management. Maximum flood inundation heights
above the land surface are calculated based on the elevation of the land surface sub-
tracting from the surge elevation. GIS Spatial analyst tool was used to obtain the data
distribution results in census blocks including direct loss coverage. Later statistical
method was used for risk factor analysis and prediction for direct loss coverage.

4 Risk Related Data and Visualization

4.1 Population and Traffic Data

Population and traffic data collected are shown in Fig. 2. Census block data in Gulf
Coast area was collected from U.S. Census Bureau [3].
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Figure 2a shows the population census data for 2015. There are 14,318 census
blocks in the area. The deep red color represents the highest density of population and
the deep blue color represents the lowest density of population. The higher density
of population in Harrison County and Jackson County is noticeable.

Average Daily Traffic (ADT) data was collected from Mississippi Department of
Transportation (MDOT). Each block is given a summation of traffic values for all
the road segments which intersect the block. Figure 2b shows the Average Daily
Traffic (ADT) blocks data in 2015. The orange color and red color on east-west
(e.g. Interstate 10) and south-north (e.g. highway US 49) represents the higher traffic
volume.

(a) Population census data in 2015

(b) ADT traffic data in census blocks in 2015 

Fig. 2 Population and traffic data in the Gulf Coast (Color figure online)
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4.2 Elevation and Direct Loss Coverage Data

Elevation and direct loss coverage data collected are shown in Fig. 3.
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) at 5 ft horizontal resolutions was collected from

USGS [23] based on horizontal datumNAD83 and vertical datumNAVD88. The data
was imported into grid format by ArcMap. Figure 3a shows the elevation data in the
area. Different color represents different elevation values. The dark color in the figure
represents the lower elevation below the datum. The deep blue color represents the
higher elevation above the datum. Direct loss refers to the loss incurred due to direct
damage to property. According to the data [24], Hurricane Katrina in 2005 thwarted
all the other loss events over the last 11 years. Direct losses in dollar incurred due

(a) Elevation data in the area 

(b) Direct loss coverage in census blocks

Fig. 3 Elevation and direct loss coverage in the Gulf Coast (Color figure online)
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to windstorm covered by zip codes and cities in each county from year 2005 to year
2007 were collected from Mississippi Insurance Department. Average direct loss
coverage for blocks in each county are shown in Fig. 3b.

4.3 Hurricane Storm Surge Data

Storm surge, tides, and waves are key factors contributing to coastal hurricane floods
and severe damage to the resident and facilities in the coastal counties [9, 22].

First, strongwinds and low atmospheric pressure caused by tropical cyclones such
as hurricanes could drive up the water level to create a storm surge. Second, high
tide levels are caused by normal variations in the astronomical tide cycle. When a
severe storm hits during high tide, the risk of flooding increases significantly. Last,
large waves driven by local winds or swelled from distant storms could raise average
coastal water levels and cause large and damaging waves to reach land [22].

Storm surge height data of 2005 Katrina above NAVD88 in MS Gulf coast basin
was collected fromNOAASLOSHSDP. Fig. 4 shows the SLOSH storm surgemodel
for the MS Gulf Coast basin, and storm surge height in feet at a sample location is
presented in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 4 SLOSH storm surge model for the Gulf Coast, Mississippi basin
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(a) Storm surge at different locations

(b) Locations selected

Fig. 5 Storm surge results at different locations

As sample results, location 1 on the basin boundary and location 2 in the basin
are selected respectively, as shown in Fig. 5b to show surge height and wind speed
in the time period studied which is shown in Fig. 6.

The maximum surge height in the time period is collected for all the locations to
be the storm surge data in this study which is partly shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7a, b and c show the storm surge height over 3.5 m (11.5 feet) above NAVD
88 datum in Harrison County, Hancock County, and Jackson County respectively.
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Fig. 6 Surge height and
wind speed in the time
period studied

(a) Surge height and wind speed data at location 1 

(b) Surge height and wind speed data at location 8 
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(a) Hancock County 

(b) Harrison County 

(c) Jackson County 

Fig. 7 Storm surge data collected in Gulf Coast area
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Fig. 8 Flood inundation height over the land surface

There are much more risk in Harrison County and Hancock County by showing the
more higher storm surge from 5.5 m (18 feet) to 8.4 m (27.5 feet) than that in Jackson
County with lower storm surge less than 5.5 m (18 feet).

4.4 Flood Inundation

Based on the computerized model developed by the National Weather Service [25],
Flood inundation height over the land surface is calculated by formulation (1).

Hi
l � Hi

w − Ht − Ei
l , i � 1, 2, . . . n (1)

where, Hi
l is the flood inundation height over land surface of location i , Hi

w is the
maximum estimated storm surge height of location i , Ei

l is the land surface elevation
of location i , Ht is tide level of MS Gulf Coast basin, and n is the total number of
locations. The average flood inundation height in blocks is presented in Fig. 8. The
red and pink color show that the inundation height is larger than 4.5 m. There are
higher inundation both in Hancock County and in Harrison County where elevation
is relatively low.

5 Risk Analyses and Prediction

There are four variables: average direct loss (Avg_L), population (POP), average
daily traffic (ADT), and average flood inundation height (Avg_H). Dependent vari-
able is average direct loss. Independent variables are population, average daily traffic,
and average flooding inundation height. The regressionmodel is described as follows:
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Avg_L � β1 · POP + β2 · ADT + β3 · Avg_H + c (2)

where parameters β1, β2, and β3 are coefficients of dependent variable population,
average daily traffic, and flood inundation height, respectively. The collinearity anal-
ysis, and regression analysis are tested using SAS.

5.1 Collinearity Analysis and Multiple Regression Analysis

Collinearity among the independent variables in the regression model was tested
and the results of eigenvalue, Condition Index (CI), tolerance, and Variance Inflator
Factor (VIF) are shown in Table 1.

The outputs of Condition Index (CI) was maximum 3.3466 and the Variance
Inflator Factor (VIF)was 1<VIF<5. According to statistical studies, if the Condition
Index is less than 30, there is no significant collinearity problem [26]. In addition,
there is a significant collinearity problemwhenVariance Inflator Factor is 10 or above
[27]. It was concluded that there was no collinearity problem with this regression
model.

Multiple Regression analysis was tested in SAS to show the parameter estimate,
t-value, and P-value in Table 2.

The significant low P-value (P-value<0.01) indicates that the null hypothesis is
rejected. If the population has no effect on the direct loss coverage, we would obtain
the observed difference or more in 0.93% of analysis due to random sampling error.
If average daily traffic has no effect on the direct loss coverage, we would obtain
the observed difference or more in 0.08% of analysis due to random sampling error.
And if average inundation height has no effect on the direct loss coverage, we would
obtain the observed difference or more in 0.01% of analysis due to random sampling

Table 1 Collinearity analysis
results

Model Eigenvalue CI Tolerance VIF

POP 0.4786 2.4525 0.9391 1.0649

ADT 0.3859 2.7311 0.8322 1.2017

Avg_H 0.2570 3.3466 0.8596 1.1633

Table 2 Multiple regression
analysis results

Model Parameter
estimate

t-value Pr> |t|

C 7,274,675 – –

POP 81,182 2.68 0.0093

ADT −943.0887 −3.51 0.0008

Avg_H 14,097,139 5.36 <0.0001

R 0.877

R square 0.769
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error. R square is 0.769 showing that the model explains 76.9% variability of the
average direct loss coverage around its mean.

We notice that the direct loss will increase as population or average inundation
height increases because there is residential population in the storm surge induced
flood risk area and flood inundation causes the direct loss for both of the population
and facility in the area. But the direct loss will decrease as average daily traffic
increases mainly because the heavy traffic in the area is on Interstate 10 and highway
US 49 respectively, which are not in high flooding risk with storm surge. The average
daily traffic increases implies that more proportion of population are transferred to
these two highways and decrease the risk affected.

5.2 Risk Prediction

Based on the regression model, risk prediction was conducted to show how this
study will contribute to the risk prediction, planning and management. A sample
census block in the study area with all the features needed was selected and the risk
prediction results are shown in Fig. 9.

There are three predictions including: (1) Fixing population and annual daily
traffic in the block to find the average direct loss values as the flood inundation
height continuously increases from 0 to 50 m as shown in Fig. 9a; (2) Fixing average
inundation height and average daily traffic in the block to find the average direct
loss values as the population continuously increases from 0 person to 1000 persons
as shown in Fig. 9b; and (3) fixing population and average inundation height in the
block to find the average direct loss values as the average daily traffic continuously
increases from 0 vehicle to 50,000 vehicles as shown in Fig. 9c.

Predict results show that the average direct loss increases as flood inundation
height or population continuously increases, while the average direct loss decreases
as average daily traffic continuously increases. These will provide emergency man-
agement strategies for emergency responses in hurricane to decrease the direct loss in
a hurricane. For example, constructing or improving the coastal structure to decrease
flood inundation height, evacuating residents ahead of the hurricane storm sure
induced flood risk to decrease the population exposed in the risk area, and facili-
tating evacuation by highway routes with increased road capacity to promote the
resident and vehicle evacuation, etc. This prediction method could be used for other
sample blocks in the study area to provide necessary emergency information for the
emergency responses.
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(a) Prediction with fixed POP and ADT 

(b) Prediction with fixed Avg_H and ADT 

(c) Prediction with fixed POP and Avg_H 

Fig. 9 Risk prediction results for a block case
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6 Conclusions

This book chapter analyzes and predicts flooding risk from hurricanes along the Gulf
coast area using Geographic Information System and multiple regression analysis
by SAS. Data of population census, average daily traffic, storm surge, and surface
elevation, and direct loss coverage was collected and managed in census block. Max-
imum flood inundation height above the land surface was calculated based on storm
surge and tide level in the study area. A regression model was obtained by testing
multicollinearity, and multiple regression analyses to effectively predict the direct
loss under the different conditions. Based on the study results, following observations
are made:

(1) There are much more risk in Harrison County and Hancock County by showing
the more higher storm surge from 5.5 m (18 feet) to 8.4 m (27.5 feet);

(2) There are higher flood inundation both in Hancock County and in Harrison
County where elevation is relatively low;

(3) Collinearity analysis results indicated no collinearity problem with this regres-
sion model and the model explains 76.9% variability of the average direct loss
coverage around its mean; and

(4) Predict results could provide emergency management strategies for emergency
responses in hurricane to decrease the direct loss in a hurricane.

This study analyzes and predicts flood risk due to hurricanes along the Gulf Coast
Area based on direct loss coverage incurredwhich only includes windstorm coverage
from year 2005 to year 2007 in hurricane Katina. How to apply this regression model
or concept to a more wide hurricanes and insurance coverage will be the research
work in the future.
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Data Science and Conversational
Interfaces: A New Revolution
in Digital Business

David Griol and Zoraida Callejas

1 Introduction

Conversational interfaces have become increasingly popular during the last years
supported by recent major advances in Artificial Intelligence (data science and deep
learning to cite just two), language technologies (e.g., automatic speech recognition,
natural language processing, and use of the semantic web), and device technologies
(Internet of Things, more powerful smartphones, use of sensors and context informa-
tion, and increased connectivity) [13, 14, 20]. A sign of the promise of the advances
in these fields is that many major companies such as Google, Microsoft, Amazon,
Facebook, Samsung or Baidu have developed and continuously improve high-profile
conversational assistants such as Siri, Google Now, Alexa, Cortana and Bixby.

With the growing maturity of conversational technologies, the possibilities for
integrating conversation and discourse have also been extended to a number of new
human-machine interaction domains. One of the most wide-spread and initial appli-
cations of these systems is information retrieval from the web, database systems, and
recommendation systems [7, 33]. More recent application domains include speech
controlled telephone banking systems [15], conference help assistants [2], tutor-
ing systems [21], question-answering applications [28], conversation practice for
language learners [5], pedagogical agents and learning companions [3], interaction
with robots [10], dialog applications for computer-aided speech therapy with differ-
ent language pathologies [26], etc.

Natural human-computer interaction is a complex problem that requires work
on multiple levels, such as speech recognition, natural language processing, dialog
management, and speech synthesis. However, most of the natural language conversa-
tional interfaces are still oriented to solve restricted problems inwhich the knowledge
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is stored in just one type of source (e.g., relational databases, ontologies, etc.) and
hand-crafting dialog strategies tightly coupled to the application domain are still
used by many commercial conversational systems to offer exactly the same system’s
behavior for every user.

In recent years, the computational linguistics community has focused on devel-
oping language processing algorithms that can leverage the vast amounts of data
(known as Big Data [6]) that are generated every day. In this field, Data Science
and Machine Learning techniques can potentially reduce human effort in the knowl-
edge engineering process, enable these AI systems to learn and become increasingly
more intelligent, adapt these interfaces considering users’ specific preferences, and
facilitate developing, deploying and re-deploying conversational systems.

Thus, learning statistical approaches to model the different modules that compose
a conversational system has been of growing interest during the last years [8, 31].
Models of this kind have been widely used for speech recognition and also for
language understanding [1, 9]. Automating dialogmanagement is useful for reducing
the time-consuming process of hand-crafted design of dialog strategies. In fact, the
application of machine learning approaches to dialog management strategy design is
a rapidly growing research area.Machine-learning approaches to dialogmanagement
attempt to learn optimal strategies from corpora of real human-computer dialog data
using automated “trial-and-error” methods instead of relying on empirical design
principles [23].Themain trend in this area is an increaseduseof data for automatically
improving the performance of the system.

Statistical models can be trained with corpora of human-computer dialogs with
the goal of explicitly modeling the variance in user behavior that can be difficult
to address by means of hand-written rules [23]. Additionally, if it is necessary to
satisfy certain deterministic behaviors, it is possible to extend the strategy learned
from the training corpus with handcrafted rules that include expert knowledge or
specifications about the task [25, 31].

In this chapter, we discuss the tremendous potential of Data Science to improve
several aspects of Natural Language Processing and Speech Technologies research
and development, including speech recognition and synthesis, natural language
processing, dialog management, and natural language generation. From our point of
view, as performance improves, more people will use conversational interfaces.With
more usage, there will be more data that the systems can use to learn and improve.
And the more they improve, the more people will want to use them. Given this cycle,
it can be expected that conversational interfaces will see a large uptake for some time
to come and that this uptake will be accompanied by enhanced functionalities and
performance for Digital Business.

The remaining of the chapter is as follows. After this introduction, Sect. 2 is
used to define conversational interfaces, describe the history and evolution of this
kind of interfaces, and present the main components in their general architecture.
Sections3, 4 and 5 describe the main possibilities and benefits of the application of
Data Science and Big Data to develop these components, respectively related to the
natural language processing, dialog management, and natural language generation
tasks. Finally, Sect. 6 presents a list of concluding remarks.
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2 Defining Conversational Interfaces

Conversational interfaces can be defined as computer programs that engage the user in
a dialog that aims to be similar to that between humans [11, 14, 19]. The first serious
attempts to build talking systems where initiated in the XVIII and XIX centuries
when the first automata that imitated human behavior were constructed. For example,
Baron Von Kempelen developed in 1770 an automata that produced whole words
and short phrases. In 1857, Josef Faber constructed the machine Euphonia, which
imitated the mechanism of human speech production and had a 16 keys keyboard
with which any word could be formed. These first machines were mechanical, it was
not until the end of the XIX century when scientists concluded that speech could be
produced electrically.

At the beginning of the XX century J. Q. Stewart built a machine that could
generate vocalic sounds electrically and during the 30s, the first electric machines
were built, for example Vocoder, an speech analyzer and synthesizer developed in
Bell Laboratories that could be operated by a keyboard. At the same time, the first
translating machines were patented in France and Russia, constituting one of the first
systems to automatically process natural language.

During the 40s, the first computers were developed and some prominent scientists
like Alan Turing pointed out their potential for applications demanding intelligence.
This was an starting point that fostered the research initiatives that in the 60s yielded
the first conversational agents appeared. For instance, Weizenbaum’s ELIZA, which
was based on keyword spotting and predefined answers. Although their behavior
was considered almost human-like by some users, in practice these systems did not
understand the user’s inputs.

In the 70s appeared the research area of computational linguistics in which natural
language processing is based, established on the theoretic work developed from the
50s by Chomsky, Montague and Wood. In the 70s also the first rule-based speech
synthesizers appeared. Spoken conversational systems can be considered to appear in
the 80s with the first telephony services based in DTMF, which were commercialized
at the same time as the first dictation systems. The first research initiatives related to
spoken conversational systems appeared in the DARPA Spoken Language Systems
programme in the USA and the Esprit SUNDIAL in Europe.

In the 90s, the first corpora development and system evaluation efforts yielded big
shared resources such as Wordnet. Telephony dialog systems based on isolated word
recognition was a growing market and the first dedicated companies appeared. Ben-
efiting from the continual improvements in the areas of speech recognition, natural
language processing and speech synthesis.

From the beginning of the current century, there has been particular interest on
data science and statistical approaches. Prospective challenges and future research
directions reported by the experts in the area of spoken conversational interfaces have
changed to adapt to the milestones and advances achieved during their history. For
instance, at the beginning of the new century, the experts anticipated that the most
important research guidelines would be related to improving success of the differ-
ent components in the architecture of these interfaces (more robustness in speech
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recognition, richer vocabularies and enhance algorithms for natural language under-
standing, less restricted dialogmanagementmodels, high quality speech synthesizers
with more natural voices, etc.).

Technological advances in Artificial Intelligence, language technologies and
device technologies have directed these future guidelines towards the achievement
of more complex goals, such as advanced reasoning, problem solving, context-
awareness, portability, adaptiveness, proactiveness, affective intelligence, use of
data-driven techniques, ubiquity, multimodality and multilinguality. Some of the
larger scale conversational interfaces with which the general public has become
familiar are those of the smartphones have currently to hundreds of millions of peo-
ple around the globe.

As per the previous section, conversational have currently a relevant place in the
Big Data infrastructure for various reasons. Depending on the approach used for
creating an SDS, there may exist varying levels of interaction with Big Data. Usu-
ally systems require data training to provide them with a method to recognize and
synthesize speech, generate natural language, or learn a strategy for dialog manage-
ment. Alternatively, considering the ‘three versus’ of Big Data (Velocity, Variety and
Volume) are all matched—a conversational system has lots of input data to respond
to with little time to consider a response (velocity), often must be able to cope with
auditory and textual data (variety) and often the amount of data used for training
models is significantly large.

Current conversational interfaces are typically defined by their objectives, either
by the class of ‘goal-driven’ or by ‘non-goal-driven’, depending on their purpose [27].
This classification refers to the purpose of the systems in questions, which in turn
affect the requirements posed for the system. Goal-driven systems are designed to
reach a specific goal as dictated by the user, though ultimately limited in the number of
outcomes (e.g. obtaining scheduling information, making remote purchases, making
reservations, etc.).

Non-goal systems are those in which there is no defined ‘end-goal’. Due to the
open nature of a this kind of conversational interfaces, they must be able to handle a
larger set of possible user statements, requests and vocabulary. Common examples of
non-goal-driven systems would be those used in mobile devices such as Apple’s Siri,
Microsoft’s Cortana, or Amazon Echo. It is worth noting that whilst the smartphone
Chatbots are well known, the value of the technology is often found in the goal-
driven systems. In a survey from 2016, 80% of business leaders stated that they either
“already used or planned to use Chatbots by 2020” when asked which technologies
they had implemented or were planning to do so.1

Figure1 shows the high-level architecture used uponwhich spoken conversational
systems are built. This general architecture consists of three main components: nat-
ural language processing, dialog management, and natural language generation.

Note that Speech Recognition and Speech Generation components are optional,
as a system that receives and outputs text is also possible, the rest of the compo-

1Business Insider: 80% of businesses want chatbots by 2020. http://www.businessinsider.com/80-
of-businesses-want-chatbots-by-2020-2016-12 Last accessed: 01/12/2017.).

http://www.businessinsider.com/80-of-businesses-want-chatbots-by-2020-2016-12
http://www.businessinsider.com/80-of-businesses-want-chatbots-by-2020-2016-12
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Fig. 1 Components of a spoken language conversational interface

nents are usually mandatory. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is the process
of obtaining the text string corresponding to an acoustic input. It is a very complex
task as there is much variability in the input characteristics with can vary depending
on the linguistics, the speakers, the interaction context and the transmission channel.
HiddenMarkov models (HMMs) have been used in speech recognition since the late
1970s and in combination with Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) have been the
dominant method for modeling variability in speech as well as its temporal sequen-
tial properties. Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have recently replaced GMM-HMM
models and are now being used extensively in current ASR systems.

Within each component lie various sub-tasks that must be performed to deliver
the required output. For instance, the natural language understanding task requires
domain identification, intent identification and semantic parsing; dialogmanagement
requires state tracking anddialog act generation; natural languagegeneration includes
subtasks for sentence planning and surface realization, etc. The following sections
describe themain connection among thesemodules and tasks,Data Science,Machine
Learning techniques, and Big Data.

3 Natural Language Understanding

The Natural Language Understanding (NLU) component converts natural language
sentences (i.e. human language) into a set of data that can be understood by the
system. These data are task-related pieces of information; for instance, What does
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the user want to do?, Where does the user want to go? When does the user want to
depart?, etc. Ultimately, the objective is boiling down natural language to the bare
minimum, scraping away the extra grammar that natural language entails to be able
to conclude specifically the key details and ideas that a user wants to convey.

Whilst the task of an NLU is complex, measuring the success of an NLU com-
ponent is fairly inherent to the nature of the problem. The percentage of sentences
that are ‘correctly understood’ can be considered the accuracy of an NLU. Respon-
sibilities of being able to piece together context from previous utterances within a
conversation fall to that of the dialog manager, and would not be considered the
responsibility of the NLU.

Semantic parsing is the approach to taking a natural language sentence given to a
systemandbeing able to understand to some level themeaningof the statement(s). For
instance, it is with semantic parsing that a system can be programmed to understand
that the following sentences each have different syntax, though semanticallymaintain
the same meaning:

John repaired the computer within a week.
It took John a week to repair the computer.
Repairing the computer took John a week.

All provide the following information:

Agent: John
Subject: computer
Duration: A week

Various approaches to performing semantic parsing exist, falling under two main
categories: compositional semantics and distributional semantics. Compositional
semantics is an approach to parsing text by breaking it down into its smaller sections
of clauses, phrases and words. With the knowledge of where in a sentence’s struc-
ture a word falls, this knowledge is then combined with the categorization of the
words according to their lexical features (i.e. is a word a noun, a verb, a preposition
etc.). This serves primarily as a comparison to the distributional semantic approach
and as further context for the conversational system architecture ahead of the dialog
manager analysis.

Distributional semantic parsing is an approach to utilizing the words and context
that surround a word to be able to understand its meaning. The approach derives
from the distribution hypothesis, which states that “the degree of semantic similarity
between two words (or other linguistic units) can be modeled as a function of the
degree of overlap among their linguistic contexts”.

In practice, this means that after enough texts have been analyzed, it might be
the case that there are many sentences containing “going to Madrid”,“driving to
London”, “rowing to the shore”, etc. The purpose of this example is to show that
from these sentences, it could be extrapolated that any word following “to” in a
sentence is a location. This in turn provides value in the conversational system when
a user states “I would like to buy a train ticket to Barcelona” as the system could (if it
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were to be using this form of distributional semantic parsing) deduce that Barcelona
is the desired destination for the user’s journey.

Domain identification and intent identification both serve the purpose of classify-
ing and understanding about what the user is communicating (e.g., if a user asks to
book a table at a Chinese restaurant, the domain here is ‘restaurants’ and the intent
‘to make a reservation’, and in this instance the slot for restaurant type would be
satisfied by ‘Chinese’. The reason for having domain and intent identification is to
provide the system with (essentially) questions to be asked. For instance, to use the
same example once more (however simple), being able to identify that the request
falls under the ‘restaurant’ domain then supports the system in being able to identify
the intent. Consider that a conversational interface could have three different ‘intents’
in its definition of the ‘restaurant’ domain (e.g., book reservation, cancel reservation
and request opening hours). Restricting the number of potential ‘intents’ ensures that
the ability of the system to identify the correct ‘intent’, which is then, in turn, used
to better resolve the users query or problem.

Various supervised classifiers have been proposed in practice to classify both the
domain and the intent present within human-machine dialog conversations. Some of
the classifiers used are as follows [27]:

Support Vector Machines (SVM): SVMs, typically used for binary classifica-
tion, have been extended to Multi-Class Classifiers (MCC) for the purposes of text
classification. By training an individual classifier per ‘class’ (in our case, possible
domains), ‘class versus everything_else’ classifiers are built, one for each desired
class. Upon constructing each of these classifiers, each individual observation is
classified by each individual SVM, and the classifier with the highest ‘confidence’
return is taken as the ‘successful’ classifier. As an illustrative example, for a con-
versational system for restaurant table management, one might choose to categorize
all user queries into three buckets: ‘make a reservation’ (x), ‘change a reservation’
(y), and ‘cancel a reservation’ (z). To set up a (basic) MCC, there would then be
constructed three classifiers, and for each classifier the chance that a given statement
falls into the main class (i.e. not the ‘others’) is returned. For instance, passing the
sentence “I would like to change my booking” may return:

• x versus others: Chance of x = 10%, chance not x = 90%
• y versus others: Chance of y = 85%, chance not y = 15%
• z versus others: Chance of z = 40%, chance not z = 60%

In this example, the MCC would return that the given sentence is classified
as y = “change a reservation” and the conversational system could then proceed
accordingly.

Maximum Entropy (ME): This approach is a method of estimating a probabil-
ity distribution from given data. ME derives from the assertion that one should
use the most uniform models that satisfy given constraints [17]. For instance,
consider the conversational system from the previous section and its user intents
(make/change/cancel a reservation), if analysis (or otherwise) informs us that 80%
of statements to be received that contain “to book” can be considered as the ‘make
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a reservation’ class. If a statement received by the system then receives a statement
that does contain the phrase “to book”, then the expectation is that there is an 80%
chance that the statement is a “make a reservation” user intent, whereas there remains
a 10% chance the intent is to change a reservation and a 10% chance the intent is
to cancel a reservation (as the uniform class distribution is assumed). Of course, the
above model would be easy to train due to the lack of constraints, but would not have
much utility. To develop the constraints that are required for ME, word counts are
used as features, and the model trained via relating the high word counts in certain
texts with their corresponding classifications [18].

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN): Typically, CNNs have been used to
classify images, they can also be employed to take advantage of the structure of
textual data, by (for example) taking the rows as individual letters and the columns
as the correspondent with the letter in the text. Performing this transformation to
the data allows for the application of Convolutional Neural Networks to be applied
to sentences in natural language. Using this approach, a model has been trained by
Microsoft (accessible via Azure cloud services) on the Amazon categories dataset,
which contains 2.38 million sentences that have been classified over seven product
categories (books, electronics, home and kitchen, clothing, movies, health, sports).

This use-case of a CNN for text classification is put forward as an example as
to how this could be used in other scenarios. Identifying the category of a product
can be considered as not being hugely distinct from identifying the domain of a user
query or, depending on the training data, the classifier could be used to classify user
intent directly. Note that this is only one approach to using CNN for text; here the
approach was to train the data at the character level, but it is feasible to consider
that a model could be trained, instead, at a word level, though in a model of this sort
for a human-machine dialog system, the vocabulary that corresponds with the texts
(e.g., the words that replace the individual letters of the alphabet) must be carefully
considered.

For a supervised classification system to function, a manually labeled corpusmust
be given to train the model. Two important restrictions exist for the use of supervised
classification techniques for domain and user intent classification. Firstly, the reliance
on manual labeling of text and corpora is a bottleneck on classification, in part due
to the large amount of data at hand (and that depending on the domain in which a
text lies, the way the data is labeled could be different). Ultimately, manual labeling
is laborious and time-consuming (and, in turn, expensive). Additionally (though this
is context-dependent as this is more likely to be less of an issue for smaller systems),
the approach to labeling data is not a standardized method, implying that not only
may people be unfamiliar with the labeling approach (resulting in either poor quality
labeling, a difficulty in interpreting results).

Unsupervised classifiers avoid both pitfalls, in that manual labeling is (intuitively)
not required, and that the reliance on the manual tags is non-existent. Various unsu-
pervised classifiers have been developed and trialled, though less work has been
carried out on unsupervised techniques.
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Query-likelihood Clustering (QLC): The query-likelihood approach takes the
user’s utterance (the input statement) as a query, and searches for similar queries in
a similar manner to a search engine would. Upon receiving these similarity results,
they are processed through the clustering technique. Tagging words by their function
within a sentence (except ‘content’ words, e.g. names of ‘things’, which instead were
stemmed so that only roots of the words persisted) is a method that was found to be
successful in query-likelihood clustering, as the results implied that the significance
of uttered sentences in a task-oriented domain lay in the content words more-so than
the prepositions, determiners, etc. [4].

With this categorization performed, the approach was then to take each statement
in the corpus and obtain the list of similar statements in the corpus to that original
statement. This is then repeated for every statement in the corpus and using this
overall set of data points ultimately as how the data can be clustered.

A number of toolkits incorporating AI and Machine Learning techniques are cur-
rently available to facilitate developing the described tasks for natural language pro-
cessing [13, 14]: Microsoft Bot Framework,2 Microsoft LUIS,3 IBMWatson,4 Ama-
zonAlexa,5 Google Actions,6 FacebookMessenger Developer,7 Api.ai,8 Wit.ai,9 and
many others.

4 Dialog Management

Once a statement from a user has been processed by the NLU (such that the only
information to be passed from theNLU to the dialogmanager (DM) is the information
deemed necessary to do so), the DM must select the optimal action to take. Exactly
what ‘optimal’ means in this context depends on the purpose of the system, but often
this optimization refers to being able to retrieve all of the required information from
the user to be able to carry out the goal of the conversational system. The way these
decisions are made will be the focus of this thesis, though for the purposes of this
section this will not be touched upon here.

The types of outputs that are generated by the DM are essentially sets of instruc-
tions that tell the NLU what needs to be said to the user. For instance, if a user asks a
goal-driven conversational system based on recommending restaurants, ‘showme an
Italian restaurant in Madrid’, the hypothetical DMmight understand that the desired
food type is Italian, and that the location is Madrid, however the DM could be pro-

2https://dev.botframework.com/.
3https://www.luis.ai/.
4https://www.ibm.com/watson/.
5https://developer.amazon.com/alexa.
6https://developers.google.com/actions/.
7https://developers.facebook.com/products/messenger/.
8https://api.ai/.
9https://wit.ai/.

https://dev.botframework.com/
https://www.luis.ai/
https://www.ibm.com/watson/
https://developer.amazon.com/alexa
https://developers.google.com/actions/
https://developers.facebook.com/products/messenger/
https://api.ai/
https://wit.ai/
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grammed to follow this kind of scenario by requesting a price range, as a result
of many users in the past asking this question and extended conversation lengths.
The DM can be considered the component that allows conversational interfaces to
partake in conversations, as opposed to purely one phrase requests, as often these
systems will be designed in a manner that permits a level of permanence for the
user’s responses.

In general, a dialog manager should be able to consider the history of a current
conversation to be able to converse with a user. Without this history, a spoken con-
versational system can respond to sentences but conversations would be out of reach
(for this reason, goal-oriented spoken conversational systems often require the user
to state their intent before proceeding to perform actions).

A dialog strategy is needed for a dialog manager; when should the system take
initiative in the conversation, how can errors in understanding (system or human)
be identified and corrected, when should confirmation of understood information be
checked with the user, etc. Arguably, the performance of a conversational interface
is highly dependent on the performance of its dialog manager, hence the focus on
the DM in spoken dialog systems, this point serving as a motivating factor for the
use of the principles of data science and big data.

The most widespread methodology for machine learning of dialog strategies
involves modeling humancomputer interaction as an optimization problem using
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) [30–32]. To understand
what is meant by a POMDP one must first understand what an (standard) Markov
Decision Process (MDP) is a model in which a set of ‘states’ exist (only one of which
can be active at any one time/turn) that reflect an aspect (or some aspects) of the real
world. AnMDP contains five key sets of information, as follows: a set of states, a set
of possible actions, a set of transition probabilities, a function to calculate rewards, a
‘discount factor’ that allows the model to increase or decrease the weight of possible
future rewards, and an initial state.

The end goal of an MDP is to be able to define a ‘policy’; i.e. a set of rules that
dictate what action should be taken at any given state; note that the manner in which
this policy is defined is by maximizing the possible rewards. An additional note to
make here is that MDPs adhere to the Markov property: that the state and reward at
the next time step in the model will depend only on the state and action taken prior
[23]. The application of MDPs to model the dialog management process, the policy
is obtained by optimizing the highest reward for the length of the human-machine
‘conversation’.

This approach usually manages goal-oriented systems (in that the number of
‘slots’, i.e. the values the system seeks to fill to perform the user requests) by deter-
mining the number of states in the MDP by the number of slots the system needs to
fill. The states are used to reflect the status of the slots (‘confirmed,’ ‘known’ and
‘unknown’) and the actions provide an avenue to change these status to ‘confirmed’
by way of ‘request n slots’, ‘verify n slots’, ‘verify all’, or ‘quit.’ The alternative
approach to the action set is to consider the actions as the speech act (what is the goal
of the next statement), a slot name (to what data will the user’s answer be relevant)
and a slot value (for the instances in which data confirmation is being solicited) [23].
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The goal with the MDP is to find the policy that will maximize the expected value
of the reward function. Different techniques exist depending on whether transition
probabilities and rewards can be known in advance—where they cannot, the need is
to use an algorithm that directly interactswith theDM to learn these values (described
as an ‘online’ function, the contrary aptly-named an ‘off-line’ function).

One approach to the policy maximization for an online function is the use of the
Q-learning algorithm [29], an approach in which quality-values are maintained for
every possible combination of state and action, which reflect the value of the policy
function after performing the action at that state. The optimal policy will be devised
from these values, as the policy will select the action with the highest return at each
state.

To take advantage of this reinforcement learning, often texts, corpora, etc. are
automatically generated such that the model can be learned though this of course has
drawbacks in that the data is false, and does not train a model as accurate as genuine
human conversation. The advantages to using anMDP to model a dialog manager lie
in the ability to plan and use this reinforcement learning to capitalize on the data. The
issuewith using anMDP is that the assumption that all states are ‘observable’ ismade
(i.e., that the MDP knows exactly at which state the model is at any given time in the
process). The issue is that due to noisy conditions, misheard words, misunderstood
sentences, etc. the need to be able to accommodate this uncertainty is a high priority.
To quantify this as an issue, due to the usage of spoken conversational systems in
noisy areas, such as while driving, in public spaces, etc., it could be a considerable
percentage of errors in the words that are understood orally by the ASR.

To amend for this issue of uncertainty, Partially ObservableMarkovDecision Pro-
cesses (POMDPs) are used in their stead. A POMDP assumes that an MDP exists,
that the states, actions, etc. are present but that the states are not directly observable.
A starting state is assumed and following states are modeled by a transitional prob-
ability. Instead of knowing the state, the model is assigning possibilities to which
state the model can be in at any given time (based on previous beliefs and actions).
Formally, a POMDP extends the definition of an MDP by adding an additional set
of observations that can be made about the world, a set of probabilities for an obser-
vation, and an initial belief state.

A POMDP asserts that at each time-step in the model, the world (i.e. the scenario
that is being portrayed) is in a given state. As this state is non-observable, a belief
state, b, is distributed over the states in S, where b(s) is the probability of the world
being in state s. The POMDP selects the next action (a) to take at each time step
based on the value of b(s), receives a reward and this changes the state of the model.
However this state remains non-observable, instead an observation is obtained and
the belief state updated.

Using the reinforcement learning inherent to the POMDP allows the suitability
of the system to increase—however dependency on human interaction (especially if
this is a live system in place with end-users) entails certain risks, due to the varying
expectations in place for artificial intelligence. In one instance, there have been
several users that provide an inflated level of satisfaction out of a sense of ‘politeness’
as opposed to intrinsically and objectively answering accurately. Alternatively, as
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there are many people that hold such large expectations for AI and anticipate a near-
perfectly natural conversation to take place, due to this typically not being realistic
for the most part, these reviews will be overly negative. On the whole, these results
in the use of end-user reviews being somewhat unreliable, particularly as this type
of review is likely to be considering the spoken conversational system as a whole,
whereas the purpose of the information is to train the POMDP, solely part of the
dialog manager [31].

Other interesting approaches for statistical DM are based on modeling the sys-
tem by means n-grams models, graph-based models, or using Bayesian networks.
N-gramsmodels are based on predicting the next user action based on the preceding
Nuser and system actions. However, again due to the lack of existing data uponwhich
models may be trained, an approach is to reduce the model to the use of bigrams.
The main advantage of this approach is that the model is entirely probabilistic and
therefore domain-independent. However, the issue with using this model type is that
the model is non-constrained with regards to the user-actions, any user action may
follow the system response, disregarding the dialog history.

Due to this, dialog policies based on these models change often as the user is
changing its goal. The extension to this workwas the development of the Levinmodel
[12], to allow for the generation of more realistic dialogs, primarily by restricting the
estimated probabilities for feasible combinations of user response to system actions.
Whilst this model achieves a more realistic dialog regarding responses, the drawback
to this is the same as the general N-gram issue—that each response depends only on
the system action prior, and not the rest of the dialog history (hence the contradictions
that occur).

To resolve the issue of goal inconsistency generated by the N-gram approach,
[24] proposed a graph-based model by combining a rule-based structure for situa-
tions that are goal-dependent, along with probabilistic modeling to approximate the
‘randomness’ in a human user’s behavior. Here, a ‘path’ that the dialog can follow is
mapped out as a network, via ‘choice points’ and actions. Some of the choice points
are solely based on reaching the goal of the dialog (‘deterministic’) or, alternatively,
random choices based on previous data that do not affect the final goal (‘probabilis-
tic’). Whilst this approach ensures that trained models follow simulated users with
consistent goals, the bottleneck is that the models are highly domain-dependent, and
additionally, having to map the dialog flow for each system reduces adaptability, and
in more complex cases would become nigh-on unfeasible.

The use of models based on Bayesian networks is focused on avoiding the effort
required to construct a model such as that seen in the graph-based models [16]. The
goal of the user is recorded as a table of slot name, slot values and associated status
(known/unknown/etc.). These status, combined with the number of times pieces of
information have been provided during the dialog is recorded by the model, are used
to generate a priority for the user to provide this information.

The statistical methodology proposed in [8] is based on modeling the dialog
management process by means of a classification process. The goal of the DM is
then to select the best possible system action, after considering the history of the
dialog prior to the current time-step. The concern raised is that due to the potentially
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large amount of data that could be held in a dialog, the number of different dialog
histories could be very long in practical dialog systems. To solve this problem, a
‘dialog register’ (DR) is introduced: a manner in which the entire history of the
conversation can be recorded at each time-step.

The dialog register records the status of which of the variables that the system is
aiming to obtain from the user during the dialog (empty, filled with a high confidence
value, filled with a a low confidence value). The DR and the last system response are
considered as the input feature set for the classifier and this provides the probability of
selecting each one of the possible system responses to continue the dialog. Different
classification functions can be employed for the practical implementation of this
approach.

5 Natural Language Generation

As context for this section, and as previously stated in the introduction section, the
output of the DM is ‘what’ the system should say (in a non-linguistic form, i.e.
semantic information), and the goal of the natural language generation (NLG) com-
ponent is to convert this information into one or more sentences in natural language
for a human user. For instance, the NLG can take the output from the DM ‘ask-
departure-time’ and formulate this into natural language (‘at what time would you
like to depart?’).

It is important to note that measuring the success of an NLG component in any
given system is difficult due to there being more subjectivity in the goal of the
component. Compared to an NLU (which can be assessed via a quantitative analysis
of the number of words/utterances that were understood out of the total given), or the
DM (for which various qualitative assessments exist,for instance, how quickly did
the user achieve their goal), the goal of the NLG is less discrete. First and foremost,
the goal of an NLG is to convey the information that it has been passed from the DM
to a human user in away that they are able to fully comprehend the given information.
However, a user’s satisfaction with a conversational system depends on other factors.
For instance, if the system responses to a user are not entirely grammatically accurate,
it may be more difficult for a user to understand than intended.

Whilst it can be considered dependent on the conversational system in question
(what is the purpose, who is the audience, etc.), the tone (read: style) of the language
returned to the user can be considered important. If the conversational system is used
in a context aimed primarily at children, this should be reflected in the vocabulary
used. If the conversational system is aimed at retaining customer attention for a
significant period of time, the language used should not push the user away, the
language used could aim to avoid boring the user and maintaining their engagement,
etc.

Ultimately, because of the various purposes and contexts within which a conver-
sational systemmay be employed (as the field a conversational system looks to cover
gets larger, the more likely the need will be to implement a NLG system that expands
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beyond simply using look-up tables and templates to return a response, though this
may be sufficient in certain cases; for instance one NLG component could be as sim-
ple as a look-up table for dialog manager outputs (e.g. in a table reservation system,
one can picture the responses of ‘how can I help you’, ‘at what time would you like
your table’, ‘your reservation has been canceled’, ‘okay’ and ‘thank you, goodbye’
as suitable for the vast majority of possible queries based on a make/change/cancel
reservation system). Equally, template responses could be used in a similar approach
(‘your train leaves at [departure time]’).

As stated, the bottleneck for these approaches is that the generation of these sen-
tences for any system with a relatively large set of responses would be expensive
(as each would need to be labeled). In smaller goal-oriented conversational systems
this is less of an issue, though for non-goal-oriented systems this approach is either
expensive or borderline impossible (once phrases need to be returned with many
variables, the risk of high volume of potential responses is opened due to the per-
mutability of said variables). Note that where speech is the way to communicate
with the conversational interface, a text-to-speech synthesizer is required to be able
to communicate back to the user via the same medium. To deliver a ‘how to say’
from the ‘what to say’ delivered by the DM, an NLG uses both ‘sentence planning’
and ‘surface realization’ [27].

According to [22], three main sub-tasks are required for building a sentence plan-
ning natural language generation system. Lexicalization and referring expression
generation aim to choose the words that can be used to describe the desired concepts
and entities (this is where the output of the DM is transformed). It is localization that
provides the words to describe a concept/relationship, whilst referring expression
generation is the task in which words are selected to describe an entity. The lexical-
ization process searches for a word to refer to the concepts in the data, whilst the
referring expression generation searches for words to refer to the entities. Running
the data through these processes could provide several sentences.

6 Main Conclusions

Conversational interfaces allow people to communicate with their devices in a more
intuitive and natural way. Current conversational interfaces have been made pos-
sible by a renaissance in Artificial Intelligence, specially thanks to the dramatic
improvements brought by deep learning techniques and powerful processors that
support their computations in the fields of automatic speech recognition, spoken lan-
guage understanding, and dialog management. The integration of these technologies
and algorithms on small devices such as smartphones have also made possible an
impressive increment of the number of potential users of these devices, number of
new application domains and more complex interaction scenarios.

These developments are also linked to advances in technologies related to the
Semantic Web, which enable an almost instantaneous access to large amounts of
unstructured and structured data repositories on the Internet to take advantage of Big
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Data main principles and apply them for the construction of enhanced methodolo-
gies and models for natural language processing, automatic speech recognition and
synthesis, and dialog management.

As a result of these technological advances, user acceptance of technologies such
as the conversational interface has increased, leading to increased adoption and con-
sequently producing more data from which systems can learn, in turn resulting in
further improvements in the technology. In this chapter, we have explored the main
technologies and components that make up a conversational interface and the main
alternatives to apply Data Science to develop these components. As it has been
described, there are great opportunities for making conversational interfaces become
a new revolution in digital business, but also many challenges ahead related to areas
of particular interest, such us how to provide a satisfying conversational experience
and how to evaluate this kind of interfaces.
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After 2017: Managers Exit and Banks
Arise

Takafumi Mizuno

1 Introduction

A drastic change will occur in Japan. A private bank, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi
UFJ, will issue an original currency which is referred to as MUFG coin in fall 2017
[1, 2]. The news shocked us with two reasons: (1) a private bank violates the right
of issuance of the central bank and the seigniorage of the country, and (2) this is
a cryptocurrency guaranteed by one trillion dollars (100 trillion yen) bank deposit
and its infrastructure consists of blockchain technologies. Blockchain infrastructures
have been realized in actual economic world. By using the infrastructure, we can
move worth and credit without human resources beyond borders of countries. Worth
and credit are guaranteed by computing resources.

Combing such currencies and smart contracts changes economic environments.
Concept of smart contract is proposed by Szabo in 1997 [3], and now realized on
the blockchain infrastructures. Smart contract is business contracts described as pro-
grams in if-then rules. If conditions of the rules will be satisfied, then the transactions
contract will be executed automatically.

These technologies, blockchain and smart contract, change jobs of managers of
companies and banks. By the changes, I describe how changed the economicmodels.
Managers are described in linear programming of operations research, and banks are
represented as an economic agent.

1.1 Blockchain Technology and Smart Contract

Blockchain is sequence of blocks Bi = (yi−1, ni , h(Xi ), Xi ). The function h is a
hash function. The value of the function is easy to calculate, but the inverse of the
function hard to calculate. Xi is data, and yi−1 is hash value of previous block. yi−1

is calculated as follows
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yi−1 = h(yi−2 ++ ni−1 ++ h(Xi−1) ++ Xi−1), (1)

where s ++ t is concatenation of bit expression of s and t . ni is a sequence of random
bits which is referred to as nonce, and it holds

a value starts with sequence of zero = h(yi−1 ++ ni ). (2)

To find the nonce, large computing resources are needed. Thousands of computers
connected in Internet try to find the nonce, and the computer that find the nonce
update blockchain. In Bitcoin protocol, some fees are paid to the computer [4]. Why
blockchain cannot be falsified depends on difficulty of finding the nonce. An attacker
which try to falsify data of a block has to find nonces which output same hash values
in all blocks.

In cryptocurrencies realized by blockchain, data of each block of blockchain is
some bundle of transaction histories. Records of transactions in blockchain increase
monotonically. The monotonicity, the difficulty of falsification, and openness of
transaction histories enable us move economic values on Internet.

We can see the blockchain as distributed database. Smart contract is an application
on the database. Contracts of business are described on the database, and when
conditions of the contracts are satisfied then the contracts will be executed. In cases
of contracts with paying fees, cryptocurrencies are paid. Histories of execution of
contracts and histories of paying fees are also recorded in blockchain.

Smart contracts need not any servers. Peers, which are computers joining to find
nonces, can realize decentralized autonomous organization (DAO).

2 Models of Managements

DAO separates ownership of corporations andmanagements of corporations. Amain
mission of managers is executing contracts given by owners. Managers also must
submit business reports without falsifications. If jobs of managers are described
as program in blockchain, then the contracts can be executed automatically, and
blockchain technologies provide validity of reports of states of corporations without
falsifications.Aproblem thatwe have to consider is how to describe jobs ofmanagers.

Kinoshita [5, 6] has been proposed abstract models of managements of corpora-
tions and governments. The models are represented in linear programming of oper-
ations research.

Kinoshita claims there are two strategies in corporations’ managements: man-
agement in Thetical phase and management in Antithetical phase. Management in
Thetical phase is strategy of corporations when economy in prosperity, and manage-
ment in Antithetical phase is strategy of when economy in recession.

When economy in Thetical phase, corporations maximize their business profits.
The maximization is represented in a primal problem of linear programming that is
formulated in
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max
n∑

j=1

p jq j , (3)

s.t.
n∑

j=1

ci jq j ≤ di , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (4)

q j ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (5)

Each variable means as follows.

q j How many units of the product j are produced.
p j Profits obtained by producing one unit of the product j .
ci j Costs in the accounting subject i to produce one unit of the product j .
di How many debts the corporation can rent for the account subject i .
m How many accounting subjects there are.
n How many kinds of products are produced.

This is amaximizationproblemof the corporation’s profits represented in
∑n

j=1 p jq j .
When economy in Antithetical phase, corporations minimize their debts. The

minimization is represented in a dual problem that is represented in

min
m∑

i=1

uidi , (6)

s.t.
m∑

i=1

uici j ≥ p j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, (7)

ui ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (8)

where

ui Unpaid balance rate of the accounting subject i ; ui = 1 − (amortization_rate).

This is a minimization problem of the corporation’s debt represented in
∑m

i=1 uidi .
Owners of corporations decides select which optimizations will do, then the

parameters in the equations are detected automatically by solving the optimization
problem. Implementing the models on the blockchain infrastructures can replace
jobs of managers to computations of software.

3 Banks as Economic Agent

In macroeconomics, there are three economic agents: households, firms, and gov-
ernments. Each agent does not represent particular organization. A function or an
aspect of people in nation is referred to as economic agent. Since banks are particular
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Fig. 1 Governments, firms, and households are economic agents inmacroeconomics. Banks, which
is new economic agent added in this article, provide finance service and intermediation to other
economic agents, and other agents provide electricity and computing resources to banks

firms, banks are not represented in economic agent in spite of their important func-
tions. Banks provide two functions: finance, and intermediation. By using blockchain
infrastructures, the functions of banks become functions provided by people; banks
become an economic agent.

Banks as economic agent provides finance services, financial intermediation.
Other agents provide electricity and computing resources to the banks (Fig. 1).

4 Discussions

Kinoshita [5, 6] also provides management models of government. There are two
managements: management in Thetical phase, and management in Antithetical
phase. So, we can represent managements of government in program of smart con-
tract.

When economy in Thetical phase, governmental actions do not need to expand
the economic scale. A required action of the government is described in

min
N∑

j=1

Fj L j , (9)

N∑

j=1

Si j L j ≥ Ui , i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, (10)

Li ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , N . (11)

Each variable means as follows.

L j Rate of national loans remain for the administrative service j ; increasing the
rate increases expenses of the service j .

Fj Demand for funds as national loans for the administrative service j .
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Si j How many increments of satisfaction of the resident i by increasing one unit
for cost for the service j are.

Uj Required level of total services for the resident i .
M The number of residents.
N How many services are provided by the government.

This is a minimization of national loans; the government is required its finance
reform.

When economy in the Antithetical phase, the government has to control demand
side to balance the supply and demand. A required action of the government is
described in

max
M∑

i=1

YiUi , (12)

M∑

i=1

Yi Si j ≤ Fj , j = 1, 2, . . . , N , (13)

Yi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, (14)

where

Yi The amount of public money to increase satisfaction by one unit for the resident
i .

This is a maximization of residents’ satisfaction. The formulation means that the
government is required fiscal stimulus. It is generally referred to as fiscal policy (or
financial policy).

Like corporations’ management, policies of governments can be described in
program on smart contract. If government or central bank issues cryptocurrency on
blockchain, then the system can be realized; people select which policy have to do,
and the selected policy will execute automatically.

In Kinoshita’s management model of corporations, di and ui are important param-
eter decided by banks and regulations of governments. These parameters affect which
economy goes prosperity or recession. By using smart contract to decide the parame-
ters, the parameters can be decided with excluding biases of particular administrators
and can be executed fair.

Initial coin offering (ICO) is an application on blockchain to collect resources of a
project. The project issues the original cryptocurrency, and people which support the
project buy the currency. If the project successes, the value of the currency increases.

The ICO is a direct finance. Usual banks lend the money to projects. The limit of
the lending is some times larger than owned capital of the banks. The amount larger
than owned capital is gain by credit creation. If direct finances is realized, the credit
creation is unnecessary.

On blockchain infrastructures, a new kind of corporation will arise. The corpo-
ration treats service products whose marginal costs are zero. The products of the
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corporation is provided by executing smart contract. Its costs, which are only elec-
tricity and computing resources, are provided by households or other corporations.

Corporations providing services on Internet, such as Google, realize lowmarginal
costs of products because they do not produce goods, and it is one of reasons why
they have become gigantic companies. But they are paying costs of electricity of
their servers and costs for cooling them; marginal costs cannot be zero. New cor-
porations on blockchain infrastructures replace their costs to accounting subjects of
other corporations or consumers.Marginal costs correspond to ci j in (4). If the values
are zero, corporations can realize infinite profits theoretically.

5 Conclusions

I described how economic models are changed by blockchain infrastructures. Man-
agements of corporations arewhethermaximize profits orminimize debt, and it repre-
sented in solving optimization problems. Blockchain technologies can automatically
fulfil business contracts and achieve managements. I implied that managers become
name of software. Paradoxically, I discovered why corporations need managers, that
is, information around corporations is not monotone and is easy to falsify.

And I introduced a new economic agent “banks.” In traditional macroeconomic
model, there are three economic agents: households, firms, and governments. The
banks, which are aspects and functions of people of nation, provide finance service
and financial intermediation to other agents, and other agents provide electricity and
computing resources to banks.

In this article, I supposed that blockchain infrastructures are provided by every
economic agent. There are two types of blockchain: public blockchain, and private
blockchain. I treated public blockchain in this article. Computing resources of private
blockchain are provided by particular organization. Some central banks and gov-
ernments start developing systems of cryptocurrency on blockchain infrastructures.
They are private blockchain. Analysis of how private blockchain changes economic
models is a future work.
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Synergies Between Association Rules
and Collaborative Filtering
in Recommender System: An Application
to Auto Industry

Liming Yao, Zhongwen Xu, Xiaoyang Zhou and Benjamin Lev

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of internet technology, information technology and
computer science, we have entered globally into the era of big data since 2010.
Data shows that in 2014, the world generated the quantity of 23TB data every day,
which is 920 times than that in 2012. Just as IDC predicts, in the next few years,
data volume will increase in 50%, where globally data volume will arrive at 40ZB in
2020, and China’s data volume will be 8.6ZB, accounting for 21% of all countries in
the world. Aswe know, big data has become themost important strategic resource for
enterprises and society, which leads to many studies and applications. Even though,
we are easily confused by the exponential data inevitably. Hence, it is vital for us to
apply suitable methods to make full use of these data.

As for applications, many recommender systems are carried out in recent years
to relieve the problem of overload information, as they has access to suggest the
right items (products or services) to particular users through mining their explicit
and implicit preferences with diverse information filtering technologies. Up to now,
applications of recommender systems involve various domains including movies,
music, television programs, books, documents, websites, conferences, tourism scenic
spots, learning materials and so on. For example, YouTube developed a personalized
video recommendation algorithm, which recommends suitable videos for consumers
through mining consumers’ preference among historic records. Amazon applies col-
laborative filtering (CF) to recommend themost similar items to consumers according
to items they bought early. Google News apply the most suitable news to different
people with the method of data mining. Meanwhile, scholars have been continually
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researching recommender system.Manymethods have been applied to recommender
system, such as content-based, collaborative filtering-based and hybrid methods.

Above all, precision recommendationhasmade someachievements, but researches
in the auto industry is very few. In China, demand for cars has been slowly down,
many small size companies have difficulty in surviving. On the one hand, these com-
panies have little access to benefit from three leaders of data because of restriction
of their scale and capitals. On the other hand, without the support of intelligent deci-
sion, small-size companies are hardly able to provide suitable and personalized cars
for consumers. Hence, precision recommendation, known as a low-cost and high
production approach, is suitable for solving the problems confronted by small-size
automobile companied.

In a word, we aim to propose a novel recommender system, specifically applied to
auto industry for two problems. One is to discover the target customers and find com-
monness among them. The other is to recommend suitable goods to them. Different
fromgeneral retail commodities, there is somemain difficulties in auto industry. First,
cars are updated frequently, but a customer owed as usual one car for a time. Second,
consumers don’t buy cars frequently. The above difficulties result in a lack of rating
information on products from customers so traditional recommendation algorithm
cannot be simply applied to automobile industry. In the last section of this paper, an
empirical analysis is presented to verify novel model. The main contribution of this
paper is as follows:

(1) Our approach provides a theoretical framework for studying the recommender
system problem that combining some methods together.

(2) In this paper, we develop a synergistic recommendation process including
association rules and collaborative filtering, where we summarize a framework for
better applying CF method.

(3) In empirical study, item-attributes rating matrix based on customers’ dynamic
browsing preference takes place of traditional rating matrix, which can relieve the
problem of data scarce.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, the recommenda-
tion techniques are reviewed and analyzed. Section3presents our novel recommender
system and Sect. 4 is a empirical study on auto industry. Section5 is conclusion and
future works suggested.

2 Literature Review

In the previews articles, main recommendation techniques include some traditional
methods, such as content-based methods and collaborative filtering-based methods.
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2.1 Collaborative Filtering (CF) Method

Collaborative filtering (CF) method is commonly used in recommender system,
which is based on explicit rating feedback on the items/products by like-minded
users (known as neighbors) [12]. Collaborative filteringmethod began withmemory-
based CF method, which can be divided into user-based and item-based CF method.
User-based CF method, exploit the most similar customers to a user and generate
recommendations accordingly [13]. Item-based CF method recommend items that
are similar to those the user has loved/purchased in the past [18]. By contrast, user-
based CF method tends to provide hot items, while item-based CF method is able
to recommend personalized items. However, such methods has limits because users
can be neighbors only if they have rated common items, and the fact is there are few
or no common items they rated. Subsequently, hybrid CF method came into being.

Unfortunately, scalability and scarcity problem are two main reasons for poor
recommendation of CF methods. In traditional CF models, rating matrix is based
on users’ feedback, however, in fact, users often forget to submit rating information,
which leads to the scarcity of ratingmatrix. In addition, Cold start problem is specific
expression of data scarcity, that’s tomean, a system cannot generate personalized and
relevant recommendations for a user who has just registered into the system. To cope
with above problems, many methods have been studied. Cantador apply the idea of
Cross-domain to build better rating matrix by finding rating information about the
user’s preferences in a related source domain,which consequently improve prediction
performance [4].However, it is hard to define the similarity between the target domain
and the cross-domains. Implicit data can indicate users’ preferences by providing
more evidences and information through observations made on users’ behaviors. Seo
et al. [25] proposed a friendship strength-based personalized recommender system
that recommends topics or interests users might have in order to analyze big social
data, using Twitter in particular. Qiu transformed features of users, items, words into
the samevector space, and completed ratingmatrixwhere every entry is a rating that is
a measure of howmuch a user likes an item according to users’ interested aspects and
items’ highlighted polarities on aspects [23]. Lepri et al. [16] analyzed social network
structure to obtain users’ preference. Farnadi et al. [7] obtained users’ preference
information through social media. To overcome the problem of data sparsity, other
methods are shown as follows, such as, dimensionality reduction methods [2, 6, 10,
14, 24, 32], neutral network [22, 25, 29, 31], slope one [15, 28] and so on. Among
the different real-word domains, there is not a unique solution for them, and we
should choose the appropriate methods.

2.2 Content-Based (CB) Method

Content-based (CB) recommendation techniques recommend commodities that are
similar to items previously preferred by a specific user [10]. Different from CF
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method, the core of CB recommendation techniques is text mining, including
machine learning, data mining and neutral network etc., which means that there is no
cold-start problem. Text mining discovers special key words or labels to describe a
consumer through analyzing his (her) attributes, such as gender, age, explicit descrip-
tion of interests, etc., and then build users’ interest profiles based on these key words
or label, later, comparing products’ characteristics to interest profiles to process rec-
ommendation. Decision trees are usually ternary, the answer gained from one user
is either Like, Dislike, or Unknown. Per her answer, some levels come into being,
and each tree node represents a group of users [21]. However, results vary from
different tree nodes, which, to some extents, leads to complexity of computation.
Association rules have access to output interesting relationships among a large set of
data based by describing the relationships between the typical past users’ navigation
paths. For example, in daily life, A–B means people who like product A like product
B [20]. Association rules are able to generate rules whose support and confidence are
higher than the defined min-support and min confidence. However, too many data
sets lead easily to redundancy of rules, which accordingly decease the accuracy of
recommendation. Thus association rules are usually combined with other methods
[17, 20, 27]. Rough set, on the premise of analyzing and dealing with the imprecise,
inconsistent and incomplete information, can be applied for attribute reduction or
feature selection [5, 8, 30]. Neutral network derives from artificial neutral network
(ANN), and evolves into deep learning. ANN is known as connectionism, parallel
distributed processing, neuron-computing, natural intelligent systems and machine
learning algorithms. The basic advantage ofANN is that they can learn from represen-
tative examples without providing special programming modules to simulate special
pattern in the data set [1, 9, 19]. To explore more abstract situation, improved deep
learning algorithm method comes into being. Artificial intelligence, image recogni-
tion, etc. are gradually used in recommender system, such as Alphago developed by
Google.

However, content-based method generally suffer from the problems of limited
content analysis and over-specialization [26]. For example, personal information is
hard to be obtained for privacy issues. Formovie recommendation domain, amovie of
the same genre or having the same actors may be recommended to a user according to
movies already seen by this user. Because of this, the system may fail to recommend
items that are different but still interesting to the user.

3 The Framework of Recommender System

In this section, we propose a two stage recommender system to reduce marketing
cost at the meantime satisfy more users’ demands. Based on big data, we go deep
into consumers’ characteristic, preference and behavior, then adopt association rules
and collaborative filtering methods to find potential users and recommend suitable
goods.
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Fig. 1 Recommender system framework

3.1 General Introduction to the Proposed Recommender
System

In this section, we introduce the proposed recommender system on the whole, which
consists of three parts, data pre-processing, recommendation and evaluation, as
shown in Fig. 1 and Table1. In the next three section, we plan to introduce explic-
itly by steps. Table1 describe the main methods and contents of the recommender
system.

3.2 Data Pre-processing

Data preprocessing is helpful to understand and complete the task of recommender
system. It includes data cleaning, integration, simplification and other steps, and
it can provide useful data set for recommender system by reducing dimensions of
the original data. There are three explicit processes: first, deep learning method is
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Table 1 Methods description

Components Description

Step 1: data pre-processing Data cleansing, integration, simplification and other steps

Fuzzy C-mean Discretization

Rough set theory Attribution reduction

Deep learning Filling the missing data

Output: Users’ matrix, items matrix and user-attribute matrix

Step 2: recommendation Discover aimed users and calculate similarity

Association rules Discover aimed users

Collaborative filtering Predict their preference

Outputs: Result

Step 3: evaluation
MAE and RMSE The accuracy of prediction

Precision and recall The accuracy of recommendation

Outputs: Feedback

Fig. 2 The flowchart of pre-processing

applied to fill the missing data. namely, clustering algorithm is applied to cluster
the incomplete data sets. Based on the clustering results, we use automatic encoding
model to discover the characteristic of incomplete data sets, and then output complete
data sets [3]. Second, semantic ambiguity should be solved. Data is collected from
different channel, which increase easily computing complexity and difficulty. For
example, a same attribute from different channel may be named differently. Hence,
the main purpose of this step is to unitize data sets. Third, we simplify date sets
relevant closely to the task of recommender system. In this paper, rough set theory
is applied to simplify dimensionality of attributes. It is worth pointing that rough set
theory can only solve discrete data. Then we must transform the other data types to
Booleans. Category data can be directly mapped to new Boolean data, for example,
gender can be divide into male (S1) and female (S2), then the value equal to 1 means
according attribute. As for numeric data, fuzzy C-mean classification is adopted.
Such as age (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3 The two stage flowchart of recommendation

3.3 Recommendation Process

As shown in Fig. 3 recommendation consists of two stages: the first stage use associa-
tion rules as a means of finding potential customers; in the second stage, CF methods
are applied to realize recommendation.

3.3.1 Costumers Identification based on Association rules

The purpose of association rules is to describe the database before predicting and
recommending.We apply thismethod to classify customers and discover relationship
between users’ characteristic and buying behavior.

As we know, Personality influences people’ decisions. People with similar per-
sonality traits are likely to have similar tastes, while different characteristics lead
to different preference and buying behavior. For example, female likes romantic
movies while male likes crime movies. It’s common to see people in the same posi-
tion have a similar perspective, and like the same type of things as usual. Even more,
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individuals with similar incomes have the similar consumption level. Therefore,
using large scale demographic data is appropriate in recommendation process.

In this section, before carrying out association rules, we have to build a decision
table at first, then based on the implicit correlation matrix, we can output some rules
that satisfying some defined restrict.

A pseudo code is shown to explicitly describe the association rules algorithm.
In all, we can divide users into different groups based on rules, a group of users

who has purchase invention are paid more attention.
Its’sworthy indicating that, certain indices, including support, confidence, and lift,

can be used to validate the quality of the rules derived using association rules. The
support of the rule Support (X−→Y)means the probability that a transaction contains
X and Y. Confidence (X−→Y) means the conditional probability that a transaction
having X also contains Y. Lift measures the change ratio between the probability that
a transaction having X also contains Y and the probability that a transaction having
Y. (1) if the value of lift is equal to 1, it means there is no correlation between X and
Y; (2) if the value of lift is less than 1, it means the rules is invalid; (3) if the value
of lift is more than 1, it means the rule we obtain is of value.

3.3.2 Recommendation Based on CF Method

Not enough information about ratings of the users might attribute to low recom-
mendation accuracy. However, in real-word life, most cells of the user-item rating
matrix are empty because of explicit feedback is not always available. In such cases,
discovering similar users or items (neighborhood formation) becomes a challenge.
So in this subsection, we integrate a framework for applying CF method, shown in
Fig. 4, which concludes three types of CFmethod, which uses user-itemmatrix, item-
attribute matrix and user-item matrix. The first is based on users’ rating records, and
the following are based on user/item implicit information. Namely, each user/item
is represented by an N-dimensional attributes which carry the rating information for
each item.

Similarity calculation is needed before obtaining the top-N nearest neighbors.
Equations1 and 2 describe the similarity between user u and v, and between item p
and q between item p and q respectively [11].

Sim (u, v) =
∑

p∈I(u)∩I(v)
(
ru,p − r̄u

) (
rv,p − r̄v

)

√∑
p∈I(u)∩I(v)

(
ru,p − r̄u

)2
√∑

p∈I(u)∩I(v)
(
rv,p − r̄v

)2
(1)

Sim (p, q) =
∑

u∈U (p)∩U (q)

(
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) (
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)

√∑
u∈U (p)∩U (q)

(
ru,p − r̄p

)2
√∑

u∈I(p)∩I(q)
(
ru,q − r̄q

)2
(2)
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Fig. 4 A integrated collaborative filtering framework

3.4 Evaluation

The main evaluation aspects include prediction accuracy and recommendation accu-
racy. First, we put recommendation into effect if the prediction result is satisfactory.
Second, we get feedback from consumers, if consumers are satisfactory with our
recommendation, we keep this recorder into sales database, otherwise, modify the
recommender system.We emphatically introduce some indexes, consisting of MAE,
RMSE, Precision and Recall, as shown in Eqs. 3–6 [11].

MAE =
∑n

i=1

∣
∣rui − r̂ui

∣
∣

n
(3)

RMSE =
√

∑n
i=1

(
rui − r̂ui

)2

n
(4)

where rui and r̂ui is real rating score and predicted rating score by user u to item i,
n represents the numbers to be predicted. The smaller MAE or RMSE is, the more
accurate the recommender system.
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Table 2 Methods description

Like Not like

Recommend Recommend, like (a) Recommend, no like (b, bad result)

Not recommend No recommend, like (c, bad result) No recommend, no like (d)

Precision =
∑

a
∑

a + ∑
b

(5)

Recall =
∑

a
∑

a + ∑
c
. (6)

The more the values of precision and recall, the more accurate the recommender
system (Table 2).

4 Application of Auto Industry

4.1 Problem Description

Cost-effectiveness ratio is one of the most failures that may lead to serious sequences
in many industries. Among the industries whose inputs for a single user are high,
auto industry has been kept with aggressive advertising input. iResearch points that
auto industry invests the most money in advertisement, as shown in Fig. 5. However,
according to statistics from China Association of automobile manufacturers in 2015,
China produced 24.5033 million vehicles for the year, which had an increase of

Fig. 5 Ratio of advertising
investment

Auto industry The others
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3.25%, but sold 24.5976 million vehicles, which had an increase of 4.68%. But the
increase ratio is lower than that in 2014. In other words, in 2015, China’s vehicle
market shows modest growth trend, slower than the last year.

Generally speaking, the demand of car in Chinese markets has slowly down, even
worse, large-size companies put pressure to small size companies. On the on hand,
small size companies have little access to benefit from three leaders of data because
of the restriction of scale and capitals. Without the support of intelligent decision,
small size companies are hardly able to provide suitable and personalized cars for
consumers. With the time goes by, small-size companies is hard to survival. On
the other hand, small size companies often sponsor some promotional activities to
attract customers, but faced with some “wrong” users, these activities don’t have
any significant effect. Above all, too much money has been put into advertising with
unsatisfactory revenue, thus, it is urgent to propose a recommender system suitable
for small size companies.

Meanwhile, there is somemain difficulties in auto industry. First, cars are updated
frequently, but a customer owes as usual one car for a time. Second, consumers don’t
buy cars frequently and are unable to tell about their preferences on all available
items and cannot rate millions of them. The above difficulties result in a lack of
rating information on products from customers, the similarity between two users
or items cannot be calculated since there is not enough information about ratings
of the users and thus, the recommendation accuracy becomes very low. Therefore,
traditional recommendation algorithm cannot be simply applied to auto industry.

4.2 Deployment

Above all, we obtain users’ characteristics and behavior information of customers
from data company, and then recommend top-k cars to the active customer. Data (180
records totally about customers’ searching behavior)weuse concludes characteristics
(Age, Educational background, Marital status, Monthly income, Vocation, Having a
car or not), behavior information (Searching behavior on auto websites, The amount
of login, the time of browsing automobile website one day, the duration staying in
automobile website one time) and company’s sale information (want to buy car or
not). After data preprocessing, we apply association rules to judge a group of people
who has more possibility to buy cars, namely, discovering target customers.

As users’ requirements of cars’ configuration are concrete and constant for a
time, and an active user might not buy cars frequently. Then, CF method applied in
this section is to exploit user preference reflecting 2-dimensional internal attributes
(“have browsed and have not browsed”) to generate recommendations.
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Fig. 6 The similarity values between each two cars

Step 1: Based on costumers’ dynamic browsing records, we build item-attribute
matrix.

Step 2: Calculate similarity and find the top-k closest neighbor sets, as shown
in Fig. 6. In this step, Pearson Correlation Coefficient and Cosine Vector
Similarity methods are applied. Then we represent the top-3 closest items
for the active user considering the number of sample size.

4.3 Result Analysis

4.3.1 Identifying Target Customers

When running association rules algorithm, we set up a low support (1%) and a high
confidence (50%) to discover the significant correlation among users’ characteristics
and behavior with his/her purchase intention. In Table3, we present 9 rules obtained.

Take Rule 5, for example, represents that “If someone is female, AND age is
between 21 and 26, AND educational background is undergraduate, AND she is a
single person, AND she works as a state-owned company, AND she likes to search
car series, AND she has no car yet, AND she browse auto websites one time a day,
AND each time she browsing auto websites lasts tenminutes to sixtyminutes, THEN
she want to buy a car.”

Except for the obvious rules obtained, we can get some implied information
by making comparative analysis. First, comparing rule 1 to rule 2, the common
characteristics change in the time staying in car websites of each login, which implies
that more users staying in car websites for 10–60min of each login are likely to buy a
car. Second, when rule 3 is compared to rule 4 and 8, we know a user (no matter male
or female) with a higher salary has more possibility to buy a car, which conforms to
real phenomenon. Third, when considering searching behavior on auto websites, we
find a user making a price comparison is more likely to buy a car according to rules
5 and 6.
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Table 3 Result based on association rules

Rules Support (%) Confidence (%) Lift

1 Female, 21–26, undergraduate, single
person, 2000–6000, price comparison,
have no car yet, one time, less than 10min
=⇒ want to buy

2.21 57.14 1.246

2 Female, 21–26, undergraduate, single
person, 2000–6000, price comparison,
have no car yet, one time, less than 10–60
min =⇒ want to buy

3.31 66.67 1.454

3 Female, 21–26, undergraduate, single
person, 2000–6000, the others, have no
car yet, one time, less than 10min =⇒
want to buy

2.21 66.67 1.231

4 Female, 21–26, undergraduate, single
person, less than 2000, the others, have no
car yet, one time, less than 10min =⇒
don’t want to buy

9.73 93.33 1.724

5 Female, 21–26, undergraduate, single
person, 2000–6000, state-owned staff,
search car series, have no car yet, one
time, 10–60 min =⇒ want to buy

1.11 66.67 1.454

6 Female, 21–26, undergraduate, single
person, 2000–6000, institutions, price
comparison, have no car yet, one time,
less than 10min =⇒ want to buy

1.66 75 1.636

7 Female, 21–26, undergraduate, single
person, less than 2000, state-owned staff,
search car series, have no car yet, one
time, less than 10min =⇒ don’t want to
buy

1.11 66.67 1.231

8 Male, 21–26, undergraduate, single
person, less than 2000, the others, price
comparison, have no car yet, one time,
less than 10min =⇒ don’t want to buy

1.1 100 1.847

9 Male, 27–40, undergraduate, single
person, 2000–6000, stated-owned staff,
price comparison, have no car yet, one
time, less than 10min =⇒ want to buy

1.66 66.67 1.454

4.3.2 Recommending Cars Based on CF Method

In this section, we apply CF method to run a database containing 50 sets browsing
records, data chosen in this subsectionwithin a group of person female, 21–26, under-
graduate, single person, 2000–6000, price comparison, have no car yet, one time,
less than 10–60 min. In Table4, we choose the top 3 similar cars to recommend.
Take the first result for example, if a customer browsed a car (such as Honda, XR-
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V2015–1.5LLXiCVT) in website, we know his/her preference for cars’ attributes
and we can recommend the most 3 similar cars to the customer, namely, Guangzhou
Honda, YARiS L ZHIXUAN–1.3E CVT; PEUGEUT 4008 (export)–2.0LCVT;
DONGFENG FENGSHEN–AX31.4T.

If we choose another group of person female, 21–26, undergraduate, single per-
son, 2000–6000, price comparison, have no car yet, one time, less than 10min, the
numbers of recommending cars for these group of customers may be different. In a
word, the number of recommended items is variable faced with different groups of
customers.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we provide a novel recommender system, which contains data prepro-
cessing, recommendation and evaluation. The recommendation process is based on
an integrated algorithm, with the sense that the integrated recommendation can save
time and ensure better performances. For the first stage, we employ association rules
to divide customers into different groups and discover target customers who hasmore
possibility to buy a item. In the second stage, we apply CF method to distinguish
top-N items for recommending. In this way, it saves time cost instead of recom-
mending to those users who have no buying intention. In empirical study, we apply
the integrated recommender system to auto industry aiming to provide a low cost,
large profit model to discover target customers and recommend suitable cars. Instead
of user-item rating matrix, we explore implicit of items (users’ dynamic browsing
records) with data mining technique to build item-attribute matrix to calculate sim-
ilarity and recommend the top-k items. In conclusion, the main contribution of this
proposed system is as follows: (1) We build a complete framework of recommender
system from data-preprocessing to results evaluation. (2) To reduce the overhead, we
propose an integrated two stage recommender process combining association rules
with CF method together. First, we can find customers who have more possibility to
buy a car based on association rules. Second, based on the group customers chosen
by association rules, we implement recommendation based on collaborative filtering.
(3) We summarize three types of rating matrix to calculate similarity when using CF
methods based on explicit feedback and implicit feedback respectively. As future
work, it is suggested to continue the experimental evaluations in other fields like
music, books and TV programs, and the explore the optimal number of k based on
MAE, RMSE, Precision and Recall. What’s more, we intend to explore more meth-
ods to overcome the problem of data sparsity, such as using rating matrix of similar
domains and define different weights according to different domains.
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Information Security Research
Challenges in the Process of Digitizing
Business: A Review Based
on the Information Security Model
of IBM

Jason X. S. Wu and Shan Liu

1 Introduction

The rise of big data and cloud computing has brought all types of data analysis
techniques into the process of business decision and further reshaped the business
process. Analysis of various data, such as macroeconomic, enterprise operational,
and consumer behavior data, has greatly improved business decisions. However,
some security concerns arise in the process of digitizing businesses.

Existing security research has two categories of issues, namely, data security and
system security [44]. With regard to data security, common previous topics have
mainly focused on developing all types of encrypting technology to help protect
security online, such as key cryptography, secure socket layer, and cookies [44].
However, industry and research communities have added “personnel security” as
the third category. Unconscious and malicious organizational insiders should be
responsible for nearly half of security breaches because of failure to comply with
information security policies (ISPs) of firms. Organizational insiders refer to indi-
viduals who are authorized to access organizational internal information system (IS)
or other assets. Security managers and researchers have considered three main types
of measures to compel these insiders to follow ISPs, including security education,
training, and awareness (SETA) programs, fear appeal, and system monitoring [11,
16, 22, 23, 29], which have become new research interests that emerged from the
digitization of businesses. Meanwhile, in system security protection, all types of
traditional system security protection tools or software have been used against end-
less attacks, such as firewalls, proxy servers, and virtual private networking [44].
However, the Ponemon Institute reported that 80% of businesses cannot properly
manage external cyberattacks, although they spend an average of $3.5 million per
year for all types of system security protection deployment [15]. Meanwhile, the
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recent studies and industry reports have claimed that consumer awareness of threats
caused by privacy risk [8] has been intensified; moreover, consumers have become
more concerned about whether organizations are sufficiently capable and willing to
protect their ISec although data gatherers tell consumers what they have collected
and promise that they will protect their data from illegal usage. Hence, the contra-
diction between the low efficiency of organizational system security protection and
the increasing concerns for user privacy has emerged and has even been intensified
with the increased digitization of businesses.

Additional issues, such as anonymization and data masking, lack of legal protec-
tions, patents and copyrights concerns, have emerged. Even discrimination may be
enhanced by using big data analytics in the process of digital businesses. Different
from the existing discrimination concerns, big data analysis allows a type of “auto-
mated” discrimination. For example, the racial or sexual orientation of an applicant
is not allowed to be disclosed to the financial organization in the existing process
of business decision. However, this information can be easily inferred through data
analysis based on various data collected online. Thus, conducting targeted studies to
explore the possible countermeasures is urgently needed.

To sum up, when we focus on the security of an organization, aside from data,
IS (or IT, adopted and deployed by the organization), human behavior (including
insiders and consumers of the organization), business process as the new type of
object must be emphasized and its interaction with other objects (e.g., data, human
and system) must be explored. Before adopting and utilizing big data analytics,
organizations should consider and be requested not to infringe on consumer privacy
and to avoid creating additional hidden security concerns. As discussed above, all
types of ISec research and new challenges have emerged. However, knowledge about
whether the academic research has responded to the requirements of industry well,
especially in the process of digital business, is insufficient. Hence, a summary of
existing research can serve as a guideline for industry application. It can also serve
as a theoretical basis and literature in determining possible ways of managing new
security challenges and provide new directions for subsequent researchers.

This chapter aims to review and compare academic studies and existing require-
ments of industry to provide insight into thematching extent of literature and practice.
This review also further identifies some research directions, especially new emergent
research topics or challenges due to the digitization of businesses for further ISec
research by IS researchers. We adopt the ISec framework of IBM as a representative
of the requirement of industry to cluster the existing security studies published in the
mainstream IS journals in the past four years.

The following section will introduce the research method. This section speci-
fies the manner in which journals and papers are selected and each paper is coded,
from which we provide a comprehensive overview of ISec research. This section
also imparts some important insights. The next section briefly presents current ISec
studies based on the IBM security model, which provide us a basis to determine
the four important security objects (i.e., data, human behavior, IT/IS, and business
processes) in organizations. The subsequent section will further examine the inter-
actions between different objects and some recommendations for the research and
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industry communities are identified and provided. Finally, we provide a comprehen-
sive conclusion and limitations of our review.

2 Review Method

Guidelines of Webster and Watson [66] are adopted to conduct this review through
four steps. First, we decide on the research fields, search items, and criteria for
the inclusion or exclusion of a paper. Second, we limit the sample after searching
through all the identified sources. Third, analysis of the texts of the selected set of
studies is conducted, considering the IBM ISec capability reference model. Finally,
we categorize and structure the content of our review. Before introducing the details
of our review method, we first introduce the IBM ISec capability reference model.

2.1 Core ISec Themes: IBM ISec Capability Reference Model

IBM always stands at the frontline of the ISec battlefield and provides the timely
response and effective solutions to the security threat of industry to maintain leader-
ship of the security market and be a competitive ISec service provider. Thus, security
solutions of IBM is a good representative of the requirements of industry and can
provide a good guideline for the academic community. The IBM Information Secu-
rity Capability Reference Model is a comprehensive model that addresses technical,
behavioral, andmanagerial issues related to ISec. Thus, themodel supports our initial
argument, which emphasizes on the four objects (i.e., data, human behavior, IT/IS,
and business processes) in organizations. Using this model, IBM can help businesses
with security troubles in assessing their enterprise security posture and then provide
all types of measures for improving their security level. The eight security themes
of this framework are shown in Table 1. Although the themes of the model cover
broad areas of ISec, the assessment factors help us to limit potential research areas
associated with each theme. Zafar and Clark used this model to review the security
literature in mainstream IS journals from their founding to 2007 and proposed ISec
economics as a ninth theme into this model [70]. This chapter will use the final model
adapted by Zafar and Clark to classify the latest security research published in six
leading IS journals in the past four years.

2.2 Journal Selection and Paper Identification

Journals in the IS field are selected because we focus on what IS researchers have
contributed to ISec research. To ensure the quality of selected papers over quantity,
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Table 1 Zafar and Clark’s adaption of IBM Information Security Capability Reference Model

Security themes Assessment

Governance • Strategy and information
• Security policy
• Security compliance

• Security risk management
• Governance structure
• Information security
advisory

Privacy • Policy, practices and
controls

• Privacy and information
Management strategy

• Data, rules, and objects

Threat mitigation • Network segmentation and
boundary protection

• Vulnerability management

• Content checking
• Incident management

Transaction and data integrity • Business process transaction
security

• Database security

• Message protection
• Secure storage
• Systems integrity

Identity and access
management

• Identity proofing
• Access control

• Identity lifecycle
management

Application security • Systems development life
cycle

• Application development
• Environment

Physical security • Site management physical • Asset management

Personnel security • Workforce security

Information security
economics

• Information security
investment

• Consumer choice

we selected six mainstream IS journals from the “Basket of Senior IS Scholars” that
are deemed high quality [36, 37]. The six journals are as follows.

MIS Quarterly
Information Systems Research
Journal of Management Information Systems
Journal of the Association for Information Systems
European Journal of Information Systems
Information Systems Journals

To be included in our review, each journal article must include security or privacy
as a key construct and be relevant to organization security in response to our focus.
In our search for literature, which involved identifying papers on ISec in web of
science core collection using keywords “security” and “privacy,” we found 65 articles
related to ISec in the target journals and the defined years. During the first review, we
removed six articles that were not organization security studies in the actual sense
but only contained references on security concept. Finally, we obtained 59 articles
for in-depth coding.
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2.3 Coding Methods

According to the traditional coding method, we coded each paper’s “author–time,”
“research questions”, “theoretical basis”, “research method”, “research findings and
practical implication”, and “limitation”. Aside from these items, we also coded each
paper as one or more themes of IBM security model suited to our purposes. One
paper may relate to two or more topics. Accordingly, each paper was assessed to
focus on one or more types of objects (i.e., data, human behavior, IS/IT, and busi-
ness processes) and their interaction. The details of coding result are shown in the
appendix.

3 Overview of ISec Research

3.1 Papers Distributions by Journal and Period

Table 2 shows that 59 ISec papers published in the selected journals from January
2014 to 2017 have focused on the organizational security. Except for 2017, published
ISec papers are increasing with years, which shows the importance of ISec research
in the IS field.When journals are considered, JMIS andMISQare the top two journals
that publish most ISec studies with emphasis on organizational ISec.

3.2 Contribution of ISec Research to Industry Requirements

Figure 1 shows the number of papers for each theme of the IBM ISec model. Most
work of IS research community refers to the “governance” theme, which involves
the development of strategic and compliance programs, mechanism, and structure. In
addition, “personnel security” and “threatmitigation” are the second and third themes
explored. The former mainly considers how to confine and normalize the behaviors
of the insiders and users of organizations to avoid information leakage, whereas the
latter focuses on threat or vulnerability detection and incidence management.

In view of the focus of this review, we are interested in the security concerns and
findings in the process of digitizing businesses. This topic is closer to the “trans-
action and data integrity” and “privacy,” which lack extensive research. We further
counted the number of papers of important and less important themes in each year
and observed the papers’ number change with years, as shown in Fig. 2.

From Fig. 2, although themes including “governance” and “personnel security”
have more relevant papers, papers in both themes decreased with years. Increasing
unimportant theme includes “identity and access management”. Meanwhile, “priva-
cy”, “threat mitigation”, and “information security economics” seem to be increas-
ingly important themes because papers for these themes increased with years (we
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Table 2 The number of papers published by each journal in each year

Target journal 2014 2015 2016 2017 Total

Information
systems
research

2 4 4 1 11

MIS quarterly 2 5 2 3 12

Journal of
management
information
systems

3 4 8 2 17

European
journal of
information
systems

4 1 4 2 11

Journal of the
association
for
information
systems

1 1 2 0 4

Information
systems
journals

2 2 0 0 4

Total 14 17 20 8 59
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40
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60

Fig. 1 The number of papers located in each theme

only searched papers from2014 to 2017). “Application and physical security themes”
seem to become farther from the sight of the IS scholars, which may be attributed to
the themes being closer to computer science research topics.
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Fig. 2 The number of papers located in each theme in each year

Finally, “transaction and data integrity” seems to have no rule to identify its
importance. However, when we consider the three months left in 2017, we expected
more related paperswould be published.Nevertheless,we can still consider the theme
as an important topic because more than 10% of papers are about this topic.

To sum up, the IS community has contributed more to the following three themes
of IBM ISec model: “governance”, “threat mitigation”, and “personnel security”.
Among these themes, “threat mitigation” has become increasingly important. How-
ever, the other two seem to be excessive studied by ISec scholars. “Privacy” and
“transaction and data integrity” are also worth of emphasis and further analysis.

3.3 Main Theories and Methods Conducted in Each Theme

We also summarized a brief description of the researchmethods and theories for each
theme. Table 3 shows how varied research in ISec is and how it can be advanced
further. More sociological theories (especially in the “personnel security” theme)
and organizational theories were adopted, and qualitative and quantitative research
methods were used.

4 Research Streams Summary

In this section, we provide a brief overview of each of the articles according to theme
and method of assessment.
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Table 3 Theories and methods adopted in each theme

Themes Theory basis Methods used

Governance Persuasion theory; Motivation theory;
Social control theory; Information
foraging theory; Deterrence theory;
Compliance theory; Theory of
knowledge retention; Accountability
theory; Social network analysis;
Habituation Theory; Institutional
theory; Strain theory

Design science; Behavioral
experiment; Modeling; Case study;
Scenario-based survey;

Privacy Theory of unintended consequences;
Self-control theory; Theory of
planned behavior; Social learning
theory; Mindfulness theory;
Universal philosophical theories of
ethics; Opportunity theory of crime;
Institutional anomie theory; Routine
activity theory; Actor-network theory;
structuration theory; Contextualism;
Selective organizational rule
violations model; Dual-task
interference theory; Justice Theory;
Sanction Theory; context-updating
theory; Organizational control theory;
Reactance theory; Fairness theory;
Extended parallel process model;
Behavioral decision-making;
Traditional monitoring methods;
Expectation confirmation theory;
Technology Threat Avoidance Theory
(TTAT)

A growth mixture model approach;
Functional magnetic resonance
imaging; Grounded theory
Ethnography; Theory development;
Approach development; Interview;
Experiment

Threat
mitigation

K-anonymity framework; regression
tree; Privacy impact assessment;
Selective organizational rule
violations model; Strain Theory;
General deterrence; Expectation
confirmation theory; Theory of
Justice; Psychological Contract
theory; Institutional Theory

Algorithm; Experiment; Approach
development; Theory development;
Grounded theory; Scenario-based
survey; A growth mixture model
approach; Case

Transaction and
data integrity

Persuasion theory; Motivation theory;
Diffusion of innovation; Context
sensitive theory; Coping theory;
Interpersonal deception theory;
Social distance theory; Media
richness theory; Opportunity theory
of crime, Institutional anomie theory;
Institutional theory; Trait theory

Experiment; Modeling; Survey; Data
mining/machine learning; Case study;
Integration-analytics technologies;
Design science; Algorithm

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Themes Theory basis Methods used

Identity and
access
management

Protection motivation theory(PMT);
Detection tool impact theory;
Context-updating theory; Justice
Theory; Sanction Theory; Extended
parallel process model; Behavioral
decision-making; Text mining
technologies; Mindfulness theory;
Expectation confirmation theory;
Psychological contract theory;
Habituation Theory

Scenario-based survey

Application
security

K-anonymity framework; Regression
tree; Cultural dimensions; Migration
theory; Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM); TTAT; PMT;
Four-factor theory; Leakage theory;
Verbal cues; Static Dynamic
Linguistic; Competence model of
fraud detection; Information
manipulation theory; Criteria-based
content analysis; Scientific content
analysis; Reality monitoring; Channel
expansion theory; Interpersonal
deception theory; Interaction
adaptation theory; Text mining
technologies

Functional magnetic resonance
imaging

Physical
security

PMT; TTAT; Economic theory TAM Experiment; Case study; Data
mining/machine learning; Survey;
Algorithm

Personnel Theory of planned behavior;
Expected utility, deterrence, and
ethical work climate theory

Experiment; Factorial Survey;
Modeling; Survey

4.1 Governance

Organizational ISec governance aims to forma stablemanagement framework,which
includes the mechanisms, processes, and structures by which organizational ISec is
controlled and directed. The governancemechanisms are realized by the development
of and compliance with ISec strategies and policies. Governance processes mainly
include information objective setting and pursuit in the context of social, regulatory,
and market environments. Organizations should focus on security risk management.
Governance structures and principles aim to build bodies thatwill identify the respon-
sibility of different participants in monitoring and governing organizational security.
Following is a brief discussion of how governance, as applied to ISec, has been
addressed in our selected journals. Most of papers are located in the development
and compliance of strategy and information security policy.
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In terms of strategy and information security policy, D’Arcy et al. [14] explored
how complicated and unclear ISec requirements cause “security-related stress” to
employees. Bhattacherjee and Park [7] explained the reason for users to move from
client-centric computing to cloud computing. Choudhary and Zhang [13] explored
the impact of a change in the distribution of defect-related costs on a vendor’s release
time and patching strategy under SaaS. Tsohou et al. [57] proposed a framework to
guide designing and implementing ISec awareness programs by considering changes
that happened in an organization. Vance et al. [60] found that users’ perceived
accountability could be increased by the UI design of broad-access systems and
further reduce their intentions to violate access policies. Steinbart et al. [55] focused
on what influences users’ (dis)continuance to adopt security behavior from the UI
design perspective. Johnston et al. [29] explored the effectiveness of an enhanced fear
appeal rhetorical framework using a hypothetical scenario research design involving
three unique threat/behavior pairs that were typical of fear appeal implementations
in practice. Hsu et al. [22] clarified and examined the role of extra-role behaviors and
social controls in organization on ISP effectiveness. Chen and Zahedi [11] investi-
gated the differences in security behaviors between the people from United States
and China on a relatively large scale based on context-sensitive theory. Kim et al. [31]
examined the effect of cultural difference on security concerns on e-transactions. Ji
et al. [27] analyzed a size-based security monitoring policy with and without profil-
ing. Choi et al. [12] developed amodel that shows how the recoverymeasures of firms
influence customer behavior online after data breach. Goode et al. [17] explored how
a breached organization could best determine the optimal level of customer compen-
sation in response to data breach. Jensen et al. [26] developed a new way to conduct
security training given that some employees are used to training based on rules.
Wang et al. [62] suggested that companies should improve employees’ coping adap-
tiveness, which is combined by task-focused coping, emotion-focused coping, and
avoidance coping in the process of phishing email detection. Niemimaa and Niemi-
maa [45] explored the manner in which the best practice of IT service provider of
information security system can be converted into contextualized practices. Khansa
et al. [30] investigated the cyberloafing behavior of employees and its antecedents
after an announcement of formal organizational controls.

In terms of security compliance, some scholars focus on the organizational level
and others pay more attention to individual level. As to the former, Wall et al. [61]
introduced a selective organizational rule violationmodel into organizational privacy
and security contexts and proposed a selective organizational information privacy and
security violation model. Sen and Borle [50] examined some public policies, such
as public disclosure of vulnerabilities, IT security investment, and data breach laws,
which would influence the data breach risk for a state and for organizations within
an industry. Parks et al. [47] introduced a theoretical framework that explains the
process bywhich the intended andunintended consequences of implementing privacy
safeguards impact organizational privacy compliance. Angst et al. [3] examined
whether the way of regulation rule adoption (i.e., symbolic and substantive) had
a moderation effect on the relationship between IT security investments and follow-
up data security breaches. Lee et al. [35] investigated how firm security would be
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influenced by a government’s standard, especially with verifiable and unverifiable
controls on security.

For the individuals’ compliance to ISP, Li et al. [36, 37] identified extrinsic and
intrinsicmotivation for users’ compliance to internet use policy (IUP).Moody (2015)
proposed a new integrated model to understand the motivations for employees to
accept new ISPs and react negatively against them. Sojer et al. [53] explored drivers
of unethical programming behavior in individuals. Chatterjee et al. [10] developed a
considerably thorough model to understand unethical IT use from different perspec-
tives of individual, philosophy, sociology, economics, and technology. Boss et al. [9]
extensively reviewed protection motivation theory (PMT) and its conventional prac-
tice in ISec research to identify opportunities for potential theoretical and method-
ological improvements on which to build this literature. Lowry et al. [42] explained
the behavior of employees to blame organizations and even retaliate against them
upon being informed of enhanced ISPs. Hu et al. [23] examined why individuals
intentionally violate ISPs via a new paradigm with event-related potentials (ERPs).
Posey et al. [48] researched the effect of insiders’ organizational commitment levels
on threat coping behavior and considered the interconnection of threat and coping
appraisal via perceived response cost. Foth [16] explored the factors influencing the
intention to comply with data protection in hospitals. Warkentin et al. [65] examined
what insiders experience neurologically when faced with fear appeals. Jenkins et al.
[25] conducted a behavioral experiment using fMRI and found that alerts in personal
computing should be bounded in their presentation, which would cause interruptions
to users and make them disregard the alert. Anderson et al. [1] examined the way of
habituation to security warning development in the brain through fMRI. Anderson
et al. [2] used a type of cognitive neuroscience method called Neuro IS to explore
user response to security messages. Johnston et al. [28] identified key factors to
explain employees’ intention to violate ISPs from the perspectives of disposition
and situation.

In terms of security risk management, Wang et al. [63, 64] characterized and
distinguished different IS threats in terms of their risk characteristics and further
explored the relation of risk characteristics to public searches for information on IS
threats. Wright et al. [69] explored why certain influence techniques are especially
dangerous when used in phishing attacks. Vance et al. [59] explored an accurate
security risk perception measurement and its relationship with security behavior.
Oetzel and Spiekermann [46] adopted a privacy impact assessment method to con-
sider privacy issues systematically. Kim and Kim [32] examined how developers of
security software learn from managing malware problems. August et al. [4] devel-
oped an understanding of how a software vendor approaches the versioning problem
and how consumers separate across product variants to diversify security risk when
both software as a service (SaaS) and on-premise versions are available. Mitra and
Ransbotham [43] explored the relationship between two types of information dis-
closure (i.e., full and limited) and the diffusion of ISec attacks. Wang et al. [63, 64]
showed how application risk from illegal access of insiders could be foreseen through
application characteristics. Han et al. [19] investigated the critical antecedents that
motivate students to comply immediately with messages from campus emergency
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notification systems. Zahedi et al. [71] explained how user’s reliance on detection
tools is influenced by the performance and cost of the tools. Guo et al. [18] explored
the propagation process of malware with a structural risk model. Wolff [68] found
that defenses could cause the opposite effect, which exposes the protected systems
to new and unpredicted vulnerabilities in the context of complex computer systems.
Hui et al. [24] examined whether deterring distributed denial-of-service (DDOS)
attacks could be decreased by implementing convention on cybercrime.

4.2 Personnel Security

Personnel security relates to the workforce of an organization. Assessment factors
include awareness training, code of conduct, and employment life cyclemanagement.
The issue of ethics in security varies from behavioral research to building a network
infrastructure. Personnel plays an important role in establishing andmaintaining ISec
within an organization. Unless IT usage is frequently trained and security awareness
and organizational code of conduct are promoted, personnel can inadvertently intro-
duce threats into the organization.

In terms of the external threat targeted on employees, Wright et al. [69] explored
why certain influence techniques are especially dangerous when used in phishing
attacks to employees. Ho et al. [21] demonstrated the use of different language–ac-
tion cues of deceivers in different contexts. Wang et al. [63, 64] characterized and
distinguished different IS threats in terms of their risk characteristics and further
explored how risk characteristics related to public searches for information on IS
threats.

In terms of the violation behavior, Sojer et al. [53] explored what drove unethical
programming behavior in individuals. Chatterjee et al. [10] developed a consider-
ably thorough model that illustrates unethical IT use from different perspectives of
individual, philosophy, sociology, economics, and technology. Hu et al. [23] exam-
ined why individuals intentionally violate ISPs through a new paradigm with ERPs.
Liang et al. [40] examined and validated several characteristics of malicious insiders
noted in the extant literature. D’Arcy et al. explored how complicated and unclear
ISec [14] requirements could cause “security-related stress” to employees. Johnston
et al. [28] identified key factors to explain employees’ intention to violate ISPs,
considering disposition and situation. Foth [16] explored the factors that influence
employees’ intention to comply with data protection in hospitals. Li et al. [36, 37]
identified extrinsic and intrinsic motivation for users’ compliance to IUP. Lowry and
Moody [41] suggested a new integratedmodel to understand employees’ motivations
to accept new ISPs and react negatively against them. Lowry et al. [42] explained the
behavior of employees to blame organizations and even retaliate against when they
are informed about enhanced ISPs. Anderson et al. [1, 2] used Neuro IS, a type of
cognitive neuroscience method, to explore user response to the security messages.
Anderson et al. [1] used fMRI to examine howhabituation to securitywarnings devel-
ops in the brain. Jenkins et al. [25] conducted a behavioral experiment to explain why
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individuals would disregard alerts in personal computing. Khansa et al. [30] investi-
gated employees’ cyberloafing behavior and its antecedents after an announcement
of formal organizational controls.

In terms of the coping mechanisms, Twyman et al. [58] proposed an autonomous
scientifically controlled screening system and examined its detection function on
individuals’ purposely hidden information. Hsu et al. [22] clarified and examined
the importance of extra-role behaviors and social controls in employees’ compli-
ance to organizational ISP. Johnston et al. [29] explored the effectiveness of an
enhanced fear appeal rhetorical framework eliciting a compliance response signif-
icantly greater than that produced by contemporary usage of fear appeals. Vance
et al. [60] found that the perceived accountability of users could be heightened by
the UI design of broad-access systems and further reduced their intentions to vio-
late access policies. Wang et al. [63, 64] showed how to foresee applications’ risk
from illegal access of insiders through the applications’ characteristics. Tsohou et al.
[57] proposed a framework to help security managers design and implement ISec
awareness programs by treating security awareness as a change process. Posey et al.
[48] investigated the effect of organizational commitment levels of insiders on threat
coping behavior, considering the interconnection of threat and coping appraisal via
perceived response cost. Warkentin et al. [65] examined the neurological experience
of insiders when faced with fear appeals. Steinbart et al. [55] focused on what influ-
ences users’ (dis)continuance of adopting security behavior from the perspective of
UI design. Wang et al. [62] examined the coping response mechanism of employees
in the process of phishing email detection.

4.3 Threat Mitigation

Threat mitigation is concerned with network segmentation (e.g., network security
infrastructure, intrusion detection, and remote access), vulnerability management
(e.g., scanning, patching, and standard operating procedures), content checking (e.g.,
data filtering and virus protection), and incident management issues (e.g., forensics
and event correlation). Related reviewed papers are summarized as follows.

In terms of vulnerability management, Wright et al. [69] explored why certain
influence techniques are especially dangerous when used in phishing attacks, which
helped identify this type of vulnerability. Guo et al. [18] explored the propagation
process of malware using a structural risk model. Sen and Borle [50] examined some
public policies, such as public disclosure of vulnerabilities, IT security investment,
and data breach laws, would influence the data breach risk for a state and for orga-
nizations within an industry. Chen and Zahedi [11] considered the effect of cultural
difference on security behaviors based on context-sensitive theory. Li et al. [36, 37]
found that organizational justice and personal ethics are two effective levers to mit-
igate the risk of violation of IUP. Wang et al. [62] suggested that emotion-focused
coping of employees and avoidance coping in phishing email coping will cause vul-
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nerability. Jenkins et al. [25] found that alerts pervasive in personal computing will
create vulnerability if they are not bounded in their presentation.

In terms of content checking, Zahedi et al. [71] explained how user’s reliance on
detection tools is influenced by their performance and cost. Ho et al. [21] demon-
strated that deceivers would use different language–action cues in different contexts.
Siering et al. [51] derived different linguistic and content-based cues that were used
as input for various fraud detection classifiers. Li et al. [38] developed advanced text
mining techniques to analyze multilingual textual traces in underground economy
and identify key international underground economy sellers. Liang et al. [40] exam-
ined and validated several characteristics, which could be used to identify malicious
insiders.

In terms of incident management, Goode et al. [17] explored how a breached orga-
nization could best determine the optimal level of customer compensation in response
to data breach, which is about incident management. Choi et al. [12] developed a
model to show how firms’ recovery measures influence customers’ behavior online
after data breach. Angst et al. [3] examined whether the manner in which regulation
rules were adopted (i.e., symbolic and substantive) had a moderation effect on the
relationship between IT security investments and follow-up data security breaches.
Jensen et al. [26] found that participants who received mindfulness training could
better avoid the phishing attack that those who did not. Mitra and Ransbotham [43]
explored the relationship between two types of information disclosure (i.e., full and
limited) and the diffusion of ISec attacks.

4.4 ISec Economics

Some scholars have argued that the focus of IT security management is shifting from
what is technically possible to what is economically efficient. ISec economics refers
to using economic theory in handling ISec decisions, such as the ISec investment
and consumer choice. The former is about how an organization makes decision on
ISec investment based on the return and loss without investment. The latter explores
how transaction security can be enhanced from the economics perspective to increase
the transaction intention of consumers. Related reviewed papers are summarized as
follows.

Lee et al. [35] investigated how firm security would be influenced by a gov-
ernment’s standard, especially when verifiable and unverifiable controls on security
concerns are available. August et al. [4] explained how a software vendor approaches
the versioning problem and how consumers separate across product variants to diver-
sify security risk when both SaaS and on-premises versions are available. Choudhary
and Zhang [13] explored the impact of a change in the distribution of defect-related
costs on the release time of vendors and patching strategy under SaaS. Sen and Borle
[50] examined some public policies (e.g., public disclosure of vulnerabilities, IT
security investment, and data breach laws) that would influence the data breach risk
for a state and for organizations within an industry. Ji et al. [27] analyzed a size-based
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security monitoring policy with and without profiling. Jensen et al. [26] developed a
novel security training method given that some employees are used to training based
on rules. Goode et al. [17] studied how a breached organization could best determine
the optimal level of customer compensation in response to data breach.

4.5 Privacy

In this study, information privacy is assigned to the area of using privileged informa-
tion with malicious intent, which includes the following parts: (1) Policy, practices,
and controls. This part includes development of taxonomies, as well as rule defini-
tions, impact assessments, and awareness and training: (2) Privacy and information
management strategy. This assessment includes description of privacy information
strategies, requirements, and compliance processes, as well as incident response
situations: (3) Data, rules, and objects. This part includes the development of clas-
sification and/or business process models. Related reviewed papers are summarized
as follows.

Li and Sarkar [39] proposed a dynamic value-concatenation method for data
privacy protection and data quality preservation for application. Oetzel and Spiek-
ermann [46] adopted a privacy impact assessment method in considering privacy
issues systematically. Wall et al. [61] introduced a selective organizational rule vio-
lation model into the contexts of organizational privacy and security. Parks et al.
[47] evaluated the intended and unintended consequences of implementing privacy
safeguards and their impacts on organizational privacy compliance. Goode et al. [17]
investigated how a breached organization could best determine the optimal level of
customer compensation in response to data breach. Choi et al. [12] developed amodel
showing how firms’ recovery measures influence customers’ behavior online after
data breach. Angst et al. [3] examined whether symbolic and substantive adoption
would moderate the effect that IT security investments had on reducing the incidence
of data security breaches over time.

4.6 Transaction and Data Integrity

Transaction and data integrity is concernedwith business process transaction security
(e.g., fraud detection and transaction security), database security (e.g., configuration
and control), message protection (e.g., encryption and message security), secure
storage (e.g., data storage, archiving, retrieval, and destruction), and system integrity
(e.g., secure system management and business continuity planning). Six papers we
reviewed have been identified as the following.

Li and Sarkar [39] proposed a dynamic value-concatenation method that could
protect data privacy while preserving data quality for application. Kim et al. [31]
indicated that cultural difference is an important element in designing e-commerce
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websites and security protection for multinational companies for a worldwide audi-
ence. Bhattacherjee and Park [7] explained why users move from client-centric com-
puting to cloud computing. Herath et al. [20] explored users’ intention to adopt
an email authentication service. Siering et al. [51] derived different linguistic and
content-based cues used as input for various fraud detection classifiers, which helped
identify the fraud. Li et al. [38] developed advanced textmining techniques to identify
the key sellers in Cyber Carding Community.

4.7 Identity and Access Management

This part includes identity proofing through background screening and alternative
methods of credential management. Identity accessmanagement focuses on identify-
ing users, protecting confidential information fromunauthorized users, and providing
authorized users secure and controlled access to resources. Related reviewed papers
are summarized as follows.

Steinbart et al. [55] showed that poor performance (login failures) of identity
authentication resulted in discontinuance of a secure behavior and the adoption of
less-secure behaviors. Vance et al. [60] found that the perceived accountability of
users could be increased by theUI design of broad-access systems and further reduced
their intentions to violate access policies. Roßnagel et al. [40] examined whether
individuals would like to pay when using federated identity management. Herath
et al. [20] investigated users’ intention to adopt an email authentication service.

4.8 Application Security

An application security assessment entails code review, secure coding practices,
and secure policies and procedures to manage SDLC (Systems Development Life
Cycle). Preventing a security error is generally less costly than fixing it once it occurs.
SDLC includes procedures that ensure security throughout its process. In papers we
reviewed, only one pertained to application security. Sojer et al. [53] explored the
drivers of unethical programming behavior by individuals in the processes of systems
development.

4.9 Physical Security

Security is not an issue that can exclusively be handled with software. Require-
ment for physical barriers exists as well. Physical security describes the measures
taken to protect facilities from potential attackers. In the IBM model, two topics are
considered, namely, site management and physical asset management. No reviewed
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papers have discussed this theme, which can be explained that this topic related to
other disciplines. Furthermore, other physical security concerns will emerge with
the development of artificial intelligence. IoTs will force various intelligent devices,
which may expose organizations to new vulnerabilities. For this reason, we retained
this theme in our discussion.

5 Recommendations

To some extent, the identification of research streams based on IBM security model
can help us learn about the relationship of ISec research and industry requirements.
However, the next steps for industry and research communities still need further study.
Thus, on the basis of existing literature, we focused on four objects in organizations,
namely, data, human behavior, business processes, and IT/IS, as shown in Fig. 3.
From the dynamic view, we considered the interaction between two objects. An
organization can make policies to manage each flow to minimize security risk. Based
on this framework, some main findings in existing research are summarized, and the
recommendations for industry and research communities are discussed and provided.

We will explain each object and then consider the flow or interaction between
them. First,we define data as the core object in the process of business digitization and
therefrom ISec management. Data of organizations include the internal and external
data that mainly originate from two sources, namely, human behavior related and
business processes related, such HER of patients [33], online customer behavior
data [12], and organizational operation and financial data [35]. Organizations should
consider using which type of IS/IT to record, store, transfer, and protect data while

Data

Human
Behavior

Business
Process 

IT /IS

Organization

Fig. 3 Proposed ISec research framework in the process of business digitization
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restraining human behavior (insiders and consumers) and encrypting the business
process to protect data security; thus, these three objects are considered as another
three objects.

Determining the IT/IS that supports and accomplishes the business process (e.g.,
OA, ERP, and CRM) with the IT/IS protection security (e.g., firewall technology,
intrusion detection system, proxy servers, and virtual private networking) is neces-
sary. The former is the infrastructure of digital businesses, and its vulnerability raises
new threats to organizations [43]. Hence, the latter is designed and deployed to pro-
tect the former. Data are flowing in the system, and insiders should follow standard
system usage.

Two main types of human behavior are considered by organizations, namely,
insiders and consumers (users). The former is considered among the greatest threats
to organizational ISec [42]. Insiders’ violation to ISPs has caused great loss to organi-
zations, and consumers’ insecurity behavior also expose organizations to the threats.
Moreover, consumer behavior will generate the data collected and analyzed by orga-
nizations to make managerial decisions, which is the main component of digital
businesses. However, the illegal usage of collected behavioral data is an increasing
concern for consumers.

With regard to the business processes considered as the core object in this study,we
adopted the definition from Wikipedia, “Business process is a collection of related,
structured activities or tasks that produce a specific service or product (serve a par-
ticular goal) for a particular customer or customers.” This definition is closer to
that of operational processes rather than the management and supporting processes.
Operational processes are the core business and realize the primary value stream,
such as opening an account in a bank after taking orders from customers. However,
management processes, which mainly include “corporate governance” and “strate-
gic management” govern systems operation. Supporting processes include health
and safety, accounting, recruitment, call center, and technical support.

The development of organizational business processmanagement (BPM) involves
three stages. The first stage started with advances in the data-driven methods. In this
stage, data storage and retrieval technologies have made great progress. Most of the
IS was developed with data-modeling method; thus, BPM had to adapt to the system
neglecting business processes. BPM reached the second stage with the emergence
of various enterprise resource planning software in the 1990s, when the business-
process-orientedmanagement system increasingly dominated themarket. In the third
stage, e-businesses, which benefitted from the development of internet technologies,
realized the automated business processes across organizations. This automated pro-
cess created a platform that integrated sellers and buyers online and promoted col-
laboration and integration of people, systems, processes, and information within and
across enterprises.

Currently, some newly emerged information technologies, such as cloud comput-
ing, social network, mobile technology, and big data analytics, are reforming BPM.
For example, cloud computing technology has significantly increased the computing
power of companies with low cost and has eliminated the restraint of location. Social
media and smartphones have produced new channels for organizations to reach their
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Table 4 Summary of recommendations for information security research

Directions Suggestions for
researchers

Suggestions for
organizations

Related themes in
IBM security model

Interaction between
data and human
behavior

1. Before data breach,
how to encourage
compliance from the
perspective of
positive employee

2. After data breach,
how to conduct
repair strategy

1. Watching out for
the side effect of
enhanced ISPs

2. Balance between
compensation and
over-compensation

Governance;
Personnel security;
Privacy

Interaction between
human behavior and
IT/IS

1. For employees:
emotions’ effect on
unethical IT usage
behavior

2. For consumers:
dual effect of IT/IS
used for security
protection on
transaction behavior

1. Pay more attention
to users’ emotional
management

2. Balance between
security protection
measures and
interference

Governance;
Personnel security;
Threat mitigation;
Identity and Access
management

Interaction between
IT/IS and business
process

1. Data analytics
technologies used
for business fraud
detection

2. Information
security economics
used for security
investment
researches

1. More IT security
investment doesn’t
mean more security,
especially in
complex system

Governance;
Application security;
Physical security;
Information security
economics

Interaction between
business process and
data

1. How to jump out of
the dilemma:
privacy protection
and personalized
service

2. How to choose a
suitable data view:
right or commodity

1. New data analytics
method need to be
developed

2. Cross-order
transaction should
consider the
different privacy
view hold by two
trading parties

Governance;
Transaction and data
integrity

customers. Various customer data collected through these channels have led to a sig-
nificant growth in business analytics based on big data technologies, which can help
managers to make effective managerial decisions and serve their customers well.

To sum up, business processes must reconsider its relationship with IT/IS and
data. In the following, we proposed four directions by examining the interactions
between different objects to identify the potential research opportunity for subse-
quent researchers and provide some suggestions to industry community based on 59
reviewed papers in this chapter (Table 4).
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5.1 Interaction Between Data and Human Behavior

For the interaction between data and human behavior, data generation based on
consumer behavior and data protection conducted by employees are two important
themes to consider. For data generation, consumersworry about data security and they
may give up accepting services especially when they do not believe the organization.
Kohli and Tan [33] claimed that patients’ privacy calculusmay impact their EHRdata
sharing. Failure to protect consumer data andprevent privacybreaches can cause great
damage to the reputation and finances of a company [46]. Considering the leaked
behavior of organizations, except for organizational malicious leaked behavior, Wall
et al. [61] demonstrated that organizations intentionally choose to violate users’ data
security protection rules required by the government to decrease the excessive cost of
safety protection.With the increasing cases of privacy breach, some researchers have
begun to explore how a breached organization can decide on customer compensation
after a data breach and retain their consumers [12, 17].

For data protection, employees’ compliance to ISPs has been an extremely popular
topic. Among the 59 papers we reviewed, 28 papers have referred to this topic [9, 14,
16, 22, 28–30, 36, 37, 40, 41, 48, 57, 62, 65]. Data breach resulting from insiders’
security policy violation behavior can be seen as the unintentional leaked behavior
of organizations. Although organizations often develop various policies to restrain
employees’ behavior [16], most of the security losses are caused by such behavior.

5.1.1 Suggestions for Researchers and Organizations

Before data breach: Paying attention to the side effect of enhanced ISPs
ISPs can significantly improve organizational security situation. However,
researchers are increasingly realizing that excessive ISPs has brought “security-
related stress” to employees [14]; thus, employees react negatively and even retaliate
against the organization by intentionally violating enhanced ISPs [41, 42]. Some
scholars have explored solutions to this phenomenon. Balozian and Leidner [6]
argued that well-justified security additions are useful to improve employees’ attitude
to enhanced ISPs. Hsu et al. [22] suggested that the extra-role behavior of employ-
ees should be emphasized and that social control from colleagues can complement
the formal ISPs of organizations. Researchers have set an inappropriate assumption
about negative employees. Organizations keep increasing their ISPs because they
think that employees often attempt to violate policies. On the basis of the effect of
enhanced ISPs, researchers can eliminate this assumption and explore how to encour-
age employees’ compliance to ISPs from the perspective of positive employees.
Organizations should be careful in introducing new ISPs by using suitable methods.
Employees will be irritated and react negatively if managers ignore their rights and
freedoms as humans when introducing potentially freedom-restricting policies [41].
Respect and fairness are two basic factors that organizations should show to employ-
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ees [42]. If necessary, providing sufficient justification of the enhanced policies is
suggested.

After data breach: more attention to repair strategies
When data breach happens, organizations have to respond to it even if a great dam-
age has already occurred. Existing service failure literature has shown that effective
repair strategies play an important role in retaining consumers and improving their
repurchase intention. Therefore, exploring effective repair strategies after data breach
is necessary. In our reviewed papers, only two papers have focused on this question
[12, 17]. Based on Sony’s data breach case, Goode et al. [17] presented an adapted
model to explain customer responses to a data breach recovery action. Organizations
should provide compensation depending on breach severity; however, overcompen-
sation is not a good idea. With the advent of social media, researchers have been
interested in exploring how customers spread comments (positive and negative) in
their social network after data security breaches and how spreading of data breach
will influence organizational compensation packages and outcomes.

5.2 Interaction Between Human Behavior and IT/IS

With regard to the interaction between human behavior and IT/IS, we initially con-
sidered the security concerns in the process of IT/IS usage. In this perspective, we
identified the unethical IT usage behavior in the literature. Four reviewed papers
discussed this topic [10, 30, 53, 55]. However, IT/IS can be also regarded as tools to
be used to detect malicious user behavior and monitor employees’ behavior. In this
perspective, developing a detection system has been a popular research topic [21,
23, 58], including UI design [1, 2, 55, 60]. In addition, Neuro IS technologies are
increasingly adopted by IS scholars [1, 2, 25].

How to adopt countermeasures according to different unethical IT/IS usage
behaviors?
To decrease the vulnerability of organizational IS, taking effective measures is nec-
essary to respond to different unethical behaviors of employees. Unethical IT usage
behavior is complex, and Chatterjee et al. [10] found that it would be influenced
by a wide range of individual, philosophical, social, economic, and technological
factors. Three different unethical IT usage behaviors, namely, malicious, intentional
but not malicious, and unintentional, are identified to address unethical IT usage
behavior effectively. For unintentional unethical IT usage behavior, enhancing user’s
risk awareness of their behavior by SETA programs is necessary [57]. For example,
cyberloafing behavior of employees is a representative type of behavior; it exposes the
organization to internet threats. Khansa et al. [30] found that cyberloafing behavior
is mainly influenced by past tendencies to cyberloaf and others’ influence. Organi-
zations can significantly decrease this behavior by adopting formal controls (e.g.,
penalty). Steinbart et al. [55] also found that employees’ habits on technology usage
in daily life would carry over to the workplace, which shows the importance of secu-
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rity awareness training. For intentional but notmalicious unethical IT usage behavior,
sanctions are more effective [10]. For example, for unethical programming behavior
as a representative of this type of behavior, Sojer et al. [53] explored its drivers and
encouraged firms to prevent it by informing developers of its negative consequences.
Finally, for malicious unethical IT usage behavior, identifying and minimizing it by
security training or sanction controls is difficult, especially when users pretend to
follow organizational ISPs. To address these problems, some scholars have attempted
to develop or adopt different IT/IS to detect this behavior. This topic is discussed as
follows.

How to develop/adopt IT/IS to deal with security concerns related to human
behavior?
The perspective of IT/IS as infrastructure supporting business process has changed to
IT/IS as tools identifying insecurity behavior or enhancing security behavior inten-
tion. For example, Twyman et al. [58] proposed autonomous scientifically controlled
screening systems that can detect information hidden by individuals. Hu et al. [23]
proposed a new paradigm based on event-related potentials that can be used to iden-
tify individual violations of ISPs based on their self-control difference. Moreover,
Ho et al. [21] found that specific language–action cues influenced by context can be
used to identify computer-mediated deception. In addition, Neuro IS technologies,
such as fMRI and eye movement-based memory, have been adopted by scholars to
learn individuals’ real intention based on their physiological change when exposed to
security risk or warning/alerts of organizations [1, 2, 25, 59]. Aside from using IT/IS
to identify insecurity behavior, UI design is developed to help users continue to adopt
security behavior [55] and not to violate access policies [60]. This complementary
measure is suggested because it can target repetition suppression in users’ brain, such
as the polymorphic warning, which can elicit positive effect in milliseconds without
additional cost [1].

5.2.1 Suggestions for Researchers and Organizations

For employees: effect of emotions on unethical IT usage behavior
Most of the existing studies are from the perspective of rational behavior, which
is based on PMT [9, 48] and deterrence theory [16, 25] without fully considering
the emotion of individuals, such as rage, anger, and despair. However, an increas-
ing number of scholars have realized that the emotional state of individuals is an
important foundation for them to make rational decisions. Formal sanctions will be
effective for individuals who perceive low to moderate level of anger, but neither
formal nor informal sanctions will lose efficacy on individuals who perceive high
level of anger. Willison and Warkentin [67] indicated that a new stream of research
for the IS security field is to examine the relationship between emotions and deter-
rence. For example, will organizational injustice result in negative emotions or will
this emotion further influence individuals’ unethical IT usage behavior as revenge
[42]? Do emotions moderate the effect of threat of sanctions on unethical IT usage
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behavior or does the extent of emotions play different roles? Organizations should
pay more attention to employees’ emotion management to ensure the efficacy of the
ISPs, especially with sanctions.

For consumers: dual effect of IT/IS used for security protection on transaction behav-
ior
Although enhanced security protection for consumers is adopted by organizations,
unexpected results are identified. Kim et al. [31] found that perceived effectiveness of
web assurance seal services (WASS) from organizations would influence the trans-
action intention of American consumers. Steinbart et al. [55] claimed that UI design
in mobile paradigm would influence login success rates, which would further result
in consumers’ discontinuance of a secure behavior. When consumers feel that their
consumption is interrupted by over-security measures, they may become impatient
and discontinue shopping. Jenkins et al. [25] conducted behavioral experiment using
fMRI and found that the presentation of alerts should be carefully controlled because
the timing of interruptions strongly influences alert disregard. To sum up, existing
research actually requires a balance between IT/IS used for security protection and
interference brought by these IT/IS. Although security protection is beneficial to con-
sumers, consumers may still perceive disturbance by excessive and fussy authentica-
tion. This phenomenon can be explained by the “dual-task interference” (Anderson
et al. [1], which indicates that multitasking is difficult for people. Consumers find
it difficult to shop while passing security validation. Thus, designing some IT/IS to
protect consumers’ security with least interference is challenging. In addition, new
IT may bring more complexity to manage consumers’ security behavior. For exam-
ple, since the emergence of mobile technology, more consumers use mobile devices
to shop instead of their computers. However, security policies effective on desktop
computing paradigm will not work in the mobile paradigm [2].

5.3 Interaction Between IT/IS and Business Process

New emerging IT/IS will be adopted to support business processes at the cost of new
channels of vulnerabilities to be exposed to security threat, such as cloud computing
[7]. However, new business processes or models based on new IT/IS also trigger new
types of attacks, such as business fraud [51], phishing [62, 69], malware propagation
[18], and underground economy sellers [38], which urge matched IT/IS investment
to provide security protection.

5.3.1 For New IT/IS-Enabled Business Process

Security concerns emerge mainly depending on the characteristics of new business
processes or models. Based on reviewed papers, we show different security concerns
that occur in different IT/IS-enabled business processes. The first is about the cloud
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computing service. Cloud service can provide users with universal access to cloud-
hosted resources and processing power with low cost [7]. However, the cloud service
provider will easily attract and receive denser attacks from hackers. For example,
SaaS is a type of business application of cloud computing. August et al. [4] pointed
out that the SaaS versioning of software has relatively higher directed risk than the
traditional on-premises version because one vulnerability of the SaaS is letting a
malicious attacker affect many organizations using this SaaS all at once. Second, for
crowdfunding platforms that provide possibility for project realization evenwith lack
of fund, their drawback is the rising risk of fraud related to the project campaigns
prevalent on these open online services. Given that project founders often only have
project ideas without the actual product during the funding period, judging the legit-
imacy of the project is difficult [51]. Third, for underground economy, such as Cyber
Carding Community, the development of internet technologies and illegal business
application of internet also call for solutions. In addition, cross-border e-commerce
websites can realize the transaction among different countries online, which greatly
reshapes the international business model. However, the cultural differences should
be considered to design website authentication in this context. Kim et al. [31] found
that the effectiveness of WASS influences transaction intention of US consumers
but not Korean consumers. Email has become a daily used business communication
software. However, email phishing attack has caused great loss to organizations [62].
Herath et al. [20] explored how to increase the adoption of an email authentication
service by controlling this risk to organizations. Finally, malware propagation is also
one top security challenge in business processes [18].

5.3.2 For Security Investment on IT/IS for New Business Process

New business processes emerging with new IT/IS expose organizations to new secu-
rity risk. Therefore, organizations must adopt enhanced or targeted security protec-
tion measures. One important topic in this part is organizational security investment
decision on IT/IS. When considering security investment, rules of the government
will have some restraints on organizational decisions. Angst et al. [3] found that the
effectiveness of IT security investments would be weakened by symbolic adoption
of government rules and further increase the risk of data breach in business pro-
cesses. The notion of buying more (and even more expensive) defense technologies
and systems is held by many organizations. Companies think that the quantity of
security protection technologies will increasingly improve their security of business
processes. However, Wolff (68) claimed that more is not always better, especially in
defending a complex system.New and unpredictable vulnerabilities will be produced
by interactions among different components of system and defense mechanisms.
Adding defenses to this type of complex system can actually undermine its security.
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5.3.3 Suggestions for Researchers and Organizations

Data analytics technologies used for business fraud detection
IT/IS-enabled business processes show all types of new security threats faced by
organizations, especially business fraud detection. To fill this gap, data analytics tech-
nologies should be adopted. In our reviewed papers, some scholars have attempted
to pioneer. For example, data mining method was adopted by Siering et al. [51]
to detect the fraudulent behavior on a crowdfunding platform. Results showed that
different linguistic and content-based cues can be used to identify fraud in business
processes. Li et al. [38] also developed a novel system using advanced text mining
techniques to analyze multilingual textual traces in the underground economy and
further identify key sellers. Guo et al. [18] conducted an analysis on the propagation
process of malware with social network data. As suggested by Li et al. [38], the
question of how to use hacker community data to inform cybersecurity intelligence
remains open as hackers increasingly congregate in their communities. Leveraging
social media analytics to probe into business fraud awaits further exploration.
ISec economics used for security investment research
Based on the above discussion on security investment of organizations, one important
potential research direction is the perverse effects of security investment. Although,
taxonomy for the sources of different perverse effects in security has been proposed
by Wolff [68], several questions have been opened. What types of defenses cause
these effects in practice and why? What is best action to avoid or counteract them?
Future research in this area can further elaborate Woff’s understanding of when and
why perverse effects arise in defending computer systems in business processes and
how they may be most effectively mitigated. Organizations’ new security investment
to protect IT/IS should be reviewed not only for their individual impact but also for
their interactions with other system components and usability features.

5.3.4 Interaction Between Business Process and Data

The final and most important type of interaction we considered is the interaction
between business process and data. This interaction produces at least two themes.
One is the data-drivenbusiness process, and theother is data generation andprotection
in business processes.

5.3.5 For Data-Driven Business Processes: A Dilemma

With data increasingly used for managerial decision, traditional business processes,
such as product design,marketing, and customermanagement, have been reshaped by
data and reached the digital business. However, data-driven business processes also
bring new challenges to organizations. One important topic is how to keep the balance
between privacy protection and personalized service based on analysis of personal
data. For example, recommended systems are adopted by an increasing number of
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companies to analyze the demand of customers and then recommend goods or service
to customers. However, whether consumers will feel invaded when they received the
recommendation has been one difficult question to answer. Privacy-related paradox
has beennoticed by some scholars [5, 34, 54, 56], that is, organizations face a dilemma
where consumers want to share the benefit of data-driven recommendation but not
willing to share their data because of privacy concerns.

5.3.6 For Data Protection in Business Process: Illegal Data Usage
and Data Breach

Based on the dilemma discussed above, data-driven business processes have the
potential orientation to privacy invasion. For organizations, all types of data pro-
tection technologies are required to be deployed to increase consumers’ trust and
respond to government rules [31]. The effectiveness of IT investment has been dis-
cussed in the part of “interaction between IT/IS and business processes.” Similarly,
if data breach is detected, organizations also need to provide compensation to con-
sumers, as mentioned in the first type of interaction. In this part, we discuss the effect
of business decision on data sharingwith the restraint of government rules. For exam-
ple, Mitra and Ransbotham [43] focused on organizational decision on information
disclosure of vulnerability and found that full disclosure would lead to greater risk
than limited disclosure. Furthermore, Sen and Borle [50] found that the risk of data
breach would be significantly influenced by the strictness of laws on data breach
disclosure. Moreover, when adopting the commercial perspective of the concept of
privacy, privacy will be seen as a type of goods to be traded [54]. For example, when
considering the data transforming healthcare, privacy calculus is argued to influence
patients’ data sharing [33].

5.3.7 Suggestions for researchers and organizations

How to jump out of the dilemma: Innovation on data analytics method
The above discussion on data-driven business processes show the dilemma orga-
nizations face. Potential solution still needs to be determined from data analytics
itself. For example, regression tree is a type of data analytics method but it can
also be used as a tool for mining personal information, such as regression attacks
[39]. To address this problem, Li and Sarkar [39] developed a new dynamic value-
concatenation method approach. This approach can ensure the quality of data while
avoiding privacy infringement. Therefore, this type of data analytics methods should
be further studied although it may take a long for researchers. This type of method
will encourage customers to share their data without worrying about privacy and
then share the benefit from the personalized service.

How to choose a suitable data view: Effect of cultural difference on privacy concerns
in business process
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Privacy calculus is another way to deal with the organizational dilemma because
organizations can buy the personal data when consumers accept the notion of privacy
as goods. Thus, an increasing number of scholars has been interested in privacy
calculus to some extent. However, one underlying question is whether considering
cultural difference is reasonable and applicable. This topic is meaningful with the
development of cross-border e-commerce and cross-national companies, especially
in the management discipline. Smith et al. [54] summarized two value-based privacy
views, namely, privacy as a right and privacy as a commodity, and presented the
dissonance between US and European privacy laws. Europe tends to see privacy as
more of a property right by consumers compared with the US. When cross-border
transaction occurs between countries in Europe and the US, problems may emerge
without fully considering the cultural difference. Therefore, further research, which
focuses on this question and explores guidelines for organizations, is suggested.

6 Limitations

First, although we have explained that we made a conscious decision to prioritize
quality over quantity, we only considered six journals. Thus, more journals are
encouraged to be considered. Second, although we analyzed each paper carefully
according to the assessment of IBM themes, some subjective assignments are admit-
ted to be inevitable. Moreover, the security model of IBM selected as the representa-
tive of industry requirement may ignore some ISec themes or consider other themes
(e.g., physical security) that are closer to other disciplines, such as computer science.
Hence, determining a suitable security model of industry is encouraged. In addition,
we only considered four types of interaction of the four objects because of their rela-
tive importance. Other types of interaction also deserve consideration, especially the
interaction among three of four objects. Finally, given that big data analytics have
developed mainly in the past five years, we only reviewed papers published from
2014. However, expanding the term of our review is also encouraged.

7 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we reviewed ISec research published in MISQ, ISR, JMIS, JAIS,
EJIS, and ISJ from 2014 to 2107 and coded each paper into one or more themes
of IBM security model. Then, we evaluated the relationship between ISec academic
research and ISec industry requirement. Some increasingly popular themes, such as
privacy, threat mitigation, and transaction and data integrity, for IS researchers were
specified, and four objects related to ISec in organizations were identified. By further
coding each paper into one or more objects, we considered the interaction between
two objects. Based on each type of interaction, some suggestions for IS researchers
and organizations were provided. Based on the topic of this book chapter, we strongly
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recommend that researchers and organizations pay more attention to the interaction
between IT/IS and business processes, and interaction between business processes
and data. Both these interactions represent the process of business digitization, from
which some security topics are worth to be further explored, especially in the digital
era.

Appendix

Appendix: Coded Articles: literature Classification/Theory/Method/Research objects related in each paper

Articles Themes of IBM security model

Governance Privacy Threat
mitigation

Transaction
and data
integrity

Identity
and access
manage-
ment

Application
security

Physical
security

Personnel
security

Information
security
economics

Total (59) 50 7 18 6 4 1 0 28 8

1. Wright
et al. [69]

√ √ √

2. Lee
et al. [35]

√ √

3. Hsu
et al. [22]

√ √

4. Wang
et al. [63,
64]

√ √

5. August
et al. [4]

√ √

6.
Steinbart
et al. [55]

√ √ √

7. Mitra
and Rans-
botham
[43]

√ √

8.
Choudhary
and Zhang
[13]

√ √

9. Johnston
et al. [29]

√ √

10. Han
et al. [19]

√

11. Kim
and Kim
[32]

√

12. Li and
Sarkar [39]

√ √

13. Vance
et al. [60]

√ √ √
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[11]

√ √

15. Wang
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16. Boss
et al. [9]

√ √
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√ √
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√ √
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√

20. Hu
et al. [23]

√ √

21.
Chatterjee
et al. [10]

√ √
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et al. [48]
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and Borle
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√ √ √
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√

25. Sojer
et al. [53]

√ √ √
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et al. [14]

√ √
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et al. [28]

√ √

28. Oetzel
and Spiek-
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[46]

√ √

29. Tsohou
et al. [57]

√ √

30.
Roßnagel
et al. [49]

√

31.
Anderson
et al. 2016

√ √

32. Foth
[16]

√ √

33. Kim
et al. [31]

√
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√ √
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√ √
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√ √
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√
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√ √
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√ √
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√ √
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√ √
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√ √
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√
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√ √

52. Ji et al.
[27]

√ √
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et al. [26]

√ √ √

54. Jenkins
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√ √ √

55. Hui
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√ √
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√ √ √ √
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et al. [12]

√ √ √
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Anderson
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√ √ √
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Experiment
√
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√

Social control
theory
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√
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foraging theory
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√
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theory

Modeling
√ √

Protection
motivation theory
(PMT)
Technology threat
avoidance theory
(TTAT)

Experiment
√ √
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innovation

Modeling
√ √

Microeconomic
theory
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√ √

Protection
motivation theory,
deterrence theory
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Experiment

√

(Etzioni’s)
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√
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Modeling
√ √
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√ √
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√
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√ √

Theory of
unintended
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Theory of planned
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Protection
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√
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defensive response
theory
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Theory of planned
behavior model;
expected utility,
deterrence, and
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Coping theory;
moral
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theory
Social cognitive
theory
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√
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Deploying a Scalable Data Science
Environment Using Docker

Sergio Martín-Santana, Carlos J. Pérez-González, Marcos Colebrook,
José L. Roda-García and Pedro González-Yanes

1 Introduction

The NIST Big Data Working Group (NBD-WG) [1, 2] provides a nice definition on
the concept of Data Science:

Data Science is the extraction of actionable knowledge directly from data through a process
of discovery, or hypothesis formulation and hypothesis testing. It can also be understood
as the activities happening in the processing layer of the system architecture, against data
stored in the data layer, in order to extract knowledge from the raw data.

This definition implies a data life cycle, which is the set of processes that transform
raw data into valuable and actionable knowledge, by means of principles, techniques
and methods from many disciplines and domains (see Fig. 1) within the context of
Big Data Engineering. For a brief introduction and a recent state-of-the-art on the
concept of Big Data, the reader is referred to [3].
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Fig. 1 Data Science definition from the point of view of the skills needed (adapted from [4])

Fig. 2 Data science stack (adapted from [5])

Furthermore, such data life cycle is developed inside a Data Science stack (see
Fig. 2), in which the infrastructure layer supporting the distributed computing engine
plays an important role in order to obtain timely and accurate insights in a digital
business.

Indeed, the market research company Forrester [6] pointed out that a new type
of company has arisen nowadays: the insights-driven business, which builds sys-
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tems using Data Science platforms to create competitive advantage through data.
Moreover, it is predicted that these companies will earn a revenue of $1.2 trillion in
2020.

In this sense, companies that adopt a Data Driven Decision Making (DDDM)
achieve a 5–6% increase in productivity and production growth [7]. Besides, the
relationship between DDDM and performance appears also in other performance
indicators such as asset utilization, return on equity and market value.

According to [8] there is no alternative: 65% of the firms think that there is a
high risk of becoming uncompetitive if they do not implement a data driven mindset,
since data is becoming a key component of their market value.

Forrester [6] also suggests that Data Science platforms, which comprise data
integration, data exploration, model development and deployment, could accelerate
insights maturity if the firms follow some key recommendations:

• Unify the Data Science technology into a single platform.
• Treat Data Science platforms as a strategic and transformative investment.

Within this enterprise context, Linden et al. from the consulting firm Gartner [9]
define a Data Science platform as:

A cohesive software application that offers a mixture of basic building blocks essential for
creating all kinds of data science solutions, and for incorporating those solutions into business
processes, surrounding infrastructure and products.

Additionally, their analysis of the 16 top vendors in Data Science platforms yields
the following conclusions:

• The implementation of open source platforms is increasing the adoption of Data
Science.

• Apache Spark is becoming a de facto Data Science foundation for the vendors.
• Open source languages like Python, R and Scala dominate this market. Evenmore,
almost all Data Science platform vendors support Python and R.

Therefore, in order to facilitate the adoption of Data Science platforms, the Big
Data Senior Steering Group (BD-SSG) [10] suggests to enhance infrastructures to
support handling and analyzing large amounts of data, since state-of-the-art infras-
tructures are essential in a data-driven industry sector. They also noticed that there
is a need to invest in infrastructure pilot programs, testbeds, and sandboxes for test-
ing new techniques at scale, across a variety of application domains, and to engage
in proofs of concept with both open source and proprietary solutions. Thus, future
infrastructures may help moving the computation to the data.

Besides, the Big Data Value Association [11] also recommends building good
infrastructures to develop a Data Economy, raising as a challenge a distributed trust
infrastructure for data management, with flexible structures based on data microser-
vices in a decentralized way. Regarding this matter, the European Union [12] is
currently working in the development of enabling technologies, infrastructures and
skills for the benefit of the SME (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises).
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Likewise, the Edison Data Science Framework [2] promotes infrastructures,
including typical frameworks such as Hadoop [13] and Spark [14], to support data
handling during the whole data lifecycle. On the other hand, the NBD-WG [15] sug-
gests creating a vendor-neutral, technology- and infrastructure-independent frame-
work that could enable stakeholders using the best analytics tools on the most suit-
able computing platform and cluster. Besides, in order to support Big Data stores
and processing, the infrastructure should be scalable in terms of easy addition of new
resources, with possible platforms including public and/or private clouds [1].

Nevertheless, digital businesses investing only in infrastructure projects are not
guaranteed to succeed, as pointed out by the UK’s Science and Technology Commit-
tee of the House of Commons [16]. Acquiring more digital skills, trusting on public
data sharing, progressing in open data and data protection are essential factors to
remain in the right pace for Big Data and Data Science. Furthermore, the UK’s gov-
ernment has been committed to creating a coordinated infrastructure, and access to
advanced software and hardware to the small businesses (SME).

From the above paragraphs, it is clearly stated that the infrastructure layer plays
an outstanding role within the Data Science stack. However, sometimes the expense
of using such Data Science facilities in a private and commercial cloud infrastructure
is not affordable to a small business. Accordingly, in the next sections we present a
Data Science computing environment based on open source software tools that can
be easily deployed over commodity (personal) computers.

Finally, the remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we show
the most important tools and environments for Data Science nowadays. Section 3
presents the full project and simple guides on how to deploy our Data Science stack
in Windows, Linux or Mac. This stack has been used to analyze data from meteoro-
logical stations located in the Canary Islands (Spain), and the results are presented
in Sect. 4. Finally, the conclusions are provided in Sect. 5.

2 Tools and Frameworks for Data Science

InData Science there aremany tasks that must be carried out frequently. For instance,
loading and processing datasets, obtaining summarized statistics, visualizing the
information in tables and charts, etc. The amount of tools and applications that
are available to accomplish these jobs has increased in the last years, which implies
installing programs and libraries in desktop or server computers with all the problems
derived of this process.

Among the main difficulties that usually arise are those concerning to errors due
to not complying with the dependencies between the required software versions or
the lack of experience of the users in dealing with these computer system aspects.
In this sense, virtualization is the solution to afford these issues since it provides the
possibility to create and deploy software-based systems (so called virtual machines
and containers) that emulate the physical ones.
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A virtual machine consists in a guest system that packages both the computer
architecture and the software applications along with the operating systems (plus all
the code and dependencies required) to be executed in the host system. A container
represents another level of virtualization where the host operating system kernel and
its resources are shared to allow the execution of multiple light-weight and isolated
processes. Consequently, each container takes up less space than virtual machines
(container images are typically moderate in size), and run almost instantly.

The containers technology helps setting up the collection of useful tools for differ-
ent stages in a Data Science project. Thus, each container represents a recipe for each
application that can be shared and versioned. In the following sections, we describe
and discuss the most usual programming languages and developing frameworks in
order to create the stack of containers for Data Science.

2.1 Containers in Data Science

Since its first appearance in 2013 [17], Docker containers have implied a big impact
in simplifying the process to create Data Science stacks. Basically, containers are
lightweight versions of traditional virtual machines but without the need of large
amounts of storage space on servers (see Fig. 3). Besides, they can be easily created
and deleted, and they boot up quickly. Restoring a normal virtualmachine usually can
imply excessive time to get going, but Docker containers start up almost immediately.

The containers run from images that are essentially snapshots of a running con-
tainer at a particular time point. These images can be used as templates to create and
run other containers. This is the main reason why they are important in Data Science,
since images are created containing the required tools for doing data analysis, either
for a general use or for specific analyses. Lots of base images of containers can be
downloaded for free from registries like Docker Hub [18]. The key idea is that many

Fig. 3 Difference between virtualmachines (left) and docker containers (right) (adapted from [17])
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containers can be launched as required and, consequently, it turns into an easy task
creating reproducible Data Science environments.

Running a containerwith the libraries and tools for a particular analysis reduces the
effort to debug packages across different environments because they run identically
on systems as Mac OS X, Windows or Linux. Due to this feature, Docker containers
are very convenient to allow the users launching a variety of isolated applications
in a platform as, for example, Jupyter [19] and RStudio [20] sessions configured
with a set of basic packages, but also lending the users the possibility to install other
libraries.

2.2 The R Language

The R language [21] represents the most well-known free, open source program-
ming language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. Indeed, it is
powerful and highly extensible with more than 10,000 add-on packages.

There aremany large and active communities (for instance, theLinkedIn’sRgroup
has more than 100,000 members), and there are currently hundreds of R Meetup
groups. This proves the increasing interest in the R statistics language, especially
for data analysis. The programming environment allows for command-line scripting
and, therefore, the data analysis steps can be serialized in such a way that can be
reused with other data in contrast with interfaces guided with option menus.

The variety of tasks that can be accomplished inR are, among others, the following
(we describe in parenthesis the aspects of data analysis that could be accomplished
with these simple tasks):

• Exploring and manipulating data (ETL processing)
• Fitting and validation of predictive or classification models (machine learning)
• Creating visually attractive graphs (data visualization)
• Connecting with different data sources (systems integration)
• Making illustrative reports or dashboards (business intelligence).

The reader may find many R language tutorials in the Internet, some of them
designed even for novice userswithout anyprogrammingbackground.These tutorials
help users to understand the basics and fundamentals of R about importing and
exporting data, exploring and manipulating data and, for advanced users, how to use
loops and create functions.

R is one of the key tools in Data Science because it covers several data mining,
machine learning and statistical techniques. There are also complete tutorials which
explain how toperformdescriptive statistics andmake inferences ondata, apply linear
and logistic regression models as well as classification and clustering techniques, fit
time series, apply variable selection and dimensionality reduction, etc.
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2.3 RStudio

RStudio is an integrated development environment (IDE) that enhances the standard
R and eases the work of R programmers [20]. It is available as open source for free,
but there are also enterprise versions with additional features (administrative tools,
enhanced security and authentication for multiple users, metrics and monitoring
functionality, etc.).

RStudio is a very interesting application because it supports several premium
characteristics such as intelligent code completion, syntax highlighting, integration of
R help and the management of structured R documentation, and a tool for interactive
debugging (see Fig. 4). The product can be used in a personal desktop installation or
in a server version to centralize access and computation.

Fig. 4 The RStudio IDE (source [20])
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2.4 The Python Language

Python [22] is a general purpose programming language and one of the most popular
tools for data analysis. It is very frequent to use it when analyzing huge amounts of
data due to several strengths. In a similar way to R, Python provides many powerful
libraries appropriate to process very large and growing data sets, and there is a wide
support from open source community users.

It is relatively easy to write code in Python and to make this code understandable
by other users. Python also integrates very well with other open source platforms
commonlyused inDataScience, asSpark [14] andHadoop [13].These are the reasons
that have contributed to the enthusiastic adoption of Python by the programmers.

A Python environment can be easily set up. There are free distributions like
Anaconda [23] or Canopy [24] containing the core Python language, as well as other
essential libraries for data analysis including the following:

• Numpy and Scipy: fundamental scientific computing
• Pandas: data manipulation and analysis
• Matplotlib: plotting and visualization
• Scikit-learn: machine learning and data mining
• StatsModels: statistical modeling, testing, and analysis.

Again as in the R case, there are many excellent internet resources (among others,
DataCamp [25] and Codecademy [26]) to learn how to code in Python. They are an
excellent option to gain knowledge in programming concepts that will be useful and
valuable in working with data.

2.5 Jupyter Notebooks

One of the most important Python extensions is the Jupyter notebook (also known
as IPython notebook) [19]. The notebooks are executable documents that, when
launched from the Jupyter web interface, a browser is opened to show an environment
to place not only code and executing data analysis, but even to introduce rich text,
formatted expressions and embedded images and videos.

With Jupyter is possible to include several kernels that are computational engines
for executing code of many other languages apart from Python (as for example R).
The notebooks also provide options to export the content in several formats including
PDF, HTML and Markdown. Consequently, notebook documents can be used as
reports containing both the analysis description and the final results (figures, tables
and graphics).

Other interesting Python IDE for data analysis is Rodeo [27], from the Yhat
company. This program is similar to RStudio for R, and can be seen as a simple,
lightweight alternative front-end to the Python notebooks (Fig. 5).

The R and Python languages described above, as well as the RStudio and Jupyter
development environments (IDE), are includedwithin the applications layer, whereas
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Fig. 5 An example of the Jupyter notebook (source [19])

the Docker containers are used in the infrastructure layer to ease the deployment
process (see Fig. 2). The reader might have noticed that the data layer is missing in
the previous schema. Such layer can be connected from inside the user container, as
we explain in the following section where we describe the development of the Data
Science Stack project.

3 The Data Science Stack Project

The integration of different languages, libraries and platforms for use in a real envi-
ronment is a complex task. It is really crucial to model the ecosystem in which you
are going to work. In this section, we describe the starting situation of this project, as
well as the reasons to justify the change of the model towards a more efficient one.
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We rely on the TOGAF architecture framework [28] that allows us to model,
through the points of view, the existing system at the beginning of the project called
AS-IS and after a set of change recommendations, model the target system called
TO-BE. The Layered Viewpoint diagrams designed with the Archimate tool [29]
will be used to describe both situations, and they are composed of three main layers:
business, application and technology.

The key idea is to reflect in a single diagram the complete system. Besides, the
Layered Viewpoint diagrams offer a joint vision of the actors, the main existing
business processes, the software components and the technological infrastructure.

3.1 Initial Situation

Currently, there exists an infrastructure where the researcher users request the cre-
ation of different systems for data storage, data analysis and information visualiza-
tion.Oneway to accomplish these tasks is through virtualmachines that are generated
from templates by system administrators. In this case, it is necessary to reserve the
appropriate computing resources. This step involves several problems for the end
user like waiting until the resources are available or the administration staff can
complete the work.

To understand the starting point of our project, we will use a TOGAF-based
diagram, which visually represents the AS-IS model [28]. This model is divided
in layers where actors, processes, components and infrastructure are presented (the
aforementioned business, application and technology layers).

In the current model, the execution for a research user of our system is presented,
who may ask for a new infrastructure or simply use it in the system. To do so, this
request should be solved by a system administrator. The applicationwill be registered
and, once accepted, it will be created. Then, the system can be really deployed. The
business processes are executed in an application for the management of the forms
and will have a mechanism to create virtual machines for later deployment. Finally,
the complete system is executed according to the infrastructure layer presented, in
which a web and virtualization servers are available (see Fig. 6).

3.2 Evolution of the Model to a More Efficient Solution

In order to speed up the deployment and implementation of Data Science systems,
we propose a different strategy based in the dockerization of the system. Under this
strategy, computer resourceswill be optimized, since no system resources reservation
will be needed.

The proposed model aims to minimize and simplify the Administrator’s task.
Using the system described below, we couldmeet the requirements of the researchers
without adding complex tasks. Initially, this solution will have two development
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Fig. 6 The situation of the current system described as a TOGAF AS-IS diagram

environments, such as Jupyter and RStudio, which allow the applications develop-
ment through languages such as Python and R. Besides, Spark is considered for the
massive processing of data, and it also provides real-time data processing.All of these
components run on a single Docker container, making a lot easier its maintenance
and future evolution.

Hence, from the system administrator’s point of view, his/her work could focus
on creating a single, equal based recipe for all researchers that would include all
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the required tools. From the point of view of the data scientist, he/she would have a
complete set of tools for researching, with low cost extensibility to add new libraries,
languages or tools.

This new solution avoids, or at least diminishes, the high costs of the equipment
to allocate test systems. Now the researcher will be able to carry out small tests on
his personal equipment, and to later transfer them to a production system in a large
infrastructure.

The final solution is presented in Fig. 7 through a TOGAF-based model where
the architecture of the system is visually displayed.

3.3 Solution Development: A Container Based in Docker

We have developed an environment with different applications installed as modules
by executing a Dockerfile, which consists of several scripts doing specific tasks.
Our proposal of this system uses the latest version of Ubuntu Xenial OS, but other
operating systems can be used as Debian, CentOS, Alpine, etc., although this might
imply some modifications of the steps described in the following paragraphs.

When the Dockerfile is executed, the first script (base.sh) installs some addi-
tional base system libraries and applications (e.g. wget, default-jre, tar,
openssl, libssl, etc.) that are required for our Data Science environment.

In the next step of the Dockerfile execution, the scripts to install and configure
the different applications of the Data Science stack are placed inside the container.
This aspect provides modularity to our system because each tool is aggregated in an
easy and independent way.

Thus, the first applications to be installed are versions 2.7 and 3.6 of the
Python programming language using the instructions contained in the script named
python.sh.

In addition to Python, the next scripts (R.sh and Rstudio.sh) install the last
version of the R language, along with the integrated development environment (IDE)
RStudio server. Both applications are configured to place the packages libraries into
our system project folder and define the web server ports to access the programs by
using a simple web browser (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, etc.).

The installation of the Spark framework for distributed computing is carried out
by a script called spark.sh. This application can be used only with one master
node (standalone mode), but the execution in cluster mode (with additional worker
nodes) is possible by configuring some environment variables defined in the script
SparkConf.sh. This script allows the users to modify several characteristics of
the worker nodes as the number of CPUs assigned to them or the RAM available for
each one.

Another important development tool that we aggregated to the Data Science stack
is Jupyter,which provides the functionality to use bothPython andR in the notebooks.
The script jupyter.sh installs the main program and the kernel libraries to allow
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Fig. 7 The TOGAF TO-BE diagram as an evolution of the TOGAF AS-IS diagram

the execution of those languages in a notebook, as well as the configuration of the
port to access the application through the web browser.
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Table 1 Web applications with default and configured ports in the data science stack and links for
accessing them

Application Default port Configured ports in
deployment

Address link of
application

RStudio 8787 10087 http://localhost:10087
(user: rstudio,
password: rstudio)

Spark 8080, 8081, 7077 10080 http://localhost:10080

Jupyter 8888 10088 http://localhost:10088

Table 1 shows the list of the applications configured in the Data Science stack
with their corresponding ports and addresses to be run using a web browser. Besides,
Table 2 summarizes the list of scripts and files used in the deployment.

After the Dockerfile execution, the user can access the different applications by
typing the links of Table 1 in the address bar of any browser, so now the system is
ready to be used for the required Data Science tasks.

3.4 Deployment of the System

In the procedure to launch the environment, two scripts called start_master
and start_workers are provided. The first one creates the network to run the
container or cluster, and creates the user folder to place the notebooks in the host
machine of the system. This folder is mounted as a data volume of the container
and allows the users to access the files of the data stack environment from the host
computer where this system is running. Besides, several R and Python libraries will
be installed only the first time this script is run.

The second script is optional and enables the user to configure a cluster of N
additional system instances to be run as workers. This cluster is valid for using the
Spark framework,where the number of instances canbe introduced in theNWorkers
argument of the script.

In the following paragraphs, we describe the steps to deploy the data stack envi-
ronment in a host computer with Windows and Linux Ubuntu operating systems.

Install and Run in Windows (64 Bits)

1. Open a commandprompt (CMD)orPowershell using theWindowsmenuoptions.
2. Download the Github project typing:

git clone https://github.com/taroull/DockerForScience.git
--config core.autocrlf=input
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Table 2 A summary of all the files used in the deployment

Located in File name Function

/ build_image.bat Builds the container
image in Windows

build_image.sh Builds the container
image in Ubuntu or Mac

Dockerfile Docker instructions to
build the images

install/ base.sh Installs base system
libraries and applications

custom_python.sh Allows installing certain
versions of additional
python libraries

jupyter.sh Installs Jupyter notebook
and languages’ kernels

jupyter_notebook_config.py Jupyter notebook
configuration file

PyLibraries.sh Basic Python libraries

python.sh Installs versions 2.7 and
3.6 of Python

R.sh Installs the R
programming language

Rconfig.R Installs the R kernel in
Jupyter

RStudio.sh Installs the RStudio IDE

spark.sh Installs Spark

SparkConf.sh Spark configuration file

start.sh Entry point in
Dockerfile: runs the
container

Start/Ubuntu_Mac/ Docker_install.sh Installs Docker in
Ubuntu or Mac

execute_worker.sh Deploys one Spark
worker node

start_master.sh Starts the Spark master

start_workers.sh Deploys additional
worker nodes for Spark

Start/Windows/ runworker.bat Deploys one Spark
worker node

start_master.bat Starts the Spark master

start_workers.bat Deploys additional
worker nodes for Spark
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3. Change to working directory typing: cd DockerForScience
4. If Docker is not installed yet, the user can download and install it from the

official web page [17]. When Docker is installed, a process window is started
and pinned into a quick access of the desktop. Before proceeding, users must
enable the “Shared Drives” option in the settings.

In some systems, the user might need to configure appropriately the firewall
or antivirus program to avoid problems when executing the following steps.

5. Optionally, the script install\custom_python.sh might be edited to
include in variable Libraries some additional python libraries (separated
by spaces) that the user wants to install in the stack. For example:

#!/bin/bash
#Specify as “<library>[==version] … [<libraryN>[==version]]”
Libraries=“pandas==0.21.0 scipy bokeh plotly”

6. Execute the script .\build_image.bat, placed in the root folder of the
project, to generate the Docker image in the host system. This process may take
some minutes depending on file sizes and the internet connection speed.

7. After creating the image, the system can be started by executing
Start\Windows\start_master.bat.

8. Consequently, all applications in Table 1 are accessible by typing the correspond-
ing address link within a web browser.

9. Optionally, we can use the script Start\Windows\start_workers.bat
<NWorkers> to deploy additional worker nodes for Spark. The number of
slaves is specified in <NWorkers>, being 2 the default value of this parameter.

Install and run in Ubuntu/Debian or Mac OSX

1. Open a linux terminal.
2. Download the Github project using:

git clone https://github.com/taroull/DockerForScience.git
--config core.autocrlf=input

3. Change to the working directory by typing: cd DockerForScience
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4. If Docker is not installed already, the user can execute the install script
Start/Ubuntu_Mac/Docker_install.sh

5. Optionally, the script install/custom_python.sh might be edited to
include in variable Libraries some additional python libraries (separated by
spaces) that the user wants to install in the Data Science stack. See the example
shown in point 5 of the previous section.

6. Execute the script ./build_image.sh (it may require preceding a sudo
command if the user has no admin privileges), placed in the root folder of the
project, to generate the Docker image in the host system. The building process
may take someminutes depending on file sizes and the internet connection speed.

7. After creating the built image, the system can be started by executing
Start/Ubuntu_Mac/start_master.sh.

8. Now the applications in Table 1 are accessible by typing the corresponding
address link in a web browser.

9. Furthermore, and only for Spark, we can use the script
Start/Ubuntu_Mac/start_workers.sh <NWorkers> to start
additional worker nodes, where the number of instances is set through the
parameter NWorkers. The default value of this parameter is two instances.

Finally, and regardless of the system considered (Windows, Ubuntu or Mac), the
user might access the container through the following command:

docker exec –ti master bash

Bear in mind that the deployment process might take a while depending on the
speed of both your computer and the internet connection. Once we have set up our
Data Science stack, the three main applications shown in Table 1 are now running
in their corresponding ports at localhost, and ready to be used in a web browser
(see Figs. 8, 9 and 10). Therefore, we can now proceed to show a case study in the
next section.

4 A Case Study

This section presents an illustrative example of data analysis by using the Data
Science stack developed in this chapter. In particular, the problem consists in studying
the hourly observations collected in meteorological stations located in the Canary
Islands (Spain) in order to obtain different statistical results using a Jupyter notebook
and several R libraries. These stations are included in the United States Air Force
(USAF)Master Station Catalog and registered in theNational Climatic Data Center’s
(NCDC) archive of weather and climate data.

The notebook can be downloaded by running the following command in the
notebooks folder:
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Fig. 8 The Jupyter notebook running in a web browser at localhost:10088

Fig. 9 RStudio running in a web browser

git clone https://github.com/taroull/Notebook-DataSciencewithR

For a given station, we can collect information by providing the beginning and
ending years. Particularly, using the appropriate function in R, we get a data frame
with information on hourly meteorological observations specifying a geographical
bounding box and/or time bounds.
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Fig. 10 The Spark Master deployed and running at localhost:10080

Fig. 11 R script to draw the stations in a map

In this sense, the geographical position of the stations can be represented by using
the ggmap library in R. The subsequent map (see Fig. 12) is easily obtained (see
Fig. 11), and it can give us a good reference of the main locations where the data
processed in the study were collected.

In particular, we are interested in studying the weather conditions in 2017 in
the Teide National Park, located in the island of Tenerife. Consequently, we get
hourly information of the nearest station about time, wind speed and direction, and
temperatures through 2017 by using the script described in Fig. 13, and the result is
shown just underneath as a formatted table.

In order to analyze these data, first we can plot all these values (see Fig. 14)
to represent the evolution of daily temperatures in the National Park in 2017 using
ggplot. The plot (see Fig. 15) uses a color gradient to appreciate the transition
from the cold temperatures (blue) to the warm ones (red), and includes a smooth
regression model fitting to the data.

Another interesting result consists in representing the distribution of low and high
temperatures along the different daily hours in 2017. The chart (see Fig. 17) allows
us to make a comparison study of which parts of the day are colder or warmer. Again,
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Fig. 12 The meteorological stations drawn on a map of the Canary Islands

Fig. 13 The meteorological data of the Teide National Park’s station

Fig. 14 R script that plots the data of the Teide National Park

we can observe that this result is relatively simple to obtain with the ggplot library
(see Fig. 16).

Lastly, if the volume or complexity of the data is too large to be processed in a
normal way using R, the user could easily connect to a Spark cluster in order to run
the required analysis and get the final insights.
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Fig. 15 Daily temperatures and local smooth fitting in Teide National Park in 2017

Fig. 16 R script to plot the histogram of temperatures by hour

In this sense, and following the same example used in this section, we could now
connect our notebook to a Sparkmaster node to run some basic analysis (see Fig. 18).

Then, we copy our data to a Spark data frame to run some typical lazy Spark
operations. In this case, we calculate the average temperatures grouped by month,
as shown in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 17 Daily low and high temperature distribution by hour

Fig. 18 R script to connect to a Spark master node

Finally, we use the usual collect() function in Spark to run query and return
the results back to R (see Fig. 20).

The notebook is completed with further interesting results that provide a brief
overview of the collected information. As a result, the notebook allows publishing
not only the analysis but even the R script along with the data. This turns to be
extremely useful in case other researchers want to reproduce and validate the study
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Fig. 19 Example of some Spark lazy operations

Fig. 20 Returning the average result from Spark back to R

without the complexity of installing all the required tools individually. Therefore,
containers help to develop and deploy these complex setups in a simple way and run
them in any environment.

5 Conclusions

By virtue of what has been stated in previous sections of this chapter, it has been
clearly established that the infrastructure layer plays a key role within the Data
Science stack. Indeed, there is a great concern on building good infrastructures to
allow the stakeholders to run testbeds, sandboxes and proofs of concept (see [10–12,
15]).

On the other hand, a new type of company defined as the insights-driven business
[6], that uses Data Science to create competitive advantage has arisen in the last
years. Furthermore, companies that make data driven decisions can raise up to a
5–6% their productivity [7], or become completely uncompetitive otherwise [8].
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However, some of these businesses cannot afford such Data Science services in
a commercial cloud. Accordingly, and following the recommendations indicated in
[9], we have developed a Data Science platform that can be easily deployed over
commodity computers using open source software that includes Spark as the current
de facto standard, as well as the R and Python languages.

To summarize, the main advantages of our Data Science stack approach are the
following:

• The R libraries and the Python packages that are installed within the notebooks
folder after the Docker image is created, can be reused when the container or the
image are run again.

• The scripts can update in the future the applications already installed by just
changing the variables defined inside them.

• The shared volume inside the Docker container allows the user saving the data and
related files in a folder inside the host computer.

• As a result, the notebook allows publishing not only the analysis but even the R
script alongwith the data. This turns to be extremelyuseful in case other researchers
want to reproduce and validate the study.

Likewise, from the point of view of the main actors the advantages are:

• System administrators take less time to configure.
• Data analysts or researchers can really focus to accomplish their main duties rather
than wasting time in administration tasks.

• The academia can benefit from the easiness to develop executable examples in a
very simple way.

Besides, the project presented in this chapter can be very helpful for teaching and
researching activities, and has been directly used in subjects regarding Laws and
Regulations, Computer Vision, and Bioinformatics, and in a project on Earth and
Atmosphere Observation Research. In this sense, the Data Science stack provides the
students with the necessary tools for accomplishing different tasks in order to solve
problems concerning Data Science (preprocessing data, statistical analysis, etc.),
and preventing all the problems that usually arise when installing and configuring
software.

In conclusion, our key objective has been essentially twofold. On the one hand,
we have developed a simple, easy and fast platform to deploy a scalable Data Science
stack that includes the main foundation tools. On the other hand, it has been designed
for use in insights-driven businesses, as well as for obtaining reproducible results in
research, and for teaching academic subjects easier.

Finally, the lines of future research are mainly focused in improving the current
stack by including new Data Science environments like Zeppelin [30], and installing
Deep Learning applications such as TensorFlow [31].
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Clean up CHAOS and Use E-CRM
(A Digital Concept) to Expand
the Business: A Case of Pakistan

Hina Amin and Abdullah Khan

1 Introduction

Technology is spreading its web to everywhere; survival of mankind depends on
how promptly they respond or acquainted with the technology. Digital concept of
CRM gives a great pathway to get the customer knowledge from a various sources
and intelligently manage the database for required purposes. For making computer
device sharper user should defragment it daily but it will done in an efficient way,
alike that auto CRM system can be use to eliminate the chaos and manage the
customers smoothly Here in chapter the concept of CRM is taken with the integration
of technology as an E-CRM.An approach formultiplemarketing channel technology
is based on following points.

“Enterprise and scaled technology platform for various markets, these requires
flexibility and desirability of globalization moreover tactical marketing capabilities
which includes creativity with real time experimentation and optimization to all main
touch points” [8]. In Pakistan, now customers are accepting gradually the concept
of technology and using various aspects of technology in their daily routine whether
it is a website or any app and at the same time organization also taking advantage
of digitalization and get every information related to their customers/consumers
easily from all digital platform including social media, web portal, smartphones etc.
there are many solution based consultancies like Bitrix24 etc. that offers customize
packages of e-CRM for organization and help to produce the customer pyramid that
distinguish among potential, average and less profitable customers.
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Another concept of digitalization has recently been announced that is known as
“Bitcoin” a digital currency, electronic payment system proposed by one software
developer to promote the exchange digitally it help to purchase the things electroni-
cally [3].

1.1 Background of CRM

The concept of CRM originated in early 1970s when the business had understanding
that it would be better to become “Customer Emphatic” rather than focusing on
products. The famous management guru and consultant Peter Drucker said that:
“The real business of every company is to make and keep customers”. CRM is
comprises four dimensions marketing, sales, support and feedback of customers.
CRM is fundamentally important for every business; it is about customer related
process not just about technology [13].

1.2 Customer Relationship Management

Always give people more than what they to get

Nelson Boswell

Customer relationship management (CRM) receiving very much attention from the
academic researchers and practitioners now a day why? Because of the philosophy
that: “customer is everything” or “focus of marketing is to satisfy customers” [21].

As per the research more than $13 billion spent on CRM associated technology
yearly worldwide [29]. CRM is actually an evolution of service marketing, in service
marketing employees are more towards to satisfy customers through maintaining
good relationshipwith themand enhance services tomaximize retention [25]. Service
marketing or CRM is based on two construct one is quality of services which are
provided by manufacturer/service provider another is customer satisfaction this is
the ultimate purpose of service marketing [28]. Another author defines CRM as
“explaining, understanding and improving the marketing relationships in order to
have the reputed survival” [6].

CRM is not just only about the latest technology it requires best integration of
technology, process and efficient people for implementation [15].

1.3 Basic Framework of CRM

Here we have comprehensive diagram of CRM and its activities which generally
practice in all countries (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Basic framework of CRM [8]

The above mentioned framework of CRM depicted the basic concepts of service
marketing that includes variousmeans to communicatewith the customers and strate-
gies to create good relationship with them for a long time period. The capabilities and
strategies of CRM should be integrated not isolated for getting successful results.

To stay connected with the customers and looking for differentiated presence in
the market, marketers should understand their CRM capabilities and try to exploit
these capabilities in addition they should have customer profile or their 360° view
that comprises demographical, social and shopping related data [8].

1.4 Components of CRM

The main issue with CRM is that it has its broad literature, for some managers
CRM is to send emails for some others it is just to stay in touch with customers to
increase their value and market worth. Here is a basic model of CRM given below
which includes seven (7) important components which is quite essential from the
marketing perspective (Fig. 2).

These components have identified by marketers and researchers, the improve-
ments in innovative technologies have made easy to access with customers that
ultimately results greater profitability [31], the bullet points of these components
are:

• Extensive data base of customer activities.
• Proper database analysis.
• After getting the analysis results, decide about which customers to target.
• Take decisions about the tools for targeting customers.
• How to make relationship with the customers.
• Considers private issues occur in CRM.
• Create metric to assessing the success of company’s CRM program and tools.
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Fig. 2 Components of CRM
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Another purposeful viewpoint about CRM is that it consists of three (3) elements:

• Identifying, interacting, satisfying and maximizing the worth of organization key
customers.

• Should have the knowledge of customer’ needs and profile to ensure the contact
with each customer is appropriate.

• Developing a complete picture of prospective customer [14].

1.5 Strategic Customer Relationship Management

Customer relationship management is highly recognized concept worldwide and it
is considered as one of the important business initiative taken by most companies
[22]. Research study identified that almost 1000 executives of international compa-
nies suggested: CRM is among 10 most important priorities in strategic moves for
improving overall performance of organization (The Economist 2005).

CRM is not only the marketing process rather it is a core process of cross func-
tional organizations it is not only enhance the shareholder value but also help to
develop effective relationship with customers [17]. Organizational strategies play an
important role for planning and implementing the successful CRM initiatives [5].
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CRM helps to trigger the customers responsive in a way that helps to achieve the
competitive advantage like this:

• Offer superior value to the customers and personalizing interaction.
• Show company’s reliability and trustworthiness in front of the customers.
• Strengthen the relationship with the customers.
• Attains coordination in organizational capabilities.

CRM is much broader concept than just building a relationship with customers
to fulfill their demands. To incorporate the CRM concept with technology and soft-
ware is not sufficient it is basically a continuous process to make sound managerial
decisions for the company through customer relationship with on individual basis
[18].

It is also noticeable that CRM database and systems provide predictive analysis
for instance, dissatisfaction of customers and rate of defects, etc.

1.6 E-CRM and Business Expansion

The main purpose of CRM application is to move from a product-focused to a
customer-centric strategy this will lead to increase the value of the company and
allow it to achieve competitive advantage over the rivals, because if customers will
be satisfied with the performance of company then it will become easy to retain
them in a right way [15]. CRM is defined as acquisition of knowledge about the
customers. Social media revolutionized the way companies do their business and
CRM, customer engagement is very much crucial now a day business should utilize
the extensive information of the customer for making long term relation [2].

1.7 E-CRM in Pakistan

In banking sector of Pakistan the concept of CRM comprises certain dimension like
resolution of customer’s problem, right knowledge about customers and customer
empowerment, this effort will be helpful to take competitive advantage and customer
knowledge to develop strong CRM is very much vital [1], businesses are looking
forward to opt every successful opportunity by applying relationship management
tactics. Many businesses and marketing person in Pakistan argued that customer
CRM helps to enhance the customer satisfaction and loyalty level among customers
but onemore is also noteworthy here is thatmarketer should understand the needs and
requirements of their customers otherwise they will switch to another brand because
they many choices in this turbulent market and role of escalating technology in the
industry will also be an opportunity or threat depend on the usage of this technology
with clears direction and purpose (winning maximum customers).
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Khan et al. [12] identified that the main purpose behind investing in CRM is to
automate the sales force and to provide the separate applications for CRMwith their
personal database. Many organizations in Pakistan have moved to data warehousing
for using CRM application to maximize the benefits, now the question arises what
is data warehousing, “Data warehousing is the facility that store the data centrally
and collect the information from the various sources and provides access to many
people (relevant stakeholders) to meet business intelligence and decision support
requirements of organization”. Consequently, companies are getting many advan-
tages of CRM application with integration of warehouse usage like for instance
timely and high quality data, reduction of operational cost, alignment with business
goals, improved customer satisfaction and retention etc. [12]. In Pakistan customer
are not ready yet to adopt the technology, which ultimately results as low level with
e-banking that shows the lack of trust and low familiarity in technology [27].

1.8 Levels of CRM in Organization

Literature elucidates the levels of CRM that gives guidelines to implement it, CRM
can be seen from: company-wide, Customer opinion and finally functional levels
[13]. Company-wide perspective done on strategic level it provide the complete
view, functional level consider the focus of that are require to fulfill the marketing
activities while customer facing view offers the individual view of customers on
this level marketers perform their duties on a continuing basis. However, distinction
among following three areas of CRM is also considerable to know for better out-
put; operational CRM that deals with interaction with customers, analytical CRM is
about analysis of data about customers for prompt decision making and finally col-
laborative CRMwhich works for interdepartmental work and communication within
organization to improve customer services and their experiences [7, 15].

1.9 Causes of Failure

There aremany reasons of failure associatedwithCRM; this is due to underestimating
crucial issues in implementing the customer relationship concepts in the organization,
following are some points which show the causes of CRM failure:

• Before developing a customer strategy implementing CRM.
• Implement CRM concept before aligning the organizational strategies with it.
• Assume that CRM technology is better in every aspects.
• Investing more money on creating and maintaining relationship with impartial
customers [24].
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1.10 Successful Implementation of CRM

Sometimes due to improper implementation of CRM or failure of getting desire
results many companies suffered from bad market reputation and damaged customer
relationships. However, if they implement their CRM strategies carefully and effi-
ciently they will get outstanding result [5].

Recommendations for successful implementation are given below:

• A front office that integrate all marketing function in media.
• A data warehouse that keeps all the relevant data and record.
• Development of proper business rules to get benefit through learning about the
customers.

• For improvement purpose measures the performance of CRM continuously [17].
• Training your employees and always look for customers feedback.

When the CRM is aligned with electronic medium then it is called e-CRM, the
implementation of e-CRM not only reduce the cost but also increase the profitability
by putting a loyalty element in their strategies. Along with better e-service quality
proper e-CRM execution of entire process and efforts of concern people will lead to
positive word of mouth, retention, loyalty, repetition in purchase etc. [30].

1.11 CRM and Dynamic Capabilities

CRM and relationship marketing are almost similar concepts [9]. CRM is the nar-
rower concept which only covers to build relationship with customers while rela-
tionship marketing focusing on whole range of stakeholders relationship [10].

Relationship with customers is the best way to achieve competitive advantage
[4]. Dynamic capability in organization is extended theory of RBV (Resource based
view) which emphasize on the internal strength of the firm and such strength should
be performed in a superior way than competitors [10, 9]. This theory has applicable to
CRM implementation in many large organizations [20]. Dynamic capabilities theory
use to achieve performance benefits in a particular context of organization.

SOCIAL e-CRM (a new concept):
There are many customers active now on social media, for marketers social
media becomemost powerful tool. The use of this tool bymarketers has increas-
ing day by day [10, 11]. Through the social media technology marketers and
customers get close and interact by two ways. It is really very inexpensive,
effective and marketers are able to get prompt feedback [16] and enable them-
selves to engage with customers.
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1.12 Future of CRM (Digital Concept)

Increasing literature in CRM and in-depth philosophies given by marketers and by
academic researchers give a rise to this phenomena and focusing on its proper imple-
mentation. It is crystal clear that the improvements happening in this area ismarvelous
companies to make long lasting and effective relationship with their customers, still
markers is not in an ideal position. It is expecting that technologies and researches
will further enhance the CRM discipline and its practicality. Companies are offering
different incentives to the customers to give familiarity with their brands and seek
higher level of loyalty from them [23].

One way to increase focus on CRM in organization is to create a separate manage-
rial post or position for acquiring and retaining customers. Practicing CRM activities
organization should perform cost and benefit analysis. Majority of the companies are
getting benefits from the CRM activities perhaps only few companies found no such
big difference in their market value and profitability [31]. CRMdeveloped the unique
identity in marketing discipline and it became the need of every business, the data of
customer is instrumental to achieve organizational purpose because this data helps
out to address the serving needs of customers [26], so this should be crucial to use
the data of customers in a right way and consider as resource of the firm for value
creation and new direction of data usage should be identified.

1.13 Recommendations

One of the biggest advantages of using CRM technology is that it manages all the
contacts very easily without creating any chaos. Overlapping of tasks and respon-
sibilities may cause the waste the times of employees and their energy. It is also
observing that customers are not really satisfied with their contact experiences so
they should train their employees to make customers delighted. The latest CRM
concept is integrated with contact management. Industries are spending too much
time for making their marketing efforts perfect. The future of CRM is to engage cus-
tomers strongly, the most successful companies are those who customer centric so,
marketers should become proactive and create ongoing interaction with customers
to achieve higher profitability of the company. It is also important for organization
to understand that value of core products in return of money play an important role
in customer’s satisfaction specifically in hotel industry so CRM can be enhance by
providing better quality products to the respective customers [19].
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Furthering Big Data Utilization
in Tourism

Masahide Yamamoto

1 Introduction

In Japan, many people have struggled to promote tourism in their regions to vitalize
their local economies. The low-cost carriers have boosted competition in the trans-
portation industry, and domestic transportation costs have declined in several regions.
Therefore, tourism is likely to become increasingly important to local economies.
Initially, Japan’s tourism industry suffered significant volatility in demand depending
on the season and day of the week. In addition, there was significant loss of business
opportunities because of congestion during the busy season.

To cope with such volatility, tourism facilities, such as inns and hotels, have been
trying to level the demand through daily and/or seasonal pricing adjustments. For
example, room rates on the days before holidays are usually more expensive than
they are on other days. Despite these efforts, the differences between on-season and
off-season occupancy rates of rooms and facilities are still large. In other words,
attracting customers in the off-season is an important challenge for tourism. Various
events have been held to eliminate the seasonal gap.

Numerous events are currently held to attract visitors in Japan. Many events are
newly launched. To date, it has been difficult to accurately grasp the extent to which
these events attract visitors and the types of people who visit. However, by employing
the recently provided Information and Communication Technology (ICT) services,
it is possible to verify the number and characteristics of visitors to a particular event.

In recent years, the so-called “big data” have been attracting the attention of com-
panies and researchers worldwide. For example, convenience stores now can quickly
predict sales of new products from the enormous amounts of information collected by
cash register terminals and thereby optimize their purchases and inventories. Several
governments and researchers have implemented such mechanisms in tourism.
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In this chapter, I attempt to identify the number of visitors in different periods and
their characteristics based on the location data of mobile phone users collected by
the mobile phone company. In addition, I also attempt to demonstrate an alternative
method to more accurately measure the number of visitors attracted by an event.

2 Attempts to Utilize Big Data in Tourism

So far, maximum attempts have been made in academic research to study the pos-
sibility of using big data in tourism. Previous tourism marketing research has pri-
marily focused on the ways service promises are made and kept, mostly generating
frameworks to improve managerial decisions or providing insights on associations
between constructs [1].Big data have become important inmany research areas, such
as datamining,machine learning, computational intelligence, information fusion, the
semantic Web, and social networks [2]. To date, several attempts have been made to
use large-scale data or mobile phone location data in tourism marketing studies.

Most studies dealing with big data in tourism were published after 2010. Fuchs
et al. presented a knowledge infrastructure that has recently been implemented at the
leadingSwedishmountain tourismdestination,Åre [3].Using aBusiness Intelligence
approach, the Destination Management Information System Åre (DMIS-Åre) drives
knowledge creation and application as a precondition of organizational learning at
tourism destinations.

Xiang et al. tried to apply big data to tourism marketing. The study aimed to
explore and demonstrate the utility of big data analytics to better understand impor-
tant hospitality issues, namely, the relationship between hotel guest experience and
satisfaction [4]. Specifically, the investigators applied a text analytical approach to a
large number of consumer reviews extracted from Expedia.com to deconstruct hotel
guest experiences and examine the association with satisfaction ratings.

2.1 Utilization of Mobile Phone Users’ Location Data
in Tourism

Studies on usingmobile phone location data for tourism surveys can be traced back to
2008. Ahas et al. introduced the applicability of passive mobile positioning data for
studying tourism [5]. They used a database of roaming location (foreign phones) and
call activities in network cells: the location, time, random identification, and country
of origin of each called phone. Using examples from Estonia, their study described
the peculiarities of the data, data gathering, sampling, the handling of the spatial
database, and some analytical methods to demonstrate that mobile positioning data
have valuable applications for geographic studies. Japan Tourism Agency conducted
a similar study using international roaming service in December 2014 [6].
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Since the creative work of Ahas et al. [5], several studies employing location
data have emerged. Liu et al. investigated the extent to which behavioral routines
could reveal the activities being performed at mobile phone call locations captured
when users initiate or receive voice calls or messages [7]. Using data collected from
the natural mobile phone communication patterns of 80 users over more than a
year, they assessed the approach via a set of extensive experiments. Based on the
ensemble of models, they achieved prediction accuracy of 69.7%. The experiment
results demonstrated the potential to annotate mobile phone locations based on the
integration of data mining techniques with the characteristics of underlying activity-
travel behavior.

Alternative related studies have also been conducted. Gao and Liu attempted to
examine themethods used to estimate trafficmeasures using information frommobile
phones, accounting for the fact that each vehicle likely contains more than one phone
because of the popularity ofmobile phones [8]. Steenbruggen et al. usedmobile phone
data to provide new spatio-temporal tools for improving urban planning and reducing
inefficiencies in current urban systems [9]. They addressed the applicability of such
digital data to develop innovative applications to improve urban management.

As described above, I surveyed previous related research. Among those studies,
this research could be characterized as similar to Ahas et al. [5]. However, Ahas et al.
[5] is based on results obtained by analyzing data roaming activity. Mobile phone
users in the study are obviously limited. Therefore, whether the knowledge gained
applies to the average traveler is not clear. In this chapter, I analyze data provided by
NTT DOCOMO, Inc., which is the largest mobile phone service provider in Japan.
Therefore, their data should be more reliable in that the parameter is quite large.

Another attempt needs to be mentioned here. The Project Report that Okinawa
Prefecture published is of a study that used location data obtained from a domestic
mobile phone network [10]. The aim of the project was to survey the characteris-
tics and behavior of tourists who were visiting Okinawa Prefecture. Okinawa pref.
conducted the survey in order to grasp the trends and needs of repeat customers.
The survey revealed the composition of tourists to Okinawa Prefecture by residence,
gender, and age. They examined how the number of travelers changes depending on
the month (October 2012 and January 2013) and the day of the week.

2.2 Mobile Kukan Toukei

In this chapter, I would like to introduce “Mobile Kukan Toukei™” provided by NTT
DOCOMO, Inc. and DOCOMO Insight Marketing, Inc. I used the service to collect
the location data of mobile phone users in order to count the number of visitors at
specific tourist destinations and examine their characteristics (see Fig. 1).

Mobile Kukan Toukei is statistical population data created by a mobile phone net-
work. It is possible to estimate the population structure of a region by gender, age, and
residence using this service of a particular company. The locations and characteristics
of the individuals obtained herein are derived through a non-identification process,
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Fig. 1 Location data ofmobile phone users collected fromMobileKukanToukei. RetrievedAugust
8, 2018, https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/corporate/disclosure/mobile_spatial_statistics/#p01

aggregation processing, and concealment processing. Therefore, it is impossible to
identify specific individuals. The spatial statistical data from the mobile phone net-
work were also used in the project on Okinawa Prefecture as mentioned above.

3 Utilizing Mobile Kukan Toukei to Examine the Effect
of the Opening of the Shinkansen High-Speed Railway
Line

The sites studied in this survey are tourist destinations in Ishikawa Prefecture and
Toyama city, including Kanazawa city, which became nationally popular when the
Hokuriku Shinkansen (high-speed railway) opened in 2015.

The survey areas are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2.When selecting these areas, it
was essential to identify their “regional mesh codes.” A regional mesh code is a code
for identifying the regional mesh. It stands for an encoded area that is substantially
divided into the same size of a square (mesh) based on the latitude and longitude in
order to use it for statistics. With regard to regional mesh, there are three types of
meshes: primary, secondary, and tertiary. The length of one side of a primary mesh is
about 80 km, and those of secondary and tertiary meshes are about 10 km and 1 km
respectively.

In addition, split regional meshes also exist, which are a more detailed regional
division. A half-regional mesh is a tertiary mesh that is divided into two equal pieces
in the vertical and horizontal directions. The length of one side is about 500 m.
Furthermore, the length of one side of a quarter and 1/8 regional meshes is about
250 m and 125 m respectively.

For example, the mesh code of Wakura Hot Springs, which is one of the survey
areas, is a third order code 5536-5703 (Fig. 3). If the survey area cannot be covered
in one mesh, it is possible to combine multiple meshes, like Kenrokuen in Table 1.

https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/corporate/disclosure/mobile_spatial_statistics/#p01
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Table 1 Survey areas and regional mesh codes

Survey areas Regional mesh code Type of codes

Kanazawa Kanazawa Station 5436-6591-2 1/2

Kenrokuen 5436-6572+5436-
6573-1,
5436-6573-3

Tertiary, 1/2

Higashi Chayagai 5436-6583-3 1/2

Nanao Wakura Hot Springs 5536-5703 Tertiary

Nanao Station 5536-4757 Tertiary

Kaga Yamanaka Hot
Springs

5436-2299,
5436-2390

Tertiary

Wajima Wajima 5636-0772 Tertiary

Toyama Toyama Station 5537-0147-1 1/2

Note A regional mesh code is a code for identifying the regional mesh, which is substantially
divided into the same size of a square (mesh) based on the latitude and longitude in order to use it
for statistics. The length of one side of a primary mesh is about 80 km, and those of secondary and
tertiary meshes are about 10 km and 1 km respectively

4 Examining the Effect of the Opening of the Hokuriku
Shinkansen

This study analyzed the location data collected fromNTTDOCOMO, Inc. to consider
the effect of the opening of theHokuriku Shinkansen on the survey areas. The periods
duringwhich the data were collected are 8.00–9.00, 12.00–13.00, and 14.00–15.00 h.

4.1 Transition in Number of Visitors in Each Time Period

In general, the number of visitors has been increasing since theHokuriku Shinkansen
was launched on May 14, 2015, with the exception of Nanao station. It should be
noted that these “visitors” also include the residents living there, because the data
cannot exclude them. Of course, I tried to exclude residential areas as much as
possible when I specified the regional mesh codes. However, it was rather difficult
to do that, because the mesh codes are square-shaped.

4.1.1 Kanazawa City

First, I examined the data of Kanazawa city (see Figs. 4 and 5). There were two
survey areas in this city: Kanazawa station and Kenrokuen Park.
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Fig. 2 Survey areas

4.1.2 Toyama City

I then compared the results of two larger cities, Kanazawa and Toyama. Both these
cities have a station at which the Hokuriku Shinkansen stops. It should be noted that
Kanazawa city and Toyama attracted more visitors in the afternoons (see Fig. 6),
whereas Wakura and Wajima, which are located on the Noto Peninsula, had more
visitors in the mornings (8:00 a.m.–9:00 a.m.).

Visitors to Toyama Station demonstrated approximately the same trend as those
visiting Kanazawa Station. However, there were fewer visitors on holidays than on
weekdays in Toyama.

4.1.3 Wajima and Nanao City

Wajima is famous for its Asaichi (morning market). Presumably, visitors enjoy shop-
ping at the Noto Shokusai market near Nanao Station during the daytime, move on
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Fig. 3 The regional mesh of Wakura Hot Springs

toWakura hot springs later in the day, and then return to the morning market the next
day (Figs. 7 and 8).

Wajima is also the setting for a TV drama “Mare,” which was broadcasted nation-
wide fromApril to September 2015. Visits toWajima have slightly increased in 2015.
The increase in visits could be attributed to this TV drama rather than the opening
of the Hokuriku Shinkansen, because Nanao attracted fewer visitors in 2015 than in
2014 in spite of being a better location and nearer to Kanazawa.

4.1.4 Hot Springs

RegardingYamanakahot springs, therewas no significant difference in visits between
different periods. Some visitors might have spent more than one night in Yamanaka
hot springs (see Fig. 9).

Although both Wakura and Yamanaka hot springs are a little far from Kanazawa,
their resultswere contrary. TheTVdramamight have increased the number of tourists
in Wakura (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 4 Visitor transitions at Kanazawa Station
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Fig. 6 Visitor transitions at Toyama Station
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Fig. 7 Visitor transitions at Wajima

4.2 Visitors’ Characteristics: Gender, Age, and Residence

4.2.1 Visitors’ Gender and Age

Kanazawa city (particularly Kenrokuen) attracted a variety of visitors, including
many female visitors (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 9 Visitor transitions at Yamanaka Hot Springs

On the other hand, many elderly people (over 60 years old) visited the hot springs
and the Noto Peninsula. I presume that the local people account for a large proportion
of these visitors (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 11 Visitors’ gender
distribution at Kenrokuen
(12:00 a.m. –1:00 p.m. on
holidays in October 2015)
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4.2.2 A Comparison of Kanazawa and Toyama

A comparison of visitors at Kanazawa Station with those at Toyama Station found
that Kanazawa Station attracted visitors from a wider area of Japan (see Figs. 13
and 14). Mobile phone users around Kanazawa Station were from 235 municipali-
ties, including Ishikawa Prefecture, whereas those at Toyama Station were from 43
municipalities, including Toyama Prefecture (12:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m. on holidays in
October 2015).
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Fig. 12 Visitors’ gender
distribution at Wajima (12:00
a.m.–1:00 p.m. on holidays
in October 2015)
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Fig. 13 Visitors’ gender
distribution at Kanazawa
Station (12:00 a.m.–1:00
p.m. on holidays in October
2015)
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Fig. 14 Visitors’ gender
distribution at Toyama
Station (12:00 a.m.–1:00
p.m. on holidays in October
2015)
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Table 2 Visitors’ residential distribution at Kanazawa Station and Toyama Station (12:00
a.m.–1:00 p.m. on holidays in October 2014 and 2015)

Kanazawa station Toyama station

Residence 2015 2014 Residence 2015 2014

Toyama, Toyama Pref. 131 147 Kanazawa, Ishikawa
Pref.

67 60

Takaoka, Toyama Pref. 93 94 Fukui, Fukui Pref. 18 13

Fukui, Fukui Pref. 91 80 Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 16 n/a

Myoko, Niigata Pref. 47 n/a Suginami-ku, Tokyo 15 n/a

Nanto, Toyama Pref. 34 31 Yamagata, Yamagata
Pref.

14 n/a

Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 34 17 Takayama, Gifu Pref. 14 n/a

Imizu, Toyama Pref. 34 42 Nakamura-ku, Nagoya,
Aichi Pref.

13 n/a

Oyabe, Toyama Pref. 33 39 Minami-ku, Niigata,
Niigata Pref.

13 n/a

Sakai, Fukui Pref. 32 30 Gifu, Gifu Pref. 12 n/a

Omachi, Nagano Pref. 30 n/a Hakusan, Ishikawa Pref. 12 20

Ota-ku, Tokyo 28 12 Ota-ku, Tokyo 12 n/a

Tsubame, Niigata Pref. 28 n/a Himeji, Hyogo Pref. 12 n/a

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 27 n/a Nagano, Nagano Pref. 12 n/a

Nagano, Nagano Pref. 24 n/a Nerima-ku, Tokyo 11 n/a

Hiratsuka, Kanagawa
Pref.

24 n/a Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 11 n/a

Sanda, Hyogo Pref. 23 n/a Hida City, Gifu Pref. 11 10

Tonami, Toyama Pref. 23 26 Joetsu, Niigata Pref. 11 n/a

Suginami-ku, Tokyo 22 16 Kawaguchi, Saitama
Pref.

10 n/a

Nerima-ku, Tokyo 22 10 Adachi-ku, Tokyo 10 n/a

Tsu, Mie Pref. 22 n/a Takatsuki, Osaka 10 n/a

Note The figures above do not include visitors from Ishikawa Pref. for Kanazawa Station and
Toyama Pref. for Toyama Station
Numbers less than ten are represented as “n/a”

Although the Hokuriku Shinkansen stops at both stations, the results suggest that
Kanazawa has been more successful so far in attracting visitors (see Table 2 and
Fig. 15). The number of visitors from Tokyo (gray column) increased in both the
cities. Despite the fact that Toyama is nearer to Tokyo than Kanazawa, the latter
successfully attracted more visitors from Tokyo.

Regarding the two prefectures, Ishikawa and Toyama, they both do have many
wonderful tourist attractions. However, as for the two cities, it seems that Kanazawa
is more attractive to tourists.
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Fig. 15 Visitors’ residential distribution at Kanazawa Station andToyamaStation (12:00 a.m.–1:00
p.m. on holidays in October 2015)

5 Toward Utilizing Big Data in Tourism

Tourism is likely to become increasingly important to local economies. However,
tourism industry has been suffering significant volatility in demand depending on
the season and day of the week. In addition, there was significant loss of business
opportunities because of congestion during the busy season.

To cope with such volatility, various events have been held to eliminate the sea-
sonal gap.Many events are newly launched. To date, it has been difficult to accurately
grasp the extent to which these events attract visitors and the types of people who
visit. However, by employing the recently provided Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) services, it is possible to verify the number and characteristics of
visitors to a particular event.

In this chapter, I attempted to identify the number of visitors at two points in
time at various places in Japan and their characteristics using the location data of
mobile phone users collected by the mobile phone company. As explained above,
the opening of the Hokuriku Shinkansen increased the number of visitors to many
areas. However, it also led to fewer visitors in some other areas. Its positive effect
was remarkable in Kanazawa.

Numerous events have been recently held in Japan to attract visitors. In addition to
using theMobile Kukan Toukei, combining it with other ICT services, such as Google
Trends, can help better predict the number of visitors at new events. Specifically, by
combining the Mobile Kukan Toukei and the transition of the search results for a
particular tourist destination, it would be possible to more accurately predict the
number of tourists. If we can realize more accurate demand forecasting, it would
be possible to optimize the necessary goods and number of non-regular employees
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in advance. Moreover, understanding consumers’ characteristics beforehand could
enable us to optimize the services, which could influence customer satisfaction.

Note
“Mobile Kukan Toukei” is a trademark of NTT DOCOMO, Inc.
(*) NTT DOCOMO’s “Mobile Kukan Toukei” services are only available to sub-
scribers in Japan.
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C-LASSO Estimator for Generalized
Additive Logistic Regression Based
on B-Spline

Pakize Taylan and Gerhard Wilhelm Weber

1 Introduction

One of the most important statistical and data mining problems is that of regressing
and classification a binary response variable Y that takes values representing success
(1) and failure (0) or, more generally, the presence or absence of an attribute of
interest. It is assumed that Y has a binomial distribution with binomial denominator
n and probability p. This kind of a response variable can be encountered in real life
and every field of science.

The nonparametric logistic regression model [19] is appropriate for such a sta-
tistical problem and it is the most widely used model for explicitly modeling the
probability of an event and classifying binary response variable.

The logistic regression model for any vector X = x given as

Pr(Y = 1|X = x ) =
ef (x)

1 + ef (x)
= p(x). (1.1)

Here, f (x) can be estimated by using different estimation methods. One of the
famous estimation methods is based on the linear regression [34], or a smoother
based on the penalized log-likelihood criterion [8]. In the latter case, estimation
of the conditional probability Pr(Y = 1|X = x ) can be obtained. A smoother may
be used in estimating f (x) then, the smooth estimation of Pr(Y = 1|X = x ) can be
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obtained and it is can be used for classification [6].
The score equations for estimation problem may be obtained from the penalized

maximum likelihood estimation [11], given by the following optimization problem:

maximize
θ

N∑

i�1

log p(xi) − αR(θ), (1.2)

where p(xi) = Pr(Yi = 1|X � xi ), R(θ ) is a chosen regularization term, which forces
the complexity of the model to be small, and α is a penalty parameter. Here, (yi, xi)
represents data for ith data case (i � 1, 2, . . . ,N ).Now, the penalized log-likelihood
criterion based on the binomial distribution to estimate f (x) is given as follows:

l(f , λ) =
N∑

i�1

[
yif (xi) − log

(
1 + ef (xi)

)]− 1
2λ

∫

Q

(
D2f

)2
(t)d t. (1.3)

Here,
(
D2f

)
(t), is a cumulative term established on second-order partial derivative

of the function f (t) with respect to components of the vector x, and theQ is domain of
integration which encompasses all the input data xi(i � 1, 2, . . . ,N ). This integral
is considered as a regularization term R(θ ). Furthermore, α � λ/2 is a constant
regularization or smoothing parameter. The first term is a measure of proximity to
the data, while the second one penalizes curvature of f (t) according to the curvature
severity of the function. Here, λ constructs a balance between the first and the second
part.

In our study, we will estimate the probabilities p(xi) based on a generalized addi-
tive model [15, 16] in which the model values f (xi) are approximated in terms of
sums of univalues B-spline fj

(
xj
)
. Then, we will construct LASSO type regulariza-

tion [32] problem, but we try to solve it by Conic Quadratic Programming [4] and
call it C-LASSO.

The second-order cone programming problem (SOCP) can be considered as an
example of a quadratic programming. The standard form for a Second Order Cone
Programming (SOCP) [4, 22] problem given as

minimize
x

cT x, where Ai x − bi ∈ Lni (i � 1, 2, . . . ,k). (1.4)

2 Generalized Additive Model (GAM)

Given p predictors or input X1, X2, . . . ,Xp, and a response Y for the input variable,
then, a generalized additive model (GAM) [15, 16] has the main form

η(X) � G(μ) = θ0 +
p∑

j�1

fj
(
Xj
)
, (2.1)
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where μ � E(Y |X = x) is conditional mean of Y , G is a ‘link function’ that linked
μ � E(Y |X = x) to the predictorsX1,X2, . . . ,Xp, the functions fj are smooth function
of Xj and unspecified (“nonparametric”) and θ0 is a unknown parameter. In addition,
GAM usually makes the distributional assumptions that Y has an exponential family
density ϕY (y, ς, ρ) with the natural parameter ς and the dispersion parameter ρ.
GAMs are extensions of generalized linear models [23] in which the linear form∑

θjXj is replace by a sum of smooth functions
∑

fj
(
Xj
)
. The incorporation of θ0 as

some average outcome allows us to assume E
(
fj
(
Xj
)) � 0(j � 1, 2, . . . , p).

The estimation problem, using GAMs, needs that θ � (θ0,f1, . . . , fp
)T

be consid-
ered as the unknown parameter vector to be estimated. Often, the unknown functions
fj can be obtained with the help of finite-dimensional space of functions. Generally,
these functions are considered to be combination of spline basis functions approx-
imating the data [9]. The spline orders can be determined appropriately accord-
ing to the variation and density features of the corresponding data in the x and y
components, respectively. Then, the problem of determining θ also turn to a finite-
dimensional parameter estimation problem. The common algorithm which is used to
estimate GAMs consists of a combination of basic backfitting and basic local scor-
ing algorithms; therefore, estimating GAMs is composed of two basic loops. The
weighted backfitting algorithm (inner loop) is used to estimate functions fj within
each step of the local scoring algorithm (outer loop) and this process is continued
up to convergence is attained. Then, new weights are computed by using estimates
of functions fj obtained from this algorithm, and the next iteration for the local scor-
ing algorithm begins. Given a vector for coefficient, θ0, a vector of linear predictor
η0 � (

η0
1, . . . , η

0
N

)T
and μ0 � (

μ0
1, . . . , μ

0
N

)T
, the framework of the local scoring

algorithm procedure looks as follows [15]:

Step 1. θ0 � G
(∑N

i�1 yi/n
)
; f 0j � 0 (j � 1, . . . , p), m � 0.

Step 2. Iterate: m ← m + 1.
Set the adjusted dependent variable as

si � η0
i +
(
yi − μ0

i

)( ∂ηi

∂μi

)

0

with η0
i � θ0

0 +
p∑

j�1

f 0j
(
xij
)
, μ0

i � G−1
(
η0
i

)
.

Set the weights:

w−1
i � (∂ηi/∂μi)

2
0

(
C0
i

)
,

where Ci is the variance matrix for Yi. Additive model is fitted to si, to get estimation
of f 1j , η

1
i and μ1

i , respectively.
Then, calculate the convergence depend on two neighbouring iterations
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�
(
η1, η0

) �
⎛

⎝
p∑

j�1

∥∥∥f 1j − f 0j

∥∥∥
2

⎞

⎠
/⎛

⎝
p∑

j�1

∥∥∥f 0j
∥∥∥
2

⎞

⎠

Step 3. Reiterate step 2 changing η0 by η1 till �
(
η1, η0

)
is less than some small

threshold.
Here, ‖ f‖2 :�

∥∥∥
(
f (xij), . . . ,f (xNj)

)T∥∥∥
2
is the length of f that evaluated at the N

sample points [16].
GAM is a powerful tool in regression and classification setting. It may be use

for modeling of class probabilities for logistic regression. The generalized additive
logistic regression model (GALRM) [15] has the form

log
Pr(Y = 1|X = x )

Pr(Y = 0|X = x )
� f (X) = θ0 +

p∑

j�1

fj
(
Xj
)
, (2.2)

where X =
(
X1,X2, . . . ,Xp

)T
is considered to consist of prognostic factors and

fj (j � 1, 2, . . . , p) are unspecified smooth functions. Our aim is to model the term
Pr(Y = 1|X = x ) by using prognostic factors. For this reason, the parameter θ0 and
the smooth functions fj (j � 1, 2, . . . , p) should be estimated. Generally, these func-
tions are assessed by the local scoring algorithm [15] which is a backfitting algorithm
within a Newton–Raphson procedure. Given a current N observation values yi that
can be coded as 0 or 1, then the cycle of backfitting algorithm is given as follows:

Step 1. Calculate initial values: θ̂0 = log
(

ȳ
1−ȳ

)
, where

ȳ � ave{yi|i � 1, 2, . . . ,N } is the sample proportion of ones and
f̂j ≡ 0 (j � 1, 2, . . . , p).

Step 2. Describe η̂i ≡ θ̂0 +
p∑

j�1
fj(xij) (j = 1, . . . , p) and p̂i = 1/

[
1 + exp

(−η̂i
)]

.

Iterate:

(i) Establish a study target variable: vi = η̂i +
(yi−p̂i)
p̂i(1−p̂i)

.

(ii) Establish weights: wi = p̂i
(
1 − p̂i

)
.

(iii) Apply an additive model to the targets vi with wi, using a weighted backfitting
algorithm and obtain new estimates for θ̂0 and f̂j (j � 1, . . . , p).

Step 3. Reiterate step 2 till the change in the functions is less than a predetermined
some small threshold.
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3 LASSO Estimate

3.1 LASSO Problem for GALRM with B-Spline

In Sect. 2, we mentioned the local scoring algorithm to obtain unspecified functions
f̂j and η̂i. In this section, we propose an alternative method to local scoring algorithm
by B-spline to estimate pi probabilities and functions fj.

Now we consider

Pr(Yi = 1|X = xi ) � ef (xi)

1 + ef (xi)
, (3.1)

where

f (xi) = θ0 +
p∑

j�1

fj
(
xij
)
, (3.2)

for xi � (xi1, xi2, . . . , xip
)T
. If we have data consisting of N realizations of a binary

outcome variableY at p prognostic factors, then the penalized log-likelihood criterion
[11] based on the Binomial distribution to estimate f (xi) is given as

l(f ,λ) =
N∑

i�1

[
yi log p(xi)+(1 − yi) log(1 − p(xi))

]− 1
2

p∑

j�1

λj

∫

Qj

(
f ′′
j

(
tj
))2

dtj

�
N∑

i�1

[
yi f (xi) − log(1 + ef (xi))

]− 1
2

p∑

j�1

λj

∫

Qj

(
f ′′
j

(
tj
))2

dtj. (3.3)

Here, we consider a regularization term based on the sum of squared second-order
partial derivative of functions fj, which is a special case for

(
D2f

)
(t). Furthermore,

Q =
∏p

j�1 Qj with intervals Qj. If Eq. (3.2) is used in the definition of l(f , λ), then
l(f , λ) may be written as follows:

(3.4)

l(f ,λ) �
N∑

i�1

⎡

⎣yi

⎛

⎝θ0 +
p∑

j�1

fj
(
xij
)
⎞

⎠ − log

⎛

⎝1 + e
θ0+

p∑
j�1

fj(xij)
⎞

⎠

⎤

⎦

− 1
2

∑p

j�1
λj

∫

Q

(
f ′′
j

(
tj
))2

dtj.

A maximizer for l(f , λ) can be obtained by addressing different kinds of spline
bases functions, including the truncated power basis which is very simple. But it is
not too attractive numerically since calculations of spline by means of the truncated
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polynomials may reveal instability problem, the design matrix can consist of large
values, and there may be collinearity between the columns of the design matrix,
also powers of large numbers can cause to sharp rounding errors. The B-spline
basis provides efficient computations even when the number of knots K is large.
Therefore, we propose to use an additive combination of k-order B-spline with knots
at the unique values xij instead of generic or unspecificied functions fj.

Zero- and k-degree B-spline are defined by

Bj,0(z) �
{
1, if zj ≤ z < zj+1,

0, otherwise,
(3.5)

and

Bj,k (z) � z − zj
zj+k − zj

Bj,k−1(z) +
zj+k+1 − z

zj+k+1 − zj+1
Bj+1,k−1(z) (k ≥ 1, k ∈ N); (3.6)

for k ≥ 2 its derivative [10, 26], wherever defined, is given by

d

dt
Bj,k (z) � k

zj+k − zj
Bj,k−1(z) − k

zj+k+1 − zj+1
Bj+1,k−1(z). (3.7)

B-spline basis functions overlap with neighboring ones. The amount of this over-
lap increases as the degree of basis functions increases.

Let us abbreviate Bs,k (z) :� Bs(z) for the simplicity of our formula and write the
functions fj(z) as

fj(z)�
r∑

s = 1

θ j
sBs(z), if xi,j−1 ≤ z ≤ xi,j+1,

inEq. (3.3). Then, the penalized log-likelihood function l(f , λ)will take the following
form:

l(f ,λ) =
N∑

i�1

⎡

⎣yi

⎛

⎝θ0 +
p∑

j�1

r∑

s = 1

θ
j
sBs
(
xij
)
⎞

⎠ − log

⎛

⎝1 + e
θ0+

p∑
j�1

r∑
s = 1

θ
j
sBs(xij)

⎞

⎠

⎤

⎦

− 1
2

p∑

j�1

λj

∫ bj

aj

[
r∑

s = 1

θ
j
sB

′′
s

(
zj
)
]2

dzj

�
N∑

i�1

[
yi Hiθ − log

(
1 + eHiθ

)]
− 1

2

p∑

j�1

λjθ
jT�jθ

j. (3.8)

Here, θ�
(
θ0, θ

1T, . . . , θpT
)T

is the aligned (rp + 1)-vector of unknown param-

eters whose lth sub-block is θ j �
(
θ
j
1, θ

j
2, . . . , θ

j
r

)T
, Hi is a row (1 + rp)-vector

constructed by Hi�(1Bi), where Bi � (B1
i , . . . ,B

p
i

)
is the aligned sub-vector with
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Bj
i � (

B1(xij),B2(xij), . . . ,Br(xij)
)
, �j is the symmetric (r × r)-matrix whose (s,

k)th element is
(
�j
)
sk � ∫ bj

aj
B′′
s

(
tj
)
B′′
k

(
tj
)
dtj and the interval bounds of Qj � [aj, bj]

depend on the coordinate j.
To make the calculations of

∫ bj

aj

[
r∑

s�1

θ j
sB

′′
s

(
zj
)
]2

dzj

more easy, the following approximation can be used:

(
�j
)
sk �

∫ bj

aj

B′′
s

(
zj
)
B′′
k

(
zj
)
dzj ∼�

N−1∑

i�1

B′′
k

(
xij
)
B′′
k

(
xij
)
�xij, (3.9)

where �xij :�
(
xi+1j − xij

)
(i � 1, 2, . . . , N − 1).

In our problem, there is a finite sequence of penalty parameters
λ =

(
λ1, λ2, . . . , λp

)T
. That situation makes it very difficult to solve the problem.

For this reason, let us make a uniform penalization by taking into consideration the
same λ for each derivative term. Then, approximation of l(f ,λ), can be rearranged
as

l(f ,λ) �
N∑

i�1

[
yi Hiθ −log

(
1 + eHiθ

)]− 1
2λθT�θ , (3.10)

where � is a block matrix whose first row and first column consist of zeros, and the
diagonal elements consists of the matrix �j except the first row and first column.
Taking the first-order derivative of l(f , λ) with respect to θ , we obtain the gradient
of l:

∇l(θ) � ∂l(θ)

∂θ
� HT (y − p) − λ�θ , (3.11)

where p is an N -vector whose ith element is p(xi), and H is an N × (rp + 1)-matrix
whose ith row consist of the Hi vector. The score equations

∇l(θ) � ∂l(θ)

∂θ
� 0,

can be solved by the Newton–Raphson algorithm [21] which can be obtained from
a first-order linear approximation to the gradient ∇l(θ) at θ � θ0 and requires
the second-order derivatives or the Hessian matrix. Taking the second-order partial
derivative of l(f , λ) with respect to θ , the Hessian matrix for score equations can be
obtained as
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∇2l(θ) � ∂2l(θ)

∂θ∂θT � −HTWH − λ�, (3.12)

where W is a diagonal matrix of weights p(xi)(1 − p(xi)). The score equations
are similar to those from univariate logistic regression. Then, as a result of score
Eq. (3.12), the solution θ̂ is obtained:

θ̂�(HTWH + λ�
)−1

HTWa, (3.13)

where a =
(
Hθm + W−1(y − p)

)
is adjusted response. As it can be seen that the

solution θ̂ is a generalized ridge regression [33]. Let us consider the vector

f (x) � [f (x1), f (x2) . . . f (x2)
]T � Hθ .

Then, the fitted value f̂ may be written as

f̂ = SλWa, (3.14)

where

Sλ,W �H
(
HT WH + λ�

)−1
HTW, (3.15)

is a weighted smoothing spline to the working response z and it is a positive semidef-
inite N×N-matrix. Here, the penalty parameter λ traces out a set of ridge solutions
and it should be choosen so that for which the coefficients are not rapidly changing
and have ‘sensible’ signs. Details and discussions about the penalty parameter can be
found in the paper of Hoerl and Kennard [18]. Also, this parameter can be obtained
by automatic methods using techniques such as generalized cross-validation [13].
This technique has the advantage of giving an appropriate approach to leave-one-out
cross-validation, for linear regression by using squared-error loss. Let us go back to
Eq. (3.13) to get the optimal value of the penalty parameter by using generalized
cross-validation. It can be seen that the estimation of θ is the solution of penalized
residual sum of squares (PRSS) optimization problem with rp basis functions, given
as

minimize
θ∈Rrp+1

(u − Hθ)TW(u − Hθ) + λθT�θ

or, equivalently,

minimize
θ∈Rrp+1

‖b − Mθ‖22 + λ‖S1θ‖22, (3.16)

where W�LTL and � � ST1 S1 are Cholesky decompositions [14] of W and �,

respectively, M � LH, b � La and ‖·‖2 stands for Eucludian norm. The penalty
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function ‖S1θ‖22 used in Eq. (3.16) is only one of the available options.Different types
of penalty functions with positive and negative characteristics can be written, like the
method of Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator, in short: LASSO [32].
LASSOmethodhas a superior property toTikhonov regularizationor ridge regression
by that it uses a L1-penalty. Ridge regression is a continuous method of shrinking
the coefficients θ and is more consistent. However, it does not state coefficients to
0 and, hence, does not obtain an easily interpretable model. The main motivation is
that LASSO typically yields a sparse vector and shrinks some coefficients and states
others to 0; hence, it tries to hold good properties of both subset selection and ridge
regression. Therefore we consider to use, the L1-penalty in the maximum likelihood
estimation to obtain a better interpretable solution than by a logistic regression. The
L1-regularized logistic regression problem based on the generalized additive model
and B-spline can be written as

minimize
θ∈Rrp

h(θ ): = ‖b − Mθ‖22 + λ‖θ‖1
= L(θ ) + λ‖θ‖1, (3.17)

where L(θ) :� ‖b − Mθ‖22 and ‖θ‖1 :� ∑rp
v�1 |θv|. It is very convenient to not penal-

ize the intercept term, and standardize the predictors for the penalty to be meaningful
when a regularization technique is used. Therefore, we do not penalize the intercept
term in the problem of Eq. (3.17). Since the objective function is nondifferentiable
when a component of θ contains values of 0, this does not permit the use of standard
unconstraint optimization methods.

3.2 Solution Methods for LASSO Problem

There are several methods to solve the problem in Eq. (3.17) like Quadratic Program-
ming, iterated ridge regression [2] andmethodswhich use subgradient strategies [30].
It needs 2rp constraint functions to solve problem in Eq. (3.17) by Quadratic Pro-
gramming; therefore, one cannot iterate over all the constraints generated by this
expansion for non-trivial values of rp.

Asmentioned above, we have a nondifferentiable objective function in Eq. (3.17).
Such a nondifferentiable objective is considered as a nonsmooth optimization prob-
lem [3] treated by using subgradients of the objective function at nondifferentiable
points. In this type of optimization problem, the fact that the 0-vector has to belong
to the subdifferential ∂h(θ) defined as the set containing all subgradients at some
θ [12], is a necessary condition for a parameter vector θ to be local minima. The
subdifferential of the absolute value function |θv| is given by the signum function
sign(θv) defined as

sign(θv) �
{
sign of θv, θv �� 0,

γ ∈ [−1, 1], θv � 0.
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For our problem, at a local minimize θ̃ of the objective function in Eq. (3.17), the
following first-order optimality conditions [28] are considered; we focus on the case
of a single active constraint θv � 0:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

∇vL(θ̃ ) + λsign(θ̃v) = 0,
∣∣∣θ̃v
∣∣∣ > 0,

∣∣∣∇vL(θ̃ )
∣∣∣ ≤ λ, θ̃v � 0.

(3.18)

These conditions can be used to define the following subgradient ∇s
vh(θ) for each

θv whose negation represents the coordinate-wise direction of maximum descent:

∇s
vh(θ) :�

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∇vL(θ) + λsign(θv), |θv| > 0,

∇vL(θ) + λ, θv � 0,∇vL(θ) < −λ,

∇vL(θ) − λ, θv � 0,∇vL(θ) > λ,

0, θv � 0, λ ≤ ∇vL(θ) ≤ −λ.

(3.19)

For a suboptimal θ , this subgradient will yield a descent direction on the objective
function h(θ), and these methods optimize over one variable at a time. In those
methods, it is assumed that ∇2h(θ) :� ∇2L(θ), even though this is not strictly
true if any θv is 0. The nonsmooth optimization problem of Eq. (3.17) for logistic
regression can be implemented by theGauss-Seidel algorithmof Shevade andKeerthi
[29].

The methods using subgradient are difficult for large-scale problems, as they may
require so many coordinate updates that they become impractical. Therefore, we will
consider methods that update multiple variables on each iteration. The Iterated Ridge
Regression (IRR) [2] method is one of these methods that update multiple variables
at each iteration and it is a differentiable approximation method to L1-regularization.
For our problem we will prefer the IRR and we will solve it by CQP. Iterated Ridge
Regression method is based on the following approximation:

|θv| ≈ θ2
v∣∣θ k
v

∣∣ , (3.20)

where θ k
v is the value from the previous iteration k. Substituting this approximation

into the unconstrained formulation in Eq. (3.17), we can obtain an expression similar
to least-squares estimation with a L2-penalty (Ridge regression) as follows:

minimize
θ∈Rrp

h(θ) :� ‖b − Mθ‖22 + λθTRθ , (3.21)

where R is diagonal matrix whose vth diagonal element is
∣∣θk

v

∣∣−1
, i.e.,
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R = diag

(∣∣θ k
1

∣∣−1
,
∣∣θ k

2

∣∣−1
, . . . ,

∣∣∣θ k
rp

∣∣∣
−1
)
:� diag

(∣∣θ k
∣∣−1
)
. The solution of the

problem of Eq. (3.21) for the kth step is

θ k+1 �
(
MTM + λdi

∧

ag
∣∣θk
∣∣−1
)−1

MTb. (3.22)

However, we should note that this approximation will be numerically unstable
when one of the θ k

v approaches 0. To get rid of this problem, we may consider a
generalized inverse [1, 25] of

∣∣θ k
∣∣. Hence, the values too close to zero are removed

from the estimation problem. However, a new problem arises with this inverse; zero-
valued variables cannot move away from 0 and, thus, it could potentially lead to
sub-optimal results if the initialization is inappropriate.

Let us use the Cholesky decomposition of R�ST2 S2 and substitute it into
Eq. (3.21); thus we get Eq. (3.21) as

minimize
θ∈Rrp

h(θ) :� ‖b − Mθ‖22 + λ‖S2θ‖22. (3.23)

Equation (3.23) is a special case of Ridge regression and we may find C-LASSO
estimate by solving this differentiable optimization problem by CQP to be discussed
in detail in the following section.

4 On Conic Optimization and Its Application in LASSO
Problem for GALRM with B-Spline

4.1 Convex and Conic Optimization

Convex optimization deal with problems related with minimizing a convex func-
tion using a convex set. These problems, which have so many significant properties,
like strong duality theory and the fact that any local minimum is a global mini-
mum, often occur in various application fields. Such optimization problems provide
advantages such as computationally easy working and theoretically efficient solution
methods. Convex optimization contains various significant classes of problems such
as semidefinite programming, second order cone programming, and geometric pro-
gramming. Some information about convex optimization is given in the following
by benefiting from [4, 31].

General form of a convex optimization problem defined as

minimize
x

cT x, for x ∈ U ;
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where, c ∈ R
n and U ⊆ R

n is a convex set. Linear programming (LP), in which the
objective and all constraint functions fi (i � 0, 1, . . . ,m) are linear, is the simplest
case of a convex program:

minimize
u∈Rn

f0(u), where fi(u) ≤ 0 (i � 1, 2, . . . ,m). (4.1)

Such a problem can be written in the canonical form

minimize
x

cTx, where Ax − b ∈ K :�R
n
+. (4.2)

If, however, the objective or constraints are nonlinear, then we must take into
account the nonlinearity in the corresponding function fi in Eq. (4.1). It is easily
seen [4] that a convex program (4.1) can be represented in the conic form similar to
Eq. (4.2):

minimize
x

cTx, where Ax − b ∈ K . (4.3)

here, K ⊆ R
N is a cone (closed, pointed, convex and with a nonempty interior), and

R
n → R

N , defined by x �→ Ax is a linear embedding.
Generally, convex programs depend on three generic cones K (in the second case

referring to the Euclidean or 	2 norm):

Nonnegative orthant : R
n
+ � {x ∈ R

n | x ≥ 0
}
,

Direct products of Lorentz cone : Ln � {(x, t) ∈ R
n × R | ‖x‖2 ≤ t

}
,

Semidefinite cone : Sn
+ � {X ∈ Sn |X�0

}
,

they will give closer introduced below. The optimization problems based on these
three cones can be solved by primal-dual interior point methods. These methods
are very effective methods for linear, conic quadratic and semidefinite program-
ming—all are examples of conic problems.

In the following sections, we shall pay attention to the class of conic quadratic
problems which we apply to GALRM. For the cone underlying these problems, it
can be describing explicitly the dual cone. Because in many cases, “duality” is very
important for understanding of original models and converting it into equivalent
forms better suited for numerical processing, etc.
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4.2 Conic Quadratic Programming

The n-dimensional ice-cream (:= second-order, or Lorentz) cone Ln is defined by:

Ln �
{
x � (x1, x2, . . . , xn)

T ∈ R
n | xn ≥

√
x21 + · · · + x2n−1

}
(n ≥ 2).

A conic quadratic problem is a conic problem,

minimize
x

cT x, where Ax − b ∈ K, (4.4)

for which the cone K is a direct product of several “ice-cream cones”:

K � Ln1 × Ln2 . . . × Lnk

�
{(
s[1]T , . . . , s[k]T

)T |s[i] ∈ Lni (i � 1,2, . . . , k)
}
. (4.5)

From Eq. (4.5) we can see that a conic quadratic program is an optimization
problem with a linear objective function and finitely many ‘ice-cream constraints’

Aix − bi ∈ Lni (i � 1, 2, . . . , k),

where

[A,b] � [[A1;b1]T , . . . , [Ak ;bk ]T
]T

is the partition of the datamatrix [A, b] corresponding to the partition of s in Eq. (4.5).
Thus, our conic quadratic program can be written as

minimize
x

cTx, where Aix − bi ∈ Lni (i � 1, 2, . . . , k). (4.6)

Sometimes, the relation Aix − bi ∈ Lni is also written in the form of a vector
inequality, namely, Aix − bi �Lni 0 or Aix �Lni bi. This means a partial ordering.
More generally, this kind of notation and partial order can be used in any a finite
dimensional Euclidean space E where a good vector inequality ‘�’ is completely
identified by the set K of ‘�’-nonnegative vectors: K � {a ∈ E | a � 0}, where
a � b ⇔ a− � 0(⇔ a − b ∈ K). But the set K cannot be arbitrary. It must be
a pointed convex cone. We note that every pointed convex cone K in E induces a
partial ordering on E, given by ‘≥K ’, where a ≥K b ⇔ a − b ≥K 0 ⇔ a − b ∈ K
[4].

Partitioning the data matrix [Ai; bi] by

[Ai; bi] �
[
Di di

pTi qi

]
,
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with Di being of the type (ni − 1) × (dim x), the problem can be written as

minimize
x

cTx, where ‖Dix − di‖2 ≤ pTi x − qi(i � 1, 2, . . . , k). (4.7)

Here, ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean norm. This is a most explicit form of the conic
problem and the one which we will use. In this form,Di are matrices of the same row
dimension as x. Furthermore, the lengths of the column vectors di are the column
dimensions of the matrices Di, and pi are column vectors of the same dimension as
x; finally, qi are reals. It can immediately be seen that (4.5) is indeed a cone, in fact
a self-dual one: K∗ �K[4].

As a result, the problem dual to Eq. (4.4) is

maximize
λ

bT� , where AT� � c,� ∈ K (4.8)

If we write � as � :� (� T
1 ,� T

2 , . . . ,� T
k

)T
with mi-dimensional blocks � i,

then, the dual problem can be expressed as follows:

maximize

1,...,
n

k∑

i�1

bTi � i, where
k∑

i�1

AT
i � i � c and � i ∈ Lni (i � 1, 2, . . . , k).

(4.9)

If it is considered � i � (
κT
i , νi

)T
with a scalar component νi and using the

meaning of ‘≥Ln 0’, it can be shown that following form is the problem dual to
Eq. (4.7):

maximize
(κ i),(νi)

k∑

i�1

[
κT
i di + νiqi

]
, where

k∑

i�1

[
DT
i κ i + νipi

]
� c, ‖κ i‖2 ≤ νi (i � 1, 2, . . . , k).

(4.10)

The design variables in Eq. (4.10) are column vectors κ i, having the same dimen-
sions as the vectors di, and reals νi (i � 1, 2, . . . , k). The programs Eqs. (4.7) and
(4.10) are standard forms of a conic quadratic problem and of its dual.

4.3 Application of Conic Quadratic Programming to LASSO
Problem for GALRM with B-Spline

Let us show how optimization over cones can be applied for a problem class from
data mining and statistical learning which is motivated by real-world applications
in, e.g., the financial sector, computational biology, health Sciences. For this reason,
we formulate the optimization problem Eq. (3.23) as follows,
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minimize
θ∈Rrp

G(θ )

subject to g(θ ) ≤ 0. (4.15)

Here, we have the objective functionG(θ ) :�‖b − Mθ‖22 of least-squares and the
constraint functions g(θ ) :�‖S2θ‖22 − C2. The original objective function can be
moved to the list of constraints since it is not linear, and the equivalent problem is
written in the following form,

minimize
t2,θ∈Rrp

t2

subject to ‖b − Mθ‖22 ≤ t22 , t2 ≥ 0,

‖S2θ‖22 ≤ C2,

(4.16)

or, equivalently,

minimize
t2, θ

t2

subject to ‖b − Mθ‖2 ≤ t2,

‖S2θ‖2 ≤ √
C2.

(4.17)

As it can be observed, the optimization problem of Eq. (4.17) is compatible with
the problem of Eq. (4.7), which is the standard form of CQP, with

c �
(
1, 0Trp+1

)T
, x � (t2, θT )T , D1 � (0n,M), d1 � b, q1 � 0, p1 � (1, 0, . . . , 0)T ,

D2 � (0rp,S2
)
, d2 � 0rp, p2 � 0rp+1 and q2 � − √

C2.
The dual problem for problem Eq. (4.17) according to Eq. (4.9) is written as

maximize
(
bT , 0

)
τ 1 +

(
0Trp,−

√
C2

)
τ 2

subject to

⎛

⎝ 0TN 1

MT 0rp+1

⎞

⎠τ 1 +

⎛

⎝
0Trp 0

ST2 0rp

⎞

⎠τ 2�
(

1
0rp+1

)

τ 1 ∈ LN+1, τ 2 ∈ Lrp+1.

, (4.18)

Moreover,
(
t2, θ ,χ2, η2, τ 1, τ 2

)
is a primal-dual optimal C-LASSO solution if

and only if the following constraints are satisfied:
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χ2 �
(
0N M

1 0Trp+1

)(
t2
θ

)
+

(
−b
0

)
,

η2 �
⎛

⎝
0rp S2

0 0Trp

⎞

⎠
(
t2
θ

)
+

(
0rp√
C2

)
,

⎛

⎝ 0TN 1

MT 0rp+1

⎞

⎠τ 1 +

⎛

⎝
0Trp 0

ST2 0rp

⎞

⎠τ 2 �
(

1
0rp+1

)
,

τ T
1 χ2 � 0, τ T

2 η2 � 0,

τ 1 ∈ LN+1, τ 2 ∈ Lrp+1, χ2 ∈ LN+1, η2 ∈ Lrp+1.

(4.19)

To solve convex optimization problems [4, 7], classical polynomial time algo-
rithms can be applied. However, these algorithms have some disadvantages since
they just use local information on the objective function and the constraints. For
this reason, for solving “well-structured” convex optimization problems like conic
quadratic problems, there are interior point methods [20, 24, 27] which were firstly
introduced by Karmarkar for linear programming in 1984 [20]. Then, in the years,
since these algorithms and software for linear programming have become quite devel-
oped, its extensions are used for more general classes of problems, such as convex
quadratic programming, nonconvex and nonlinear problems over sets that can be
characterized by self-concordant barrier functions. These algorithms are based on
the given (primal) and the dual problem as well. They employ the structure of the
problem in a global sense by allowing better complexity bounds and exhibit a much
better practical performance.

Since in this present chapter, we expressed generalized additive spline regres-
sion problem for logistic regression as both L1-regularization problem and a conic
quadratic problem together with appropriate choice of a tolerance C2 that it is should
be the outcome of a careful learning process, with a model-free [17] or a model-
based method [5], we become enabled to future research to exploit special problem
for analytical and numerical purposes.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we undertook an effort for a further introduction of modern contin-
uous optimization into statistical learning and inverse problems. We presented an
additive logistic regression model with B-spline and C-LASSO parameter estima-
tion for them.Differently from estimationmethodswhich employ penalty parameters
with the need to regularly adjust them in the course of an algorithm, e.g., of New-
ton–Raphson type, a well-structured class of convex optimization method called
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Conic Quadratic Programming offers an elegant framework of description analysis,
a duality theory, an efficient algorithm and a reasonable complexity.
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An Efficient Bundle-Like Algorithm
for Data-Driven Multi-objective Bi-level
Signal Design for Traffic Networks
with Hazardous Material Transportation

Suh-Wen Chiou

1 Introduction

For most urban road networks, transportation of hazmat is of primary concern to
decision makers whilst the growing complexity of signal-controlled road junctions
has increased the risk of sudden disruption. Many model-based decision support
systems (DSS) are intended to provide some kind of optimization of desired decision
criteria. For instance, revenuemanagement aiming at identifying optimal price levels
of services by analyzing forecasts and current sales levels has been applied inAirlines
with success. The demand chain management employs optimization models that
incorporate uncertainty, product relationships, and stock levels to determine prices
for products that downstream retailer may have. Even more, the product can be
strategically priced by consumer demand management DSS by taking advantage of
large databases, and high bandwidth networking to propagate the data in real time,
and faster computers to enable solutions of large models.

A data-driven DSS has also been regarded as the most popular approach to tackle
a network design problem [27–29]. In urban areas most travel delays incurred by
road users are occurring at signal-controlled junctions at which traffic movements
are interrupted regularly by alternating traffic lights. In urban area traffic control
road network, planning to both cope with continuously growing travel demand and
alleviate increasing traffic congestion at signalized junctions becomes one of the
most challenging and important issues facing decision makers at various levels of
management. Optimization of signal settings with certain travel demand in a road
network has attracted many researchers over past decades [1–3, 6, 14, 25, 31, 32,
37]. For example, TRANSYT [34] is recognized as one of the most useful cases of
computerized decision support systems in studying optimization of real-world fixed-
time signal timings. As indicated in [1], traffic flows and travel times are strongly
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influenced by operations of signals. Ways of using mathematical programming to
solve a constrained optimization problem of signal timings and equilibrium flow
have been well researched [6, 8, 10, 36]. A bi-level programming technique [13, 15]
traditionally has been considered a more appropriate tool in tackling signal setting
problem [8, 36]. According to [9, 11], a traffic control manager with the leader at
the upper level is supposed to have all information about road travelers’ objective
function and constraints, while at the lower level road travelers with the followers
know nothing about the leader but the strategy announced by him. Until the leader
announces his optimal strategy, the followers are not able to solve their optimizing
problem responding to the leader’s strategy.

For a signal-controlled road network, one direct approach usually adopted by
government to regulate the risk associated with hazmat shipment is the prohibition
on the use of certain roads by hazmat traffic [5, 18, 19]. A more amiable and flexible
policy for regulators on effective road control can be achieved through appropriate
network design [21, 23, 33]. While hazmat transport risks can be reduced by limiting
access on urban city roads to hazmat traffic, carriers will incur increased costs due
to limited routing available. Planning to both cope with mitigation of public risk and
minimization of travel cost becomes one of the most challenging issues [16, 33].
Considering the rationale response of carriers [21] were the first ones to propose
a bi-level network design model for hazmat transportation with single objective of
risk minimization. Despite risk model taking the form of expected consequence
of incidents is regarded as the most-widely used one [16, 33], the development
of data-driven risk-averse models for low probability but high risk hazmat routing
has attracted the attention of researchers only fairly recently [4, 17]. For example
[17] introduced catastrophe-avoidance models for hazmat routing. [4] proposed an
alternative using a game-theoretic approach to reduce the maximum risk along a
route.

In this chapter, a data-driven bi-level decision support system (DBSS) with multi-
objective for urban traffic signal design is developed to regulate the risk associated
with hazmat transportation whilst the generalized travel costs of carriers can be
effectively reduced. A data-driven min-max risk model is introduced for hazardous
materials with low probability but high consequence. Themaximum risk exposure of
population adjacent to selected routes of hazmat and that over entire road network can
be minimized. For a signal-controlled road network, the travel delays at downstream
signal-controlled junctions are explicitly considered and evaluated using a traffic
model [34]. Details can be referred to recent results in [7, 35]. The generalized travel
cost for carriers of hazmat traffic can be minimized over the entire road network
through better signal control policies. In this chapter, a data-driven bi-level network
designmodel (DBM)model embeddedwithmin-max riskmodel (BM) is established.
The performance index for DBM can be taken as a weighted sum of maximum risk
exposure and a linear combination of the rate of delay and the number of stops for
each link. For a general bi-level problem, as mentioned in the literature [22, 24],
only local solutions can be found due to the non-linearity of the constraints at the
lower level problem. At the best of author’s knowledge, there is very limited work in
the literature to simultaneously tackle transport risk and generalized travel cost for
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hazmat transportation via effective traffic signal control. In this chapter we intend
to fill this gap. Due to non-convexity of the DBM, a bounding solution aiming to
reduce relative gaps between iterations is developed.

The contributions made from this chapter can be briefly stated as follows. First,
a DBSS with multi-objective using a bundle-like algorithm is presented to mitigate
maximum risk exposure whilst total travel delay for hazmat transportation can be
effectively reduced. A DBM with multi-objective is presented via effective traffic
signal control. Second, BM is proposed to determine the maximum risk exposure
for both carriers at the lower level problem and decision makers at the upper level
problem. Due to non-convex structure of DBM, thirdly, a bundle-like algorithm is
proposed to stabilize solutions of the problem and effectively solve the problem with
reasonable computational efforts. Finally, numerical computations are performed
using an example road network to demonstrate the superiority of proposed strategy.
Comparisons are also made with other data-driven risk-averse models to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed model. The results strongly indicate that DBSS
becomes even more amiable to signal control policy makers since provides more
flexible solutions whilst is more acceptable to hazmat carriers since explicitly takes
account of travel delay at downstream signal-controlled junctions. Moreover, the
trade-offs between maximum risk exposure and generalized travel costs are empiri-
cally investigated among different data-driven risk models with a variety of weights.
As a result, DBSS consistently exhibits considerable advantage onmitigation ofmax-
imum risk whilst incurred less cost loss as compared to other data-driven risk-averse
models.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces DBSS for
signal control in hazmat transportation case study. In Sect. 3, a DBM with multi-
objective is proposed. In Sect. 4, other data-driven risk-averse models for hazmat
network design are presented. Section 5 gives a bundle-like algorithm for proposed
DBM. Section 6 presents a data-driven bounding strategy and numerical computa-
tions are performed in Sect. 7. Conclusions for this chapter and extensions of the
proposed approach to topics of interest are briefly summarized in Sect. 8.

2 A Data-Driven Bi-level Decision Support System (DBSS)

A data-driven bi-level decision support system using model-driven technique in
[27–29] is developed in this section. In order to analyze the risk of hazmat transport
to decision makers, a data-driven min-max risk model (BM) integrating with explicit
signal delay in [7] is proposed in the first place. Notation used throughout this chapter
is stated below.
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2.1 Notation

Let G(N ,L) denote a directed road network, where N represents a set of fixed time
signal controlled junctions and L represents a set of links denoted by (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
Each traffic stream approaching any junction is represented by its own link.

W a set of origin-destination (OD) pairs.
Rw a set of routes between OD pair w, ∀w ∈ W .
T � [Tw] the matrix of travel demands for origin-destination pair w, ∀w ∈ W .
ζ the reciprocal of the common cycle time.
ζmin, ζmax the minimum and maximum reciprocal of the common cycle time.
θ � [θam] the vector of starts of green for various links as proportions of cycle

time where θam is start of next green for signal group a at junctionm.
φ � [φam] the vector of durations of green for various links as proportions of

cycle time where φam is the duration of green for signal group a at
junction m.

τabm the clearance time between the end of green for signal group a and
the start of green for incompatible signal group b at junction m.

� � (ζ, θ, φ) the set of signal setting variables, respectively for the reciprocal of
common cycle time, start and duration of greens.

λ(i,j) duration of effective green for link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
λmin the minimum green.
�m(a, b) collection of numbers 0 and 1 for each pair of incompatible signal

groups at junction m; where �m(a, b) � 0 if the start of green for
signal group a precedes that of b and �m(a, b) � 1, otherwise.

D(i,j) the rate of delay on link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
S(i,j) the number of stops per unit time on link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
WD weighting factor for rate of delay.
WS weighting factor for number of stops.
MD monetary factor associated with D(i,j).
MS monetary factor associated with S(i,j).
ρ(i, j) maximum degree of saturation for link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
S(i,j) saturation flow on link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
q(i,j) incidental probability of accidental release of hazmat on link (i, j),

∀(i, j) ∈ L.
r(i,j) incidental consequence of accidental release of hazmat on link (i, j),

∀(i, j) ∈ L.
f(i,j) hazmat traffic flow on link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
hk hazmat traffic flow on route k between OD pairs, ∀k ∈ Rw,w ∈ W .

 a link-route incidence matrix with entryΛk

(i,j) � 1 if route k uses link
(i, j), and Λk

(i,j) � 0 otherwise, ∀(i, j) ∈ L, ∀k ∈ Rw,w ∈ W .
� an OD-route incidence matrix with entry �w

k � 1 if path k connects
OD pair w, ∀w ∈ W , and �w

k � 0 otherwise, ∀k ∈ Rw,w ∈ W .
c(i,j) the travel time on link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
c0(i,j) the un-delayed travel time on link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
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d(i,j) the average delay on link (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ L.
ck the travel time on route k.
σ a converting factor from data-driven risk measure to monetary factor.

2.2 The Cost Minimum Route Optimization

For a signal-controlled road network, the travel time can be calculated as a sum of
un-delayed travel time c0(i,j) and the average delay d(i,j) incurred by hazmat traffic at
downstream junction, i.e.

c(i,j)(f , �) � c0(i,j) + d(i,j)(f , �) (1)

The costminimum routes (CM) for hazmat carriers among pairs ofODw,∀w ∈ W
can be found through a system optimum formulation.

Min
f

∑

(i,j)∈L
f(i,j)c(i,j)(f , �) (2)

subject to
∑

k∈Rw

hk � Tw, ∀w ∈ W

f(i,j)
∑

w∈W

∑

k∈Rw


k
(i,j)hk , ∀(i, j) ∈ L

hk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ Rw,w ∈ W

Let � denote the feasible set for feasible traffic flow f in a following vector form,
i.e.�{f :f � 
h, �h � T , h ≥ 0}. For hazmat traffic flow f solving costminimization
(2), let �CM denote a solution set for hazmat traffic flow.

2.3 A Linear Delay Risk Model

The expected consequence can be generalized as a following form: let cH(i,j) denotes
a public risk with probability q(i,j) of accidental release for hazmat to population
exposure on link (i, j), we have a data-driven risk model as follows.

cH(i,j) � r(i,j)q(i,j) (3)
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A linear delay risk cost cG(i,j) can be expressed as the following data-driven risk
model.

cG(i,j)(f , �) � c(i,j)(f , �)cH(i,j) (4)

The corresponding route cost in relation to (3) and (4) can be expressed. Let cHk
denote the route cost on route k, we have

cHk �
∑

(i,j)∈L
cH(i,j)


k
(i,j) (5)

Let cGk (f , �) denote a linear delay risk route cost, we have

cGk (f , �) �
∑

(i,j)∈L
cG(i,j)(f , �)
k

(i,j) (6)

A data-driven total travel cost can be expressed as follows.

TCG(f , �, q) �
∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)(f , �)f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (7)

Or in a vector form

TCG(f , �, q) � c(f , �)frq (8)

2.4 A Maximum Data-Driven Risk Model (MM)

Since the distribution of occurrence of probability q in data-driven travel cost (8)
is not always available, the expected consequence of incident can be approximated
by a maximum risk model. According to [17], a maximum risk link along a chosen
route k can be identified as a following form: for every route k,

cMk � Max
(i,j)∈k

{cH(i,j)} (9)

Thus a least maximum risk model (MM) along a path k ′ can be expressed as
follows.

Min
k∈Rw,w∈W

cMk � Min
k∈Rw,w∈W

Max
(i,j)∈k

{cH(i,j)} (10)

Find a route k ′ with a least risk such that for every route k, we have

k ′ � Arg Min
k

cMk (11)
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2.5 A Maximum Data-Driven Risk with Mixed Routes
(MM2) Model

Considering a mixed route strategy between a specified OD pair w [4], generalized
a simplified data-driven min-max model as a following form. Let pk denote path use
probability for a trip w such that

1 �
∑

k∈Rw

pk (12)

Let p(i,j) denote a link use probability such that for every link, by definition, we
have

p(i,j) �
∑

k∈Rw


k
(i,j)pk (13)

The expected consequence in (3)with link use probability p(i,j) can be re-expressed
as follows.

cH(i,j) � p(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (14)

subject to (12) and (13).Amaximumriskmodel cM (p)with a data-drivenmixed-route
selection probability pk ,∀k ∈ Rw between a specified OD pair w can be described as
a following form: for any link use probability p(i,j) satisfying (12) and (13), we have

cM (p) � Max
q(i,j)

∑

(i,j)∈L
cH(i,j) � Max

q(i,j)

∑

(i,j)∈L
p(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (15)

subject to 1 �
∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j)

Therefore a data-driven maximum risk model (MM2) over entire road network
can be re-expressed.

Min
p(i,j)

cM (p) � Min
p(i,j)

Max
q(i,j)

∑

(i,j)∈L
p(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (16)

subject to
∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j) � 1

and
∑

k∈Rw

pk � 1
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together with p(i,j) �
∑

k∈Rw


k
(i,j)pk

2.6 A Data-Driven Risk Model with Signal Delay

Assuming that the occurrence of accidental release for hazmat is barely to be known
a priori, a data-driven min-max risk model is introduced according to (15).

Max
q

∑

(i,j)∈L
f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (17)

subject to 1 �
∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j)

According to (7), a data-driven risk model TCM (f , �) taking account of signal
delay c(f , �) can be described as a following maximum risk model.

TCM (f , �) � Max
q(i,j)

∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)(f , �)f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (18)

subject to
∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j) � 1

The occurrence of probability q(i,j),∀(i, j) ∈ L in (18) maximizing total data-
driven risk for hazmat traffic over entire road network under signal setting � can be
determined.

qM � Arg Max
q

∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)(f , �)f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (19)

subject to
∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j) � 1

Nowwe have a data-drivenmin-max risk model with signal delay in the following
way:

TCM (f , �) �
∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)(f , �)f(i,j)r(i,j)q

M
(i,j) (20)

Or in a vector form,

TCM (f , �) � c(f , �)f rqM (21)
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Therefore a data-driven min-max risk model (BM) with signal delay can be
addressed as follows.

Min
f

Max
q

∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)(f , �)f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (22)

subject to
∑

k∈Rw

hk � Tw, ∀w ∈ W

f(i,j) �
∑

w∈W

∑

k∈Rw


k
(i,j)hk , ∀(i, j) ∈ L

hk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ Rw,w ∈ W

∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j) � 1

According to (19) and (20), it implies

Min
f

∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)(f , �)f(i,j)r(i,j)q

M
(i,j) (23)

subject to
∑

k∈Rw

hk � Tw, ∀w ∈ W

f(i,j) �
∑

w∈W

∑

k∈Rw


k
(i,j)hk ,∀(i, j) ∈ L

hk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ Rw,w ∈ W

The resulting hazmat traffic flow f thus can be determined with a most obnoxious
incident probabilityqM such that total risk isminimized in theworst case of accidental
release to population exposure. That is

f (�) � Arg MinTCM

f ∈�
(f ′, �) (24)

and let �BM denote a solution set for data-driven hazmat flow satisfying (23).
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2.7 A Variational Inequality for the Lower Level Problem

For a lower level problem (23), it can be generalized as a variational inequality if and
only if the gradient of objective function with respect to hazmat traffic is available.
It turns out that a marginal cost for a data-driven risk model in (21) can be expressed
as follows.

c̃(f , �) � ∇f TC
M (f , �) � c(f , �)rqM + f ∇c(f , �)rqM (25)

The optimization problem (25) can be equivalently expressed as a following vari-
ational inequality: for every hazmat traffic flow f ′ ∈ �, it is to find a hazmat traffic
flow, f ∈ � with an obnoxious incident probability qM such that

c̃(f , �)(f ′ − f ) ≥ 0 (26)

According to (25), for every hazmat traffic flow f ′ ∈ �BM , it implies

c̃(f ′, �) � c(f ′, �)rqM + f ′∇c(f ′, �)rqM (27)

3 Data-Driven Bi-level Hazmat Network Design Model
(DBM) with Multi-objective

A data-driven performance measure of signal-controlled network can be evaluated
using awell-known trafficmodel TRANSYT [34]. According to [7], the performance
measure in TRANSYT is represented as a sum for signal-controlled traffic streams
(links) of a weighted linear combination of estimated rate of delay and number of
stops per unit time.

3.1 A Delay-Minimizing Signal Setting Problem

LetP be a performance index for a signal-controlled road networkwith signal settings
� � (ζ, θ, φ) and traffic flow f . It can be generally expressed via functionP0 in terms
of signal timings � and network flow f in the following way.

MinP
�,f

� P0(�, f ) (28)

subject to � ∈ �
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The set � defines the constraints of signal settings � as follows. For a signal-
controlled network, the cycle time constraint is expressed as

ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax (29)

For each signal controlled junctionm, the phase a green time for all signal groups
at junction m is expressed as

λminζ ≤ φam ≤ 1 (30)

The link capacity for all links leading to junction m is expressed as

f(i,j) ≤ ρ(i,j)s(i,j)λ(i,j) (31)

and the clearance time τabm for incompatible signal groups a and b at junction m is
expressed as

θam + φam + τabmζ ≤ θam + �m(a, b) (32)

The performance index P is taken to be a sum of a linear combination of the rate
of delay and the number of stops per unit time for each link.

P �
∑

(i,j)∈L
D(i,j)(�, f )WDMD + S(i,j)(�, f )WSMS (33)

A delay-minimizing signal setting optimization problem can be expressed.

MinP
�,f

�
∑

(i,j)∈L
D(i,j)(�, f )WDMD + S(i,j)(�, f )WSMS (34)

subject to ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax

λminζ ≤ φam ≤ 1

f(i,j) ≤ ρ(i,j)s(i,j)λ(i,j)

θam + φam + τabmζ ≤ θam + �m(a, b)
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3.2 A Data-Driven Risk-Averse Signal Setting Problem

Consider a data-driven risk-averse model in (17). A data-driven risk-averse model
for signal setting optimization can be expressed as follows.

Min
�,f

Max P
q

�
∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)(f , �)f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (35)

subject to ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax

λminζ ≤ φam ≤ 1

f(i,j) ≤ ρ(i,j)s(i,j)λ(i,j)

θam + φam + τabmζ ≤ θam + �m(a, b)

∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j) � 1

3.3 A DBM Signal Setting Optimization with Multi-objective

Considering two single objective signal-setting problems (34)–(35) with constraints
(29)–(32), a DBM signal setting optimization with multi-objective can be expressed
as a following weighted sum model.

P �
∑

(i,j)∈L
D(i,j)(�, f )WDMD + S(i,j)(�, f )WSMS

+ σ Max
q

∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (36)

subject to
∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j) � 1

The occurrence of probability in (36)maximizing data-driven total risk over entire
road network can be determined.
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qBM � Arg Max
q

∑

(i,j)∈L
D(i,j)(�, f )WDMD + S(i,j)(�, f )WSMS

+ σ
∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (37)

subject to
∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j) � 1

Thus a data-driven weighted sum model can be re-expressed below.

P �
∑

(i,j)∈L
D(i,j)(�, f )WDMD + S(i,j)(�, f )WSMS + σ

∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)f(i,j)r(i,j)q

BM
(i,j) (38)

For hazmat traffic in (24), i.e. f ∈ �BM , the data-driven performance index P in
(28) can be re-expressed.

PBM � Pc
BM + σPe

BM (39)

A weighted sum of DBM can be expressed in the following way:

Min
�,f

PBM � Pc
BM + σPe

BM (40)

subject to ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax

λminζ ≤ φam ≤ 1

f(i,j) ≤ ρ(i,j)s(i,j)λ(i,j)

θam + φam + τabmζ ≤ θam + �m(a, b)

and f ∈ �BM

4 Alternative Data-Driven Risk-Averse Models

Considering the lower level problem in Sect. 2, in this section, various data-driven
risk models are considered: a cost minimum route model (CM) in (2), a data-driven
risk maximum model (MM) in (10) and a mixed-route data-driven risk maximum
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model in (16). First, CM can be expressed below in which a risk-neutral flow is
determined.

Min
�,f

PCM � Pc
M + σPe

CM (41)

subject to ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax

λminζ ≤ φam ≤ 1

f(i,j) ≤ ρ(i,j)s(i,j)λ(i,j)

θam + φam + τabmζ ≤ θam + �m(a, b)

and f ∈ �CM

Second, MM can be expressed below in which a risk-averse flow is defined.
According to (9) and (10), a least maximum risk route k ′ can be determined such
that for every route k, k ∈ Rw between OD pair w,w ∈ W , we have

k ′ � Arg Min
k

Max
(i,j)∈L{c

H
(i,j)} (42)

Let hk ′ � Tw, thus for every (i, j), (i, j) ∈ L, we have

f(i,j) � 
k ′
(i,j)hk ′ (43)

Let �MM denote a solution set for hazmat flow satisfying (42) and (43). Then a
data-driven MM model can be expressed.

Min
�,f

PMM � Pc
MM + σPe

MM (44)

subject to ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax

λminζ ≤ φam ≤ 1

f(i,j) ≤ ρ(i,j)s(i,j)λ(i,j)
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θam + φam + τabmζ ≤ θam + �m(a, b)

and f ∈ �MM

For a data-driven maximum risk model with mixed routes (MM2) given in [4]
and specified in (16), a data-driven maximum risk hazmat flow can be determined.

Min
f (i,j)

Max
q(i,j)

∑

(i,j)∈L
f(i,j)r(i,j)q(i,j) (45)

subject to 1 �
∑

(i,j)∈L
q(i,j)

∑

k∈Rw

hk � Tw,∀w ∈ W

and f(i,j) �
∑

w∈W

∑

k∈Rw


k
(i,j)hk

Let �MM 2 denote a solution set for hazmat flow satisfying (45). Then MM2 can
be expressed in which a data-driven risk-averse flow is determined by (45).

Min
�,f

PMM 2 � Pc
MM 2 + σPe

MM 2 (46)

subject to ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax

λminζ ≤ φam ≤ 1

f(i,j) ≤ ρ(i,j)s(i,j)λ(i,j)

θam + φam + τabmζ ≤ θam + �m(a, b)

and f ∈ �MM 2
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5 A Bundle-Like Algorithm for DBM with Multi-objective

According to recent developments in [26], the perturbation∇f of hazmat traffic flow
in (26) with respect to a change � in signal settings � can thus be determined by
solving a following linearized variational inequality. Let � � Ψ̂ − Ψ , introduce

Ω(�) � {∇f (�):∇f � 
(�h), �(�h) � 0, ∃�h ∈ K} (47)

and

K �

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩
�h :

(i)�hk free, if h∗
k > 0,

(ii)�hk ≥ 0, if h∗
k � 0, C̃k � πw,

(iii)�hk � 0, if h∗
k � 0, C̃k > πw

∀k ∈ Rw,∀w ∈ W

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭
(48)

In (48), C̃k denotes a marginal cost on route k and πw denotes a minimum cost for
trip w. For every flow perturbation in set (47), i.e. f ′ ∈ �(�), a directional derivative
∇f along a direction � can be determined such that

(∇� c̃(f , �
* )� + ∇f c̃(f , �

∗)∇f )(f ′ − ∇f ) ≥ 0 (49)

The gradients∇� c̃(f , �∗) and∇f c̃(f , �∗) in (49) are evaluated at�∗ when pertur-
bations in� are specified. For the objective function in (40), the generalized gradient
for data-driven performance measure can be calculated.

∇�P � (∇�D(�, f ) + ∇f D(�, f )f ′(�))WDMD

+ (∇�S(�, f ) + ∇f S(�, f )f ′(�))WSMS + σ (c′f + f ′)rqBM ) (50)

According to directional derivatives by (49), a data-driven bi-level signal set-
ting optimization (40) with multi-objective can now be reduced into a single-level
optimization problem.

Min
�

P1 �
∑

(i,j)∈L
D(i,j)WDMD + s(i,j)WSMS + σ

∑

(i,j)∈L
c(i,j)f(i,j)r(i,j)q

BM
(i,j) (51)

subject to ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax

λminζ ≤ φam ≤ 1

f(i,j)(�) ≤ ρ(i,j)s(i,j)λ(i,j)
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θam + φam + τabmζ ≤ θam + �m(a, b)

The generalized gradients for problem P1 with respect to signal settings � can be
obtained as follows.

∇�P(�) � ∇�P1 (52)

For a signal setting �(k), the generalized gradient of performance P1(�) can be
expressed whenever a sub-gradient z ∈ ∂P1(�) exists according to Rademacher’s
theorem in [12]. Let co denote a convex hull, it implies

∂�P1(�
∗) � co

{
lim
k→∞

∇�P1(�
(k)) : �(k) → �∗,∇�P1(�

(k))exists

}
(53)

In (53), the generalized gradient of P1(�(k)) can be obtained according to (50)
and (52), i.e.

∇�P1(�(k)) � (∇�D(�(k), f (�(k))) + ∇f D(�(k), f (�(k)))f ′(�(k)))WDMD

+(∇�S(�(k), f (�(k))) + ∇f S(�(k), f (�(k)))f ′(�(k)))WSMS + σ (c′
(i,j)f + cf ′

(i,j))rq
BM

(54)

For a direction �(k) � � − �(k) in the neighborhood of signal setting �(k), for
any sub-gradient z ∈ ∂P1(�(k)) the directional derivative DP1(�(k);�(k)) can be
calculated as follows.

DP1(�
(k);�(k)) � z�(k) (55)

A tentative solution Ψ̂ (k) for (51) can be determined by a following bundle-like
algorithm.

Ψ̂ (k) � Arg Min
�∈�

Max
1≤i≤k

z(i)(� − �(k)) (56)

A lower bound for (51) is denoted by Pl , and can be expressed as P
(k)
l � P1(Ψ̂ (k)).

A new signal setting �(k+1) is determined such that the performance index in (51)
can be effectively reduced, that is, let �(k) � Ψ̂ (k) − �(k)

P1(�
(k+1)) � P1(�

(k) + α(k)�(k)) ≤ P1(�
(k) + ξ�(k)) < P1(�

(k)) (57)

A practical Armijo line search rule can be conveniently utilized to determine the
value of α(k) in greatly reducing computational efforts for successive evaluations of
the performance function P1(�(k)). Let z(k) ∈ ∂�P1(�(k)), for chosen scalars β, l
and γ with 0 < β < 1, and 0 < γ < 1, we set α(k) � βm(k)

l where m(k) is the first
non-negative integer m for which
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P1(�
(k) + βml�(k)) − P1(�

(k)) ≤ γβmlz(k)�(k) (58)

A new signal setting for iteration k+1 can be expressed as follows.

�(k+1) � �(k) + α(k)�(k) (59)

The upper bound for (51) is denoted by Pu and can be expressed as P(k+1)
u �

P1(�(k+1)). Let δ(k) denote a relative difference between bounds such that

δ(k) � P(k)
u − P(kk)

l (60)

A data-driven bounding strategy for (51) is developed such that computation of
signal settings for hazmat traffic flow can proceed until the relative difference δ(k)

between the upper bound P(k)
u and lower bound P(k)

l vanishes and �(k) is the solution
of (51).

6 A Data-Driven Bounding Strategy for DBM

For (51), the signal settings minimizing total traffic queues and maximum risk can
be determined by a following data-driven bounding strategy. According to (58),
the corresponding performance measure in (51) can be continuously improved from
iteration to iteration when optimal signal settings are updated in (59) until the relative
gap between bounds of performance function vanishes.

Step 1. Start with initial signal-setting �(k) and set index k=1. Set the stopping
threshold ε, ε ≥ 0.
Step 2. Solve the lower level problem with signal-setting �(k).

Step 2-1. Solve a least BM model with signal setting delay in (22).
Step 2-2. For a most obnoxious incidents with probability qM , find a data-driven
maxi-sum risk flow f via (24).
Step 2-3. Characterize the marginal cost for carriers via (25).

Step 3. Find directional derivatives via solving a linearized variational inequality
(49) with (47) and (48).
Step 4. Determine the generalized gradient in (50).
Step 5. Solve DBM (51):

Step 5-1. Find a tentative signal setting Ψ̂ (k) via (56).
Step 5-2. Calculate a tentative direction �(k) � Ψ̂ (k) − �(k).
Step 5-3. Compute DP1(�(k);�(k)). If DP1(�(k);�(k)) > −ε, go to Step 6-3.
Otherwise go to Step 5-4.
Step 5-4. Set a lower bound P(k)

l � P̂(k)
l (Ψ̂ (k)).
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1 Introduction

Analysis in data science and digital business requires analysis of the data and inmany
cases the use of regression techniques. This chapter discusses some simple regression
and advanced regression techniques that have bene used often in the analysis of
data for business, industry, and government. Regression is not a one method fits all
approach. Regression takes good approaches and common sense to complement the
mathematical and statistical approaches used. We also discuss methods to check for
model adequacy after the regression model is found. We also believe because of the
popularity of R that we would illustrate this chapter using R and at the end of this
chapter we provide the commands that were used in our examples.

Often we might want to model the data in order to make predictions or explain
within the domain of the data, Besides the models, we provide insights into the
adequacy of the model through various approaches including regression ANOVA
output, residual plots, and percent relative error.

In general, we suggest using the following steps in regression analysis.

Step 1. Enter the data (x, y) and obtain a scatterplot of the data and note the trends.
Step 2. If necessary, transform the data into “y” and “x” components.
Step 3. Build or compute the regression equation. Obtain all the output. Interpret the
ANOVA output for R2, F-test, and P-values for coefficients.
Step 4. Plot the regression function and the data to obtain a visual fit.
Step 5. Compute the predictions, the residuals, percent relative error as described
later.
Step 6. Insure the predictive results passes the common sense test.
Step 7. Plot the residual versus prediction to determine model adequacy.
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We present several methods to check for model adequacy. First, we suggest your
predictions pass the “common sense” test. If not, return to your regression model as
we shown with our exponential decay model in Sect. 3. The residual plot is also very
revealing. Figure 1 shows possible residual plot results where only random patterns
indicate model adequacy from the residual plot perspective. Linear, curve, or fanning
trend indicate a problem in the regression model. Afifi and Azen [1] have a good
and useful discussion on corrective action based upon trends found. Percent relative
error also provides information about how well the model approximates the original
values and it provides insights into where the model fits well and where it might not
fit well. We define percent relative error with Eq. (1),

%RE � 100
∣
∣ya − yp

∣
∣

ya
(1)

2 Introducing Linear Regression

2.1 Correlation of Spring Data

First, let’s define correlation. Correlation, ρ, measures the linearity between the data
sets X and Y . Mathematically correlation is defined as follows:

The correlation coefficient, Eq. (2), between X and Y , denoted as ρxy, is

ρxy � COV (X , Y )

σxσy
� E[XY ] − μxμy

σxσy
. (2)

The values of correlation range from −1 to +1. The value of −1 corresponds to
a perfect line with a negative slope and a value of +1 corresponds to a perfect line
with a positive slope. A value of 0 indicates that that there is no linear relationship.

We present two rules of thumb for correlation from the literature. First, from
Devore [2], for math, science, and engineering data we have the following:

0.8 < |ρ| ≤1.0 Strong linear relationship
0.5 < |ρ| ≤ 0.8 Moderate linear relationship
|ρ| ≤ 0.5 Weak linear relationship

According to Johnson [8] for non-math, non-science and non-engineering data
we find a more liberal interpretation of ρ:

0.5 < |ρ| ≤ 1.0 Strong linear relationship
0.5 < |ρ| ≤ 0.3 Moderate linear relationship
0.1 < |ρ| ≤ 0.3 Weak linear relationship
|ρ| ≤ 0.1 No linear relationship
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Further, in our modeling efforts we emphasize the interpretation of |ρ|≈0. This
can be interpreted as either no linear relationship or the existence of a nonlinear
relationship. Most students and many researchers fail to pick up on the importance
of the nonlinear relationship aspect of the interpretation.

Calculating correlation between two (or more) variables in R is simple. After
loading in the spring data set as an object into R’s workspace, we can first visualize
the data in tabular format. This lets us be sure that the data is in the proper format
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and that there are no oddities (missing values, characters entered instead of numbers)
that would cause problems.

Using either rule of thumb the correlation coefficient, |ρ|�0.999272, indicates a
strong linear relationship.We obtain this value, look at Fig. 1, andwe see an excellent
linear relationship with a positive correlations very close to 1.

x      y
1     50 0.1000
2    100 0.1875

3    150 0.2750
4    200 0.3250
5    250 0.4375
6    300 0.4875
7    350 0.5675
8    400 0.6500
9    450 0.7250
10   500 0.8000
11   550 0.8750

To estimate the correlation between the two columns in this data set, we simply
use the cor() command in R on the data table:

## Calculate and print correlation matrix
print(cor(spring_data))

##           x         y
## x 1.0000000 0.9992718
## y 0.9992718 1.0000000

The data’s correlation coefficient is 0.9992718 that is very close to 1. Visualizing
the data makes this relationship easy to see and we would expect to see a linear
relationship with a positive slope as shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Linear Regression of Spring Data

Fitting an ordinary least-squares (OLS) model with form y x + ε to the spring data in
R is quite simple. Using the lm() command (short for “linear model”) fits the linear
model and saves the result as another object in R’s workspace.

## Fit OLS model to the data
spring_model <- lm(

y ~ x
, data = spring_data
)
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Fig. 2 Plot of spring data with correlation value

We can then perform operations on this object to produce tables presenting coef-
ficient estimates and a range of diagnostic statistics to evaluate how well the model
fits the data provided.

Estimate Std. error t value Pr(>|t|)

x 0.001537 1.957e−05 78.57 4.437e−14

(Intercept) 0.03245 0.006635 4.891 0.0008579

Fitting linear model: y~x

Observations Residual std. error R2 Adjusted R2

11 0.01026 0.9985 0.9984

Analysis of Variance Table

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

x 1 0.6499 0.6499 6173 4.437e−14

Residuals 9 0.0009475 0.0001053 NA NA

We visualize this estimated relationship by overlaying the fitted line to the spring
data plot. This plot shows that the trend line estimated by the linear model fits the
data quite well as shown in Fig. 3. The relationship between R2 and ρ is that R2 �
(ρ)2.
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Fig. 3 Regression plot of spring data

2.3 Linear Regression of Philippines SIGACTS

Linear regression is not the answer to all analysis. The example below uses the same
lm() command in R to estimate the relationship between literacy rates and violent
events in the Philippines. Although the model produces a linear trend, both the fit
statistics and visual inspection suggest that a linear model may not be the best choice.

## Fit OLS model to the data
sigacts_model_ols <- lm(

sigacts_2008 ~ literacy
, data = sigacts_data)

Estimate Std. error t value Pr(>|t|)

literacy −1.145 0.4502 −2.543 0.01297

(Intercept) 113 37.99 2.975 0.003903

Fitting linear model: sigacts_2008~ literacy

Observations Residual std. error R2 Adjusted R2

80 25.77 0.07656 0.06472
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Fig. 4 Regression with literacy and violent events data

Analysis of Variance Table

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Literacy 1 4295 4295 6.467 0.01297

Residuals 78 51,805 664.2 NA NA

As seen in this example between literacy and violent events the linear regression
model, Fig. 4, is not helpful. We will return to this example later in this chapter.

3 Exponential Decay Modeling

3.1 Introducing Hospital Recovery Data

There often arise cases where a linear model may not be appropriate. One potential
case analyzed here is the relationship hospital stay and patient recovery. We begin
by visualizing the data in R:
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print(recovery_data)
## # A tibble: 15 × 2
##        T     Y
##    <int> <int>
## 1      2    54
## 2      5    50
## 3 7    45
## 4     10    37
## 5     14    35
## 6     19    25
## 7     26    20
## 8     31    16
## 9     34    18
## 10    38    13
## 11    45     8
## 12    52    11
## 13    53     8
## 14    60     4
## 15    65     6

Printing the table of recovery data shows that once again, the structure of the data
is amenable to statistical analysis—there are no missing values and both columns
contain valid numbers (integers). We have two columns, T (number of days in the
hospital) and Y (estimated recovery index) and we want to generate a model that
predicts how well a patient will recover as a function of the time they spend in
the hospital. Using the cor() command retrieves an initial correlation coefficient of
−0.941.

## Calculate and print correlation matrix
print(cor(recovery_data))

##            T          Y
## T  1.0000000 -0.9410528
## Y -0.9410528  1.0000000

Once again, creating a scatter plot, Fig. 5, of the data helps us visualize how
closely the estimated correlation value matches the overall trend in the data.

In this example we will show linear regression, polynomial regression, and then
exponential regression in order to obtain a useful model.

3.2 Linear Regression of Hospital Recovery Data

It definitely appears that there is a strong negative relationship: the longer a patient
spends in the hospital, the lower their recovery index tends to be. Next, we fit an
OLS model to the data to estimate the magnitude of the linear relationship.
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Fig. 5 Scatterplot of days in the hospital and recovery index

## Fit OLS model to the data
recovery_model <- lm(

Y ~ T
, data = recovery_data
)

Estimate Std. error t value Pr(>|t|)

T −0.7525 0.07502 −10.03 1.736e−07

(Intercept) 46.46 2.762 16.82 3.335e−10

Fitting linear model: Y~T

Observations Residual std. error R2 Adjusted R2

15 5.891 0.8856 0.8768

Analysis of Variance Table

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

T 1 3492 3492 100.6 1.736e−07

Residuals 13 451.2 34.71 NA NA

OLS modeling shows that there is a negative and statistically significant relation-
ship between time spent in the hospital and patient recovery index.However, ordinary
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least-squares regression may not be the best choice in this case for two reasons. First,
we are dealing with real-world data: a model that can produce (for example) negative
estimates of recovery index is not applicable to the underlying concepts our model
is dealing with. Second, the assumption of OLS, like all linear models, is that the
magnitude of the relationship between input and output variables stays constant over
the entire range of values in the data. However, visualizing the data suggests that this
assumption may not hold—in fact, it appears that the magnitude of the relationship
is very high for low values of T and decays somewhat for patients who spend more
days in the hospital.

To test for this phenomenon we examine the residuals of the linear model. Resid-
uals analysis can provide quick visual feedback about model fit and whether the
relationships estimated hold over the full range of the data. We calculate residuals
as the difference between observed values Y and estimated values Y ∗, or Yi − Y ∗

i .
We then normalize residuals as percent relative error between the observed and esti-
mated values, which helps us compare how well the model predicts each individual
observation in the data set:

## # A tibble: 15 × 6
##        T     Y index predicted  residuals pct_relative_error
##    <int> <int> <int>     <dbl>      <dbl>              <dbl>
## 1      2    54     1 44.955397  9.0446035          16.749266
## 2      5    50     2 42.697873  7.3021275          14.604255
## 3      7    45     3 41.192857  3.8071435           8.460319
## 4     10    37     4 38.935333 -1.9353325          -5.230628
## 5     14    35     5 35.925301 -0.9253005          -2.643716
## 6     19    25     6 32.162761 -7.1627605         -28.651042
## 7     26    20     7 26.895205 -6.8952045         -34.476023
## 8     31    16     8 23.132665 -7.1326645         -44.579153
## 9     34    18     9 20.875141 -2.8751405         -15.973003
## 10    38    13    10 17.865109 -4.8651085         -37.423912
## 11    45     8    11 12.597553 -4.5975525         -57.469407
## 12    52    11    12  7.329997  3.6700035          33.363668
## 13    53     8    13  6.577489  1.4225115          17.781393
## 14    60     4    14  1.309933  2.6900675          67.251686
## 15    65     6    15 -2.452607  8.4526075         140.876791

These data can also be plotted to visualize how well the model fits over the range
of our input variable.

The residuals plotted, Fig. 6, show a curvilinear pattern, decreasing and then
increasing in magnitude over the range of the input variable. This means that we can
likely improve the fit of the model by allowing for non-linear effects. Furthermore,
the current model can make predictions that are substantively nonsensical, even if
they were statistically valid. For example, our model predicts that after 100 days in
the hospital, a patient’s estimated recovery index value would be −29.79. This has
no common sense, as the recovery index variable is always positive in the real world.
By allowing for non-linear terms, we can also guard against these types of nonsense
predictions.
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Fig. 6 Residual plot for linear model

3.3 Quadratic Regression of Hospital Recovery Data

Including a quadratic term modifies the model formula: Y � β0 + β1x + β2x2 Fitting
this model to the data produces separate estimates of the effect of T itself as well as
the effect of T 2, the quadratic term.

## Generate model
recovery_model2<- lm(Y~T+I(Tˆ2), data� recovery_data)

Estimate Std. error t value Pr(>|t|)

T −1.71 0.1248 −13.7 1.087e−08

I(Tˆ2) 0.01481 0.001868 7.927 4.127e−06

(Intercept) 55.82 1.649 33.85 2.811e−13

Fitting linear model: Y~T+ I(Tˆ2)

Observations Residual std. error R2 Adjusted R2

15 2.455 0.9817 0.9786
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Analysis of Variance Table

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

T 1 3492 3492 579.3 1.59e−11

I(Tˆ2) 1 378.9 378.9 62.84 4.127e−06

Residuals 12 72.34 6.029 NA NA

Including the quadratic term improves model fit as measured by R2 from 0.88
to 0.98—a sizable increase. To assess whether this new input variable deals with
the curvilinear trend we saw in the residuals from the first model, we calculate and
visualize the residuals from the quadratic model:

## # A tibble: 15 × 6
## T     Y index predicted  residuals pct_relative_error
##    <int> <int> <int>     <dbl>      <dbl>              <dbl>
## 1      2    54     1 52.460836  1.5391644          2.8503045
## 2      5    50     2 47.640993  2.3590072          4.7180144
## 3      7    45     3 44.575834  0.4241663          0.9425917
## 4     10    37     4 40.200199 -3.2001992         -8.6491871
## 5     14    35     5 34.780614  0.2193857          0.6268164
## 6     19    25     6 28.672445 -3.6724455        -14.6897820
## 7     26    20     7 21.364792 -1.3647924         -6.8239618
## 8     31    16     8 17.033457 -1.0334567         -6.4591042
## 9     34    18     9 14.790022  3.2099781         17.8332119
## 10    38    13    10 12.213370  0.7866302          6.0510012
## 11    45     8    11  8.844363 -0.8443634        -10.5545422
## 12    52    11    12  6.926437  4.0735627         37.0323886
## 13    53     8    13  6.770903  1.2290967         15.3637082
## 14    60     4    14  6.511355 -2.5113548        -62.7838691
## 15    65     6    15  7.214379 -1.2143795        -20.2396576

Visually, Fig. 7, evaluating the residuals from the quadratic model shows that the
trend has disappeared. This means that we can assume the same relationship holds
whether T � 1 or T � 100. However, we are still not sure if the model produces
numerical estimates that pass the common-sense test. The simplest way to assess
this is to generate predicted values of the recovery index variable using the quadratic
model, and plot them to see if they make sense.

To generate predicted values in R, we can pass the quadratic model object to the
predict() function along with a set of hypothetical input values. In other words, we
can ask the model what the recovery index would look like for a set of hypothetical
patients who spend anywhere from zero to 120 days in the hospital.
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Fig. 7 Residual plot for polynomial regression model

## Create a set of hypothetical patient observations with days in the hospital from 1 to 120
patient_days = tibble(T = 1:120)

## Feed the new data to the model to generate predicted recovery index values
predicted_values = predict(

recovery_model2
, newdata = patient_days
)

We can then plot these estimates to quickly gauge whether they pass the common-
sense test for real-world predictive value as shown in Fig. 7.

## # A tibble: 5 × 2
##       T predicted
##   <int>     <dbl>
## 1     1  54.12668
## 2     2 52.46084
## 3     3  50.82461
## 4     4  49.21799
## 5     5  47.64099

The predicted values curve up toward infinity, Fig. 8; clearly this is a problem. The
quadratic term we included in the model leads to unrealistic estimates of recovery
index at larger values of T . Not only is this unacceptable for the context of our model,
but it is unrealistic on its face. After all, we understand that people generally spend
long periods in the hospital for serious or life-threatening conditions such as severe
disease or major bodily injury. As such, we can assess that someone who spends
six months in the hospital probably should not have a higher recovery index than
someone who was only hospitalized for a day or two.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1007/978-3-319-95651-0_12&domain=pdf
mailto:wpfox@nps.edu
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-95651-0_12
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Fig. 8 Polynomial regression plot (quadratic polynomial)

4 Exponential Decay Modeling of Hospital Recovery Data

We may be able to build a model that both accurately fits the data and produces
estimates that pass the common-sense test by using an exponential decay model.
This modeling approach lets us model relationships that vary over time in a non-
linear fashion—in this case, we want to accurately capture the strong correlation
for lower ranges of T , but allow the magnitude of this relationship to decay as T
increases, as the data seems to indicate.

Generating non-linear models in R is done using the non-linear least squares or
NLS function, appropriately labeled nls(). This function automatically fits a wide
range of non-linear models based on a functional form designated by the user. It
is important to note that when fitting an NLS model in R, minimizing the sum of
squares

∑n
i�1(yi − a(exp(bxi)))2 is done computationally rather than mathemati-

cally. That means that the choice of starting values for the optimization function is
important—the estimates produced by the model may vary considerably based on
the chosen starting values [4]! As such, it is wise to experiment when fitting these
non-linear values to test how robust the resulting estimates are to the choice of start-
ing values. We suggest using a ln-ln transformation of this data to begin with and
then transforming back into the original xy space to obtain “good” estimates. The
model, ln(y)= ln(a)+bx, yields ln(y)=4.037159 − 0.03797 x. This translates into
the estimated model: y=56.66512e(−0.03797x). Our starting values for (a, b) should be
(56.66512, −0.03797).
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## Fit NLS model to the data
## Generate model
recovery_model3 <- nls(

Y ~ a * (exp(b * T))
, data = recovery_data
, start = c(
a=56.66512
, b=-0.03797

)
)

Fitting nonlinear regression model: Y~a * (exp(b * T))

Parameter Estimates

a b

58.61 −0.03959

residual sum-of-squares: 1.951

The final model is y=58.61e−0.03959x . Overlaying the trend produced by themodel
on the plot of observed values, Fig. 8, we see that the NLS modeling approach fits
the data very well (Fig. 9).

Once again, we can visually assess model fit by calculating and plotting the
residuals. The figures below show the same residuals plotted along both days in the
hospital T and recovery index Y .

Fig. 9 Exponential regression model and data
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## # A tibble: 15 × 5
##        T     Y predicted   residuals pct_relative_error
##    <int> <int>     <dbl>       <dbl>              <dbl>
## 1      2    54 54.143916 -0.14391597         -0.2665110
## 2      5    50 48.079006  1.92099420          3.8419884
## 3      7    45 44.418036  0.58196361          1.2932525
## 4     10    37 39.442567 -2.44256693         -6.6015322
## 5     14    35 33.664559  1.33544135          3.8155467
## 6     19    25 27.617389 -2.61738904        -10.4695562
## 7     26    20 20.931299 -0.93129928         -4.6564964
## 8     31    16 17.171407 -1.17140692         -7.3212932
## 9     34    18 15.247958  2.75204170         15.2891206
## 10    38    13 13.014259 -0.01425912         -0.1096856
## 11    45     8  9.863545 -1.86354475        -23.2943094
## 12    52    11  7.475609  3.52439082         32.0399165
## 13    53     8  7.185360  0.81464008 10.1830010
## 14    60     4  5.445805 -1.44580513        -36.1451283
## 15    65     6  4.467574  1.53242564         25.5404274

In both cases, we see that there is no easily distinguishable pattern in residuals.
Finally, we apply the common-sense check by generating and plotting estimated
recovery index values for a set of values of T from 1 to 120 (Fig. 10).

The predicted values generated by the exponential decay model make intuitive
sense. As the number of days a patient spends in the hospital increases, the model
predicts that their recovery index will decrease at a decreasing rate. This means that
while the recovery index variable will continuously decrease, it will not take on
negative values (as predicted by the linear model) or explosively large values (as
predicted by the quadratic model). It appears that the exponential decay model not
only fit the data best from a purely statistical point of view, but also generates values
that pass the common-sense test to an observer or analyst shown in Fig. 11.

5 Sinusoidal Regression

Non-linear regression can also capture more complex functional forms, such as sea-
sonal variation. In this sectionwe analyze a set ofmonthly shipping data to understand
how output relates to the current month. We begin as usual by inspecting the data as
a table.
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Fig. 10 a and b Residual plot as functions of the time and the model
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Fig. 11 Plot of exponential regression model

5.1 Introducing Shipping Data

## # A tibble: 20 × 2
##    Month UsageTons
##    <int>     <int>
## 1      1        20
## 2      2        15
## 3      3        10
## 4      4        18
## 5      5        28
## 6      6        18
## 7      7        13
## 8 8        21
## 9      9        28
## 10    10        22
## 11    11        19
## 12    12        25
## 13    13        32
## 14    14        26
## 15    15        21
## 16    16        29
## 17    17        35
## 18    18        28
## 19    19        22
## 20    20        32
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## Calculate and print correlation matrix
print(cor(shipping_data))

##               Month UsageTons
## Month     1.0000000 0.6725644
## UsageTons 0.6725644 1.0000000

Once again, we can visualize the data in a scatter plot to assess whether this
positive correlation is borne out by the overall trend (Fig. 12).

Visualizing the data, we see that there is a clear positive trend over time in shipping
usage.However, examining the data inmore detail suggests that a simple linearmodel
may not be best-suited to capturing the variation in these data. One way to plot more
complex patterns in data is through the use of a trend line using polynomial or
non-parametric smoothing functions.

Plotting a trend line generated via a spline function shows that there seems to be
an oscillating pattern with a steady increase over time in the shipping data (Fig. 13).

5.2 Linear Regression of Shipping Data

As a baseline for comparison, we begin by fitting a standard OLS regression model
using the lm() function in R.

## Generate model
shipping_model1<- lm(UsageTons~Month, data� shipping_data)

Fig. 12 Scatterplot of shipping data
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Fig. 13 Shipping data with data points connected show an oscillating trend

Estimate Std. error t value Pr(>|t|)

Month 0.7594 0.1969 3.856 0.001158

(Intercept) 15.13 2.359 6.411 4.907e−06

Fitting linear model: UsageTons~Month

Observations Residual std. error R2 Adjusted R2

20 5.079 0.4523 0.4219

Analysis of Variance Table

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Month 1 383.5 383.5 14.87 0.001158

Residuals 18 464.3 25.79 NA NA

While the linearmodel, y=15.13+0.7954 x, fits the data fairlywell, the oscillation
identified by the spline visualization suggests that we should apply amodel that better
fits the seasonal variation in the data.
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5.3 Sinusoidal Regression of Shipping Data

R treats sinusoidal regression models as part of the larger family of nonlinear least-
squares (NLS) regressionmodels. Thismeans that we can fit a sinusoidalmodel using
the same nls() function and syntax as we applied earlier for the exponential decay
model. The functional form for the sinusoidal model we use here can be written as:

Usage � a ∗ sin(b ∗ time + c) + d ∗ time + e

This function can be expanded out trigonometrically as:

Usage � a ∗ time + b ∗ sin(c ∗ time) + d ∗ cos(c ∗ time) + e

This equation can be passed to nls() and R will computationally assess best-fit
values for the a, b, c, d , and e terms. It is worth stressing again the importance of
selecting good starting values for this process, especially for amodel like this onewith
many parameters to be simultaneously estimated. Here, we set starting values based
on pre-analysis of the data. It is also important to note that because the underlying
algorithms used to optimize these functions differ between Excel and R, the two
methods produce models with different parameters but nearly identical predictive
qualities. The model can be specified in R as follows.

## Generate model
shipping_model2 <- nls(

UsageTons ~ a * Month + b*sin(c*Month) + d*cos(c*Month) + e
, data = shipping_data
, start = c(
a=5
, b=10
, c=1
, d=1
, e=10
)

)

Fitting nonlinear regression model: UsageTons~a *Month+b * sin(c *Month)+
d * cos(c * Month)+e

Parameter Estimates

a b c d e

0.848 6.666 1.574 0.5521 14.19

residual sum-of-squares: 1.206

The model found is:

Usage � 0.848 ∗ time + 6.666 ∗ sin(1.574 ∗ time) + 0.5521 ∗ cos(c(time)) + 14.19.
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Fig. 14 Overlay of regression model and data

Plotting the trend line produced by the sinusoidal model shows that this model-
ing approach fits the data much better, accounting for both the short-term seasonal
variation and the long-term increase in shipping usage (Fig. 14).

## # A tibble: 20 × 5
##    Month UsageTons predicted   residuals pct_relative_error
##    <int>     <int>     <dbl>       <dbl>     <dbl>
## 1      1        20  21.69933 -1.69932876         -8.4966438
## 2      2        15  15.29431 -0.29431044         -1.9620696
## 3      3        10  10.06872 -0.06872366         -0.6872366
## 4      4        18  18.20250 -0.20249983         -1.1249991
## 5      5        28  25.08458  2.91542390         10.4122282
## 6      6        18  18.61406 -0.61406056         -3.4114475
## 7      7        13  13.46748 -0.46747667         -3.5959744
## 8      8        21  21.66632 -0.66632268         -3.1729651
## 9      9        28  28.46904 -0.46904406         -1.6751573
## 10    10        22  21.93389  0.06611205          0.3005093
## 11    11        19  16.86701  2.13299137         11.2262704
## 12    12        25  25.13006 -0.13006404         -0.5202562
## 13    13        32  31.85273  0.14726650          0.4602078
## 14    14        26  25.25380  0.74619895          2.8699960
## 15    15        21  20.26732  0.73268136          3.4889588
## 16    16        29  28.59372  0.40628451          1.4009811
## 17    17        35  35.23565 -0.23564539         -0.6732725
## 18    18        28  28.57381 -0.57380826         -2.0493152
## 19    19        22  23.66841 -1.66840571         -7.5836623
## 20    20        32  32.05727 -0.05726862         -0.1789645
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5.4 Introducing Afghanistan Casualty Data

See Fig. 15.

5.5 Sinusoidal Regression of Afghanistan Casualties

Visualizing data on casualties in Afghanistan between 2006 through 2008 shows an
increasing trend overall, and significant seasonal oscillation. Once again, we want
to fit a non-linear model that accounts for the oscillation present in the data. We use
the same sinusoidal functional form

Casualties � a ∗ sin(b ∗ time + c) + d ∗ time + e

which as before can be expressed as

Casualties � a ∗ time + b ∗ sin(c ∗ time) + d ∗ cos(c ∗ time) + e

We fit the model using the nls() function once again:

Fig. 15 Casualty data scatter plot
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## Generate model
afghan_model <- nls(

Casualties ~ a * DateIndex + b*sin(c*DateIndex) + d*cos(c*DateIndex) + e
, data = afghan_data
, start = c(
a=1
, b=10
, c=1
, d=10
, e=1

)
)

Fitting nonlinear regressionmodel:Casualties~a *DateIndex+b* sin(c *DateIn-
dex)+d * cos(c * DateIndex)+e

Parameter Estimates

a b c d e

1.85 −42.92 0.547 −12.29 33.53

residual sum-of-squares: 21.56

The model found is

Casualties � 1.85 ∗ time ± 42.92 ∗ sin (0.547 ∗ time)

− 12.19 ∗ cos (0.547 ∗ time) + 33.53

Plotting the trend line identified by the sinusoidal model shows again that the
sinusoidal modeling approach can account for both short-term oscillation and long-
term increase. We can now estimate residuals and error metrics, and assess how well
the model fits over the full range of the data (Figs. 16 and 17).

## # A tibble: 36 × 8
##     Year Month Casualties       Date DateIndex predicted    residuals
##    <int> <int>      <int>     <date>     <int>     <dbl>        <dbl>
## 1   2006     1          7 2006-01-01         1  2.559362   4.44063774
## 2   2006     2         17 2006-02-01         2 -6.539489  23.53948919
## 3   2006     3          7 2006-03-01         3 -2.862473   9.86247255
## 4   2006     4         13 2006-04-01         4 13.057033  -0.05703292
## 5   2006     5         39 2006-05-01         5 37.112404   1.88759617
## 6   2006     6    68 2006-06-01         6 62.822382   5.17761750
## 7   2006     7         59 2006-07-01         7 83.222777 -24.22277700
## 8   2006     8         56 2006-08-01         8 92.899116 -36.89911626
## 9   2006     9         70 2006-09-01         9 89.566985 -19.56698456
## 10  2006    10         68 2006-10-01        10 74.738779  -6.73877932
## # ... with 26 more rows, and 1 more variables: pct_relative_error <dbl>
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Fig. 16 Model of casualties

Fig. 17 Residual plot of casualty model

6 Logistic Regression

Often our dependent variable has special characteristics. Here is examine two such
special cases: the dependent variable is binary {0,1} and the dependent variable is a
count that follows a Poisson distribution.
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6.1 Case Study: Dehumanization and the Outcome
of Conflict with Logistics Regression

Dehumanization is not a new phenomenon in inter-human conflict.Man has arguably
“dehumanized” his human adversaries to allow man to coerce, maim, or ultimately
kill while avoiding the pain of conscience for committing the extreme, violent action.
By taking away the human traits of his opponents, man has made his adversaries to
be objects deserving of wrath and self-actualizing his justice of the action. Dehu-
manization still occurs today in both developed and underdeveloped societies within
the inter-state system. This case analyzes the impact that dehumanization has, in its
various manifested forms, on the outcome of a state’s ability to win a conflict.

Data Specifics
To examine at dehumanization as a quantitative statistic, this case amalgamated
data from a series of 25 conflicts and a previous study of civilian casualties from
the respective conflicts. The conflict casualty data set derived from Erik Melander,
Magnus Oberg and, Jonathan Hall’s Uppsala Peace and Conflict research paper,
“The ‘New Wars’ Debate Revisited: An Empirical Evaluation of the Atrociousness
of ‘New Wars’,” is shown in Fig. 18.

As stated earlier, the above conflicts represent the high- and low-intensity spectrum
of conflict, and include both inter- and intra-state conflicts. Thus the data is a fair
representation of conflict in general. However, the above data table was used in
support of a study that focused on the casualty output of conflict and not on the
interrelation of civilian casualties that we define as an indicator of dehumanization
to the outcome of the conflict for the state. Typically, there is no unambiguous victor
or vanquished in conflict, but to allow us to analyze the relationship of civilian
casualty ratios and the outcome of the conflict it was necessary to utilize a definitive
binary assessment of each of the above conflicts’ winners and losers. To this end we
utilized an additional data set that codified conflicts in terms of two sides with the
determination of which side “won” each respective conflict. The implications of this
case study vary broadly, but we were singularly focused on civilian deaths in conflict
as an indicator of dehumanization’s occurrence, and subsequently dehumanization’s
effect on the state’s ability to win the conflict.

By taking a ratio of the civilian casualties in relationship to the total casualties we
were able to determine what percentages of casualties in each conflict were civilian,
shown in Fig. 18. This provided us a quantifiable independent variable to analyze.
Additionally, we made the inference that the conflicts with higher civilian casu-
alty percentages likely incurred a higher amount of “value targeting,” a previously
discussed symptom of dehumanization. By using the civilian casualty percentage
independent variable and comparing it to the assessed binary outcome of either a
win or loss as the dependent variable, we were able to synthesize the data into a
binary logistical regression model to assess the significance of the civilian casualty
percentages on the outcome of the state’s (Side A) ability win the conflict. For more
information see Kreutz [9]. Data is provided in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 18 Civilian and military casualties resultant from high- and low-intensity conflicts (Source
[10])

6.2 A Binary Logistical Regression Analysis
of Dehumanization

Binary logistical regression analysis is an ideal method to analyze the interrelation of
dehumanization’s effects (shown through higher percentages of civilian casualties)
on the outcome of conflict (shown to be a win “1” or a loss “0”). Binary logisti-
cal regression model statistics will allow us to explain whether or not the civilian
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Conflict's Country 
Location Side A Side A Win (1) 

or Loss (0) Side B Side B Win (1) 
or Loss (0) Year Civilian 

Casualties
Military
Casualties

Total 
Casualties

Civilian Deaths 
Percentage

India India 1 CPI 0 1946-48 800,000 0 800,000 1.0000
Columbia Columbia 1 Military Junta 0 1949-62 200,000 100,000 300,000 0.6667
China China 1 Taiwan 0 1950-51 1,000,000 * 1,000,000 1.0000
Korea North Korea 0 South Korea 1 1950-53 1,000,000 1,889,000 2,889,999 0.3460
Algeria France 0 FLN 1 1954-62 82,000 18,000 100,000 0.8200
Tibet China 1 Tibet 0 1956-59 60,000 40,000 100,000 0.6000
Rwanda Tutsi 0 Hutu 1 1956-65 102,000 3,000 105,000 0.9714
Iraq Iraq 1 KDP 0 1961-70 100,000 5,000 105,000 0.9524
Sudan Sudan 1 Anya Nya 0 1963-72 250,000 250,000 500,000 0.5000
Indonesia Indonesia 1 OPM 0 1965-66 500,000 * 500,000 1.0000
Vietnam North Vietnam 1 South Vietnam 0 1965-75 1,000,000 1,058,000 2,058,000 0.4859
Guatemala Guatamala 1 FAR 0 1966-87 100,000 38,000 138,000 0.7246
Nigeria Nigeria 1 Republic of Biafra 0 1967-70 1,000,000 1,000,000 2,000,000 0.5000
Egypt Egypt 0 Israel 1 1967-70 50,000 25,000 75,000 0.6667
Bangladesh Bangladesh 1 JSS/SB 0 1971-71 1,000,000 500,000 1,500,000 0.6667
Uganda Uganda 1 Military Faction 0 1971-78 300,000 0 300,000 1.0000
Burundi Burundi 1 Military Faction 0 1972-72 80,000 20,000 100,000 0.8000
Ethiopia Ethiopia 1 OLF 0 1974-87 500,000 46,000 546,000 0.9158
Lebanon Lebanon 1 LNM 0 1975-76 76,000 25,000 100,000 0.7600
Cambodia Cambodia 0 Khmer Rouge 1 1975-78 1,500,000 500,000 2,000,000 0.7500
Angola Angola 1 FNLA 0 1975-87 200,000 13,000 213,000 0.9390
Afghanistan Afghanistan 1 USSR 0 1978-87 50,000 50,000 100,000 0.5000
El Salvador El Salvador 1 FMLN 0 1979-87 50,000 15,000 65,000 0.7692
Mozambique Mozambique 1 Renamo 0 1981-87 350,000 51,000 401,000 0.8728
Uganda Uganda 1 Kikosi Maalum et al. 0 1981-87 100,000 2,000 102,000 0.9804

Fig. 19 Conflict outcomes and civilian casualty percentages data set (Source [9])

casualties percentage (independent variable) has a significance level on the outcome.
Using the data table from figure two, we assessed the civilian casualty percentages
to be the independent variable “X” and Side A’s win/loss outcome from the conflict
to be the dependent variable “Y .” From this data we were able to develop a binary
logistical regression model. Using statistical analysis software package, we derived
the logistics regression statistics from the model, shown from Minitab©, Fig. 19.

Conflict outcomes differ from the datawe have examined so far in that themeasure
of state victory only has two values, 1 and 0. This type of data be modeled using a
binomial logistic (or sometimes “logit”) regression. Logistic regression estimates an
underlying continuous variable usually referred to as Y ∗ that is then transformed into
an estimate bounded below by 0 and above by 1. This means the logistic modeling
approach is extremely useful for estimating binary (1/0) outcomes, as the estimated
values can be easily translated into either point estimates or log-probabilities of
observing a 1 versus a 0:

Ln

(
P

1 − P

)

� β0 + β1X1

The logistic model in R is treated as one case of a broader range of generalized
linearmodels (GLM), and canbe accessed via the conveniently namedglm() function.
Note that because glm() implements a wide range of generalized linear models based
on the inputs provided, it is necessary for the user to specify both the family of model
(binomial) and the link function (logit).
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## Generate model
war_model <- glm(

side_a ~ cd_pct
, data = war_data
, family = binomial(link = 'logit')
)

Fitting generalized (binomial/logit) linear model: side_a~cd_pct

Estimate Std. error z value Pr(>|z|)

cd_pct 1.85 2.556 0.7237 0.4692

(Intercept) 0.004716 1.925 0.00245 0.998

Logistic regression shows that there is a positive correlation between civilian
casualties and state victory, but that this relationship is not statistically significant
at the p < 0.05 level. This means we cannot reject the null hypothesis H0 that no
relationship exists between the input and output variables.

6.3 Introducing International Alliance Data

We now turn to a larger data set, measuring alliance connections between politically
relevant states (powerful states and those that share a border with one another) in
the international system in the year 2000. Scholars are often interested in assessing
the factors that predict whether two states will form a military alliance, as these are
salient and lasting forms of cooperation that signal trust (or at least, a lack of overt
enmity) between governments.

Coupled with data on whether or not an alliance exists, we also have data on
the level to which each pair of states share membership in major intergovernmental
organizations (IGOs). These IGOs include major international entities such as the
United Nations, the World Trade Organization, and the International Atomic Energy
Agency, as well as regional or policy-based organizations such as the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) or the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC).

Thedata used for this analysis is presented in the table below.Thefirst two columns
identify the ISO-3000 code identifying each country. Alliances are recorded as being
present (1) or absent (0), and the overlap of IGO membership is recorded as a count
value bounded below by zero.
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## # A tibble: 1,586 × 4
##    statea stateb alliance_present igo_overlap
##     <chr>  <chr>            <int>       <int>
## 1     AZE    ARM                1    33
## 2     BFA    BEN                1          67
## 3     BOL    ARG                1          63
## 4     BRA    ARG                1          73
## 5     BRA    BOL                1          64
## 6     CHE    AUT                0          74
## 7     CHL    ARG                1          73
## 8     CHL    BOL                1          63
## 9     CHN    AFG                0          27
## 10    CHN    AGO                0          29
## # ... with 1,576 more rows

6.4 Logistic Regression of Alliance Data

States which share membership in many of the same IGOs are likely to have similar
policy preferences, regional concerns, and economic status that lead to their choosing
to join these organizations. If we believe that similarity breeds familiarity and lowers
barriers to cooperation (similar to the ‘birds of a feather’ argument), then we can
generate testable expectations about how shared IGO membership relates to the
probability of forming an alliance between states. Specifically, we hypothesize that
as shared IGO membership between a pair of states increases, the probability that
these states also share a military alliance will increase as well.

We can test this hypothesis by fitting another logistic model in R using the glm()
function.

alliance_model <- glm(
alliance_present ~ igo_overlap
, data = alliance_data
, family = binomial(link = 'logit')
)

Estimate Std. error z value Pr(>|z|)

igo_overlap 0.08358 0.005461 15.3 7.2e−53

(Intercept) −5.121 0.2617 −19.57 2.937e−85
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(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 1497 on 1585 degrees of freedom

Residual deviance: 1156 on 1584 degrees of freedom

The results of the logistic regression suggest that there is a positive relationship
between the number of IGO memberships a pair of states share and the likelihood
that they also share an alliance. This relationship is significant at the p < 0.01 level,
meaning that we can reject the null hypothesis H0 with a high level of confidence.

Remember that logistic regression models can produce estimated probabilities of
observing a 1 versus a 0 based on a given set of input values. This is a useful way
of visualizing how well a model fits the observed data. Here, we produce a set of
predicted probabilities (bounded between 0 and 1) that an alliance will be present
between each pair of states based on their IGOmembership overlap, and overlay this
trend line on the scatter plot of 0 and 1 values present in the data. The plot is shown
in Fig. 20.

Visualizing the predicted probability estimates shows that the model does a mod-
erately good job of separating out 0’s and 1’s based on the inputs used. IGO mem-
bership is certainly not the only factor that may explain how states form alliances
with one another, but it provides a useful starting point for modeling.

Fig. 20 Logistic model for IGO membership
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7 Poisson Regression

7.1 Introducing SIGACTS Data

As discussed earlier in the chapter, the regional SIGACTS data recorded in the
Philippines are count data, meaning they take only integer values and are bounded
below by zero. Visualizing count data in a histogram is a useful way of assessing
how the data are distributed.

Visualizing the data in a histogram we observe that they appear be Poisson-
distributed, which is common in count data.We also recommend applying a goodness
offit test to prove the data is Poisson.Thehistogram inFig. 21 appears to lookPoisson.
The goodness of fit test does confirm a Poisson distribution.

7.2 Poisson Regression of SIGACTS Data

Poisson regression in R is also treated as a special case of GLMs, similar to the
logistic regression covered in the previous section. As such, it can be implemented
using the same glm() function, but now specifying the model family as ‘Poisson’,
which tells R to implement a Poisson model. The model we use here can be specified
as

Y � eβ0+β1GGI+β2Literacy+β3Poverty

Fig. 21 Histogram of SIGACTS in 2008
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## Generate model
sigacts_model <- glm(

sigacts_2008 ~ ggi_2008 + literacy + poverty
, data = sigacts_data
, family = poisson

)

Estimate Std. error z value Pr(>|z|)

ggi_2008 −0.0136 0.001475 −9.22 2.973e−20

literacy −0.02098 0.005091 −4.12 3.79e−05

poverty 0.02297 0.002214 10.37 3.265e−25

(Intercept) 5.288 0.4665 11.34 8.755e−30

(Dispersion parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 2358 on 79 degrees of freedom

Residual deviance: 1852 on 76 degrees of freedom

The model is SIGACTS = e(5.288+0.02297 Poverty−0.02098 Literacy−0.0136 ggi).
Note that Poisson models generate log-odds estimates. This means that we can

readily convert coefficient estimates to odds ratios, indicating the impact that a one-
unit change in a given input variable will have on the estimated number of events.
When interpreting odds ratios, remember that an odds ratio above 1.0 indicates that
increasing the input variable increase the estimated event count, while odds ratios
lower than 1.0 indicate that increasing the input variable will lower the estimated
event count.

• exp(−0.0136)�0.986. This means that increasing the value of government satis-
faction by one unit will lower the expected level of violence by about 1.4%.

• exp(−0.02098)�0.979. This means that increasing the value of literacy by one
unit will lower the expected level of violence by about 2.1%.

• exp(0.02297)�1.023. This means that increasing the value of poverty by one unit
will increase the expected level of violence by about 1.02%.

These relationships are all in the direction we would intuitively expect: higher
literacy and greater satisfaction with the government should certainly be associated
with lower levels of anti-government violence, while greater poverty may drive dis-
content and disorder, including violent acts. All three estimated relationships are
statistically significant at the p <0.01 level, meaning that although the magnitude
of change is not large, we can safely reject the null hypothesis that no relationship
exists.
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8 Conclusions and Summary

We showed some of the common misconceptions by decision makers concerning
correlation and regression. Our purpose of this presentation is to help prepare more
competent and confident problem solvers for the 21st century. Data can be found
using part of a sine curve where the correlation is quite poor, close to zero but the
decision maker can describe the pattern. Decision makers see the relationship in the
data as periodic or oscillating. Examples such as these should dispel the idea that
correlation of almost zero implies no relationship. Decision makers need to see and
believe concepts concerning correlation, linear relationships, and non-linear (or no)
relationship.

We recommended the following summary steps.

Step 1. Insure you understand the problem and what answers are required.
Step 2. Get the data that is available. Identify the dependent and independent
variables.
Step 3. Plot the dependent versus an independent variable and note trends.
Step 4. If the dependent variable is binary {0,1} then use binary logistics
regression. If the dependent variables are counts that follow a Poisson distribu-
tion, then use Poisson regression. Otherwise, try linear, multiple, or nonlinear
regression as needed.
Step 5. Insure your model produces results that are acceptable.

9 Using R

Before we start: setting up the workspace
Beforeworking inR, it is necessary to set up the “workspace”: the virtual environment
in which you can load, manipulate, and analyze data. The code below cleans the
workspace, erasing any previous objects or functions; sets the working directory,
from which we’ll load the data to analyze, and also loads a set of “packages” of
useful functions that make data cleaning and analysis easier and faster.

Using the cor() command in R on the data table:
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##########################
##
## Setting up workspace
##
##########################

## Clear previous workspace, if any
rm(list=ls())

## Set working directory
os_detect <- Sys.info()['sysname']
if (os_detect == 'Darwin'){

setwd('/Users/localadmin/Dropbox/Research/StatsChapter')
}

## Load packages for analysis
pacman::p_load(

data.table, tidyverse, ggplot2, stargazer, easynls, pscl, pander
)

##########################
##
## Reading in the data sets used in this chapter
##
##########################

## Read in spring data
spring_data <- read_csv('./Data/01_correlation.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   x = col_integer(),
##   y = col_double()
## )

sigacts_data <- read_csv('./Data/06_poisson_sigacts.csv')
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## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   sigacts_2008 = col_integer(),
##   ggi_2008 = col_double(),
##   literacy = col_double(),
##   poverty = col_double()
## )

recovery_data <- read_csv('./Data/02_exponential_decay.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   T = col_integer(),
##   Y = col_integer()
## )

shipping_data <- read_csv('./Data/03_sine_regression_shipping.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   Month = col_integer(),
##   UsageTons = col_integer()
## )

afghan_data <- read_csv('./Data/04_sine_regression_casualties.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   Year = col_integer(),
##   Month = col_integer(),
## Casualties = col_integer()
## )

war_data <- read_csv('./Data/05_bin_logit_conflict.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   side_a = col_integer(),
##   cd_pct = col_double()
## )

sigacts_data <- read_csv('./Data/06_poisson_sigacts.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   sigacts_2008 = col_integer(),
##   ggi_2008 = col_double(),
##   literacy = col_double(),
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##   poverty = col_double()
## )

alliance_data <- read_csv('./Data/07_bin_logit_alliance.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   statea = col_character(),
##   stateb = col_character(),
##   alliance_present = col_integer(),
##   igo_overlap = col_integer()
## )

## Format and subset casualties data
afghan_data <- mutate(

afghan_data
, Date = as.Date(paste0(Year, '-', Month, '-', '01'), format = '%Y-%m-%d')
) %>% filter(
Date >= as.Date('2006-01-01')
, Date <= as.Date('2008-12-01')

) %>% mutate(
DateIndex = 1:36

)

## Print data as a tibble
print(spring_data)

## # A tibble: 11 × 2
## x      y
##    <int>  <dbl>
## 1     50 0.1000
## 2    100 0.1875
## 3    150 0.2750
## 4    200 0.3250
## 5    250 0.4375
## 6    300 0.4875
## 7    350 0.5675
## 8    400 0.6500
## 9    450 0.7250
## 10   500 0.8000
## 11   550 0.8750

9.1 Correlation in R

Using the cor() command in R on the data table:
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## Calculate and print correlation matrix
print(cor(spring_data))

##           x         y
## x 1.0000000 0.9992718
## y 0.9992718 1.0000000

9.2 Plotting in R

## Generate a plot visualizing the data
spring_cor_plot <- ggplot(

aes(x = x, y = y)
, data = spring_data) +
geom_point() +
annotate(
'text'
, x = 100
, y = 0.75
, label = 'Correlation coefficient:\n 0.999272'
, hjust = 0) +

ggtitle('Spring data scatterplot') +
theme_bw()

## Print the plot to console
plot(spring_cor_plot)

9.3 Fitting an Ordinary Least-Squares (OLS) Model
with Form y y + ε to the Spring Data in R

## Fit OLS model to the data
spring_model <- lm(

y ~ x
, data = spring_data
)
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9.4 Correlation Matrix in R

## Calculate and print correlation matrix
print(cor(recovery_data))

##            T          Y
## T  1.0000000 -0.9410528
## Y -0.9410528  1.0000000

9.5 Quadratic Regression of Hospital Recovery Data

## Generate model
recovery_model2 <- lm(Y ~ T + I(T^2), data = recovery_data)

## # A tibble: 15 × 6
##        T     Y index predicted  residuals pct_relative_error
##    <int> <int> <int>     <dbl>      <dbl>              <dbl>
## 1      2    54     1 52.460836  1.5391644  2.8503045
## 2      5    50     2 47.640993  2.3590072          4.7180144
## 3      7    45     3 44.575834  0.4241663          0.9425917
## 4     10    37     4 40.200199 -3.2001992         -8.6491871
## 5     14    35     5 34.780614  0.2193857  0.6268164
## 6     19    25     6 28.672445 -3.6724455        -14.6897820
## 7     26    20     7 21.364792 -1.3647924         -6.8239618
## 8     31    16     8 17.033457 -1.0334567         -6.4591042
## 9     34    18     9 14.790022  3.2099781  17.8332119
## 10    38    13    10 12.213370  0.7866302          6.0510012
## 11    45     8    11  8.844363 -0.8443634        -10.5545422
## 12    52    11    12  6.926437  4.0735627         37.0323886
## 13    53     8    13  6.770903  1.2290967  15.3637082
## 14    60     4    14  6.511355 -2.5113548        -62.7838691
## 15    65     6    15  7.214379 -1.2143795        -20.2396576

9.6 Prediction

## Create a set of hypothetical patient observations with days in the hospital from 1
to 120
patient_days = tibble(T = 1:120)
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## Feed the new data to the model to generate predicted recovery index values
predicted_values = predict(

recovery_model2
, newdata = patient_days
)

9.7 Nonlinear Regression

9.7.1 Exponential Decay Modeling of Hospital Recovery Data

## Fit NLS model to the data
## Generate model
recovery_model3 <- nls(

Y ~ a * (exp(b * T))
, data = recovery_data
, start = c(
a=1
, b=0.05

)
, trace = T

)

9.7.2 Sinusoidal Regression

The functional form for the sinusoidal model we use here can be written as:

Usage � a ∗ sin(b ∗ time + c) + d ∗ time + e

This function can be expanded out trigonometrically as:

Usage � a ∗ time + b ∗ sin(c ∗ time) + d ∗ cos(c(time)) + e

## Generate model
shipping_model2 <- nls(

UsageTons ~ a * Month + b*sin(c*Month) + d*cos(c*Month) + e
, data = shipping_data
, start = c(
a=5
, b=10
, c=1
, d=1
, e=10
)

, trace = T
)
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9.7.3 Sinusoidal Regression of Afghanistan Casualties

Visualizing data on casualties in Afghanistan between 2006 and 2008 shows an
increasing trend overall, and significant seasonal oscillation. Once again, we want
to fit a non-linear model that accounts for the oscillation present in the data. We use
the same sinusoidal functional form

Casualties � a ∗ sin(b ∗ time + c) + d ∗ time + e

which as before can be expressed as

Casualties � a ∗ time + b ∗ sin(c ∗ time) + d ∗ cos(c ∗ time) + e

The logistic model in R is treated as one case of a broader range of generalized
linearmodels (GLM), and canbe accessed via the conveniently namedglm() function.
Note that because glm() implements a wide range of generalized linear models based
on the inputs provided, it is necessary for the user to specify both the family of model
(binomial) and the link function (logit).

## Generate model
war_model <- glm(

side_a ~ cd_pct
, data = war_data
, family = binomial(link = 'logit')
)

9.7.4 Poisson Regression

Visualizing count data in a histogram is a useful way of assessing how the data are
distributed.

9.8 Histogram Plot

## ‘stat_bin()‘ using ‘bins�30‘. Pick better value with ‘binwidth‘.
Poisson regression in R is also treated as a special case of GLMs, similar to the

logistic regression covered in the previous section. As such, it can be implemented
using the same glm() function, but now specifying the model family as ‘Poisson’,
which tells R to implement a Poisson model. The model we use here can be specified
as

Y � eβ0+β1GGI+β2Literacy+β3Poverty
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## Generate model
sigacts_model <- glm(

sigacts_2008 ~ ggi_2008 + literacy + poverty
, data = sigacts_data
, family = poisson

)
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(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 1497 on 1585 degrees of freedom

Residual deviance: 1156 on 1584 degrees of freedom

The results of the logistic regression suggest that there is a positive relationship
between the number of IGO memberships a pair of states share and the likelihood
that they also share an alliance. This relationship is significant at the p < 0.01 level,
meaning that we can reject the null hypothesis H0 with a high level of confidence.

Remember that logistic regression models can produce estimated probabilities of
observing a 1 versus a 0 based on a given set of input values. This is a useful way
of visualizing how well a model fits the observed data. Here, we produce a set of
predicted probabilities (bounded between 0 and 1) that an alliance will be present
between each pair of states based on their IGOmembership overlap, and overlay this
trend line on the scatter plot of 0 and 1 values present in the data. The plot is shown
in Fig. 20.

Visualizing the predicted probability estimates shows that the model does a mod-
erately good job of separating out 0’s and 1’s based on the inputs used. IGO mem-
bership is certainly not the only factor that may explain how states form alliances
with one another, but it provides a useful starting point for modeling.

Fig. 20 Logistic model for IGO membership
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7 Poisson Regression

7.1 Introducing SIGACTS Data

As discussed earlier in the chapter, the regional SIGACTS data recorded in the
Philippines are count data, meaning they take only integer values and are bounded
below by zero. Visualizing count data in a histogram is a useful way of assessing
how the data are distributed.

Visualizing the data in a histogram we observe that they appear be Poisson-
distributed, which is common in count data.We also recommend applying a goodness
offit test to prove thedata is Poisson.Thehistogram inFig. 21 appears to lookPoisson.
The goodness of fit test does confirm a Poisson distribution.

7.2 Poisson Regression of SIGACTS Data

Poisson regression in R is also treated as a special case of GLMs, similar to the
logistic regression covered in the previous section. As such, it can be implemented
using the same glm() function, but now specifying the model family as ‘Poisson’,
which tells R to implement a Poisson model. The model we use here can be specified
as

Y � eβ0+β1GGI+β2Literacy+β3Poverty

Fig. 21 Histogram of SIGACTS in 2008
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## Generate model
sigacts_model <- glm(

sigacts_2008 ~ ggi_2008 + literacy + poverty
, data = sigacts_data
, family = poisson

)

Estimate Std. error z value Pr(>|z|)

ggi_2008 −0.0136 0.001475 −9.22 2.973e−20

literacy −0.02098 0.005091 −4.12 3.79e−05

poverty 0.02297 0.002214 10.37 3.265e−25

(Intercept) 5.288 0.4665 11.34 8.755e−30

(Dispersion parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 2358 on 79 degrees of freedom

Residual deviance: 1852 on 76 degrees of freedom

The model is SIGACTS = e(5.288+0.02297 Poverty−0.02098 Literacy−0.0136 ggi).
Note that Poisson models generate log-odds estimates. This means that we can

readily convert coefficient estimates to odds ratios, indicating the impact that a one-
unit change in a given input variable will have on the estimated number of events.
When interpreting odds ratios, remember that an odds ratio above 1.0 indicates that
increasing the input variable increase the estimated event count, while odds ratios
lower than 1.0 indicate that increasing the input variable will lower the estimated
event count.

• exp(−0.0136)�0.986. This means that increasing the value of government satis-
faction by one unit will lower the expected level of violence by about 1.4%.

• exp(−0.02098)�0.979. This means that increasing the value of literacy by one
unit will lower the expected level of violence by about 2.1%.

• exp(0.02297)�1.023. This means that increasing the value of poverty by one unit
will increase the expected level of violence by about 1.02%.

These relationships are all in the direction we would intuitively expect: higher
literacy and greater satisfaction with the government should certainly be associated
with lower levels of anti-government violence, while greater poverty may drive dis-
content and disorder, including violent acts. All three estimated relationships are
statistically significant at the p <0.01 level, meaning that although the magnitude
of change is not large, we can safely reject the null hypothesis that no relationship
exists.
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8 Conclusions and Summary

We showed some of the common misconceptions by decision makers concerning
correlation and regression. Our purpose of this presentation is to help prepare more
competent and confident problem solvers for the 21st century. Data can be found
using part of a sine curve where the correlation is quite poor, close to zero but the
decision maker can describe the pattern. Decision makers see the relationship in the
data as periodic or oscillating. Examples such as these should dispel the idea that
correlation of almost zero implies no relationship. Decision makers need to see and
believe concepts concerning correlation, linear relationships, and non-linear (or no)
relationship.

We recommended the following summary steps.

Step 1. Insure you understand the problem and what answers are required.
Step 2. Get the data that is available. Identify the dependent and independent
variables.
Step 3. Plot the dependent versus an independent variable and note trends.
Step 4. If the dependent variable is binary {0,1} then use binary logistics
regression. If the dependent variables are counts that follow a Poisson distribu-
tion, then use Poisson regression. Otherwise, try linear, multiple, or nonlinear
regression as needed.
Step 5. Insure your model produces results that are acceptable.

9 Using R

Before we start: setting up the workspace
Beforeworking inR, it is necessary to set up the “workspace”: the virtual environment
in which you can load, manipulate, and analyze data. The code below cleans the
workspace, erasing any previous objects or functions; sets the working directory,
from which we’ll load the data to analyze, and also loads a set of “packages” of
useful functions that make data cleaning and analysis easier and faster.

Using the cor() command in R on the data table:
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##########################
##
## Setting up workspace
##
##########################

## Clear previous workspace, if any
rm(list=ls())

## Set working directory
os_detect <- Sys.info()['sysname']
if (os_detect == 'Darwin'){

setwd('/Users/localadmin/Dropbox/Research/StatsChapter')
}

## Load packages for analysis
pacman::p_load(

data.table, tidyverse, ggplot2, stargazer, easynls, pscl, pander
)

##########################
##
## Reading in the data sets used in this chapter
##
##########################

## Read in spring data
spring_data <- read_csv('./Data/01_correlation.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   x = col_integer(),
##   y = col_double()
## )

sigacts_data <- read_csv('./Data/06_poisson_sigacts.csv')
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## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   sigacts_2008 = col_integer(),
##   ggi_2008 = col_double(),
##   literacy = col_double(),
##   poverty = col_double()
## )

recovery_data <- read_csv('./Data/02_exponential_decay.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   T = col_integer(),
##   Y = col_integer()
## )

shipping_data <- read_csv('./Data/03_sine_regression_shipping.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   Month = col_integer(),
##   UsageTons = col_integer()
## )

afghan_data <- read_csv('./Data/04_sine_regression_casualties.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   Year = col_integer(),
##   Month = col_integer(),
## Casualties = col_integer()
## )

war_data <- read_csv('./Data/05_bin_logit_conflict.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   side_a = col_integer(),
##   cd_pct = col_double()
## )

sigacts_data <- read_csv('./Data/06_poisson_sigacts.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   sigacts_2008 = col_integer(),
##   ggi_2008 = col_double(),
##   literacy = col_double(),
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##   poverty = col_double()
## )

alliance_data <- read_csv('./Data/07_bin_logit_alliance.csv')

## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##   statea = col_character(),
##   stateb = col_character(),
##   alliance_present = col_integer(),
##   igo_overlap = col_integer()
## )

## Format and subset casualties data
afghan_data <- mutate(

afghan_data
, Date = as.Date(paste0(Year, '-', Month, '-', '01'), format = '%Y-%m-%d')
) %>% filter(
Date >= as.Date('2006-01-01')
, Date <= as.Date('2008-12-01')

) %>% mutate(
DateIndex = 1:36

)

## Print data as a tibble
print(spring_data)

## # A tibble: 11 × 2
## x      y
##    <int>  <dbl>
## 1     50 0.1000
## 2    100 0.1875
## 3    150 0.2750
## 4    200 0.3250
## 5    250 0.4375
## 6    300 0.4875
## 7    350 0.5675
## 8    400 0.6500
## 9    450 0.7250
## 10   500 0.8000
## 11   550 0.8750

9.1 Correlation in R

Using the cor() command in R on the data table:
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## Calculate and print correlation matrix
print(cor(spring_data))

##           x         y
## x 1.0000000 0.9992718
## y 0.9992718 1.0000000

9.2 Plotting in R

## Generate a plot visualizing the data
spring_cor_plot <- ggplot(

aes(x = x, y = y)
, data = spring_data) +
geom_point() +
annotate(
'text'
, x = 100
, y = 0.75
, label = 'Correlation coefficient:\n 0.999272'
, hjust = 0) +

ggtitle('Spring data scatterplot') +
theme_bw()

## Print the plot to console
plot(spring_cor_plot)

9.3 Fitting an Ordinary Least-Squares (OLS) Model
with Form y y + ε to the Spring Data in R

## Fit OLS model to the data
spring_model <- lm(

y ~ x
, data = spring_data
)
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9.4 Correlation Matrix in R

## Calculate and print correlation matrix
print(cor(recovery_data))

##            T          Y
## T  1.0000000 -0.9410528
## Y -0.9410528  1.0000000

9.5 Quadratic Regression of Hospital Recovery Data

## Generate model
recovery_model2 <- lm(Y ~ T + I(T^2), data = recovery_data)

## # A tibble: 15 × 6
##        T     Y index predicted  residuals pct_relative_error
##    <int> <int> <int>     <dbl>      <dbl>              <dbl>
## 1      2    54     1 52.460836  1.5391644  2.8503045
## 2      5    50     2 47.640993  2.3590072          4.7180144
## 3      7    45     3 44.575834  0.4241663          0.9425917
## 4     10    37     4 40.200199 -3.2001992         -8.6491871
## 5     14    35     5 34.780614  0.2193857  0.6268164
## 6     19    25     6 28.672445 -3.6724455        -14.6897820
## 7     26    20     7 21.364792 -1.3647924         -6.8239618
## 8     31    16     8 17.033457 -1.0334567         -6.4591042
## 9     34    18     9 14.790022  3.2099781  17.8332119
## 10    38    13    10 12.213370  0.7866302          6.0510012
## 11    45     8    11  8.844363 -0.8443634        -10.5545422
## 12    52    11    12  6.926437  4.0735627         37.0323886
## 13    53     8    13  6.770903  1.2290967  15.3637082
## 14    60     4    14  6.511355 -2.5113548        -62.7838691
## 15    65     6    15  7.214379 -1.2143795        -20.2396576

9.6 Prediction

## Create a set of hypothetical patient observations with days in the hospital from 1
to 120
patient_days = tibble(T = 1:120)
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## Feed the new data to the model to generate predicted recovery index values
predicted_values = predict(

recovery_model2
, newdata = patient_days
)

9.7 Nonlinear Regression

9.7.1 Exponential Decay Modeling of Hospital Recovery Data

## Fit NLS model to the data
## Generate model
recovery_model3 <- nls(

Y ~ a * (exp(b * T))
, data = recovery_data
, start = c(
a=1
, b=0.05

)
, trace = T

)

9.7.2 Sinusoidal Regression

The functional form for the sinusoidal model we use here can be written as:

Usage � a ∗ sin(b ∗ time + c) + d ∗ time + e

This function can be expanded out trigonometrically as:

Usage � a ∗ time + b ∗ sin(c ∗ time) + d ∗ cos(c(time)) + e

## Generate model
shipping_model2 <- nls(

UsageTons ~ a * Month + b*sin(c*Month) + d*cos(c*Month) + e
, data = shipping_data
, start = c(
a=5
, b=10
, c=1
, d=1
, e=10
)

, trace = T
)
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9.7.3 Sinusoidal Regression of Afghanistan Casualties

Visualizing data on casualties in Afghanistan between 2006 and 2008 shows an
increasing trend overall, and significant seasonal oscillation. Once again, we want
to fit a non-linear model that accounts for the oscillation present in the data. We use
the same sinusoidal functional form

Casualties � a ∗ sin(b ∗ time + c) + d ∗ time + e

which as before can be expressed as

Casualties � a ∗ time + b ∗ sin(c ∗ time) + d ∗ cos(c ∗ time) + e

The logistic model in R is treated as one case of a broader range of generalized
linearmodels (GLM), and canbe accessed via the conveniently namedglm() function.
Note that because glm() implements a wide range of generalized linear models based
on the inputs provided, it is necessary for the user to specify both the family of model
(binomial) and the link function (logit).

## Generate model
war_model <- glm(

side_a ~ cd_pct
, data = war_data
, family = binomial(link = 'logit')
)

9.7.4 Poisson Regression

Visualizing count data in a histogram is a useful way of assessing how the data are
distributed.

9.8 Histogram Plot

## ‘stat_bin()‘ using ‘bins�30‘. Pick better value with ‘binwidth‘.
Poisson regression in R is also treated as a special case of GLMs, similar to the

logistic regression covered in the previous section. As such, it can be implemented
using the same glm() function, but now specifying the model family as ‘Poisson’,
which tells R to implement a Poisson model. The model we use here can be specified
as

Y � eβ0+β1GGI+β2Literacy+β3Poverty
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## Generate model
sigacts_model <- glm(

sigacts_2008 ~ ggi_2008 + literacy + poverty
, data = sigacts_data
, family = poisson

)
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Student Desertion: What Is and How
Can It Be Detected on Time?

Jonathan Vásquez and Jaime Miranda

1 Introduction

Student attrition—or student dropout—is understood as a student’s failure in com-
pleting an educational program, which could be voluntary or involuntary. The first
case means a student decides to stop to participate in the program through a formal
quitting process according to the school’s procedures, while the involuntary, the sec-
ond case, refers to an institutional decision of finish the student’s participation due to
disciplinary or academic reasons [30]. The researchers fromdifferent disciplines such
as Sociology, Psychology, Economy, History, Economy and recently, Data Mining
have manifested interest in investigating student attrition phenomenon. Their moti-
vations are related mainly to the desertion’s costs, which can be identified from
individual (frustration, financial debts, and future income reduction), institutional
(funding reduction, opportunity costs, and low performance in indicators related to
accreditation) and national perspectives (qualified worker reduction, benefit losses in
the government investment and low performance in human development indicator)
[29]. However, high complexity in the student attrition researches keep researchers
and educational agents creating new methods and tools in order to reduce this global
phenomenon [17], generating research opportunities for disciplines for contributing
to the improvement of the management of the desertion.

A National Educational system might be considered as the engine that boosts
economic and social growth due to its main objective of providing qualified workers,
thus, an effective and efficient system on meeting this objective become important
for any nation. Currently, Chile is working in a big change of its educational system.
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Agents related to education like universities, professors, students, and organizations
are participating in this process, due they are part of the system and any change
will affect them. In this scene, implementing new mechanisms for reducing student
attrition is coming considered as the important part of this reform. In fact, Education
Minister started some investigation about desertion, and some of its results showed
that student attrition is a non-minor problem for higher-education institutes. In fact,
the Research Center of the minister, according to data analysis, estimates that 1 of 2
students leave the higher educational system once getting to enter. Apparently, the
efficiency of the Chilean educational system creating qualified worker is similar to
getting a face (or seal) when a coin is tossed [6].

In addition to the quantification of the problem of student desertion, it is impor-
tant to understand why this phenomenon rises up, where, from the social sciences
perspective, it means to identify the factors and predictors of desertion. Among the
first ones, Pyke and Sheridan [23], from an econometric perspective, used logisti-
cal regressions obtaining as results that the financial and permanence time in the
program are factors that positively influence in the retention. Ten years later, Sadler
[26] applied econometric tools to explain desertion for freshman student of a nursing
program. He identified that those students who showed a greater internal relationship
with the nurse profession (being nurse) had a higher retention rate than those felt
an external relation (doing nurse profession). Lately, thanks to the development of
techniques and algorithms of Data Mining (DM) discipline, the application of these
techniques in studies related to education started to grow, being the identification of
predictors of desertion as one of the most important [22]. For example, Delen [8]
identified, by the use of datamining techniques, predictors relate academic success as
well as those that indicate if the student received funding such as scholarship or loan.
In the Chilean case, research with an implementation of methods for student attrition
reduction is focused to identify a different kind of student desertions and their costs
[2, 9, 13]. For example, some universities have created academic support programs
for the student previously they are admitted and once they are admitted to being part
of the university. These methods approach on involuntary desertion—mainly aca-
demic reasons—, however, few methods, implemented by Chilean institutions, aim
at voluntary dropouts. The challenge of conducting research that helps tomanage stu-
dent attrition becomes more important today, since Chilean higher education is in the
process of structural changes, increasing free access to educational institutions, and
therefore, more investment of the government funding by taxes of Chilean habitats.
Therefore, the generation of new tools that improve the management of resources
by reducing desertion will allow the investment to generate benefits for society,
which would boost national development. In addition, educational institutions could
improve their educational management, be fitting to high-quality educational stan-
dards reflected on national and international certifications.
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2 Understanding Student Attrition

2.1 Spady and Social Variables of the Individual Insertion

Spady used the suicide principles of Durkheim [10]. These principles establish that
the decision of suicide of any individual cannot be explained only by individual
factors, but also this is a social phenomenon generated by the breakup of the per-
son with his/her social system explained by the impossibility of integration to the
society. Following this logic, Spady established that desertion would be a result of
the no integration of the individual with his/her educational environment. In other
words, he pointed the environment and family characteristics influence on student’s
expectations, and therefore, affect his or her social integration with the classmates
and the final decision of leaving the program [27].

Figure 1 illustrates that family backgrounds impact directly on the academicpoten-
tial and the attitude compatibility, interests, and the student’s personal disposition to
the characteristics of the environment. Both the academic potential and the norma-
tive conference affect the academic performance, the intellectual development and
the integration of the student with the pairs. Each attribute that defines these factors
impact directly to the social integration of the individual, which consequently will
define the level of satisfaction hence the commitment with the educational institu-
tion. Therefore, every social factor related to family and their pairs will influence the
final decision of the student’s desertion.

Fig. 1 Factors and their relation according to Spady
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2.2 Tinto and the Socio-economic Factors

Tinto and Cullen [30, 31], added the exchange theory to the Spady’s model. This the-
ory postulates that human avoids any behavior that involves costs higher than benefits
on the relationships, interactions, and emotional states generated by the interaction
with their pairs and educational institution. These costs and benefits depend only
on socio-economical characteristics of the individual. Under this theory, Tinto sug-
gested that the students would stay in the program as long as the benefits received
surpass the effort, dedication, and other personnel costs. Additionally, he established
that the commitments of the student with the institution and their personal goals of
professional formation are affected by their family background (e.g. socio-cultural
level), their personal attributes (e.g. age and gender), and their pre-university aca-
demic experience (e.g. university selection exams performance). After a reasonable
time enrolled in the program, the student will reevaluate his/her initial commitments
according to their social integration and academic performance on the institution,
which effects could trigger student desertion if the student notices that the costs are
larger than the benefits. In short, Tinto proposed a rational behavior of the student in
the continuous-evaluated decision of leaving or stay in the program.

2.3 Bean and the Organizational Factors

Bean [3] explained that the variables related to the student background, such as socio-
economical, previous academic performance, and current residency, would influence
the determinants of the student’s relationship with the educational environment.
In short, those students that have academic excellence records at the high school
would get better performances at higher school, that it would increase the degree
of satisfaction, institutional commitment, and, therefore, higher probabilities of no-
desertion as the final decision.

Five years later, Bean joinedMetzner [4] and extended the study to non-traditional
students. In this new research, they postulated that the socio-demographic variables
such as gender, age, and ethnicity are important to the heterogeneity of the body
student, and this is important for any research about student desertion.

In summary, the variables identified as important for any studymay vary according
to institutional context, however, according to theory; we can establish that any
research may consider at least three important groups: socio-economic, academic
(both pre-university and university) and social (Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 2 The relation between the variables suggested by Bean

Fig. 3 Knowledge discovery in databases methodology suggested by Fayyad et al.

3 Literature Review

One of the objectives student dropout investigations is, amongst others, the identifica-
tion of variables that would help to explain desertion, so they could be considered as
predictors to detect early the student’s decision of leaving the program. Econometric
researchers have covered this objective by the identification of statistical significance
of variables in the development of regression. For example, Pyke and Sheridan [23]
used logistic regressions on a database of 601 postgraduate students, where aca-
demic, demographic, and funding were used as potential explanatory variables of
desertion. The results showed that the greater the time the student is in the pro-
gram and the funding awarded, the greater are the chances of graduating. In another
research related to undergraduate nursing programs [26], the author compared two
evaluation tools used for admission: Grade Point Averages (GPA) and a personal
statement essay. According to the statistical analysis, the author found a difference
statistically significant in the essay evaluations between deserting and non-deserting
students, i.e., those students that completing the program tended to write in the essay
their relationship with nursing in a more internal (being nurse) than external way
(doing nurse profession). However, he did not find a statistically significant differ-
ence in the GPA, unlike other previously published studies did find it [5]. These
investigations mostly have helped to identify explanatory variables of the desertion,
opening a door for other disciplines, such as data mining, to contribute to the study
the generation of predictive models.
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The grow technologies’ computation capability and reduction-storage costs have
facilitated the implementation and development of new Data Mining techniques as
solutions in any educational institutes. Indeed, researchers identified the challenge
of using DM techniques tools in educational contexts, creating a new discipline
namedEducationalDataMining (EDM). This, considered as an emerging one, covers
the development of techniques, methods, and models for the treatment of unique
data for educational management. In the case of student attrition, researchers have
faced three common problems [22]. One of them is the generalization of variables
since the factors identified as most important by economists are not applicable in
any educational context. The second problem is the definition of the temporality
of desertion, because dropout reasons may vary in each semester. Finally, a third
problem is the imbalance in databases.

3.1 Generalization of Variables

Yu et al. [33] applied three data mining techniques to identify desertion, suggesting
that although many researchers had used parametric techniques, such as linear and
logistic regression, this new perspective were new and allowed to detect non-linear
and non-conventional relations between variables. In their research, features about
hours transportation, residence (in or out campus), and ethnicity were considered the
most crucial to predicting the early exit of a student. These variables differed from
those found in econometric research, which indicated that academic performance at
school was the most important predictor of attrition. Additionally, authors concluded
variables identified by econometrical investigations were not generalizable for all
educational context and called to the implementation of data mining techniques for
future investigations. Following this tendency, Delen [8] identified that the variables
considered as best predictors for the university context of its investigation were the
academic success before and during university as well as the type of funding aid
(scholarship or loan). In short, although the econometric studies allow initially to
consider an initial set of variables, data mining techniques help to evaluate if these
are applicable in different educational contexts, since as we saw previously.

3.2 Temporality and Unbalance

The concentration of desertion’s occurrence is not always the same for all educational
programs, due to the number of semesters and other specific features of the program
(complexity, certification, and etcetera). In fact, it is possible to identify variations
for the same kind of programs at amongst institutions from the same city, region, and
country. This might imply that occurrence of dropout does not always focus on the
same semester for all educational institutions, forcing researchers to identify when
students drop out of the study program. For example, Alkhasawneh and Hargraves
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[1] formulated a hybrid model with the aim of predicting retention for the first
year; while Yu et al. [33] decided to do it for the second and third year. The effect of
temporality also generates a difference among nations, since the programs’ extension
(in semesters) varies, even, amongst countries, being particularly longer in Latin
America than in Europe or North America. In the other hand, in relation to the
characteristics of the database, researchers have identified an imbalance in the data,
being in general much less the number of students who deserted. This generates a
problem in the data mining models, causing low precision for the desertion class
and high for the retention. In short, it is important to evaluate and apply balancing
techniques in order to reduce the problems associated with this kind of databases
[8, 28].

3.3 Chilean Context

Díaz [9] did an extensive review of articles and publications related to student deser-
tion. He concluded that there was a low volume of national investigations where
data-mining techniques are applied in order to understand the desertion phenomena.
In the same way, Himmel [17] claimed for a shortage of national investigations.
Since then, study of student desertion has taken much more interest in educational
institutions and researchers and they started to run a set investigations in order to
understand student desertion and apply different techniques would support retention
programs or actions to mitigate the costs of desertion [9, 20, 21].

4 Discovery of the Knowledge on the Database (KDD)

The authors Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smith proposed a methodology named
as Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) [11, 12]. They suggested a set of non-
trivial activities with the objective of apply techniques correctly with analytic focus
and then, increase the probability of projects success. Fayyad and his co-authors
indicated that the basic issue approached by the KDD methodology is the data map-
ping of low level to identify knowledge and patterns; this would allow applications
on different areas such as marketing, fraud detection, factoring, telecommunications,
medicine, human resources, and education.

4.1 Selection

In this stage, the variables and observations are selected to be used in the data-
mining project. The database is explored and analyzed with the goal of identifying
variables that fulfill the following requirements: deterministic to the research; none
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or almost non-register error, be available in the future if the analysis is made again,
and is measurable and collected on time according to the occurrence of the studied
phenomena.

The researchers use statistical techniques and technological tools like automatic
learning for support the selection of variables. Currently, there is a line of study that
looks for generate technological methodologies for supporting variable selection.
Reducing dimensions of the final data used in the data-mining project would help to
solve the problem of capacity processing, improve the model’s performances, and
decrease the execution time of the algorithms.

4.2 Pre-processing

Once obtained the database with selected features, then all noise—missing values,
outliers, etcetera, and bias must be eliminated. Noise problems can be solved through
the replacement and reduction of the observations or variable. Depending on the type
of data, the values can be replaced by mode (categorical variables), mean (numerical
variables) or by the use of predictive models such as machine learnings. However,
it is important to keep in mind that replacement could generate some bias, i.e., the
analyst must preprocess carefully the variables.

4.3 Transformation

Some algorithms applied on the datamining stage require that the datasets meet some
characteristics, such as only numerical variables. The transformation depends on the
kind of variable selected and pre-processed on the previous stages. It is important
to identify previously the existence of two kinds of variables (1) Numeric and (2)
Categorical. The numeric variables imply that numbers, i.e., age and funding level,
represents features and categorical variables capture any information by categories
values, i.e., city, and gender. It is important to highlight that categorical variables are
generally storage as text but can be eventually a number.

Some machine learning algorithms, as the case of Neural Net, require all vari-
ables be numeric and, for a better performance, normalized. The result of this stage
generates a set of observations, with variables that are transformed into numbers and
normalized according to data mining techniques’ requirements.

4.4 Data Mining

The goal of this step is to extract patterns and knowledge previously unknown. The
techniques applied can be of clustering, classification, or regression type. The last
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two are used mainly to build prediction models: in the case of classification, the tasks
refer to the construction of models where observations are categorized on predefined
labels; in the other hands, for regression case, activities refer to the use of models
to predict variables related to a numerical indicator. The decision of implementing
regression or categorizationmodels depends crucially on the objective of datamining
project.

4.4.1 Clustering

A clustering algorithm divides a set of observations X at n groups, and each of these
groups is featured by a centroid. Currently, there are different clustering algorithms,
being the most common k-means [15, 16]. This aims to divide M observations
with N dimension into k clusters represented by a centroid. For each partition, the
distance amongst observation to the centroid is minimal. Once the sets or partitions
are identified, it is possible to create a model for each subset and so improve the
predicting performance.

4.4.2 Imbalance Datasets

Imbalance database refers that proportions among different classes are not similar,
which creates negative effects on the model’s results and performance. The main
problem is the model tends to learn more from the majority class than the minority
one, or, in other words, the performance is much better in the majority than minority
class. In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to evaluate the balancing technique
application, i.e., Random Under-Sampling (selecting randomly observations of the
majority class for removing from database until getting a balanced database amongst
classes) and Random Over-Sampling (selecting randomly observations of minority
class to adding the database until getting a balanced database amongst classes) [7].

4.4.3 Machines Learnings

Machines Learnings (ML) concerns to the study of programming computers
(machines) in the order they can learn from datasets. ML is considered a branch
of artificial intelligence and has been used in a variety of applications, such as text or
document classifications, natural language processing, optical character recognition,
and lately, educational context [19, 22]. Some examples of these machine learnings
are Support Vector Machine, Decisions Tree, Neural Net and Logistic Regressions.

• Support Vector Machine (SVM): Support Vector Machine was introduced by
Vapnik and Chervonenkis [32]. Nowadays, from machine learning discipline,
SVM is a model of the supervised learning that bases on classification algorithms
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and regression analysis. In other words, SVM classifies a set of points in the space
by the hyperplane’s partition and minimizes the cost of error of classification.

• Decision Trees (DT): Decision Trees is an algorithm considered suggested by
Quinlan [24], based on the decision theories to make classification to the databases
where algorithms are applied.Quinlan hasmade big contributions to the algorithms
of decision trees, being the most known the C4 and ID3.

• Artificial Neural Net (ANN): ANNwas initially introduced as a concept of a neural
net by neurologists [18]. Fifteen years later, Rosenblatt [25] introduced the first
simple perceptron based on biological neural net concepts, proposing fundaments
of an artificial neural net (ANN). Nodes named as neurons compose an ANN, and
each node receives a set of entries coming from other nodes and delivers outputs
to others.

• Logistic Regression Logistic Regression is a special case of regressions used to
predict the result of a categorical dependent variable. As an example, assume that
the response variable y takes values 0 or 1, as in the case of desertion (dropout�
1 and not-dropout�0). According to the postulated by logistic regression, the
posterior probability of answer to the conditioned variable of the vector. After,
the algorithm identifies the coefficients w of iterative form, usually through the
method of maximum likelihood [14].

4.4.4 Classifiers

The learning machines deliver an indicator that shows the probability of a register
belonging to a particular class. In some cases, depending on the algorithm, such
indicator is reflected on the confidence, calculated by each observation, and can
be used to determine classification thresholds, where to all confidences over the b
threshold are classified to one class.

As an example, imagine that we have datasets of students and a machine learning
is applied, so, after obtained prediction function, we obtain a confidence dropout
class for each observation. On a predefined way, once the observations are ordered
from the highest [1] to lowest (0) confidence, as a standard, observations with a
confidence equal or bigger than 0.5 are classified as a dropout. This threshold could
be more or less restrictive, increasing the classification threshold in the case that
a bigger restriction is required to catalog a register as dropout and therefore less
restriction to the other class no-dropout, or decrease the threshold if it is required to
be less restrictive to the dropout class and more restrictive to the other one.

4.5 Interpretation and Evaluation

After Data Mining step, it is necessary to identify whether models are good or bad
ones. In this step, evaluation and interpretation, the analyst must dominate the project
context; due he/she should evaluate the results, and relate them to studied phenomena.
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The performances of implemented models could vary for many factors, such as
variables selected, the used algorithms, implementation of an appropriate optimiza-
tion parameters process, among others. Therefore, it is imperative to usemechanisms
to evaluate the performance of each technique in order to identify the best one. In
this sense, literature has suggested different metrics to measure the predictive perfor-
mance of themodels. Themost commons are the classification error and the accuracy.
However, these metrics measure the general performance of models, assuming that
classifying improperly any class imply the same errors, this means, have the same
cost. Obviously, in some cases, like in the case of student attrition, to classify a stu-
dent as dropout and finally stay, has not the same cost that classify the same student
as not-dropout and finally leave. In short, the performance of the models can be eval-
uated based on its accuracy and classification cost. To measure both metrics it will
be used the matrix of confusion, the tool usually used in classification applications,
given the easiness of usage and quality of information delivered.

4.5.1 Confusion Matrix

The confusion matrix is a table that consists mainly of 2 rows and 2 columns—de-
pending on classes number—, with information on the performance of the classi-
fication of a classification model. Usually, rows represent the instances predicted
by the model, meanwhile, columns do the real instances observed. Additionally, the
datasets are separated into two groups: train dataset, which is used for finding the
function of the model, and test dataset, which is used for evaluation of the model’s
performance.

In case classification of two classes, these are named as positive and negative
classes. A prediction of the class is obtained for each observation of test dataset by
implementing the model generated through a learning process where train dataset
was used. Each prediction is compared with the real class, and those observations
predicted as positive and effectively were positive are denominated as True Positive
(TP), but if they were not, they are evaluated as False Positive (FP). It is a similar case
for the negative class, assigned as True Negative (TN) those observations predicted
as negative and effectively were negatives, meanwhile, as False Negative (FN) the
observations were positive but the model identified them as negative. The next table
illustrates a typical confusion matrix (Table 1).

Table 1 Example of the confusion matrix

True class

Class prediction + −
+ True positive False positive

− False negative True negative
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Fig. 4 Representation of cross-validation

4.5.2 Cross-Validation

Cross-Validation is a validation method mainly used to estimate how accurately a
model will perform. As it was explained before, this method divided the datasets
into two, train and test. This process is applied to k subsets of original datasets,
everyone of equal size. One of these subsets is retained as the test data set. The
remaining subsets are used as train data set, then the cross-validation method is
repeated k times, with each of the k subsets used exactly once as the test data. The
final performance evaluation is obtained from the k results of the k iterations. The
performance is showed in averaged of these k results, so it is produced just one
estimation of performance. The values most accepted for k are 5 or 10. Figure 4
illustrates a cross-validation method.

5 Experiment

5.1 FEN Case

The Facultad de Economía y Negocios (FEN, by its acronym in Spanish), it is the
Business School of the University of Chile and it is located at the top ten on Latin-
American rankings. The school manages four programs: (1) Commercial Engineer-
ing focused on Business (Business and Administration), (2) Commercial Engineer-
ing focused on Economics (Economics), (3) Audit, and Information Systems and
Management Control Engineering. This study will focus on the last program.
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Table 2 Distribution of desertion per entry groups

Year of entry Non-desert (%) Voluntary desert (%)

2007 66.0 34.0

2008 74.0 26.0

2009 74.0 26.0

2010 68.9 31.1

2011 59.6 40.4

2012 67.6 32.4

2013 79.8 20.2

2014 77.5 22.5

Total 70.9 29.1

In Chile, there is a national system for the application process to higher-education
programs. This consists of a university selection test namedUniversity Selection Test
(PSU, by its acronym in Spanish), that measures the knowledge of a student in four
areas: Verbal,Mathematics, Sciences (Biology, Physics, and Chemistry) andHistory,
Geography, and Social Sciences. Each test evaluates the knowledge of the students on
a scale of 150–850 points. The attached universities to this process establish weights
for each test, including the grades average obtained in high school, according to the
program offered by each institution. The students, weighing the scores, apply by
the national system to the programs, ordering these applications by preferences. All
vacancies are completed by order of the score according to the weight established
by the institutions.

It is important to highlight that each student can apply to up four programs and
they are selected only in one. In the case of the Information Systems andManagement
Control Engineering program, the total of vacancies is at least 100 approx., varying
each year according to evaluations and projections made by the school.

Approximately, in the case of Information Systems and Management Control
Engineering program, 30% of the total of students that enter in a year, leaves volun-
tarily its studies, translating into an average of 31 spots lost every year. The variation
per year of desertion it is showed in Table 2, where a 20 and 40% of a group of
students with the same year of entry, quit the program voluntarily.

The six firsts semesters of the program are crucial to detecting voluntary dropout,
because as shown in the Fig. 5, 97% of desertion occurs in the first three years,
focusing on the third semester. In short, this study will focus on dropout that occurs
during the first six semesters.

5.2 Databases

The dataset is collected from three databases: (1) Educational Administration System
(SAD, by the acronym in Spanish), (2) Scholarships and Credits and (3) DEMRE
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Fig. 5 Desertion behavior per semester. Own making

Table 3 Number of
observations by semester

Semester Desert Non-desert Total

Sem 1 13 595 608

Sem 2 58 591 649

Sem 3 86 591 677

Sem 4 36 578 614

Sem 5 7 486 493

Sem 6 9 577 586

General total 209 3,418 3,627

base. The Educational Administration System (SAD) stores and keeps students’
information about enrollment, homologation of credits, academic performance, stu-
dent’s requests (such as temporarily stop studying and leave the program), and pro-
fessor evaluation made by the students. In the other hand, information stored at the
Scholarships and Credits is related to funding, as much in amount and funding type
(scholarships and credits) for each student that receive each year funding such as
Scholarships and Credits from the Ministry of Education and the internally from the
University of Chile and FEN. Finally, the database sent annually by the Department
of Evaluation, Measurement and Educational Register (DEMRE by the acronym in
Spanish), managed by the University of Chile, has socio-demographic information
pre-university academic performance, PSU scores and postulation of each student,
given at the same moment of inscription for the PSU test.

The total number of observationswas3,627with a distributionby semester showed
in Table 3. The stored information in different databases allows obtaining 44 vari-
ables that cover socio-demographic, academic performances, and environmental and
funding information of every student:

• Socio-demographic Variables: the number of family members, parent’s educa-
tional level, number of parents alive, number of member working and studying at
the different levels of the Chilean educational system, gender, and others related
to work before entering into higher education.
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• Performance and Academic Performance Variables: The variables related to aca-
demic performance of the student are stored in DEMRE and SAD systems. The
data retrieved were academic performance in high school, score on each section
of PSU, academic performance each semester (transcriptions and credits).

• EnvironmentalVariables:Data fromDEMREsystemenable to obtain in-formation
high school type (Technical or Scientific-Humanist), educational regime (Male,
Female, or Co-educational high school), funding dependency type (Public Fund-
ing, the school is financed completely by the government and managed by munic-
ipalities; Private-Subsidized, the high school is co-financed by parents and gov-
ernment and managed by privates; Private, the institution does not receive funds
from the government and is completely funded by students’ parents and man-
aged by privates), and application preferences. Additionally, from SAD systems,
we enabled to obtain information related to postponements, voluntary participa-
tion on summer semester, and appreciation of the teacher’s performance, which is
considered as a proxy of satisfaction with the educational institution.

• Funding variables: related to family income, scholarships, and credits that each
student receive every year.

5.3 Implementation

From the database, 6 datasets were obtained—each for semesters—, so we looked
for six predictive model. We tested blending different techniques so we obtained
48 models for each semester, which generated 288 models in total. The following
techniques were combined: (1) Clustering, (2) Unbalance Techniques (ROS, RUS
and without unbalancing techniques), (3) Learning Machines (SVM, Neural Net,
Decision Trees and Logistic Regression), and (4) Classification Threshold.

The software used was RapidMinner. In order to eliminate any bias and noise
(such as missing values or outliers), only full observations were considered for the
investigation, due to the low volume of data with these problems. Polynomial vari-
ables were transformed into binomial, generating n new columns where n was the
number of different unique categories of the variable. From these n new columns,
we selected n − 1 to avoid multicollinearity. Finally, the numeric attributes were
normalized to a scale of 0–1 in order to match the range in every variable.

For clustering, we used the operator calledX-means that balances the costs associ-
ated with precision and complexity of the model and delivers, as a result, the number
of optimal centroids. Then, the operator assigns the observations to one of these
centroids. This operator was tested in each semester dataset in order to obtain the
best model.

MachineLearningswere applied to each cluster and to the complete dataset aswell
(without clusters), obtaining the performance of each one and identifyingwhich of all
was the best. Additionally, before applying Machine Learning algorithm, we tested
balancing techniques (ROS and RUS) and evaluated how much was the improve
compare to using imbalance datasets.
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Finally, the classification threshold was applied in the testing process of the
Machine Learning. Rapid Miner has operators that allow identifying the best thresh-
old given the costs of classification errors to each class. Thus, after obtaining the
fitted model in the test process, the confidence delivered by the algorithm is used
as an input to the operator that identifies the best threshold, and then, the classi-
fier uses this threshold and classify each observation in order to improve prediction
performance.

6 Results

6.1 Best Models

In general, for every 6 semesters, the best models were composed of clustering,
no-balancing techniques, SVM machine learning, and a classifier with an optimal
threshold. Only in the case of semester 5 and 6, the machine learning in the best
model was Logistic Regression.

Comparing each technique, Logistic Regression and SVM machine learnings
generated better performances to the models, as well as the classifier with an optimal
threshold. In the case of the balance techniques, it was not clear its impact on the
performance of the models, because is not always convenient its application.

6.2 Most Important Variables

Analyzing the best models of each semester according to the weights, the most
important variables are those related to PSU, academic performance at higher school,
professors rating, pre-university academic performance, parents’ educational level,
number of family members and how many are working, the application preference,
participation on summer semesters and funding.

Considering those variables amongst the first quartile with the highest weight
given by the models, the most important are PSU, specifically score on the verbal
section, followed by the parents’ educational level, and professor ratings. It seems
that the student’s background, mainly academic performance, must be strongly con-
sidered by the educational institution’s manager of FEN, as well as the satisfaction of
the student with the professors. In the other hand, extending the analysis to the second
quartile, again, the most important variables were PSU performances, mainly on the
tests of language and mathematics. It seems that the national university selection test
is a good predictor of desertion (Fig. 6).

Analyzing Fig. 7, we identified that those variables related to family configuration
and university performance are the most common amongst the 6 semesters. This is
consistent with the models discussed by Spady [3], Tinto and Cullen [27], Bean [30],
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Fig. 6 Performance of the best models by semester

where they proposed that the family backgrounds and the academic performance are
primary variables to explain the student desertion.

In summary, for each semester, it is important to evaluate PSU score of the student,
followed by the educational level of the parents, university academic performance,
funding, and family configuration in order to identify those students wanted to leave
the program.

6.3 Deserters and Not-Deserters Profiles

According to the results, it was possible to identify the most important predictors for
each semester. The most important for all semesters are the performance in PSU, the
number parents alive, teachers rating, and university academic performance. How-
ever, the total set of predictors was different for all semesters, i.e., we identified a
trend in the set of most important variables while advancing in the semesters. For
the first four semesters, predictors related to the student’s pre-university features
were identified as the most important: specifically, PSU performance in all sections,
number of parents alive, teacher rating, and the educational level of parents. In other
words, as Spady [27], the variables related to academic potential (pre-university per-
formance), family background, and educational context should impact the student’s
decision to remain in the program. Managers of educational programs must know
these relationships amongst variables, and they could use it as support of selection
process, as well as identify which students are potential deserters and implement
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Variable DataBase Sem1 Sem2 Sem3 Sem4 Sem5 Sem6 Number of Uses
TeacherRa ng_Sem SAD 6
SemGPA SAD 6
Educa onal_Level_Father DEMRE 6
Educa onal_Level_Mother DEMRE 6
Number_Members_Family DEMRE 6
Income_Family DEMRE 6
Verbal_Score_PSU DEMRE 6
Math_Score_PSU DEMRE 6
GPA_HighSchool_Score DEMRE 6
Funding Level Scholarships and Credits 5
TeacherRa ng_Sem_Accum SAD 5
TeacherRa ng_Sem_Previous SAD 5
SemGPA_Accum SAD 5
SemGPA_Previous SAD 5
Number_Parents_Alive DEMRE 5
Verbal_Math_AverageScoring_PSU DEMRE 5
Number_MembersFam_Studying_HighSchool(4º)Level DEMRE 4
HighSchool=Private DEMRE 4
Gender=Male DEMRE 4
%Failed_Courses_Sem SAD 3
%Failed_Courses_Sem_Accum SAD 3
HighSchool=Public DEMRE 3
%Failed_Courses_Sem_Previous SAD 2
Postpone_Sem_Accum SAD 2
Number_MembersFam_Studying_GardenLevel DEMRE 2
Number_MembersFam_Studying_Others DEMRE 2
Number_MembersFam_Working DEMRE 2
Number_Hours_Working(Pre-University) DEMRE 2
History/Science_Score_PSU DEMRE 2
School_Type=Technical DEMRE 2
Educa onal_Regime=Female DEMRE 2
Summer_Sem_Accum SAD 1
Summer_Sem_Previous SAD 1
Number_MembersFam_Studying_HighSchool(1ºto3º)Level DEMRE 1
Number_MembersFam_Studying_GardenLevel DEMRE 1
Number_MembersFam_Studying_HigherLevel DEMRE 1
Applica on_Preference DEMRE 1
Educa onal_Regime=Male DEMRE 1
Postpone_Sem SAD 0
Postpone_Sem_Previous SAD 0
HighSchool=Private_Subsidized DEMRE 0
School_Type=Scien fic-Humanist DEMRE 0
Educa onal_Regime=co-educa onal DEMRE 0
Gender=Female DEMRE 0

Fig. 7 Variables used by best models for each semester

tools to prevent dropouts. Additionally, in the context of the researched program,
we advise to extend the Academic Support Program (program that provides tutorials
as a reinforcement) to cover more students for the first two years, due, according to
results, academic performance of the first two years is considered as an important
predictor for the semester five and six.

For the fifth semester, a strong change in the most important variable is identified,
i.e., three of the most important variables were only features that are captured once
the student entered the university, i.e., the same variables that are important for the
first two semesters, are important for the fifth semester.

According to Spady [27], when the student enrolls in an educational program,
according to his family and pre-university school background, he/she establishes
his/her initial educational objectives and his/her institutional commitment. Later,
after a sufficient time in which he/she interacts with its environment, these educa-
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tional objectives and institutional commitment are adjusted, so they would trigger
a desertion decision. This can be clearly seen in the variables most important by
semester, where at the beginning of the program students with female gender, mostly
from private-subsidized or municipal schools, with members of the family studying,
and with high levels of funding, do not desert. Some of these characteristics, in gen-
eral, are repeated in the three years, as it is the gender, members studying in another
educational institution and the dependency group of the school.

The variables related to the participation of the student with their academic envi-
ronment begin to take importance, mainly for the second year, where deserters are
those students with low accumulated performance and provide a higher evaluation
rate to their teachers.

The family configuration usually appears in all semesters, specifically, in deser-
tions profiles. For example, as the higher educational level of at least one of the
parents, the greater is the tendency to voluntarily desert by the student. The same hap-
pens when the number of members of the family studying in higher school increases.
However, this is not the same when the members are studying at another educational
level. Eventually, this could show the difficulty of the family in which two members
are studying at the university.

7 Discussions and Conclusions

In general, a deserter profile can be described as those students who studied in private
high schools, are male, their parents have higher educational levels, high family
income, they have family members studying, they provide higher rating evaluation
to their teachers until the third semester, and their performance at the PSU is slightly
higher. In the case of no-deserters, their profile can be described as those who studied
at private-subsidized high schools, are female, their parents have a lower educational
level (less than a complete high school), the family incomes are relatively lower,
receive higher funding, and PSU scores and high-school GPA are not very high.

The profiles previously mentioned would allow an early identification of students
who would decide to stop studying in a specific semester. Additionally, given that
academic performance variables are more important in all semesters, educational
managers and advisor could pay attention to the academic performance of students,
or, develop more supporting academic programs for the students.

As 5 of the 6 best models are composed of clustering techniques, it might be
a sign that students tend to group and maybe, the characteristics of his/her group
influence in the decision of desert. Indeed, the main variables that establish a dif-
ference amongst the groups are those related to family background and academic
performance, variables directly related to deserter and non-deserter profiles.

The six models generated would allow the school to predict desertions in the
first six semesters. These predictions can be used as an input in order to develop
educational policies and reduce desertion rates, such as workshops of professional
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contextualization in order to improve institutional commitment and academic or
psychological support programs in order to maintain personal objectives.
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Bioelectric Potential Plant

Imam Tahyudin and Hidetaka Nambo

1 Introduction

In Japan, the aging society is the very big problem. In 2014, a publication of the aging
society published by the Japanese cabinet office, announced in October 2010 and
October 2013 which there are 23% and 25.1% of the elderly population respectively
[1]. Their average age is more than 65 years. This condition is the highest proportion
in the world [1, 2].

Based on the research of Nomura et al. [1] the condition of the elderly is mapped
into two groups: the elderly who live with their families and who live alone. Based
on data from samples taken in one of the major provinces in Japan, Kyoto, mention
that the number of the second group in 1990 are 43.416 (13.3%) then in 2010 has
increased by 110.366 (18.2%).

These conditions lead to various problems one of which is the death that do not
known by others, whether caused by accidents in their home or other factors such
as murder. Based on the same research, the deaths caused by accidents in the home
because it was not helped as much as 12.5% [1].

This reality makes the increasing demand of indoor monitoring. One of the mea-
sures being initiated is to examine the installation of CCTV cameras. This camera
can monitor that accidents and immediately helped by a neighbor or an authorized
officer. However, this solution does not accept because of privacy concerns. More-
over, the use of infrared sensors tested to solve this problem. Despite of the results
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were pretty good but it is high cost because it requires many sensor cells [3]. Then,
the other solutions have been tried by using the sense of odor but the results are
not so good because there are much noisy when the data records [3]. Regarding this
problem, we proposed a solution which by using bioelectric potential sensor. This is
able to be used for detecting human behavior and friendly to use in private area. In
addition, the cost is achievable.

Therefore, this study outlines are explained about the living plant monitoring by
various methods such as machine learning and deep learning. Finally, the last session
is conclusion of discussion.

2 Monitoring by Bioelectric Potential Plant

Plant of bioelectric potential generates a low electrical signal because of the plant
activities such as photosynthesis and transpiration. Furthermore, the electrical signal
will change because of environmental factors such as temperature, humidity and
human behavior. The use of bioelectric potential plant could be the solution for
monitoring human activities in private area like bath room or bed room. Moreover, it
is low cost and it could be a healing media because it produces an oxygen to reduce
stress and gives feeling fresh [4–8].

Based on research Hirobayashi et al. [9], states that human activities like step-
ping around the plants produce a strong correlation with changes the signal by using
plant bio-electrical potential. Another study conducted by Nomura et al. [4], Shimbo
and Oyabu [10], explaining that human behavior such as moving, walking, com-
municating and opening the door can be distinguished using bio electric potential.
Furthermore, research conducted by Jin [3], utilizing bio electric potential plant to
determine the distance of human to the plant by using Artificial Neural Network
(ANN). Furthermore, Nambo [5], Nambo and Kimura [6], Nambo [7], Nambo and
Kimura [8], conducted research to determine the location of one’s position around
plant of bioelectric potential. They were using method of classification, J48 algo-
rithm, multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and deep learning method such as CNN (Con-
volution Neural Network).

2.1 Measurement of Potential

Plant type of this experiment is photos (Fig. 1a) which its leaves are put on two
electrodes (Fig. 1b). To perform measurements is using a data logger (Fig. 2). Spec-
ification of data logger used is GRAPHTEC GL400-4. It measures the low voltage
at an average altitude of sampling, approximately 512 Hz. When there is a human
activity like walking, the signal is responding on data logger and then the signal
results are stored on a PC in real time via the local network (Fig. 3).
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(a) Photos  (b) electrodes

Fig. 1 Bioelectric potential planta

Fig. 2 Data leger

2.2 The Example of Signal from Bioelectric Potential Plant

The respond of bioelectric potential plant is different depend on the distance.
Response is stronger when a person is more near the plant. We can see the dif-
ferentiation of response signal like the Figs below [3]:

a. When the distance is 0.5 m
b. When the distance is 1.0 m
c. When the distance is 1.5 m
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Fig. 3 The measurement processes

Fig. 4 A plant bioelectric potential when no one is near the plant

Therefore, the response of bioelectric potential is proportional to distance. Base
on the experiment if the distance is near so the response is stronger and conversely,
if the distance is far so the response is weaker. In addition, this property can be used
for human sensor based on distance [3] (Figs. 4, 5 and 6).
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Fig. 5 A plant bioelectric potential when a person is stepping near the plant

3 Monitoring of Bioelectric Potential Plant with Machine
Learning

3.1 Proposed System

We would like to propose a method for analyze bioelectric potential plant by using
machine learning method (Decision Tree, J48) [5]. This method has aim to estimate
the position of person. We make a rule model which the target variables are the
existence of person around the plant and the condition when no person in a room.
After that, the model is used for examining the testing dataset (Fig. 7).

In first, we will explain about data preprocessing method. Bioelectric Potential
is continuous data. In our proposed method, we use 512 sample points in every
32 points. Later, this 512 points-data is considered as 1 unit of the process. The
description is seen in Fig. 8.

Next, the rawdataset is calculated for obtaining parameters; cepstrum coefficients,
average, minimum and maximum value. Cepstrum is the result of the inverse FFT
(Fast Fourier Transform) which is the power spectrum of the target signal. This has
purpose to get the detail target signal for excellent analysis. The procedure to obtain
cepstrum coefficient is below:

1. Determination of S(t) as a potential signal
2. Determination of power spectrumS(ω) using FFT of S(t) and square calculation
3. The calculation of the value of log |S(ω)|
4. Determination of Cepstrum coefficients value by calculating the inverse FFT

of log |S(ω)|
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(a) When the distance is 0.5 m 

(b) When the distance is 1.0 m 

(c) When the distance is 1.5 m 

Fig. 6 The signal responses base on distances
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Fig. 7 Bioelectric potential analysis map

Fig. 8 Determining sample
of bioelectric potential data

Based on the calculation,we got 29 parameterswhich are 26 cepstrumcoefficients,
maximum value, minimum value, and average from each signal. Totally, we obtain
319 parameters for 11 blocks (Fig. 9).

3.2 Machine Learning Process

After obtainingmany instances from pre-data processing, wemake estimationmodel
usik decision treemethod (J48 algorithm). The number of variables are 319 variables.
Observed location is the target variable.We use weka tomake themodel. See Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9 The parameter number of bioelectric potential plant

Fig. 10 Machine learning process

Fig. 11 Estimating process

3.3 Estimating Process

We provide the data testing the same as previous process. By using the estimation
model, matching the pre-processed observed dataset (testing dataset). As a result,
we obtain estimated locations for each instance (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 12 Experiment
environment

3.4 Experiments

The experiment is conducted in a room 5.75 m×3.45 m in five object position
M1–M5 and using two plants, P1 and P2. A person is walking seven times around
each object for 30 s. Totally, 210 s observations for each point are conducted. Two
plantswill respond that human action and the graph changeswere seen on themonitor
of a data logger. The result of spectrum signal is recorded and is saved in PC (Fig. 2).
In addition, when no one in the room, potential is observed for 30 s (point none)
(Fig. 12).

3.5 Validation of the Model

Confirmourmethod andmodels, we check ourmodel by 10 folding cross validations.
Nine of ten instances are used for training dataset and the remain one of ten is used
for testing dataset. After we obtain the estimation model from training dataset and
we already conducted matching process, see the model validation. The validation
process is by changing the test data for each block, test is repeated. Finally, average
of 10 tests is evaluation of the model (Fig. 13).

3.6 Result

This experiment uses 10 folds cross validation. Tables 1 and 2 show the model from
plant 1 and plant 2. These tables represent input instancesmeasured and the output an
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Fig. 13 Validation process

Table 1 Output of matching
process from plant 1

Input Output

Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 None

Ml 2608 507 2 0 14 40

M2 505 2560 21 0 76 9

M3 1 12 2685 6 467 0

M4 0 0 5 3161 5 0

M5 32 73 494 4 2561 7

None 38 14 0 0 3 3116

Table 2 Output of matching
process from plant 2

Input Output

Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 None

Ml 2854 49 265 2 0 1

M2 90 3078 3 0 0 0

M3 232 1 2897 14 10 17

M4 1 0 16 2654 407 93

M5 3 0 8 430 2408 322

None 3 0 11 88 330 2739

estimated point from some object observations, M1–M5 and condition when no one
in a room. Both of tables show almost the same as between input and output. Oven
thought, there is some misclassification such as M1 and M2 in Table 2. However,
the accuracy is fairly high, their F-measure are 0.877 and 0.874 for plant and plant
2 respectively (Figs. 14, 15, 16 and 17).

The property of bioelectric potential plant can be used for estimation of location
in the room. Estimation accuracy is high enough.
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Fig. 14 The process flow of the estimation method

Fig. 15 CNN method with 2 times convolution

4 Monitoring by Bioelectric Potential Plant with Deep
Learning

In this study, we propose a method to estimate the location using Deep Learning
techniques. In concrete, many feature values are extracted from an observed potential
in previous method. However, in this study, observed potential are directly used for
estimation [7].
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Fig. 16 CNN method with 1 times convolution

Fig. 17 MLNN method

For estimation, we used convolutional neural network. The network accepts 512
points of potential and classifies 6 classes that represents which measure point the
person stays or out of room.
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4.1 Proposed Method

For data pre-processing is the same as previous method. This proposes method CNN
using 2 times convolution/pooling. The result is compared with CNN with 1 time
convolution, multilayer neural network (MLNN), and decision tree J48.

Deep Learning Methods

1. CNN using 2 times convolution/pooling
2. CNN with 1 time convolution
3. MLNN.

The comparison of Deep learning with the previous method

Previous Method

• Features are selected by try and error
• It takes a lot of cost and time.

Deep Learning

• We don’t care about the feature value
• There are many parameters
• Time consuming.

4.2 Experiment

The experiment environment is the same as previous method (Decision tree J48).
There are two plants (P1 and P2) and five point observations (M1–M5). The process
is by observing the object for 30 s while person steps around the measurements point
Mi, eight times and additionally when no one in the room. Therefore, totally 240 s
observations for each point are conducted.

4.3 Training and Evaluation

Training data is extracted from observed potential. There are 453 instances which are
extracted from 1 observation (30 s). Observed data of last 1 time observation from
8 observations is used as test data. Totally there are 2718 instances are obtained.
And the rest of them, 7 of 8 observations, are used as training data. Totally, there are
19,027 instances are obtained from 5 measure points and 1 absence data.

Training is repeated 20,000 times. 512 instances are randomly selected from
training dataset, then network is trained. After that, we evaluated distinction accuracy
for test data after 20,000 times training.
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Table 3 The comparison of the accuracy from some methods

Method Plant 1 (%) Plant 2 (%)

J48 (decision tree) 84.3 71.0

MLNN 58.9 61.4

l time conv./pool. 31.4 30.2

2 time conv./pool. (proposed
method)

86.4 85.4

4.4 Result

Based on the Table 3, we see that accuracy value of CNNwith 2 convolution/pooling
is higher than others. Its accuracy from both plant 1 and plant 2 are greater than
85%. The second position is by using decision tree method (J48) with the average
accuracy is greater than 75.5%. The next position is by using MLNN (the average
accuracy is around 60%) and CNN with 1 time convolution (the average accuracy is
approximately 30%) respectively.

5 Conclusion

The indoor monitoring is a promise research. The bioelectric potential plant is the
recent solution as biological monitoring. There are many research have performed
using this topic. They presented good result for various aims. For instances, for
detecting humanwalking, stepping and etc., for determining the human distance with
plant, to detect the person position, and many more. On the other hand, this topic
is still having problems like accuracy, distance, reproducibility, and so on. Hence,
this topic is still developed by trying many methods such as classification method
(decision tree J48), machine learning (ANN, MLP), and deep learning (CNN). For
the future will try by association analysis and time series approaches.
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False Alarms Management by Data
Science

Ana María Peco Chacón and Fausto Pedro García Márquez

1 Introduction

The industrial standard ISA-18.2 (2009) [1] determines that “an alarm system is the
collection of hardware and software that detects an alarm state, this communicates
the indication of that state to operators, and it records changes in the alarm state”.
Most of business have modern computerized monitoring system to control safety
and efficiency the alarms.

Alarms can be also defined as:

• A false alarm is an alarm that is reported when there is no fault.
• A nuisance alarm occurs when it is true but redundant, i.e. the operator receives
more than one alert about that alarm.

• A missed alarm is the opposite of a false alarm, it occurs when there is a fault in
the system and no alarm has been activated.

• A chattering alarm performsmany transitions between normal and abnormal state,
it continuously crosses the alarm limit thresholds.

Chattering alarms and alarm flood could be confused, however they are not the
same. Alarm flood is when the operator receives many alarms in a short period
of time. The alarm flood can be caused by the correlation between variables and,
therefore, several alerts are triggered at the same time. The chattering alarm is a
single alarm that continuously crosses the alarm threshold, and it generates many
alerts. The chattering alarms are defined as those alarms that repeat more than 3 times
in a minute according ISA-18.2 (2009) standard [1].
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Detection delay is also a key concept. It occurs when the alarms are not activated
instantly when the failure occurs. It can occur by the same delay caused by the system
itself (deadband, delay-timer, etc.).

In all industrial systems, there are several sensors and actuators for detecting and
controlling possible faults. These components can create false alarms, therefore, the
control system will be inefficient and the performance will be reduced [2, 3].

Fault detection is an important research area, from the academic and industrial
point of view. Numerous methods of detection and control have been designed and
developed for fault detection. Some systems can prioritise depending on the gravity
of the alarm. When the alarm is triggered, the operator must acknowledge it, to
understand it and to know the cause of the alarm, in order to assess its significance
and to act to return the operation to its normal state. According to Engineering
Equipment and Materials Users Association (EEMUA, 2007) [4], for an operator
to respond adequately to an alarm, he must dedicate 10 min to it, i.e. he should not
receive more than 6 alarms per hour for a correct operation of the system.

Currently operators receive a large number of alarms, sometimes more than they
need or can handle (alarm flooding). It can distract the operator until critical alarms
are ignored. Therefore, some operators are reluctant to themonitoring control system.
If the system causes many false positives alarms, then it must be redesigned to reduce
the number of false and annoying alarms. According to the references [2, 3], most of
the alarms received by industrial plant operators are false. There are several methods
to improve the alarm system, such as multivariable data analysis or the use of filters,
the most important of which are discussed in this chapter.

A few decades ago, only a few selected variables could be controlled. They had
to be important for the proper performance of the system and control the quality of
the process, because of the alarms were difficult to implement. Each alarm had to be
connected by a wire from the sensor to the control room, and it had a high cost. In
addition, the control room had limited space and it had to contain numerous control
devices. For these reasons, the alarms had to be well designed, to be considered
reliable and to guide the operators as it was a good indicator of the correct functioning
of the production system.

Nowadays, due to the development of hardware and software, a large number of
alarms can be implemented at low cost. Many process variables can be measured
and stored in databases. The alarm system communicates with the operator by the
Human Machine Interface (HMI) or an Annunciator Panel. Many variables are con-
tinuously available in the operator panel for monitoring control. This leads to many
alarms, some of them false, chattering or nuisance alarms. Hollifield et al. claim that
chattering alarms are the most common type of alarm, where they found 70% of all
alarms [5].

Table 1 summarized the number of alarms produced in 39 industrial plants. The
alarmshave been classified according to their industrial sector and timeof occurrence.

According to Walker et al. [7], the U.S. business loses $13 billion a year due to
improper use of alarms. Nevertheless, the costs generated by false alarms are difficult
to quantify in the world, but this are estimated to be billions of dollars every year.
The unnecessary stoppages cause a significant loss of production. For this reason,
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Table 1 Performance metrics of industrial alarm system, study carried out in 39 industrial plants
[6]

EEMUA Oil and Gas Petrochemical Power Other

Average
alarms per day

144 1200 1500 2000 900

Peak alarms
per 10 min

10 50 100 65 35

Average
alarms per 10
min

1 6 9 8 5

the alarm systems should prevent the damage to equipment, downtime and reduced
production. Furthermore, the process systems should be controlled to improve the
efficiency, availability quality and reliability of the production process [8–10].

There is a great deal of research on alarm management, but the behaviour of the
operator in the event of an anomaly is rarely studied. Hu et al. analysed the actions
of the operators in response to univariate alarms [11]. The alarm systemmust clearly
and precisely indicate to operators which processes require further attention. They
conclude that the operators must regulate the control devices to solve the anomalies
of the process, therefore, they can suppress an alarm to temporarily ignore it, in the
case of annoying alarms, or they can change the state of the device if an alarm has
occurred.

The alarm systems should be designed to help operators to regulate processes and
to manage anomalies. Several guides have been written such as ISA and EEMUA
for the design, implementation and maintenance of alarm systems [1, 4]. Alarms
must be used to ensure the safety of alarm systems and processes. The actions of
the operators will depend on the severity of the faults or anomalies that must be
announced by alarms. The alerts can be visual or audible.

Monitoring systems are essential to ensure the reliability of the operation of indus-
trial systems [12, 13]. Future hybrid methods provide more robust models in modern
and complex installations. Research aims to reduce large production losses and high
repair costs due to an inadequate alarm system [14–16].

Many problems are involved in alarm systems, Izadi et al. shown themost common
causes [17]: improperly designed alarms, mis calibrated equipment, oscillations in
general, changes in status during switching off or on are not taken into account, noise
and/or outliers are not considered.

The objective of this chapter is to illustrate the methods and techniques used in
several sectors to implement an optimal alarm system. The aim is to obtain: higher
quality, higher performance, lower production costs, reduce breakdowns and make
the processes safer.
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2 Confusion Matrix

An optimal alarm system provides the necessary tools for operators to detect faults
and take corrective action to return the process to normal condition. In practice,
the alarm control system may be faulty or poorly calibrated, therefore, it will not
give correct results. A missed alarm is set when the value of the variable suffers a
deviation, e.g. surpass threshold, but the system does not detect it. The opposite case
is a false alarm, when the system generates an alarm, although it has not actually
occurred, also called as false positive.

Signals can give these two types of errors due to threshold selection. If the thresh-
old setting is very strict to avoid the probability of a missed alarm, this will make
the system more sensitive to random noise and the transient deviations and it will
lead to more false alarms. On the other hand, if we increase the threshold, the num-
ber of false alarms will decrease at the cost of producing more missed alarms. The
selection of the threshold is therefore decisive for system reliability. In the majority
of cases, missed alarms are considered more important than false alarms, because
its consequences may be greater. A basic tool to visualize false alarms in contrast to
missed alarms is the confusion matrix.

A confusion matrix, or also called a contingency table, is an evaluation tool for
categorical statistical data [18]. The table determines whether the value supplied by
the alarm system matches the actual value. The rows of the matrix are the response
alarm system and the columns are the actual values. There are 4 possible cases: if
the classifier is positive and the system indicates alarm is true positive (TP), if an
alarm has not occurred but the system classifies it as such, it is false positive (FP),
otherwise an alarm has occurred, and the system does not identify it therefore will
be false negative (FN), or missed alarm. Finally, it can happen that no alarm occurs
and the negative system, therefore it is true negative (TN). The main diagonal values
show when the system has acted correctly. However, the values of the other diagonal
show when an error has occurred (Table 2).

The following rates are obtained from the confusion matrix.

FP rate � FP

N
� negatives incorrectly classified

Total negatives

Precision � TP

TP + FP

Table 2 Confusion matrix

Reality

Response system Fault No fault

Alarm True positive (TP) False positive (FP)

No alarm Missed alarm (FN) True negative (TN)
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Accuracy � TP + TN

all cases

Sensitivy � TP

TP + FN

Specificity � TN

FP + TN

3 Process and Alarm Data

The methods for alarm detection are used to improve the efficiency of the global
process. However, a large amount of data must be provided to use these techniques.

There are two types of data that are fundamental to the management the alarm
system:

• Process data: these are measurements of process variables at regular intervals,
these are stored in a database and they provide information for the identification
of the optimal alarm system.

• Alarm data: these aremessages generated by the distributed control system (DCS),
and they are stored in an alarm log.

This data is important to analyse, it can help to know the causes of the current
alarm systemoverload. It is important to compare industrial data in a real environment
with methods or techniques that are developed academically. For instance, Wang
et al. explored the main factors behind this problem and they concluded that [19]:
the chattering alarms frequently occur due to noise/disturbance, the alarm variables
are incorrectly configured, the alarm design is isolated from related variables and the
abnormality of the data is transmitted due to physical connections.

System performance and the alarm management lifecycle should be evaluated
such as the runtime concept. Kondaveeti et al. [20] offers a tutorial to the alarms
chatter, these are difficult to identify due to the poor design or incorrect configuration
of the alarm method. A Chatter index is proposed to reduce the effort to identify and
quantify chattering alarms. In reference [21], a quantitative measure is proposed to
estimate the degree of chattering. The method for evaluating the chatter index is
based on alarm parameters and statistical properties of the process variable. Process
data is divided into approximate distribution characteristics, and each distribution
is estimated separately. The distribution of process data is obtained by adding all
run length distributions together. A mathematical function developed by analytical
methods is intended to reduce chattering alarms.

Hu et al. proposed a framework for the combination of causality inference using
process data and alarm data, and thus it helps to the operator to reduce the alarm
flood [22]. Alarm data can be used to identify root alarm labels, and it reduces alarms
that require attention. Root cause and effect analysis can be used to detect root cause
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alarms. The random relationships can be detected by extracting the process variables
associated with the root alarms. Finally, the root cause can be confirmed thanks to
the causal map of the process variables and some knowledge of the process. The
number of alarms is reduced with the method, since only root alarm tags are alerted.
The operators can know the root cause quickly, because the causal relationship is
detected. Process and alarm industrial data were applied, and the results presented
good performances.

4 Alarm Flood

According to International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC, 2014) [23], an alarm
flooding occurs when alarms appear on the control panels at a faster rate than the
operator can manage them. It leads to determine the root cause of the alarm and the
optimal control of the system.

A flood alarm is usually triggered by a primary event and its consequential events
[24]. The root cause alarms should be distinguished fromconsequent alarms to reduce
the number of alarms. The alarm data allows to make a list of the primary alarms and
the process variables related to them. In addition, the causal relationships between
the alarms are obtained with the alarm data. Subsequently, the process data will help
to support or discern the root cause analysis.

The historical alarm data allows to use a new analysis method to eliminate alarm
flooding [25]. These data are grouped according to a base of alarm occurrences.
The alarm floods have similar patterns. If these patterns are analysed and classified,
then this method can lead to the root cause of an anomaly. Therefore, the operator
will have fewer false alarms and he will be able to react better to flooding alarms.
Hu et al. applied a fast sequence alignment method to speed up the calculation and
improve the computational efficiency of the algorithms [26]. The method is intended
to be more sensitive to higher priority alarms, and it tends to ignore alarms that
occur simultaneously to avoid flooding alarms. Through the set-based comparison
is reduced unnecessary calculations by irrelevant alarm tags. The results obtained
in industrial cases show that the method is faster than the existing algorithms and,
therefore, the operators have more time to perform the correct operation and correct
this failure.

An alarm that performs repeated transitions between the normal and the abnormal
state is called a chattering alarm. This is mainly due to signal noise and because of the
variable operates near the alarm limit. The chattering alarms causemany false alarms.
It is proposed to redesign the control system, and that these alarms be eliminated
by grouping. Consecutive alarms in a cluster are displayed spaced in a narrow time
window, then become a single alarm. And only one alarm message will be sent to
the operator for a single cluster when the alarm appears. This is a simple method to
reduce alarm flooding.

Rodrigo et al. [27] are based on the previous line of work. They claim that by
combining the alarm logging, analysing process data and connectivity, alarms can
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Fig. 1 Workflow for alarm systems

be grouped together, and their root alarm identified. Figure 1 shows the workflow to
reduce the alarms flood.

The first step is remove chattering alarms, according to reference [25], the mini-
mum permissible interval should be 10 min. If the elapsed time is shorter the second
alarm is eliminated.

In the next step, the alarm log is divided in intervals of 10 min. An alarm threshold
is set. It must be more than 10 alarms per time interval and per operator. Consecutive
intervals are merged with more alarm occurrences than the defined threshold.

Using sequence patternmatching, the alarm flood sequences are grouped together.
In this case, the method described in reference [28] is based on a modified Smith-
Waterman (MSW) algorithm. Although, other algorithms can be applied, such as
agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC).

The fourth step consists of grouping the flood alarm sequences, and a set of
templates is created to cancel out the anomalies of all the clusters in the process.

Perhaps the last step is the most complicated, it should be noted that the causal
alarm cannot be the first alarm, because when an alarm is triggered, it depends on the
alarm setting limits. The time elapsed between the anomaly occurring and the alarm
being triggered is probabilistic. Later, some algorithms are applied to determine the
root cause of the alarm. There aremany papers where different algorithms are applied
[29, 30], the best algorithm will depend of the case study.
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Fig. 2 Univariate alarming methods diagram

In summary, to reduce flooding alarm it is used: an alarm log, historical process
data and connectivity analysis, to group the different alarms and determine the causal
alarm.

There is no single solution to improve the alarm system, therefore, there are
different workflows with various processes. For instance, there are signal-baseyvd
methods, in this case the process variables are monitored and compared with thresh-
olds (called alarm limits). They are currently the most widely used techniques in
the industry and these are implemented in many modern distributed control systems
(DCS).

There are also many classifications for alarm systems, some of the techniques
applied are threshold design, data processing, multivariate process monitoring,
model-based process monitoring, state-based priority setting [31–33].

Other classification of alarm systems depends on their design, that can be uni-
variate and multivariate. Within the univariate design are: The alarm threshold; dead
band; delay-timer, and; filtering (see Fig. 2). They are individually designed for
each variable. In the multivariate design, alarms are combined linearly from various
process variables.

Alarm flooding is difficult to suppress with delay timers or dead bands due to
consequence alarms. Lai and Chen present an algorithm (extension of) for optimal
alignment of multiple flood alarm sequences to obtain a common pattern of them
[28, 34]. This new technique needs the following points: Similarity scoring functions;
dynamic programming equation; tracking and alignment generation. They propose
to develop new algorithms for combining online alarm messages with a database of
patterns to alert operators in case of alarm flooding.

Data-driven method [35], concretely historical alarm data, is also employed to
detect frequent patterns of alarm flooding. The results showed that the method is
effective in finding patterns and reducing pattern redundancies. The holistic view of
alarms is also employed for an intuitive understanding of alarm patterns.

The alarm flood sequence alignment (AFSA) methods provide fault inference
from the assessment of the similarity of alarm sequences. Guo et al. proposed a new
AFSA method, the match-based accelerated alignment (MAA), which analyses the
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alarm coincidences [36]. It is important because its alignment results reveal to a large
extent the real similarity of the alarm floods.

The alarm flood is a problem for the alarm system. There are several methods and
techniques to avoid it, where the main ones are discussed in the following sections.

5 Long Standing Alarm

The long-standing alarms have several different definitions, for example ISA-18.2
defines them as “an alarm that remains in the alarm state for an extended period of
time (e.g. 24 h)” [37]. According to EEMUA, 2013, an active alarm is considered a
long duration alarm for a complete operating shift [38]. In general, the long-lasting
alarm, as its name suggests, has a long alarm duration, but the authors do not agree
on the thresholds for this time. In this chapter, three main causes of the generation
of these alarms are indicated:

• Due to the modern computerized monitoring system, alarms are easily created by
entering trigger point values, often implemented without special care and generate
many misconfigured alarms.

• It is often not taken into account the start-up states, the average rate, etc., that have
different demands and, therefore, different operating states, and are qualified as
alarms when in fact they are not, e.g. when the equipment is switched off.

• The process variables experience variations in different states, but the alarm trigger
points are constant. It would be interesting to compare the alarm variables with the
measurements of the process variables and thus generate new alarm thresholds.

6 Graphical Methods

Alarm data display tools method are employed to detect the annoying alarms [39,
40], e.g. the High Density Alarm Plot (HDAP) and Alarm Similarity Color Map
(ASCM). These graphical tools have proven their usefulness in identifying the chat-
tering alarms.

HDAP presents the highest alarms for a given time. It is recommended to choose
a sample size of 10 min, to follow the recommendations of the acceptable announce-
ment rate according to EEMUA. This tool allows to emphasize through colour, for
example red will show unacceptable chatter behaviour [41].

ASCMenables to be highlighted correctly, related and redundant alarms. This tool
shows the alarms reorganized in terms of their similarity and time of occurrence. It
depends on the time of analysis, number of higher alarms, type of union in the
construction of the bunches and the method of arrangement of the leaves. This tool
displays the data in a color-coded matrix and this allows the identification by groups
of related alarms, which provide information on the interactions of the process.
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Graphical representations provide valuable feedback to improve the alarm sys-
tem and thus reduce false alarms. For example, Yang et al. used the pseudo data
map according to [42]: (1) it is robust to false, missed and chattering alarms; (2)
informs whether there is a positive or negative correlation and the similarity; (3) The
pseudodata can be used in other statistical analyses to contrast the results obtained.
The method consists of the following phases:

(a) The Gaussian kernel method is applied, and the binary alarm data generates
continuous pseudo time series.

(b) A correlation colourmap of pseudodata, or transformed data, is used for showing
the set of correlated variables.

(c) Statistical methods are applied to find redundant alarm labels, or to group cor-
related alarms.

There are several difficulties to apply this method, such as parameter adjustment,
the graph is sensitive, i.e. it requires some degree of freedom to optimize the display
of the graph. However, it has been shown that this method is better than the alarm
similarity colour map as long as the parameters are set properly.

7 Univariate Alarming Methods

Themethodsmost commonlyused are univariate alarmingmethods for alarmsystems
[43]. Thesemethods are used because the information they show about a single signal
is simple and clear, and operators can make decisions easily. However, for more
complex alarms are needed other techniques such as multi-setpoint settings, mobile
window, neural network method, etc. [44].

The most important univariate alarming methods are shown in Fig. 2

7.1 Alarm Filtering

The use of filters is widespread in real life because of they can be used for different
proposes, for example: eliminating erroneous or undesirable data, reducing noise,
extracting data characteristics, modifying the statistical distribution of data, grouping
data according to their frequency. The most popular filters are the moving average,
the exponentially moving average (EWMA) and the cumulative sum. Izadi et al.
presented filters used to improve the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC)
[45].

Filtering techniques for alarm systems presents some disadvantages, e.g. mea-
sured by false alarm rate (FAR), missed alarm rate (MAR) and expected detection
delay (EDD). Tan et al. [46] have worked with rank order filters to avoid the dis-
advantages. They have achieved two approaches when the PDF (probability density
function) of raw data is known: performance curves of this filters can be calculated
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directly and can be estimated the EDD, that is impossible for general filters. The
experimental results have shown that the order of the filters offers a degree of free-
dom for the system design, and other if it is considered the size of the window. These
results are limited to univariate alarms. Therefore, it is recommended to work with
multivariate systems.

The accuracy is given by the false alarm rate, and the efficiency is related to the
detection delay and the complexity of the methodology used [47]. Cheng et al. used
a method to create an optimal filter design with the aim of improving performance
[48]. The optimum performance curve leads in this case that the moving average
filter is better than the linear filters. The authors propose as future work to study
the performance of the generalized medium filter to obtain a robust optimal filter
design method. Izadi et al. consider filtering, alarm delay or deadband to be simple
techniques that can reduce annoying alarms and FAR [45].

7.2 Alarm Delay-Timer

Filters use a continuous function transformation, while alarm delay timers are the
transformation of discrete functions. The timers are used for their simplicity and
efficiency. They can reduce the FAR and MAR, but their disadvantage is that they
suffer from a delayed response.

The main elements for univariate alarm design are: the set point; dynamic order,
and; alarm algorithm. Su et al. proposed an alarm method with multiple setpoint
delay timers [43]. This achieves a balance between accuracy and sensitivity of the
alarm system by providing direct transitions from each delay timer sub-state to the
alarm state. FAR, MAR and the averaged alarm delay (AAD) are reduced by this
methodology. Xu et al. study the efficiency of a univariate system using FAR, MAR
and AAD, with emphasis on the calculation of these rates [49]. The proposedmethod
was applied to an industrial case, concluding that it can be used for power and
petrochemical plants. Zang et al. employed an improved delay timer method, where
the univariate alarm was configured with multiple commands and set points [50].
These timers had an alarm announcement set point and an alarm end set point over
conventional alarm timers. Enhanced alarm timers have more design parameters,
but present better performance according to the Markov chain. Markov chains are
generally employed for random phenomena, being simple mathematical models. It
applies to systems that are particularly dependent, as the state of the n+1 observation
system depends only on the state of the system, i.e. changes in the system depend
on the current state and not on the way it has been reached. Adnan et al. showed that
the delay timers provide flexibility in the design of alarms [51]. The use of the delay
timers is a common practice in the industry as it is a simple technique to reduce FAR,
MAR and EDD.

Noise is one of the causes of chattering alarm. If a signal is well defined by its
period and amplitude, but it contains noise and the noise is large enough to cross over
the trigger point many times, then a chattering alarm occurs. Wang and Chen have
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proposed an online method to detect and reduce chattering alarms due to oscillation
[52]. The presence of oscillation can be determined through a revised chattering
index and a method based on discrete cosine transform. Therefore, it is used an
alarm setting or delay timer is used to reduce alarms. Wang and Chen [53] proposed
a rule for detecting talking alarms caused by random noise, and other for repetitive
alarms based on the duration and interval of alarms and by regular patterns. It uses the
online method and the sample delay timer m to eliminate flicker and repeat alarms.
The effectiveness of themethodwas tested using 3 industrial examples and according
to FAR, MAR and AAD (Fig. 3).

8 Multivariate Alarming Methods

Some methods set the alarm limits by studying the correlations between the process
data and the alarm data [54]. The multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) is
a methodology that is applied for monitoring in many manufacturing processes [55].
It basically consists of three steps:

(1) The process is under normal operating conditions, historical data are collected
and stored in the database, and a statistical model is developed.

(2) The control limits are fixed for the statistical model.
(3) If the online data exceeds the control limits, it will be qualified as a process

failure.

Historical process data is subjected to multivariable statistical techniques to deter-
mine the control limits of the statistics of the study variables, if the actual values
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exceed the control limit, then the point will be qualified as “out of control”. This
involves detection of faults, being the next step is to identify the root cause of the
process fault [56].

False alarms can appear by different causes, where the failure of the alarm system
and random effects are two of the main causes. System deficiency may be due to
the difference between the statistical model and the real process. The random effects
also may cause false alarms. There are some online-fluctuation being monitored in
the process. They can cause actual variables to deviate from nominal values, and
even though the process is working correctly, these false alarms can occur. Many
authors have researched using a statistical approach to avoid randomly induced false
alarms [57–60], e.g. Bernoulli, Binomial distributions, conventional method based
on principal component analysis (PCA) [61], etc. However, the real variables of the
process tend to be self-related, therefore, the approaches of modelling of time series
are needed.

One of the main methods of multivariate analysis is the correlation method. In
many processes, one variable can be affected by other variable or several variables,
i.e. different alarm thresholds generate different alarm data and then different correla-
tions. To optimize these multivariate alarm thresholds, numerous statistical method-
ologies or algorithms have been applied to demonstrate interactions between vari-
ables and determine correlated key variables for the optimization of alarm thresholds,
grouped as:

• Grouping Variables
• Correlation Methods
• Advance Methods
• Intrusion Detection System (IDS).

9 Conclusions

An optimal alarm system should inform and guide, and each alarm should have a
defined response and adequate time to allow the operator to respond adequately to that
alarm. Alarms must be relevant, unique, prioritized and understandable. The alarm
system must identify the alarm, sort it, set priorities and finally alert the operator if
necessary, visually or audibly.

Due to the study of false alarms, it is concluded that three of the most important
reasons for their existence are: (1) the process undergoes state changes such as
switching on and off, this is set that abnormality and it propagates owing to physical
connections; (2) the alarms are poorly configured and have redundant measurements,
and; (3) exist causal relationships between the variables studied and alarm design is
isolated from related variables.

There are many classifications on alarm systems, since depending on how they
treat the information, the type of study variable, the algorithms applied, etc.
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There are many types of alarm systems are used in the industry, however, false,
annoying or chattering alarms have not yet been completely eliminated. Although
many resources are devoted to this problem, an optimal solution has not yet been
achieved. It will be possible to improve these methods by means of dynamic systems
where the historical data provide feedback capable of handling the process correctly,
due to the development of new technologies and the increase in data processing
capacity.
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